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In the information age information is useless unless it can be found and used, search
engines in our time thereby form a crucial component of research. For something so crucial,
information retrieval (IR), the formal discipline investigating search, can be a confusing area
of study. There is an underlying diculty, with the very denition of information retrieval,
and weaknesses in its operational method, which prevent it being called a science. The work
in this thesis aims to create a formal denition for search, scientic methods for evaluation
and comparison of dierent search strategies, and methods for dealing with the uncertainty
associated with user interactions; so that one has the necessary formal foundation to be
able to perceive IR as \search science".
The key problems restricting a science of search pertain to the ambiguity in the current
way in which search scenarios and concepts are specied. This especially aects evaluation
of search systems since according to the traditional retrieval approach, evaluations are not
repeatable, and thus not collectively veriable. This is mainly due to the dependence on
the method of user studies currently dominating evaluation methodology. This evaluation
problem is related to the problem of not being able to formally dene the users in user
studies. The problem of dening users relates in turn to one of the main retrieval-specic
motivations of the thesis, which can be understood by noticing that uncertainties asso-
ciated with the interpretation of user interactions are collectively inscribed in a relevance
concept, the representation and use of which denes the overall character of a retrieval
model. Current research is limited in its understanding of how to best model relevance,
a key factor restricting extensive formalization of the IR discipline as a whole. Thus, the
problems of dening search systems and search scenarios are the principle issues preventing
formal comparisons of systems and scenarios, in turn limiting the strength of experimental
evaluation. Alternative models of search are proposed that remove the need for ambiguous
relevance concepts and instead by arguing for use of simulation as a normative evaluation
strategy for retrieval, some new concepts are introduced that can be employed in judging
eectiveness of search systems. Included are techniques for simulating search, techniques
for formal user modelling and techniques for generating measures of eectiveness for search
models.
iThe problems of evaluation and of dening users are generalized by proposing that they are
related to the need for an unied framework for dening arbitrary search concepts, search
systems, user models, and evaluation strategies. It is argued that this framework depends
on a re-interpretation of the concept of search accommodating the increasingly embedded
and implicit nature of search on modern operating systems, internet and networks. The
re-interpretation of the concept of search is approached by considering a generalization of
the concept of ostensive retrieval producing denitions of search, information need, user
and system that (formally) accommodates the perception of search as an abstract process
that can be physical and/or computational.
The feasibility of both the mathematical formalism and physical conceptualizations of quan-
tum theory (QT) are investigated for the purpose of modelling the this abstract search
process as a physical process. Techniques for representing a search process by the Hilbert
space formalism in QT are presented from which techniques are proposed for generating
measures for eectiveness that combine static information such as term weights, and dy-
namically changing information such as probabilities of relevance. These techniques are
used for deducing methods for modelling information need change. In mapping the `macro
level search' process to `micro level physics' some generalizations were made to the use
and interpretation of basic QT concepts such the wave function description of state and
reversible evolution of states corresponding to the rst and second postulates of quantum
theory respectively. Several ways of expressing relevance (and other retrieval concepts)
within the derived framework are proposed arguing that the increase in modelling power
by use of QT provides eective ways to characterize this complex concept.
Mapping the mathematical formalism of search to that of quantum theory presented in-
sightful perspectives about the nature of search. However, dierences between the opera-
tional semantics of quantum theory and search restricted the usefulness of the mapping. In
trying to resolve these semantic dierences, a semi-formal framework was developed that
is mid-way between a programmatic language, a state-based language resembling the way
QT models states, and a process description language. By using this framework, this thesis
attempts to intimately link the theory and practice of information retrieval and the evalu-
ation of the retrieval process. The result is a novel, and useful way for formally discussing,
modelling and evaluating search concepts, search systems and search processes.
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Introduction1.1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Information retrieval (IR) is the the eld of research investigating the searching of informa-
tion in documents, searching for documents, searching for information about documents,
or searching within databases, whether stand-alone or networked by hyper-links such as the
internet. Types of data searched include text, audio, video, images or other complex data
types such as programs. An IR system is commonly understood as that which deals with
the relationship between objects and queries. Queries are formal statements of information
needs addressed to an IR system by the user. The object is an entity which stores informa-
tion in a data set, known as a document. User queries are matched to documents stored
in document collection. Often the documents themselves are not kept or stored directly in
the IR system, but are instead represented in the system by their pointers.
Automated information retrieval systems were initially used to manage information explo-
sion in scientic literature in the last few decades. The value of information is directly
related to its ability to be located and used eectively, search engines thereby form a
crucial component in the research and understanding of modern times. For something
so crucial, IR can be a confusing area of study. Firstly, there is an underlying diculty
with the very denition of IR as there exist the adjacent elds of data, document and
text retrieval [Bla84]; knowledge, information and data management [Bla02]; information
seeking[IJ05, Cas06, Mar95], information science [Wil97, VV87] and others with their own
bodies of literature, theory and technologies which are deeply related to IR and each other
to the point where the boundaries are unclear. Secondly, IR is a broad interdisciplinary
eld, that draws upon secondary elds such as cognitive science, linguistics, computer sci-
ence, library science and it does so in a loosely organized fashion. It is tempting to refer
to this conjunction of diverse areas as \search science". However, due to the presence of
ad-hoc techniques used to perform experimentation in IR and the absence of a (general)
formal language for denition of IR concepts, components and results, it cannot be called
a science1. Furthermore, there are no specic denitions of search. With the abundance
of methods available for nding information, whether through computer applications, li-
braries and librarians, a combination thereof, or otherwise, a formal denition would need
1This is further elaborated in the next chapter.
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to accommodate a process far more complex than that of traditional web-based querying
through systems like Google. The lack of a general formal specication method for search
processes, IR research, and the absence of a strict scientic method underpinning it has
posed major barriers to future development and usefulness of research in the eld [AvRJ05].
This thesis addresses the conceptual, methodological and theoretical foundations of infor-
mation retrieval with the intention of creating standard principles for understanding search
in its various forms and hoping to thereby enhance research methodology. Borrowing no-
tions from the mathematical formalisms, operational methods and interpretational mech-
anisms of Quantum Theory (QT), this work aims to show that the conceptual ambiguities
underlying current research methods are responsible for many of the research problems.
Alternative ways of understanding search are proposed with corresponding methods of
conceptualization, some allowing mathematical formalization. The next section discusses
the broad motivations for addressing the foundations of search.
1.2 Motivation
1.2.1 Introduction
In the last decade and half the process of searching has been characterized by the in-
teraction between a user and the textbox and search button pair followed by a browsing
process. Compared to human-human interaction where the participants use multiple senses,
a complex language and possess advanced reasoning systems, human-computer informa-
tion retrieval (HCIR) is not just primitive but quite unnatural for the human and also
unnatural for the computer unless it can accurately model the user or more specically the
users information need (IN). The next few sections consider that human-human interac-
tion, specically human-human information retrieval (HHIR), requires to be understood
from a sociological perspective and that human-computer interaction, in particular HCIR
(searching) takes on a special sociological role in current times and encourages a particu-
lar social perspective in a searcher searching over long periods of time. This sociological
perspective is known as the sociological imagination [Mil59].
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Proxy Proxy
Human - Human Interaction Proxy-Proxy Communication 
Or Indirect  human communication
The "Social Gap"
Figure 1.1. The social gap in automation
The the next few sections discuss the motivation from a sociological, educational and
cognition modelling point of view. The motivations from the retrieval research point of
view are then addressed in Section 1.2.5 and Section 1.2.6. The aim is to show that at the
root of the motivations from these dierent perspectives is a motivation pertaining to the
re-denition of search as a concept that better accommodates the related concepts from
the areas.
1.2.2 Sociological Motivations
One of the results of automation of services through use of computation is the decrease
of human-human interaction in the areas that would otherwise be required to provide and
consume these services. Instead, computation has replaced several avenues of interaction
between people and as a result human-human interaction has been substituted by the
interaction of proxy devices that represent people. The proxy creates a social gap between
people by replacing the function of interaction with abstract representations by information
about that which leads to the gap2, as depicted in Fig. 1.1.
Some social gap is inevitable for automation, yet automation could increase human in-
teraction in other areas; for example on the internet, the indirect interaction is increased
through proxies due to e-mail, social networking, and other general online communication.
Interaction between people and entities that are already proxies, such as books and written
2The social gap is a generalization of the concept of the semantic gap in IR which is the dierence
between the form of a retrievable object and its meaning. As here social gap refers not to dierence in
form and meaning of a retrieval object but a general proxy object that, prior to proxies, would be a human
or human interactions.
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knowledge increase through automation as made apparent by the increasing use of the
internet for academic purposes. However, social interaction teaches more than just fac-
tual information, it facilitates the development of identity through social analysis of other
people. How then is a person's identity dened by their daily information experiences3 in
place of social interactions and caused by the social gap?
The sociological imagination [Mil59], meaning the lucid awareness of the relationship be-
tween personal experience and the wider society, addresses issues located on the crossroads
between one's private identity and its relation to the public sphere. It is proposed that
the web, social networking applications and other networked applications form the `public
space'4 for computer users, but in this case the concepts of this public space are developed
in one's private space. In this sense a computer user is still concerned with private issues
but the public issues become perceived in a private fashion due to the way this public
information is accessed (in the privacy of a home environment) and conceptualized, yet
most people may remain focused on private issues without realizing the social reality in
which the issues are embedded. The sociological perspective helps to see general social
patterns in the behaviour of individuals and oers insights about the social world that ex-
tend beyond explanations relying on individual personalities. Essential to this sociological
perspective is the sociological imagination, which means going beyond the individual and
understanding how social structures shape individuals and their action. In the web which
consists of proxies of multiple people, the sociological imagination is encouraged by nature
of the internet with respect to the ideas that one can form about people from their proxies,
thus the sociological imagination applies at the level of proxies5.
As more people are represented by their proxies on the web, and with increasingly sophis-
ticated ways to represent aspects of their personality, the individuals `web life' becomes
more structured, to what extent can one take a users proxy representation as a reection
of their real selves, and to what extent can sociological investigations be conducted with
proxy information? The extent depends on the relationship between the proxy and the
person represented, and also in general between man and machine6. In order to under-
3The concept of an information experience is further addressed in Chapter 3.
4The public space forms part of one's proxy, it contains the information about one that is exposed to
others.
5The social gap otherwise restricts the physically motivated sociological imagination.
6The general case would address theoretical limits whereas the a measure of similarity between a proxy
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stand the extent to which one's proxy information represents themselves from a sociological
perspective one needs to decide what it is about one that is embedded in proxy form, and
more importantly, what the overall purpose of automation is or should be. In the most
basic level a human engages in the framework of automation that requires them to give
proxy information in order to nd out information7. Thus it is said that the impetus of the
relationship between man and machine, or the underlying cause, is search. The interaction
between man and machine, where man is directly requesting information from a system,
as opposed to using it as a proxy to ask another human, is a form of socializing from
which one can understand things about the user, hence as search behaviour is sociological
activity, it is proposed that it induces a sociological imagination.
Moreover this thesis proposes that search is a primitive8 with respect to it being a function,
tool, action and activity, that underlies the formation of identity through the use of a
computer. Search takes on the role of a special member in the `society'9 by which one
forms identity, its use reects the properties of the user, specically it is used to express
the sociological perspective of its users. This is easier to see if one does not perceive
search as an isolated activity that is a minor part of computer usage. As search is not
simply the use of simple web-based tools, it is also the user interacting with documents,
selecting programs, saving documents or any activity as all activities in a way, however
minor, aect one's idea of themselves and the world around. With respect to developing
identity through sociological imagination it can be said that the user is searching for what
in hindsight would be their future identities or future selves described in terms of their
`interaction proxies' that contain instances of general computer usage, interactions with
social applications on the web, computer-usage inuenced psychology, and other eects
that occur in the human social realm through interaction with the articial world. These
are issues that are both associated to the entity `in front of screen' as well as being on a
theoretical level `on top' of the technical components `behind the screen' in the same way
and the person represented would be a measure of practical eectiveness.
7The giving of proxy information i.e. making a webpage, is understood in this thesis as an information
experience in the sense that one is `nding out about the experience of making the website', this is a
generalization of what it means to `nd'/`search' and is addressed in Chapter 3.
8In that it is not derived or developed from any other concept or process.
9Society refers to combination of people and their proxies. Search is a special proxy in this society that
brokers interactions between a human and other proxies, in that it is the cause of interactions and also
the nature of the interaction itself, see the concept of higher ostension in Chapter 3 for a generalization
of this nature of search.
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as human-computer interaction studies is on top of assembly code, classical physics is `on
top' of Quantum Physics10 or chemistry is on top of physics even though not every item
on top can be fully understood in terms of that which constitutes the lower layers.
As search is the impetus for interaction, the primitive sociological activity in HCIR/HHIR,
and as proposed in Chapter 3 search is interaction and any interaction is search, thus the
study of search is not only broad as is already known but could oer insights to other
elds like sociology, thus in this way, search is important at the philosophical level to other
disciplines11. It is hoped that this thesis will suggest ways to re-investigate the traditional
concepts in IR and that of dening search in order to extend it so it can be used as a
theoretical tool to address computer use on a social, technical and philosophical level.
1.2.3 Motivation from considering Search as Education
In terms of human-human interaction, education in the modern sense can be understood
as a set of processes involving institutions (a set of proxies/people) and individual (prox-
ies/people). The institution of education started locally in individual homes, then moved
to the local community in the form of a school, later still an interesting phenomena became
visible among many institutions as characterized by assembly line production strategy: the
use of humans in an industrial process in the interest of `automation' began to resem-
ble the organizational structure of a machine-only process. The mass-production strategy
inuenced the education establishment; yet, although there is a reduced connection be-
tween individuals (as emphasized by the social gap) it certainly exists at the least within
the bounds of social protocol within an institution12. This connection is most apparent
between students and their educators as assumed in Chapter 2, where it is assumed that
the HHIR in the educational context between academics represents the most eective or
optimal search. In particular the educational context that is to be modelled for investi-
gation of HHIR has changed over the years by integrating automated components. The
10This is since classical physics is at the macro level and quantum physics pertains to that which
constitutes the macro level.
11Search as a practical tool is of general use, but it is proposed that search can be useful as a speculative
philosophy for understanding among other things the mind-machine and mind-matter relationship, where
speculative philosophy is understood as \the endeavour to frame a coherent, logical, necessary system of
general ideas in terms of which every element of our experience can be interpreted" from p.4 of [Whi29].
12An example of social protocol is professionalism at work.
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idea of proxies for education is not new, an educational culture based on automated, and
`ad-hoc' learning that is a reality in our time, was conceptualized as an `educational web'
in [Ill71]:
Universal education through schooling is not feasible. It would be no more
feasible if it were attempted by means of alternative institutions built on the
style of present schools. Neither new attitudes of teachers toward their pupils
nor the proliferation of educational hardware or software (in classroom or bed-
room), nor nally the attempt to expand the pedagogue's responsibility until
it engulfs his pupils' lifetimes will deliver universal education. The current
search for new educational funnels must be reversed into the search for their
institutional inverse: educational webs which heighten the opportunity for each
one to transform each moment of his living into one of learning, sharing, and
caring. Deschooling Society, Ivan Illich [Ill71]
In Illich's view, education in the form of educational webs13 better accommodates the way
people learn. The use of a structured information space such as the web with sub-webs
corresponding to forums, blogs, and learning communities correspond to educational webs.
Inductively one can say that people have formed on the web what is, in a restricted way,
the eective learning environment that had been indicated by Illich. Further, this learning
environment is one in which there is an enforced social gap that is expected to have a
positive overall eect.
1.2.4 Cognition Modelling Motivations
Computational search can be characterized as the problem of forming a query that describes
the user's information need (IN) and subsequently associating data entities to this need.
One of the problems intrinsic to traditional IR is the query formulation problem (QFP)
[tHPvdW96, URJ03] which refers to the diculty on the users part in deciding what they
are actually searching for. Query formulation is a dicult task for users as not only is their
13Which applies specically to sub-internets such as wikipedia but in general the internet is clearly an
ad-hoc educational web.
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IN often vague but it is changing as they interact with the retrieval system. Why is writing
a query unnatural or dicult, and how should dynamically changing needs be expressed
and accommodated by a search engine?
Even with a well dened IN most users struggle to comprehend the relationship between
their query and the system's response. This lack of understanding of how the retrieval
system works limits the eciency and eectiveness of search as the user fails to understand
the system. What should then be the way in which a system is used, ought it to be as one
with simple functionality14 or with a set of particular types of search and interactions, what
is the optimally useful tool in this regard? The problem characterized by these questions
is described as the system understanding problem (SUP) which refers to the users lack of
understanding of a search engine that hinders eective searching. The SUP and QFP are
further elaborated in the next chapter.
It is not suggested that users should be expert searchers, or researchers of IR that know the
technicalities of the query to document matching process but that the dialogue between
user and system be more comparable to that between two users as in human-human
information retrieval. In the HHIR context, it is the properties such as behaviour and
personality, and the level of consistency of such properties that characterize the framework
for communication and directly inuence how agents in HHIR answer questions. Traditional
IR systems are very articial in comparison as they do not attempt to address such concepts
directly. Should HCIR be more like HHIR? In HHIR, personality, behaviour and other
factors, contribute to an overall framework for question answering, in HCIR the setup in a
computer is articial. What are then the necessary steps in the context of modelling that
require to be addressed to make HCIR closer to HHIR. In particular, cognition modelling
(as in [G 00] for example) presents a model for HHIR that is more realistic than traditional
ways to model users in HCIR15.
14Search and click interface of the original Google system.
15The idea of using QT as a language for cognitive modelling is discussed in Section 2.4.
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1.2.5 Retrieval Modelling Motivations
One of the key reasons for delving into formalizations for retrieval is for addressing the
problem of modelling changing information need, in particular, for modelling ostensive
retrieval. Ostensive Information Retrieval (OIR) [Cam00] mainly aims to address vague
and changing IN. It approaches the problem by dening user-system interaction so as to
not require explicit query formulation. Change is accounted for treating certain interactions
as more important than others. OIR is relatively new and has been shown to be eective
for search, especially for image search. However, it is currently ad-hoc by nature as there
exists no theoretically sound justications for the specics of its query-less interface or for
the way it interprets IN change. Instead of requiring `articial' communication of the user
by reducing the interpretation of their IN to a short phrase, OIR is an attempt to recover
details of IN inevitably lost in the reduction by introducing an interaction method assumed
to be more natural with respect to cognitive processes.
The idea of querying/feedback by ostension developed in OIR can be seen as a `median'
between explicit feedback/query formulation and implicit feedback as they are tradition-
ally understood. OIR suggests using an ostensive language as (1) it improves the users
understanding of how the system works, and (2) IN dened in such a language simplies
its interpretation for the system, meaning that changes in need become more transparent
to the system. Ostensive IR by denition addresses the query formulation problem by
removing the need to express a word based query. The Ostensive Model (OM) of devel-
oping information needs also recognizes the dynamic nature of information needs during a
search process providing a simplistic model for interpreting change. It is limited in many
ways relative to HHIR, one being its dependence on the binary probabilistic model [Fuh92],
which means only simple `relevant/not-relevant' type interactions by the user are captured,
thus limiting user expression. The interactions are interpreted based on assumptions about
information need change (a concept pertaining to cognition phenomena) by means of a
simplistic model for cognitive state change.
Ostensive IR is a user centric search. A comprehensive investigation into OIR inevitably
means addressing psychological and cognitive concepts or that some assumptions have
to be made about these before user interactions and corresponding concepts of expressing
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behaviour/personality can be adequately understood. In the past there have not been thor-
ough, formal research presenting a cognitive user model for ostensive/interactive search.
This thesis challenges the ad-hoc approach of the OM which limits the aims and poten-
tial achievable by OIR arguing that addressing the above issues, especially that of formal
cognition modelling eectively, requires a broader theory for ostensive retrieval. The main
motivations have been to investigate expansion and formalization of the OM: (1) the cog-
nitive model of IN change, (2) the interaction model, (3) the uncertain inferences about IN
made from interactions, (4) and how these aect retrieval. This thesis presents a frame-
work in the language of quantum theory that addresses these issues, and the modelling
of cognitive phenomena that pertain to information need change. In general, it was the
advantage of OIR over traditional IR that motivated the investigation into the foundations
of IR through a formal approach to OIR.
1.2.6 Motivations due to the requirement of a `Search Science'
Recent work in [vR04] based on ideas borrowed from Quantum Theory (QT) have suggested
methods of formalizing aspects of IR aiming toward a comprehensive theoretical basis in
which a search process can be completely dened and reasoned about, and a scientic basis
inspired by operational methods in QT. It was subsequently found that there is a potential
for QT methods to play a wider role in resolving the above IR issues (of denition and
lack of scientic method) than suggested. In addition, it was found that apart from the
mathematical formalism of QT which oers methods for representation and analysis of IR
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concepts, the scientic method16 and operational structure17 are also very useful. Inspired
by these peculiar connections and on attempting to apply these methods and map search to
QT, it was found that search requires to be re-examined from a perspective quite dierent
from how it is traditionally perceived (see [AvRJ05]) in order to deduce the feasibility,
utility and method of the mapping. Thinking about search in this new way also suggests
approaches for re-dening the concept of search [AvR07]. The overall goal for our research
can be equated to being able to formally refer to IR as \search science" by establishing a
specic denition of search and deducing scientic methods for the investigation of search,
so it can be in all respects, a science.
This thesis addresses the conceptual foundations of information retrieval with the inten-
tion of creating standard principles and hoping to thereby enhance research methodology.
Borrowing notions from the mathematical formalisms, operational methods and interpre-
tational mechanisms of Quantum Theory (QT) this work aims to show that conceptual
ambiguities underlying current research methods are responsible for many of the research
problems. An alternative way of understanding search is proposed with corresponding
methods of conceptualization, some allowing mathematical formalization.
1.2.7 Motivations due to the requirement of a new denition of
Search
In light of the above motivations it is clear that search requires to re-interpreted to cater for
its given function in the sociological sphere as a tool for forming the sociological imagination
and in the educational sphere as the primitive function of an universal education. In order
to do this the most basic principles of search require to be re-investigated, from its formal
denition as a type of physical process which should ideally exhibit scientic interpretation
for creation of a `search science', to its ability to consider cognitive modelling for better
understanding of users, to computational modelling of search software, these all require
16This refers to the way in which a system, observations about the system, and hypotheses are repre-
sented and the methods for measuring the truth of hypotheses. In the context of this thesis it should also
be taken to mean the relationship between the laws of nature, such as those pertaining to energy, and the
modelling methods of QT.
17This refers to the way QT employs the concept of states and state changes to represent physical
systems and their evolution.
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to be addressed in an unied way. This thesis does not provide a conceptualization of
search that immediately caters for the socio-educational perspectives but instead it directly
addresses the ideas at the conjunction of the scientic, retrieval-specic, and cognitive
perspectives, and in doing so it hopes to provide a discursive framework for developing
socio-educational perspectives from within the formal scientic framework, or be able to
integrate such perspectives into the formal computational perspective.
1.3 Thesis Statement
This thesis addresses the nature of the search process and the main problems responsible
for IR research being in its current non-ideal state. An outline is given of current work on
employing QT to address one of these problems proceeding with an approach to resolve the
other causes. In the next section, with reference to the traditional laboratory perspective
of IR [IJ05], the nature and scope of the the evaluation problem and user problem are
discussed. Both these problems are dependent on the denition problem, which therefore
needs to be addressed rst. The laboratory view of search is a hindrance to adequate
conceptualizations of these problems, thus an alternate view is suggested. The modelling
technique in Chapter 5 provide this perspective enabling the visualization of the interaction
of dierent research areas, with the advantage that the denition, evaluation, and user
problems can be represented visually and dened formally in terms of states of search and
the knowledge of states.
Chapter 3 concludes with details of all the key problems particularly elaborating the con-
ceptual problem of dening search and with that resolved Chapter 4 outlines methods
for modelling IR, specically the changing information need in a search, using the math-
ematics of QT, further benets of adopting QT concepts for IR are also presented. Our
approach to solving the research problems in IR with inspiration from QT raises several
new and interesting questions, suggesting changes in the method of experimentation, and
re-dening boundaries between related research areas. In Chapter 5 IR is discussed as a
simple communication process. The aim is to use the formalization of the communication
process as a (semi-formal) base language in which to express IR in a general form; then to
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systematically map both the representation and semantics pertaining to retrieval concepts
to the appropriate modelling language (such as QT) that is expected to be benecial for
analysis. Conceptualizing IR in the ways presented in this thesis lead to new questions
about the search process which are not obvious from the traditional (laboratory) view of
search. The questions are of the philosophical, theoretical modelling, experimental and
implementation-specic varieties. As the communication process view of IR, once formally
dened, resembles several other types of communication, one is led to enquire about what
it is about the `search' process that makes it dierent from other processes. Is it a certain
state in the user or the use of a search program? Or can some other communication
between man and machine or more generally an agent and another agent also be classed
as search and would it be useful to view it as such? Dening search as being formally
dierent to other communication processes does not seem easy at this point. This raises
an interesting but perhaps obvious point: if search is like other processes and hard to
distinguish, then can other processes conversely be interpreted as search? In practical ter-
minology, can the process of a user doing a normal activity such as logging onto a machine
or typing a document actually be interpreted as search? This line of reasoning can be
used to formally reason about incorporating search functionality into dierent parts of an
operating system, something which is already being done in the latest operating systems
where the user does not have to \go to search" through interacting with software, instead
the software attempts to detect when the user might need to search and facilitates search
functionality within their current interaction environment18.
On a practical level, the perspective of IR provided in this thesis suggests simulation as
a natural way to evaluate search systems and can be used to identify if and when user
studies may be required, potentially minimizing evaluation costs. Describing parts of the
IR process in languages like that of QT suggests implementing IR systems in the same way
the corresponding QT systems would be implemented, some of which have been extensively
studied but not applied to solving IR problems.
On a research level, the communication model view of IR implies that information seeking
activities can also be modelled in the same way, as further agents in the communication.
More importantly it suggests administrative changes to IR research methods, so that re-
18Either within the software being used at the time or in some other convenient way.
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search is divided according to the model, an important suggestion of which is to separate
user modelling research from `search scenario' research with the aim of potentially speed-
ing up progress by introducing a parallelism in research. The vision of retrieval research
encouraged by this thesis is one in which a researcher formulates a concept pertaining to
search, dening it formally using the given formalizations (or derivations from it), then
obtains pre-dened user denitions and conducts an evaluation of their concept by simu-
lation. The results of the simulation have a strict formal meaning as well as a practical
one and are specic to the simulation parameters. This strictness is in contrast to the
ambiguity in evaluation techniques apparent in the laboratory perspective of IR [AvRJ05].
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is composed of seven chapters, the background in Chapter 2, an exposition
of a novel conceptualization of search in Chapter 3, an exposition of the use of QT and
its inspiration in creating a new view of search (as in Chapter 3) in Chapter 4. A semi-
formal state based notation and methodology is given in Chapter 5 which aims to provide a
research method for creating new retrieval models, evaluation metrics and strategies, and
user models, suggesting how the various perspectives of search could be integrated through
use of semantics at the modelling level (as opposed to at the discursive level). Discussion
and elaboration of applications of the suggested research method is in Chapter 6, nally I
conclude in Chapter 7.
Background (Chapter 2) : This chapter further justies the motivation, elaborates
current approaches for dealing with the query formulation problem (by ostensive retrieval),
and briey discusses evaluation strategies, cognition modelling and the embedding of search
functionality in generic software applications. It addresses shortcomings of traditional and
current approaches to IR research by introducing the denition, conceptual, evaluation and
user problems which are to be addressed by the remainder of the thesis.
On Reduction to the Higher Ostensive (Chapter 3) : In this chapter the concep-
tual problem introduced in Chapter 2 is addressed by use of a generalization of ostensive
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retrieval. The principle of higher ostension is introduced to address how a search pro-
cess should be modelled and the similarities and dierences in modelling search from the
user and researcher perspectives. In discussing the the concept of the ideal search agent
the method of user simulation is suggested to be conceptually and formally necessary in
order to address the conceptual problem in IR (and hence all problems as introduced in
Chapter 2).
On the use of Quantum Theory for Search (Chapter 4) : This chapter gives
some background to the mathematics and interpretations of Quantum Theory. Following
from this, various avenues are suggested for conceptually understanding a search process
as a physical process. Several modelling methods are presented, rstly techniques for
encoding dynamic and static search information in terms of Hilbert space mathematics are
introduced. Also included are ways for modelling information need change using group-
theoretic methods on matrices, new measures for the utility of a search state corresponding
to a combined measure of static and dynamic search information, and a discussion of further
techniques for modelling search.
On Search as a Communication Process (Chapter 5) : In this chapter, I present
notation that embodies the higher-ostensive principle, and notion of state and state change
from QT. The main aim of this chapter is to address the denition problem by this notation
such that arbitrary searches can be interpreted and represented in a way that facilitates a
QT style understanding, and also a computational (programmatic) understanding.
Applications and Discussion (Chapter 6) : This chapter includes some characteriza-
tions of the search problems mentioned in Chapter 2 in terms of this new notation that aids
in relating the problems together. In this chapter I investigate applications of the notation
introduced in Chapter 5 in modelling structured documents, users, user interactions, evalu-
ation strategies and the representation of the concept of `information experience' that was
introduced in Chapter 3. This chapter also oers discussion of the role of the conceptual-
izations of this thesis with respect to other conceptualizations, relating between concepts
in QT, IR and computational concepts.
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Conclusions (Chapter 7) : Here I report the main contributions that this work made,
and point to some issues for future work that follow from this thesis.
17{A philosophical problem has the form: I don't know my way about.
Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951)
2
Background2.1. INTRODUCTION
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter basic concepts from traditional IR are reviewed in contrast to human-human
information retrieval (HHIR). References to the eectiveness of search are not taken to
be purely based on particular evaluation measures such as precision/recall but also on the
ability of imitating HHIR which is assumed to be the best form of information retrieval at
least in terms of interaction protocol. A search system better exhibiting HHIR behaviour
is preferred over one that imitates less1. In terms of eciency the human may not usually
be as exhaustive as a search engine but it is assumed that a human augmented with a
search system would together form a better search tool. HHIR refers to multitudes of
search scenarios, for example from asking for driving directions to discussion of complex
scientic topics. An arbitrary HHIR scenario cannot be assumed to be ideal, instead the
specic scenario of formal academic research with its protocols and constructs, is assumed
to be that in which optimal IR happens. Alternative HHIR contexts are out of the scope
of this thesis, but it is assumed that by taking the academic-research context many of the
other HHIR contexts are automatically covered due to the comprehensiveness of academic
IR. The analysis is further limited by only assuming comparison to an academic-research
session that involves one human agent and one system agent (unless otherwise specied)
in one search process/session as opposed to multiple users and/or sessions.
This chapter discusses the laboratory model, associated models and their relation to HHIR
concepts, as what type of persona in HHIR corresponds to the conditions of representation
in the vector space, probabilistic, and logical models? It is natural for humans to think
in terms of chance, space and use deduction (and in other terms) corresponding to the
probabilistic, vector space and logical models respectively, perhaps at once. Thus the
three canonical models by which the system makes search decisions denote but a part
of the user's decision mechanism and do so, relative to HHIR, in an articially divisive
way. As a quantum theoretic approach combines these canonical models into one, it is
argued that QT approaches for IR result in models that better accommodate cognitive
science understandings of human communication in HHIR than the current traditional IR
approaches, and are therefore a more suitable medium for imitating HHIR for CIR.
1How `better/less' imitation is to be dened is not addressed until later chapters through the concept
of `convergence'.
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Initially the three canonical models are presented with a discussion on the concept of rele-
vance, feedback and evaluating IR systems, all from a traditional IR perspective. Ostensive
retrieval is discussed in Section 2.3 as an approach that addresses the query-formulation
problem which itself is a problem of user-system communication. The user is discussed in
Section 2.4 in terms of cognition in order to deduce the nature of the human agents in
HHIR and issues related to imitating them for simulation based analysis of search scenarios
and for creating more human-like systems for computational information retrieval (CIR).
In Section 2.5 the discussion pertains to the nature of a search system arguing that its
denition has been blurred due to search functionality being augmented to dierent parts
of an operating system and manifesting in dierent ways on web applications; therefore
the concept of a system for IR research needs to be re-thought to address these various
manifestations in a unied manner.
Finally, the issues raised in analysis of the current perceptions of CIR, the search system,
and user, are generalized as problems of representation (syntax) and operational method
(semantics) and abstracted in terms of four related problems in Section 2.6 which are to
be addressed by this thesis.
2.2 Traditional IR
The traditional model of a search process is depicted by Fig. 2.1 and still applies to most
search systems, see [IJ05]. In order to search a data set, the documents in the set must
rst be indexed according to a document model. The index is the same data set reduced
to contain just the information (collection of words, media, and any metadata) about the
set required to represent the collection of documents suciently according to a document
model. Queries expressed by the user are interpreted according to a query model that is
implicit in the search request of Fig. 2.1. A matching sub-process follows which takes the
query and for each document assigns a value to the association between the interpretation
of that query and the interpretation of the document according to their respective models.
This association is termed relevance and can be dened in multiple of ways [Miz97]. The
results of the matching process are manipulated and shown to the user according to an in-
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ow in the Laboratory model
terface model which is outside the scope of the laboratory model. For a simple list interface
like that of Google, the results are ordered according to matching values, so that docu-
ments deemed most relevant to the query appear higher than the less relevant ones. There
are search engines that allow the user to inuence the matching sub-process by feedback
so that the system's decision about what it thinks the user means by the query, changes;
the feedback can be seen as an implicit query. The user feedback expressed through the
interface is known as relevance feedback and facilitates learning of user interests.
In order to realise our motivation of trying to make CIR more like HHIR two major issues
associated with the former are initially addressed. The rst aim is to show that at the root
of these issues lay a set of assumptions and inadequate modelling that not only limits CIR
as it is but restricts its improvement. Secondly to solve this problem it is proposed that
the conceptual foundations of CIR needs to be addressed by further investigation of HHIR.
Consider Fig. 2.2 which illustrates the process of the user expressing their information need
showing that in order for a CIR process to start there requires to be a transformation
of what is initially an abstract concept to a search expression. These transformations
represent the process of query formulation which is one of the most challenging activities
for the user as addressed in information seeking literature [CPB+96]. This is especially true
if this abstract concept, the user's information need (IN), is vague, or if the user has little
knowledge about the collection make-up and retrieval environment [SB90]; understanding
information need is one of the central retrieval problems. The unprecedented level of
expansion of the web has led to a rapid increase in the number of casual users using web
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search engines. Most of these searchers are inexperienced and nd it dicult to express
their IN. Research has showed that nearly two thirds of queries submitted to search sites
are only one or two terms [JSS00]. This is especially apparent during the initial retrieval
operation, when knowledge of the retrieval domain and awareness of their IN is minimal.
At this stage queries are short and imprecise, leading to ambiguity and a shortfall in the
number of terms needed to retrieve relevant documents [Har92, San94]. Information need
analysis using such evidence is dicult and ineective. The majority of the users fail to use
search systems eectively as they are unaware of its mechanics; they lack understanding
of how any output provided by the system is linked to their queries therefore being unable
to provide a good query.
The Two Key Problems of Traditional IR
In summary, the following two issues can be dened as the main problems with query
reformulation and hence CIR:
1. Query Formulation Problem (QFP): Query formulation is not an easy task for users
as most often the underlying information need itself is typically vague [tHPvdW96,
URJ03].
2. System Understanding Problem (SUP): Furthermore most do not know how the
documents are represented and seldom do they understand in a consistent way how
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their queries are to be interpreted or how the matching process works2.
If a user is searching then when can one say that they are no longer learning to use the tool
and have started to employ the tool for search? What is the boundary between learning and
(eective) use? When a user interacts with search software is it an attempt to understand
the tool, express/understand their information need, or is it both3? It is dicult to separate
these interaction objectives of learning and searching as even the user may not know if
they do not know how to eectively use a search tool. This issue is yet to be addressed by
formal search models and there are also no IR frameworks that allow investigation of such
notions in a formal way4.
On using a web search systems such as Google, the users suspect that there is word
matching at play but often the results are not the expected ones making the nature of the
experience explorative. A user's need may change dramatically in these situations due to
the exposure to new information. This often leads to a reformulation of the initial query
to either make it more precise now that they know more about the collection make-up,
or to make it reect the interest in newly seen documents, or a combination of both.
Inherent in such exploration is the user forming an idea about how the retrieval system
answers its queries. For the average user, such an idea is at best slightly more advanced
than the suspected word matching. Compare this to the HHIR situation of conversing
over email which allows each party to develop far more complex ideas about one another5
even with as little data exchanged as in the human-computer situation. It is due to
intuition and multiple communications that each party develops an idea about the others
behaviour/nature which they expect to be somewhat consistent. However, in the human-
computer case, although the system understands the user in a limited way the user does
not have enough support/evidence to form a consistent `opinion' about the system.
2The user's diculty in formulating queries as denoted by the QFP is not only a IN transformation
problem but also due to lack of knowledge of how to use a system eectively, hence QFP and SUP are
related.
3Compare this interaction between user and system with a discussion between two technical discussions
between academics in HHIR where IN is assumed to be well expressed.
4QFP/SUP issues are addressed by the notion of convergence in Chapter 5 and especially Section 5.4.8.
5Thus in HHIR the equivalent to SUP is the human understanding problem. It is addressed by models
of communication. The process of sending email also includes the equivalent of the QFP that refers to
natural language expression.
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Figure 2.3. Simple physical model with underlying theory
Relevance Feedback Relevance feedback (RF), the idea of extracting more information
about the users need by asking more questions or otherwise, is one way to investigate QFP.
It is a way to address the HHIR analog of QFP whereas SUP is analogously associated with
both personality and presentation. The idea is to allow the user to learn how the search tool
works and how to express their need through continuous analysis of their information need
and if feedbacks of other users are also expressed (through recommendation subsystems)
then to teach users to learn expression according to how other people appear to express
that same need6. Section 2.2.1 details relevance feedback, and Section 2.3 discusses how
OIR approaches these problems.
Relationship between components of a search Unlike relationships between com-
ponents in a physical system, for example as described by equations denoting physical
laws such as in Fig. 2.3 which are made apparent through a prior theoretical framework,
IR research does not exhibit general frameworks to deduce such relationships between its
components. In the physical system the eect of modifying one parameter on other param-
eters can be predicted, in an IR evaluation the user is a parameter but there are no ways
to determine the eect of its modication on the evaluation. Since there are no formal
methods to relate users, the potential eect on user judgements of modifying a component,
is generally too unpredictable relative to the physical case, prior to experimentation.
As concepts of eectiveness of a search system are inevitably tied to the characteristics of
particular users employing the system, an approach for creating theoretical apparatus for
IR with the ability to formally compare components would need to tackle the user issue. If
instead there were a way to work with formally specied abstract7 users which approximate
6Which would be deduced through HHIR between people observing other people using search.
7Abstract in that they are automatons which may not represent a real user or if it does then it is
inevitably a limited model of a human user.
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real users then experiments can be duplicated and veried. The problem would then be
one related to the eectiveness of the approximation of abstract user models. With an
accepted user model, the abstract user would then be a controllable experimental factor.
However, there are no general formal methods for abstracting user behaviours for creation
of abstract user specications, and it is not common practice in IR research. Instead the
research literature uses brief and informal natural language descriptions for users, i.e. `the
users are university students with moderate experience in searching'. A practical advantage
of formal specication is that it would allow relatively economical user simulation type
experiments and provide denitive results for a specic user specication (see [WRJvR05])
which can then be veried. With formal specication the eectiveness of a search engine
can be identied with specic user types and evaluation results can be reasoned about in
terms of the user specications.
2.2.1 Relevance and Relevance Feedback
One could suggest that with the QFP it would be useful if the user were aided in some way
to make describing his information need easier. Relevance feedback techniques address this
problem so that short, ambiguous queries that are evident especially at the start of a search
session can be augmented with further indications of the IN. This typically ineective initial
query suggests that in RF systems this query should not be regarded as a good description
of IN. During this initial `experimental' phase of search [SB90] the user selects documents
that are relevant, and terms from these documents are used to automatically devise a new
query, which is then resubmitted to the system.
The whole RF process is a controlled, automatic means of query reformulation performed
instinctively by the searcher when dissatised with the intermediate results. Its importance
can be realised to a greater extent in the image domain where it directly addresses the
semantic gap problem [URJ03]. RF is quite a natural process in that it is what happens
in human communication/HHIR8. Judging the eectiveness of an RF approach requires us
to specify an evaluation technique and a retrieval model. Using the traditional evaluation
method would allow a result set containing all of the relevant (and none of the irrelevant)
8RF in the HHIR context denotes clarication of spoken concepts through further conversation.
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documents in the to be used as a pre-judged set.
Initially, research into RF was done on the basis of two IR models; Vector Space and
Probabilistic. The vector space model was rst used by [Roc71] where RF is represented
by a query vector changing per RF coming closer to the vectors representing the relevant
set, as measured by a distance metric. The assumption here is that the more similar some
document is to some pre-judged `relevant set' the more likely it is to be relevant [RLvR01]
with respect to IN. The use of the probabilistic model [RJ76] for RF, and in particular
term weighting, has been more widely addressed. The model ranks documents based on
term distribution information of relevant and non-relevant documents. Early work [Jon79]
showed that probabilistic weighting schemes were useful for relevance feedback, especially
for term weighting. Extensions detailed techniques for incorporating new terms rather than
just reweighing [Har80, SvR83] but their successes are dependent on the corpuses.
Users perform RF by interaction that can be explicit where the user is asked to judge the
relevance or non-relevance [CBK96, BCC+98] of some document or select terms for the
Query Expansion (QE) process that implements the feedback process [SB90, Rob90]. This
shares with query formulation the disadvantage of inicting a (cognitive) burden on the
user since it is dicult for most users to numerically assess the degree of relevance of
one document, which presumes considerable knowledge of the retrieval environment. A
less-distracting possibility is through implicit feedback, i.e. observing user interaction with
the system [WRJ02].
Nearly all examples that use these feedback approaches assume that a user's information
need is static and provide no way to update the system's view of user's needs in accordance
with changing IN. This greatly simplied view of reality does not consider the change that
occurs in user's search goals corresponding to changing information needs which in turn are
reected by their actions. An exception is the implicit feedback approach in [WJ03] which
interprets IN change between steps by analysing the statistical rank correlation between
query terms at those times. However, there is no justication for interpreting the changing
ranks of query terms as IN change, it is an assumption. Furthermore no approaches consider
that the dynamics of IN change also varies. For instance, an abrupt or high momentum
change can be triggered as a result of having come across something interesting that the
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user has not even considered at the beginning of the search while low momentum changes
refer to less drastic change of need/action. The Ostensive Model, which steers away from
these assumptions aims to capture the intentionality of an information need that is assumed
to be developing during the search session [Cam00]. The relevance judgements in this
model are obtained implicitly by interpreting a user's selection of a particular document as
an indication that this document is more relevant than other selectable ones. As explained
in Section 2.3, this indication is used to learn and adapt the query which then consists of
a combination of the features in selected documents.
2.2.2 Evaluation
A search system is evaluated according to its eectiveness and computational eciency.
The eectiveness of a search system is usually deduced on analysis of two features, its ability
to correctly associate query and document (to judge relevance), and to adequately present
results on the interface. Eectiveness of a set of relevance judgments is traditionally de-
duced using precision/recalls measures9 to compare against prior human judgments on the
same queries and in the same document collection, the majority of evaluation experiments
are performed this way. The method of evaluating result presentation, or interface models
are equivalent to human-computer interaction evaluations typically employing question-
naires and usage log analysis. IR research tends to focus on improving the eectiveness of
relevance judgments by the creation of novel models for individual components or methods
for combining dierent models. To test a new measure for matching a query to docu-
ments, one would select a test collection of previously collected user judgments and run
precision/recall experiments for queries in the collection to deduce eectiveness. Such user
studies take justication from social sciences and psychology and the results provide more
of an empirical justication than a formal one.
9Precision is
 RETREL
RET

whereas recall is
 RETREL
REL

where RET is the number of documents retrieved
and RELRET is the number of previously judged relevant documents found in RET.
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2.3 Ostensive Retrieval
The Ostensive Model (OM) of developing information needs [Cam00, CvR96, URJ03]
adopts a query-less interface, it combines the two complementary approaches to information
seeking: the query-based and browse-based search method in which the user indication of
relevance of an object-through pointing at an object is interpreted as evidence for it being
relevant to his current information need. This method of capturing relevance judgements
is supported by Quine in [Qui60, Qui69] which explains that to capture a cognitive concept
(such as IN) one needs evidence through observations10. These observables (observable
ostension) should be dened to be non-composite simple actions and the interaction objects
dened such that the motivation of the actions has an interpretation which is as straight-
forward as is assumed is possible. Finally, that a set of elements of the language must
be compatible, in that it should make sense to associate/group them for the purpose of
generalization or collective interpretation of pertaining information need. Quine suggests
that eective ostensive expression corresponds to a simple `ostensive language' so that the
eect of the SUP is minimal in the context of learning the interface. In this case the
QFP can be approached by a user who has a simple tool so that they know that repetitive
simple interactions ought to lead to IN satisfaction since they can plan with it and around
it. With more complex interfaces, as with complex tools for physical tasks a typical user's
planning of use of the interface increases and/thus their use becomes dicult.
The OM therefore allows direct searching without the need of formally describing the IN.
The ostensive path that results from a search process also visually represents the dynamic
nature of information needs. Through search the user is exposed to new objects changing
their context and developing their knowledge state11.
In treating a recently selected document as more indicative to the current information need
than a previously selected one, the OM recognises that the relevance of documents/needs
change over time12: \The Ostensive Relevance of an information object is the degree
to which evidence from the object is representative/indicative of the current information
10The next chapter addresses the philosophical signicance of ostension.
11The graph on the ostensive interface Fig. 2.4 is a visual representation for `dynamically changing
need', it is also a useful visual metaphor for state change as elaborated in the next chapter.
12Change over time refers to change over the time period of a search session.
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need" [Cam00]13. In the ostensive browser [Cam00, CvR96] a user starts with one example
document as the query, and as a result a new set of candidate documents (top ranking
documents according to the similarity measure used) is presented to the user. As a next
step, the user updates their query through selecting one of the returned documents, which
now consists of the original document and the selected document of the set of returned
candidates. After a couple of iterations, the query is based on a path of documents.
The ostensive browser is similar to the Path Model described in [CRB98] for activity-
centred information access, its emphasis is on the user activity and the context, rather
than the pre-dened representation of the data. A path represents the user's motion
through information, `a spatio-temporal map' which in the OM is used to build up a
representation of the instantaneous14 information need. Thus the visual model makes
apparent the users' activity to themselves; the visual model is a cognitive stimuli that then
encourages a particular type of user interaction15.
As the whole path is kept visible, users are allowed to jump back if their current path is not
judged to be fullling their needs. From there a new path can be explored, resulting
generally in a tree-like structure, technically a graph since backward link are allowed.
Linking to a former document would occur if by the similarity measure the IN at a later
time is well associated with that of the earlier time. The OM also incorporates uncertainty
into its interpretations of user actions modelling the idea that the user is uncertain of their
own needs and even when aware have diculties expressing it, thus their interactions are
inaccurate depictions of IN.
Eectiveness evaluation of the ostensive approach has been undertaken only for the image
domain [URJ03]. The OM uses simple continuous ageing functions such as 2 t with which
to scale the relevances of selected documents over time and hence decrease the contribution
13As the tree has increases in length it acts as a visual metaphor of ageing, such that one may propose
that the documents to the left are less important assuming IN changed; this is of course very presumptive.
14Note also the `instantaneousness' of this, compare to instantaneous speed versus the expression of
speed in terms of derivatives in calculus, thus it can be said that the ostensive interface captures IN in a
way conceptually similar to the way tangents are used on mathematical curves to deduce their gradient. As
addressed in Chapter 4, this instantaneous observation style of the ostensive interface naturally corresponds
to the measurement of properties of a search state using QT methods.
15As the user is shown their past choices they are given a map of their IN change from the beginning
of the search, this is assumed to encourage the user to think and behave (interact) dierently than if they
were given the usual list interface for example.
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Figure 2.4. The ostensive path
their features had in the implicit query reformulation. It is one consistent way in which
the model interprets the implicit feedback, a way which maybe understood by the users
in the same way as they interpret Google as word matching alleviating to some extent
SUP. The intuition of older search behaviour being less relevant in this way to the current
situation is however a similarly simplifying assumption as it means all documents decrease
in relevance at the same speed, for which there is no justication. Both the concepts of
matching words and treating older evidence as less relevant (in the above way) could be
character traits of two participants in communication for the purposes of retrieval (HHIR)
but are too primitive to describe communication between human agents. Thus ageing is
too presumptive, in reality a relevance reduction cannot be same `speed' for all topics.
Ideally there would be a comprehensive set of rules and a reasoning system for interpreting
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the communication which would change relevance weights over time according to supposed
IN and user interaction patterns.
In summary, the OM presents a retrieval system that alleviates the word based QFP and
provides an ad-hoc heuristic that is too presumptive to address SUP in a reasonable way.
Instead a consistent set of rules are required that are intuitive in that the user can personify
the system with them and also assume observably consistent application of these rules
in the search process. If the users can understand how the retrieval system operates,
corresponding to understanding its `character', they could use their (relatively) superior
reasoning to make use of it eciently as a tool. Eectiveness in such a context depends
not only on the consistency of these rules but also on the consistency of the association
between them and the interpretations of actions. This can be said to be analogous to
consistency of personality in the human-human case. The consistency of this association
in turn relies on a good understanding of the semantics of each action for which one must
ideally have a good model for cognition. For the purpose of imitating HHIR one should
ideally personify the system, designing it with consistency of personality meaning the way
the system behaves with a user, so that the user spends less eort in dealing with the
`articial' character of the system. In the proceeding section these cognitive aspects are
addressed, as if HHIR is the goal then its particulars require to be elaborated. This is
especially the case for those particulars pertaining to information need which in turn is
related to the concept of relevance.
2.4 Cognition
2.4.1 Introduction
The preceding section indicates that CIR is currently an inadequate imitation of HHIR.
The agents in HHIR are complex cognitive agents who know well about each other. In
the language of CIR [Rob03] each agent in HHIR has a good user model of the other.
Each agent also stores their `ideas' in some way reasoning between them for the purpose of
expression or internal derivation (`thinking' or `internal ux' according to the OM [Cam00]).
The diagrams in Fig. 2.5 highlight the relative characteristics of agents in traditional search
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Figure 2.5. System imitates human
in terms of the information held by each agent and reasons for interaction. As will become
clear, purpose is an important issue for the system in our framework. It is something that
needs acute denition and is related to retrieval strategy, it is also what limits similarity
between man and machine in the CIR and HHIR context. The aim of this section is to
discuss the characteristics of agents involved in HHIR that CIR aims to imitate. A non-
technical analysis of cognition in the context of retrieval is presented followed by a set of
requirements for imitation.
During a search process interaction occurs followed by reasoning which interprets the input
aecting the knowledge in some way (Fig. 2.6), as supported by OM. In the HHIR case the
expression/interaction languages, including natural language and gestures must be mutually
understood for the purpose of answering questions. In meeting this singular purpose such
communication is always at the level of the agent who is less learned in the language of
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Figure 2.6. Reasoning Process
interaction and expression; consider the analogy of a local giving directions to a foreigner16.
For retrieval the machine is assumed to be the weaker agent thus contributing to SUP and
the loss of accuracy in information need expression thereby reecting QFP.
An attempt to improve `dialogue' between agents in CIR to imitate that of HHIR requires
an interaction/expression language and a way to judge its eectiveness. As indicated in
Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 the reasoning process and `knowledge center' of cognition are closely
tied to input/output, thus instead of investigating optimal interaction/expression languages
directly the focus is on modelling these cognitive elements with the intuition that this will
lead to a better understanding of language.
2.4.2 Structure of Cognition
In human cognition knowledge in a generic sense consists of concepts which are associated
or correlated with one another in a way more general than documents in IR document
models, this association structure is then used to reason. The rst diagram of Fig. 2.7
shows symbolically that the reasoning between the association is the `On A' relation. If
only the proposition `Person is on a bus' was given then clearly an association is there
between person and bus. Any such association generates a statement even if it is the
trivial association `A is associated with B', while every statement associates (not necessarily
distinct) concepts.
Associations also denote correlation and have a concept of strength as indicated by the
distance in the second and third diagrams of Fig. 2.7 that implies closeness of the friendship
relation. The strength or degree of association is a property of the association but can
16Where the foreigner does not know the local language very well.
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Figure 2.8. Uncertain logic from associations
also be used to generate associations as depicted in the fourth diagram of Fig. 2.7. Finally
there is also the notion of uncertainty attributed to associations which is dierent from
strength as it is an indication of certainty one has about the reality of the association and
its assigned strength. Uncertainty is a property of an association and also a concept that
generates an association as shown in the fth diagram of Fig. 2.7, it need not be a binary
property and could entail a numerical value.
Associations, their degree, their uncertainty and the logic/reasoning that results (or vice
versa) are simply technical characteristics of concepts as they naturally exist in cognition.
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Take for example a low level HHIR process that aims to imitate CIR where one agent
observes another looking at advertisements in a tourist oce. If the `question answerer' in
this case spots the other agent looking at two topics, allowing P(x), a logical statement
to be formed about the association of these topics (Fig. 2.8). This must be uncertain at
some point, and would therefore be assigned a (not necessarily binary) weight denoting the
potential of the truth of P(x). In CIR, say the ostensive interface of [Cam00], interests are
similarly detected and the document model is then asked to retrieve information based on
the `reasoning' inherent in the binary voting model coupled with the ageing normalisation.
If HHIR is to be imitated then initially documents would be represented in a way similar
to how concepts are represented in cognition.
2.4.3 States and State Change
The associations in cognition and their properties change over time. This could be triggered
by input, mentioned in OM's, as well as `internal ux' [Cam00] but distinguishing change
by either label is dicult as it's usually a combination of both. One way to study changes
in cognition is to look at its state at time intervals. Each state is a label denoting all
there is to know about cognition at a certain time. One can then look at how each state
changes by considering in turn the associations and properties of associations that change
over time. A state change can be measured by the proportion of associations it modied
and a quantication of the total degree of this modication. Change can also create new
associations, for example new concepts can now be associated with existing ones, any
measure of change must also take this into account. Information need is a subset of all
cognitive associations. During a retrieval session IN change is the growing/shrinking of this
set as well as the internal adjustment traditionally implemented in CIR as term re-weighting
and query expansion respectively.
CIR traditionally simplies its modelling of such a general change of associations, associ-
ation strengths and uncertainties, into three distinct frameworks. Associations and their
strengths are modelled by vector spaces and the metrics within while uncertainties by clas-
sical probability. Uncertainty is commonly related to relevance, a notion used to justify
expression on the part of the retrieval system. Neither of these models support theoretical
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derivation of logical statements for which the logical model of [vR00] is required. Similarly
[vR00] does not support general `association' in the same way as the vector space model, in-
stead it is an implicit notion based on the logical uncertainty principle. This state change is
further discussed in [AA94] where the relation between stimulus (input) and changed state
is addressed under varying contexts. Further work in [AG02] makes the conclusion that
representational theories of concepts, such as that by [BOB82b, BOB82a], are especially
good at modelling causation. However, due to the nature of these theories they are not
good at modelling cognitive state changes or for addressing the way concepts within cogni-
tion (such as information need) change over a period of time. In [AG02] it is explained that
such theories are also not good at modelling and predicting state change semantics under
\atypical contexts or correlations that result from natural creative blending of concepts".
In the latter quote `correlation' denotes an unexpected or non-obvious link association with
respect to what classical probability or logic would predict. Therefore the use of classical
probability to model uncertainty is also questioned and it is proven that context induces
non-deterministic change of cognitive state introducing a non-classical probability on the
state space [AA94].
For the association/correlation relation of conjunction it is found that conjunction among
concepts, during a state change, can create new concepts with properties not present in
its constituents17. This cognitive behaviour is not accounted for by classical probability
approaches which require conjunction to mean a closed cartesian product between state
spaces representing concepts [Rob03]. Upon stimulus/input a state changes and is then
known as a state of potentiality that is representable as a non-classical disjunction of states
or concepts (that refer to potential next states). In summary, to better resemble HHIR one
must be rst able to represent concepts, a set of which dene information need. Secondly
one must also be able to model the change of cognitive concepts/IN. Currently no single
CIR framework resolves these issues that are central and pre-requisite to imitating HHIR.
17This refers to concepts which exhibit properties that are non-trivially distinct from a mathematical
combination of their constituents. The `guppy eect', where the concept of guppy does not exhibit a
strong association to pet, nor to sh, yet it is known to be strongly associated with the concept of a `pet
sh' [OS81].
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2.4.4 Purpose of Cognitive Agents
Before proceeding to a framework that takes into account the cognitive phenomena covered
in the previous section an outstanding limitation is mentioned in this section. In human-
human information retrieval the purpose of each agent is not strictly restricted to fullling
the others information need. In trying to imitate HHIR it requires to be assumed that the
particular human case to be imitated is that where an agent's purpose is only purpose is
to provide services to other agent(s). For example, the case where the server is a call
center employee determined to answer the callers questions for the sake of doing so, and
not for wages; hence one of the agents only exists to serve the other. Every association,
reasoning proposition, uncertainty value attributed to the cognition of the server should
aim to full this purpose. The complexity arises when one considers that an agent will have
to address multiple retrieval sessions and users. Does the purpose then become to serve
each exclusively, that is to forget the state of each session upon completion? If so then this
could be contrary to optimally serving the questioner in some search process as keeping
the cognitive state between search processes18 could improve the search's eectiveness.
It is not immediately clear if learning from one search would help another for some set
of search processes, this high level retrieval strategy would require to be investigated for
samples of search processes in order to deduce its eectiveness. Another diculty with
turn-based search strategies19 is that of implementing internal ux [Cam00] for the system
agent which can also be viewed as a high-level retrieval strategy. The idea of a system
changing state outside a search process20 would again require the purpose of the system to
be called into question. A similar strategy in CIR is incremental latent semantic indexing
between searches to take account of user feedback in forming new sets of semantics. The
purpose of this strategy is to gather understandings of the information needs of prior users
and use them to aid future searches. It is a form of collaborative ltering by collaborative
deduction of latent semantics in data. Thus internal ux and incremental updates of
semantic interpretations of data, are examples of keeping and modifying state in between
18This refers to collaborative ltering where user recommendations, or more generally user interactions
are kept over time and used for data classication.
19Where the state changes occur in sequence rst in one agent then in the agent that is interacted with,
as opposed to states changing in agents in parallel fashion.
20Meaning outside an explicit search process. The next chapter re-denes search to include processes
that traditional IR would not consider search.
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Figure 2.9. The OM as a cognitive computation device
search processes.
2.4.5 Ostensive Model as Cognitive Agent
It is assumed at this stage that the ostensive model is a generalisation of many other
interactive search models or can be easily modied to be so, this is further elaborated
in the next chapter. In the proceeding the ostensive agent is interpreted as if it were a
human agent, but it is initially easier to consider it as a general `cognitive computation
device'. In an ostensive search process the user interaction is essentially `code' written in
the interaction language provided by the OM which are the paths of Fig. 2.9. The user
interaction is simply by mouse click indicating relevance.
As the search process continues this ostensive agent changes its set of associations. If a
document on cars was clicked preceding a selection of one on houses the strength of the
association between these documents is said to increase. In fact the association weights
between all documents that are constituted of terms common to these are changed. Un-
certainty values are not dierentiated to association strengths according to the underlying
probabilistic model. One can therefore say that the uncertainty is also aected as in human
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Figure 2.10. Types of State Change in OM
cognition.
During a state change the trivial association of Fig. 2.10 (Diagram 1) is formed along with
the reasoning behind the association, a logical proposition, analogous to Fig. 2.8. This
association is assumed in the generation of further associations all implicitly happening in
the `mind' of the ostensive agent. Some of these cognitive associations are then expressed
or recommended (diagram two of Fig. 2.10) as elements of the path on the interface.
Path based expression of the ostensive agent is very close to a representation of the agent's
`cognition', if the cognition is viewed as in the previous sections. As the underlying model
is probabilistic it does not allow us to distinguish all the properties directly related to those
properties of concepts in human cognition. At this stage paths are taken to be the baseline
symbolic and semantic representation of the ostensive agents cognition. It is assumed that
there is little or no information loss in translating from the probabilistic model to paths.
The `information' referred to here is that relevant for describing the properties of cognition
that can be extracted from the underlying model. The strength of this assumption is
questionable at this point but it allows an initial theoretical setup for modelling retrieval
with respect to cognition. Its importance overall is minimal as our framework is not tied to a
specic underlying model the provides theoretical control over the nature of the information
loss between the interface and model/ostensive agent's cognition. The proceeding section
discusses further theoretical aspects that facilitate a formal approach to the problem.
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2.4.6 Quantum Theory for Cognition
Following from the discussion of states and state change in Section 2.4.3, quantum theory
(QT) is suggested as a formal technique for modelling cognitive phenomena with inuence
from [AG02]. Quantum theory is a way to model (physically) quantum phenomena. Using
the QT formalism for cognition corresponds to using modelling techniques taken from
the micro-level and applied to the macro or abstract levels in which concepts become
analogous to quantum systems or particles, or in the general sense, they become entities
with properties that interact with one another and change over time. This formalism can be
used for cognition as it accounts for a more general family of cognitive phenomena than any
other model to date, including those elaborated in Section 2.4.3. It is also one of the most
rigorously studied scientic theories over the past half century thus one can be condent
about its internal consistencies. The basic mathematical formalism of QT consists of a
complex numbered vector space with an inner product known as a Hilbert space, augmented
by algebraic structures that are characteristic of the space and its subspaces such that
logical reasoning can be dened between propositions that are represented as subspaces.
The inner product measure on the Hilbert space is also used to derive a probability or
sets of subspaces representing outcomes (or resultant/implied propositions) of an event
(or initial proposition) also represented as a subspace. QT employs the Hilbert space in
a way that links the inherent geometric measure of the space as represented by its inner
product function with a probability, the subspaces with propositions, events and physical
subsystems, and then associates uncertainty of logical propositions (subspace) with inner
products between subspaces. Vectors, or more generally, subspaces, are made to correspond
to states of quantum systems or cognitive states [AG02]. The probabilities can be used
to convey the uncertainty that some state (subspace) will change to another. Studies
of representing natural language processing (NLP) in the Hilbert space formalism of QT
[WP03, Wid03b, Wid03a, Che02] are additionally relevant for IR as it directly pertains
to document and IN modelling. The analysis in [Che02] suggests that the absence of
purpose/intention (see Section 2.4.4), an important element of cognition, limits any agent
attempting to comprehend language:
\.. All these diculties, it seems to me, have to be traced back to the absence
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of an adequate account for intention in both the classical symbolic and the
classical physicalist theories of language. The implication due to intention can
be profound. For example, we come to an anticipated application of quantum
mechanical NLP/AI in automatic agents, to which the intention of the host (a
human user in this case) is to be understood. Without intention, it is hardly
possible to talk about understanding. This is a crucial dierence between a
handy tool and a competent agent..." p. 182
[Che02] further supports our justication for investigating HHIR:
\..In fact, for us as humans, a state of aairs is seldom a xed and mechanistic
representation. It is rather a dynamic and living whole that makes sense, most
of the time, only to us. Evidently, the most suitable implementation of states
of aairs of an agent are those that are genuinely similar to that of a human."
p. 183
2.4.7 Summary
The necessity of using the QT formalism for IR was addressed initially in [vR96] and recently
discussed in depth in [vR04]. The appeal of QT as detailed in these works are initially the
mathematical tools that comes with the formalism. In order to imitate HHIR for CIR there
requires to be a framework which allows modelling of concepts, and associations between
concepts, that allows specication of proximity or semantic distance and uncertainty in
associations, from which logical statements to be generated about concepts pertaining to
a user's information need. Recalling the complex nature of information need [BOB82a],
and especially that of changing information need as discussed in Section 2.3 the ideal
framework would allow representation of IN so that one can deduce the eectiveness of
retrieval models with respect to an IN and design models to accomodate particular INs or
IN types. The QT formalism provides an initial structure embedded in a Hilbert space that
can be used to represent concepts, their proximity, uncertainty between associations and
logical assertions. It also allows modelling of traditional retrieval concepts as [vR04] shows,
however, whether the varying concepts from CIR, HHIR and cognition can be adequately
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represented in a QT framework from which new models and insights can be generated
remains to be examined (addressed in later chapters).
2.5 Dening the Search System
Traditionally, the search system is software that is explicit about its role as a search engine.
It contains a matching subsystem, a corpus that contains data from where data is to be
retrieved, an interface that accepts queries and to which results are sent for presentation
from the matching subsystem. As on the web the corpus can be continually changing
requiring the document representation which in the practical sense is the index, to be
updated over time. Data to be retrieved is of increasingly varying types, rst simple
documents or web pages to multimedia, applications, and specic types of web applications
such as social networking applications21. For example, on social networking sites people
search for applications which contain no information themselves in the traditional sense but
are a middle step for the user to nd particular types of information about contacts on their
social networks. Once one of these web applications are retrieved they are used to extract
information that is perhaps not available to general search engines as the information is
only available over a particular communication protocol embedded in the applications. The
HHIR equivalent of such a scenario would be a searcher being lead to a person who can
provide them information only available from this type of person, for example, this could
refer to knowledge only available to specialist academics. Extending the case of retrieving
web applications on social networking sites, consider the computer usage scenario of looking
through the ling systems of one's computer on an operating system. Is this computer
use a type of search itself where the implicit query consists of interactions due to normal
computer use, with the operating system playing the role of an implicit search engine?
Recording general use of particular applications for implicit feedback is useful for predicting
the user's information needs [DCC+03] but would recording general user behaviour when
using a computer be of use in deducing their information needs when they explicitly want
to search? Thus can one say that the user looking through a menu in an application
21Almost as if one is searching for a particular way to connect to people known to them, to engage in
a particular communication protocol.
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denotes implicit `searching'? These questions partially denote what will be known as the
conceptual problem of IR which pertains to the denition of search which is the subject
of Chapter 3.
As the web becomes structured around higher level semantics, going from a website to a
service or application, it seems as though the set of applications on the web are collectively
approaching a distributed operating system. Information, whether it is in a document,
parameter in a function call, is the basic constituent of a world-wide operating system
(WWOS). The search page in the browser or the browser application is the centre for
navigation22 where distances in the context of physical location, `ownership', and specic
functionality are blurred and replaced by semantic distance. The switching between pro-
grams on the `internet OS' is through hyper-links, and bookmarks, and its `central space'
is often a blog or a search engine site which acts as a `menu bar' in ranked list form list-
ing the `programs' (sites/applications) that maybe used (visited). In contrast, traditional
operating systems are moving towards a web structure as there is a blurring of physical
locations of objects, associations between objects be it user documents or applications,
are increasingly based on semantic relationships between objects in order to simplify data
organisation for the user. It is as if there was a trend in removing the semantic gap, or
in terms of information need transformation, it seems that the eventual query language
which for general computer use denote arbitrary interactions, is heading towards the cog-
nitive conceptual language in order to reduce transformation error of IN as a concept in
cognition to the level of interactions and ostensive activity. If one chose to represent ob-
jects in semantic classes, for example putting les into automatically generated directories
pertaining to a semantic, this means that in order to deduce which class a new object
belongs to there requires to be deduction of relationships between an information item and
other information items. Such deduction amounts to relating a query, the new information
item, to a set of documents which are the pre-existing information items, semantic classes
and/or ontologies. Therefore it is proposed that search, at least on a conceptual level, is
used extensively in the majority of semantics based operating system processes that begin
with user interaction23. Indeed such operating system functionality is present in the recent
22Where opening the browser window corresponds to activating the OS.
23Whether it is present in underlying OS processes that do not necessarily initiate by user interaction
depends on the design of the ling system structure, see [GBGL07].
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versions of major operating systems (as elaborated in [GBGL07] for the Windows OS) and
is seen to be an aim of future versions.
In the WWOS, search is not some abstract or separate concept but an integral part of
every process where a `process' in WWOS corresponds on a basic level to the process of
visiting hyperlinks (moving between `programs') and on higher levels it denotes application
specic activities. Thus the traditional denition of a search as an individual program that
is explicitly activated and interacted with is becoming increasingly inaccurate for describing
the way search is used in normal operating systems. Moreover, as the form of an operating
system is itself changing to become a system accommodating semantic/cognitive-like as-
sociations between items where search embedded in most operations, these issues require
the traditional conceptualisation of search to perhaps be understood in a dierent way in
order to approach modelling of retrieval algorithms from a general perspective including
arbitrary types of interaction and result expression. Approaching IR from a more general
perspective also pertains to the conceptual problem in IR that is addressed in the next
chapter upon being related to the other research problems in the next section.
2.6 Discussion
2.6.1 Traditional and Ostensive Retrieval
The above discussion introduced some retrieval problems and approaches to tackle QFP.
While the QFP is directly addressed, formally by retrieval techniques, the SUP is addressed
through user training and usually any resolution of SUP is an indirect eect of usage
experience. One of the sub-problems of QFP was that information need description as a
query is achieved through a lossy process (Fig. 2.2) even when the user has some idea of it.
RF techniques address this loss indirectly by assuming that the eect of the loss decreases
over a search process through increased user activity and attribute this assumption to
their underlying model and evaluation strategy. In doing this they inadvertently assume
an underlying model for cognition which the OM generalises and makes explicit. This
underlying model for loss of accuracy in expressing IN that is assumed in the OM is implicitly
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Figure 2.11. Knowledge State Flux in the Ostensive Model
inscribed indicated by the way probabilities of relevance are assigned to documents24, thus
ostensive retrieval currently does not directly address QFP/SUP.
In the cognitive model of OM (Fig. 2.11) at any one time the user has knowledge state k
which is altered upon an action a from the user resulting in exposing (to a new path on the
interface) their cognition to information i (documents), hence changing their knowledge
state to k'. A further set of assumptions are provided in [Cam00] to relate IN/IN change
with k / k' and user interaction with paths25. This is at most a generalised version of the
cognitive assumptions that also underlie other RF techniques and specically interactive
techniques such as [WRJ02]. Such models generalise the `reasoning system' in the agents
involved in a HHIR process in which associations would be made between what had been
seen/heard using methods from logical and other approaches. Instead replacing it with
assumptions of how an interaction is related to an IN and how it evolves (ageing in OM).
Thorough study successfully applying formal cognitive models for purposes of interac-
tive/ostensive search is lacking. Relative to the cognitive agents in HHIR current models
of the user and also the system, which is supposed to imitate a second human agent, are
insucient. Apart from this it can be seen that the interaction language in the case of
OM consists of clicking items on the path based interface, a very simple language. The
question arises \What is the optimal interaction language" (relative to HHIR), what is the
best way to communicate with users? In order to understand this one needs to analyse
the nature of human cognition, the nature of a human cognition when in `user' mode and
the nature of a user, both in the traditional search context and otherwise26. In deducing
24For example, if one assumes much loss of IN accuracy then single user interactions mean less and
therefore the probabilities of relevance of documents/terms are less aected except by multiple interactions
with certain terms/documents. Hence assumptions of accuracy of IN can be represented in the system by
the way probabilities of relevance are updated.
25State change is the most general way to describe the happenings of a search scenario, this is further
elaborated in the next chapter; also IN change is assumed.
26As the next chapter elaborates this `otherwise' does not exist once one re-denes search in an alter-
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the optimal interaction language one must consider the balance between expressiveness,
simplicity and retrieval eectiveness. Current CIR models do not allow such questions to
be approached theoretically. Each retrieval application consists of an underlying model, an
interface, and an interaction language but there is no overall framework/model to formally
relate these components and reason between them27. This thesis questions the assumed
cognitive models (user model), the retrieval models [Rob03], the way they are related
(matching) and if it is viable to classify things this way relative to HHIR. More generally
it investigates if there is a way one can `ask these questions' formally, and how to then
answer them since the current retrieval research frameworks do not easily allow it, hence
our study into foundations. It seems that current models are indirectly approaching the
problems associated with QFP and SUP which are deeply cognitive in nature. A fresh look
from the rst principles perspective is required to address these issues directly. Instead of
detailing each insuciency in terms of existing features of these models a top down ap-
proach is presented looking at cognition and what tools one needs to model it with respect
to retrieval. The inadequacies of current models can then be evaluated on new grounds.
The justication for this is made apparent by the proceeding discussion.
2.6.2 The Evaluation Problem
Evaluation described on an empirical level is the process of nding the values of variables
representing properties of the system being evaluated. For example, in IR the system here
is doing retrieval, the variables are that of precision and recall which are to be deduced
for some instances of search. In natural language form it is proposed that without loss
of generalisation, any process of evaluation is reducible to the process of answering the
following question: \How good is this system". The validity of this proposition is addressed
in the proceeding chapter. If indeed it is a valid approach to represent the process of
evaluation in this way then it is true to say that the purpose of performing evaluation on
a retrieval system is equivalent to the purpose of answering such a question. At this stage
an assumption is made, that the purpose of answering this question is that of determining
native way to include all communication.
27For example, it is not obvious without experimentation (and even then not formally explicit) if a
particular type of interface complements (in terms of retrieval eectiveness) a particular document to
query matching model or corpus.
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the quality of the system being evaluated. It is assumed that quality28 is an essential
requirement for decision making processes whether it be human or articial, thus it is
critically important to deduce quality for the sake of continuity (of research). In the
context of information retrieval systems, the ability to judge quality, perhaps initially only
at a supercial level, allows systems to be compared. Specically, a measure of quality
would determine to what set a particular system belongs. If a measure partitions the set of
systems into just two sets, then as research goes on and more systems are created, there
requires to be further renement of the notion of quality so that items within sets can be
compared to one another. As quality measures improve and increase the discerning power
of evaluation, richer techniques of representing the set of systems arise to meet the needs
of increasingly rigorous methods of analysis29. Thus the process of rening the notion of
quality is central to the evolution of the evaluation process and hence the overall research
in the area. The prior discussion is a description of the notion of `research' itself.
Repeatability An important characteristic of scientic experiments is that in many cases
they can be duplicated exactly in another time and location. This is possible if each of
the experimental parameters/conditions can also be reproduced30. In order to replicate an
experiment, the dened parameters need to be well understood. In the natural sciences,
experimental parameters often permit detailed, formal specication. If the parameters
are well dened then experiments can be conducted with accurate control of each parame-
ter/condition. These characteristics of parameters in scientic experiments allow computer
simulation of experiments to become feasible31, a potential cost benet. One of the main
diculties in simulating an experiment becomes apparent when an experimental factor is
not well understood. The experimental setup of a user study in retrieval evaluation there-
fore contains an inherent complication, the user. If the user was a controllable machine
then one could note down user behaviours from one search experiment and duplicate them
in another by initialising this machine with certain parameters. The user would then be a
controllable experimental factor, since an instance of it could be formally dened in terms
28Without delving into philosophical discussion regarding the general notion of quality.
29Relevance and relevance judgements are one of many in this thesis.
30Reproducibility or replicability is an essential property of the scientic method.
31As an improvement in understanding the properties of the experiment is assumed to lead to an
improved formal experimental model which in turn would lead correspondingly to an improved computer
simulation of the experiment.
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of behaviours. However, user behaviours are not yet expressed in such a formal man-
ner and instead there are brief and informal natural language descriptions, i.e. the users
are university students with moderate experience in searching. Ideally one would want to
specify exactly, the character of each user, so the context of the experimental results can
be better understood. There are several problems to evaluation done in the traditional
way, rstly, conclusions to such an experiment are very subjective as they are limited to
the scope of the test collection and to the context (factors inuencing human perception
of information) dependent viewpoints of prior human judgments. Secondly, there are no
denitive ways, in general, to deduce why one system performs better than another since
prior user judgments assess the system view of relevance; and are informal opinions of
the whole system not specic formal reasons attributed to particular components. The
latter problem is inescapable when using human judgments. In order to further understand
experimental results from test-collection based evaluation (such as TREC [VB07]), one
runs complementary live-user based experiments where users are given tasks to complete
on a search system with eectiveness being judged using statistics on questionnaires and
usage logs. An inherent weakness is that an experiment cannot be duplicated even if the
same users are retained since their context changes. Thus the experimental results are
not denitive. Indeed such problems are inherently due to the human factor, and will be
referred to as the evaluation problem.
One aim of this thesis is to address the evaluation problem from foundations. It is claimed
in Section 3.7that the question \How good is this system" is suciently representative
of the evaluation problem for fullling this aim as to answer it thoroughly would entail
analysis required to address evaluation issues in detail. Justications for this claim may be
realised by considering rstly that in order to answer the proposed question, its constituent
parts must rst be dened; thus the meaning of `system', `good' and the phrase `how
good' must be expressed. Further, the issue about the present tense of the sentence due
to the `is', must be addressed to specify if the evaluation results apply for one time or are
applicable over multiple periods of time. The assumption is that the constituent parts of
this question are suciently variable to generally represent (at least) the majority of the
evaluation problems for retrieval. In summary the importance of this question is that it is
central to the decision process used to attach interpretations to the subject of the question,
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which in this case are retrieval systems. Without the ability to decide between systems
there can be no progress in applying research. The question is claimed to be appropriate
in representing evaluation on a very general level, and was chosen as a starting point for
addressing the foundations of evaluation in retrieval as elaborated in Chapter 3.
2.6.3 Unied Retrieval Model
Consider the fact that in order to judge a system user opinions would need to be considered,
even for simulated users. A user carries context, which include their environmental factors
for a real user and particular denition for a simulated user. A simulated user is strongly
coupled to a set of user-system interactions, and an interface. The interface and the user-
system interactions components are usually only specied in informal natural language
expressions in search. Overall, there is no way to formally specify an IR experiment in
its entirety. As a result there is no way to formally reason about evaluation results with
respect to the interface and interactions.
As user studies are more empirical in nature than theoretical there is uncertainty and com-
plexity in the denition of research problems and methodology; and in the interpretation of
experimental results. It is proposed that the reason for this is the lack of a formal theory
unifying the methods of expressing and reasoning about the dierent search components.
Absence of such a theory limits our ability to compare in a sound way the research prob-
lems, methods and results in information retrieval. A successful unied theory would be
required to amalgamate the dierent representations of a search component, such as the
vector space and probabilistic models at the matching/decision level. It would also require
integrating the manners in which a component is described and studied. Ideally this theory
would allow search elements to be formally described and reasoned about in relation to
one another. The search elements described as the interaction language, interface, deci-
sion/matching mechanism and data corpus require to be represented by a common formal
theory.
Traditionally, only the document, query and matching models (Fig. 2.1) are formally spec-
ied and admit several formal specications. For example, the association between a
document and query termed relevance can be represented in terms of logical implications,
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conditional probabilities or inner products in a vector space. Currently there are no uni-
ed frameworks for theoretically comparing between dierent representations in terms of
eectiveness. These problems with rigorously characterising users, interface, user-system
interaction, and the inability to compare dierent formal representations where they exist,
hinders research as it severely limits theoretical conceptualizations of search scenarios and
deductions therein. In comparison the simple physical system allows many degrees of free-
dom for devising hypothetical extensions to already specied scenarios, such as extending
Fig. 2.3 with two balls and many walls. Denition problems apply not only to specifying a
search scenario but also to the relationships between the IR research eld and neighbouring
elds as stated in the introduction.
Overall, the specications of experiments in IR lack formal expression. This restricts the
capability to formally reason about evaluation results with respect to these search ele-
ments. Traditionally, only the document and matching models have formal specications
in retrieval experiments. In comparison, the method of specication in the sciences, prac-
tical physics for example, is formal in more aspects. Thus, the way a retrieval experiment
is represented creates ambiguity due to the informal natural language expression of several
of its parameters. However, in general IR research, these retrieval elements are repre-
sented, written about and thought about in this way, out with experimentation. This
state of aairs in IR is reminiscent of a similar situation from the beginning of the 20th
century when Hilbert and von Neumann proposed to axiomatize branches of mathemat-
ics and physics [Cor97], suggesting a systematic approach to expressing theoretical and
experimental claims and reasoning about them. The consequence of this drive towards
systematic specication was a deeper understanding of the structure of the problems being
specied and limitations of the formal specication system itself; resulting in theorems
of computability and incompleteness. The formal specication system that later emerged
allowed computers to simulate mathematical models, and anything that could be in turn
modelled by the mathematics, such as physical and chemical processes. In order to make
the experimentation in IR more like that in the sciences and make good use of simulations,
a formal system for expression of search scenarios is necessary.
Formally dening a retrieval process, at rst glance, seems implausible due to the complex-
ity of the user element. The mathematical modelling of physics did not begin by attempting
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to describe the whole universe but by instead describing much smaller phenomena. Hence
given a generalised specication language and a method of axiomatization one could begin
by formally representing very specic experiments with very specic user behaviours and
gradually building a database of a multitude of possible retrieval scenarios. Although a
real user may never be exactly specied, the formalism could reveal facts about the spe-
cic limitations of user simulation just as the theory of computability revealed restrictions
inherent in modern day computers. There is also the potential to understand on a deep
level when one can do simulation and when they must resort to user studies.
2.6.4 Method and Representation Spaces
In order to understand the breadth of a formalisation task for IR the concepts represen-
tation space and method space are introduced. The representation space for a search
component is dened as the collection of all specications of members of the element.
For example, vector spaces are one way to represent the matching and document models;
therefore they are part of the representation space for these retrieval elements. The in-
terface can be represented by functional descriptions and diagrams, which form part of its
representation space. The method space for each element denes all logical combinations
of the specications in the representation space. These logical combinations are precisely
the way in which the vocabulary, that is, the representation space, is used in expressing the
element. For example, the part of the method space corresponding to a vector space rep-
resentation (a part of the representation space) consists of a mixed (natural language with
mathematics) description of how to perform a cosine similarity operation and express its
interpretation. Alternatively, the representation space corresponds to syntax for expressing
a retrieval element whereas the method space corresponds to the semantics of the represen-
tations, Fig. 2.12 illustrates this. Restating the message of the previous sections in a new
way, the problem with IR in terms of this type of characterisation is the multitude of such
spaces and there being no way to compare/contrast between them. Therefore, in terms
of these concepts it is suggested that the aim for IR be to nd for each search element a
new representation space that can accommodate several of the signicant representations
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Figure 2.12. Method and Representation spaces of search components
that are around32. A general theory for each component is then required to form a com-
plementary method space to allow reasoning about the dierent representations in relation
to one another33. Such a theory would have to agree with the semantics dened by the
prior method spaces of individual representations so that the new theoretical constructs
exhibit consistent interpretations. The idea is to map each of the retrieval elements to
a more general space keeping the mapping as isomorphic as possible. Following this the
task is to nd a representation space and method space which can accommodate all of the
retrieval elements. This nal representation space is denoted the unied language and the
corresponding method space the unied theory34.
32For example, the Hilbert space as suggested in [vR04] that accommodates the vector space, proba-
bilistic, and logical models that are used to model the matching component (among other components)
in an IR system.
33If the representation space for the matching components are the Hilbert space the general theory
corresponds partially to methods of use of the Hilbert space from QT. For example, a representation of a
probabilistic retrieval model can correspond to density operator methods (see Chapter 4) for working with
probabilities whereas a vector space model would be associated with geometrical methods typically used
in analysis of QT systems. As both methods are part of the same QT there are natural ways to compare
them. However, the results of such comparisons may not immediately have a retrieval specic meaning
from which useful hypothesis about models can be generated.
34This thesis provides initial work for a unied language and theory, see Chapter 5.
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On analysis of the matching and document modelling elements it was found in [vR04]
that Quantum Theory (QT) is able to accommodate the main representation and method
spaces, such as probability spaces, vector spaces and logical models which are traditional
for specifying the decision and matching elements Fig. 2.13. As elaborated in this chap-
ter it appears that the theory can also account for many cognitive phenomena and hence
accommodate the representation/method spaces describing the semantics of very specic
user behaviours. If the user behaviour (a subset of user cognition) is mapped to the QT
framework and inherits the QT method space. Previous work in [Xie02] denes some of
the common representation and method spaces of the interaction language, interface and
some user behaviours. In the new method and representation spaces the user compo-
nent would be expressed using the vocabulary of the inherited specication language as a
quantum-physical process in terms of quantum state changes, measurements and phase-
shifts. Decisions made by a retrieval system, its data representation, and matching models
would be expressed using the same set of theoretical constructs and rules when mapped
onto the QT framework. The evaluation element once mapped to the QT framework can
be interpreted in a manner similar to the way a measuring device is understood in the
same framework. The mapping of elements from their initial method and representation
spaces to the generalised representation oered by the QT framework is dicult as in
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general, the initial spaces are not well dened. Ultimately analysis of the large number
of method/representation spaces is required especially for those elements not exhibiting
strict formal denitions, such as the natural language elements in Fig. 2.12. The aim in
such analysis would be to nd commonalities in the representation and method spaces of
these elements which would aid in deducing the theoretical constructs for representing the
elements in a QT framework, so that the commonalities remain in the new representation.
One of the main aims in mapping retrieval to physics would be to attain the ability of doing
formal analysis of search and to acquire the experimental strengths of a QT framework. The
ability to formally specify retrieval elements can be used to dene retrieval scenarios and
their change over the period of a search session. Hypothetical scenarios or simulations can
then be formally specied and used to reason about the corresponding simulation results.
Simulation in IR has helped with the analysis of specic retrieval scenarios [WJvRR04]
but there are no guidelines indicating how the current simulation techniques could be
adapted to general scenarios. It is proposed that formal specication would provide a
deeper understanding of the relation between the simulation parameters and the results.
The formal reasoning system exposed could be used to decide how simulations are related
to one another and the validity of inferring (without running a simulation) the results of
one simulation from that of another with the intention of reducing costs. An additional
foreseeable advantage of mapping a retrieval simulation onto a quantum physical process
is that there are instances where problem (expressed in some QT framework) can be solved
more eciently on a quantum computer than on modern day (classical) computers [Gro96].
This may benet retrieval evaluation if quantum computation were to become feasible in
the future.
2.6.5 Abstraction of Research Problems
The research problems discussed above can be grouped into three broad categories. Firstly
there is an inability to verify experimental results in IR and other issues related to evaluation,
these shall be collectively known as the evaluation problem. Secondly, the evaluation
problem is related to inability in formally specifying users, which will be denoted as the
user problem. Finally, the denition problem, referring to the problem of not having one
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representation/method space from where to relate all other spaces, denotes the issues with
formally dening all components, their inter-relationships, theoretically reasoning about
them and the relationships of IR as a eld with other elds. Resolution of the user and
evaluation problems depend on the resolution of the denition problem. A fourth problem
yet to be elaborated is the conceptual problem which is addressed in the proceeding sec-
tion completing the relationship between our research problems as illustrated in Fig. 2.14
where the arrows denote dependence. The dependency between research problems is not
formally provable on a general level, the gure serves only to illustrate reasonable rela-
tionships as per common experience in IR research. It is at the same time interesting and
unfortunate to note that due to the denition problem it is dicult to present without
ambiguity these above research problems in a formal way.
The four categories of problems appear to suciently abstract the issues faced in our initial
research, which in hindsight attempted to resolve the denition problem. Initial research
in [vR04] can be said to partially address the denition problem by suggesting an unied
theoretical basis for comparison between dierent types of document, query and matching
models expressed in various formal specications. The work in [vR04] showed that mapping
of three types of these models, the vector-space, probabilistic and logical models to the
mathematical formalism of Hilbert spaces in the way employed by quantum theory results in
a single framework in which one is able to theoretically compare among models, providing
greater opportunities for formal analysis than previously available.
One important aspect not elaborated in [vR04] was that of modelling relevance feedback
in the QT formalism. In an attempt to model relevance feedback in the Hilbert Space
formalism of quantum mechanics a new set of problems were faced and interesting questions
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raised which collectively suggest novel inquiries about the nature of IR; these are elaborated
in Chapter 4.
2.7 Summary
This chapter briey discussed traditional retrieval approaches, the concept of the user,
the system, their interaction through relevance feedback and specically through implicit
feedback in an ostensive retrieval system. It was concluded that the problems in IR that
prevent it from full scientic status pertain to evaluation which in turn pertain to lack of an
unied formal theory for dening the multitudes of search concepts. The denition problem
was then proposed to depend on the conceptual problem which asks `what is search?', as if
the traditional search system now admits alternate denitions and the method of interacting
with search systems become less distinguishable from general computer use then what are
the boundaries between a search task and any other task? The next chapter aims to
generalize the concept of search in order to address the conceptual problem. Then it is
shown in Chapter 4 that mapping form retrieval to QT is dicult and only useful in certain
situations. Aspects from QT are then taken to create a new representation and method
space in Chapter 5, a middle language between QT and IR combining characteristics of
both for addressing the denition problem.
56|He who sees Me and knows that he sees Me, does not see Me
Muhyuddin Ibn Arabi (1165-1240), Futuhat IV p.55
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On Reduction to the Higher Ostensive3.1. INTRODUCTION
3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the proposal that information retrieval regardless of its various
forms can be reduced to a particular representation which is supercially similar to os-
tensive retrieval [Cam00] in both its visual representation and in supporting the ostensive
philosophy. Toward the end of the chapter some fundamental questions about IR are ad-
dressed in dialectic form elaborating on conclusions drawn from the following initial section
with regards to user simulation. Initially the idea of state and state change is introduced
for understanding a search process.
3.2 Notion of State
Firstly notice that given a search interface that accepts a natural language query one can
deduce that there are only a nite number of possible queries, and therefore a nite number
of possible results given a search model (including models pertaining to data, matching
and interaction/interface). In practice, relative to the large number of possible queries
there will only be a smaller number of frequent queries and results that correspond to
them. Secondly, even with a complex user interface, there are only a nite number1 of
possible interactions and similarly in practice there is a much smaller quantity. Whether a
user types a natural language statement or interacts in some other way to indicate their
query, there are overall a nite number of possible moves. Each move corresponds to a not
necessarily unique result (response). At each point in time during a search process its is
said that the search is in a particular state (of aairs). A user then chooses a move whose
act causes the system to change its state into a new state. The creation of this new state
corresponds to the eect of the search-interaction. The state of an object is an abstract
device representing the object from which a set of truth statements about the object, not
necessarily all true statements, can be derived2. An abstract device is synonymous with
`a theory', or conceptualization, and is necessarily always incomplete in that, for a search
1Hypothetically it may be possible to devise an interface with a randomly changing look and therefore
due to the large number of possible interactions it could be useful for analysis to consider the interface as
one allowing innite interactions.
2State dened this way is compatible with the quantum theoretic notion of the state of a physical
system where a system is completely described by its state vector (see Section 4.2 and [Gri02, NC00]).
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process there will be a statement about the process whose truth value cannot be deduced
by the abstract device (Fig. 3.1).
A search state contains a set of truth statements about a search process, there is further
structure to these statements. In traditional IR, the statements are (implicitly) grouped
into either a user state or a system state when they exclusively refer to either the user or
system components respectively; thus they are sub-states of the search state. Statements
about a user's search interests would be associated with the user state while assumed truths
about the relevance of documents would be associated with a system state. Since the user
and system continually inuence each other during a search, there would be signicantly
fewer statements which are exclusively associated with an agent than statements involving
both agents. The groups into which truth statements are placed form an ontology3 for the
search process, the traditional search ontology consists of the dual: user and system4. The
purpose of the traditional ontology is to answer the question \what are the knowable things
about a search?" in terms that are useful. Research in IR has taken the user-system dualism
as a normative ontology as it is useful from the practical viewpoint of creating `the system',
that is, search software that requires to know something about a user involved in a search
process with itself. This practical viewpoint necessitates that the system be a composite
entity as its interface with a user is separate from its internal workings. Similarly a user's
cognitive activities are not necessarily expressible through the set of possible interactions
provided by the system interface, therefore the user state consists of at least two contrasting
3For the purposes of this thesis ontology can be taken to mean that about which things can be known.
4This means that traditionally all that can be known about search either pertain to the user or the
system, i.e. is either a user or system property.
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sub-states, a cognitive state and an expression state. The expression state is associated
with statements about observed user behaviour while the cognitive state is associated with
statements regarding reasons for this behaviour. In this way a search state, which refers
to a set of truth statements about a search process, is structured according to a useful
ontology and consists of sub-collections of these statements which is said to correspond to
sub-states5. What is knowable about a system, an user or the search process in general6,
depends on the agent that is inquiring. From the point of view of a system, it derives some
statements from observing user interaction which are traditionally known as statements
about `relevance'. The system typically has minimal and highly uncertain knowledge about
the cognitive state of the user. The user's knowledge of the system varies according to their
understanding of the inner workings and information domain of the system. A researcher
observing a user searching using his/her software can potentially know things about the
search process that the user or system cannot. Relationships between statements knowable
by the user, system, and researcher are explored next.
3.3 Agents, Knowables and Incompleteness
It is argued that there are at least three agents present during search, the user, system
and researcher. Each agent has limited knowledge about the other. There are also a set
of knowables which are not necessarily all known. In Fig. 3.2 an agent is shown as a set of
statements, where the set s1:x denote statements associated with the interface the system
exposes to the outside world whereas s2:x are the agent's internal details. Similarly b s1:x
denote the user's exposed properties, their interactions with the outside world and b s2:x are
statements pertaining to details about their cognitive state. There are also truth statements
associated to the search process instead of any one agent these are denoted e s1:x. The source
of an arrow denotes the knower and the destination denotes the statement that is known.
In the case of Fig. 3.2 both the system and the user know one statement about the exposed
part of the other. The user knows the general statement e s1:2. The researcher knows the
internal workings of the system, one general statement and all statements pertaining to
5A substate is therefore a factorisation of a state; unless one knows the power set of all statements in
which case a sub-state is a subset of the set of all subsets of statements.
6There can be statements associated with a search statement independent of its participants.
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Figure 3.2. Knowledge of Agents
user interactions (b s1:x). A traditional search process in terms of Fig. 3.2 is an activity in
which the knowledge of all three agents are altered since the user learns more information,
the system learns about user interests and the researcher learns both about user interests
and system performance. A traditional search goal from the user's perspective would be
to learn something relevant from the system and for the researcher to learn the truth of
a general statement (e s1:x) such as that pertaining to precision/recall values of queries
formulated by the user. As the traditional system is deterministic its goal is fullled by it
simply running in the preset way. If one adds temporal conditions onto the system such
as requiring it to seek particular interactive behaviour from a user, for example, requiring
the user to rate query results favourably on the y, then this becomes part of the system's
search goal. All such goals for agents in search pertain to the objective of altering the
knowledge of the agent.
Statement e s1:2 is known by the user and researcher, an example would be a statement
among statements pertaining to the progress of a pre-formulated search task such as that
of browsing some specic documents as done in traditional user-based evaluation. There
are general statements such as e s1:1, e s1:3, e s1:4 which neither of the three agents know or
ever know throughout a search. For example, e s1:4 could be a statement about the current
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search process which indicates that given all its properties the process is the most eective
of all such processes ever executed7. Whether such a statement can exist, is in itself a
`research problem' that may have never previously been investigated thus the researcher
(introduced in Section 3.2) has no way of knowing about the truth of the statement during
the search scenario. Moreover, given that the researcher does not know about e s1:4, it is
not necessarily the case that the truth value of this statement is either deducible at all or
deducible within a nite time frame and with nite resources, also perhaps the statement
is only partially deducible and perhaps only with probabilistic certainty.
In the point of view of a writer writing about IR research there are three agents but from
the point of view of a reader of that research there is at least four, the writer doing IR
research, the researcher being written about who is present at a search scenario, and the
user and system in the search scenario. A research reader can view the research writer in
the way the research writer views the search scenario research agent. The research reader
investigates the correctness of the research writers compositions. Similarly a report about
the research writer from a researcher reading the research can itself be investigated by
another researcher and this can continue ad-innitum. If one denes search more broadly
so that it not only denotes a user-query-system based activity but also any activity by
which an agent's knowledge is altered then the research process is inherently a search
process a notion that is etymologically indicated by the word research/`re-search'. Using
this broad notion of search Fig. 3.3 shows the research process ad-innitum labelling it
`Re*search' where `*' denotes indenite application of search8 indicating that the `Re',
the research of search, occurs zero, one or more times. Given that the current thesis is
research it is necessarily restricted according to the concepts it explains. Objective research
about search is therefore limited due to its self-referential nature. Further limits to search
research are associated with the modelling and simulation of the user agent as discussed
in the proceeding.
In traditional IR research, the ontology of search processes discussed in publications is from
the point of view of the researcher. Can it be perceived it in another way, for example, what
7For this to be the case there would be some time factor or memory associated with e s1:4 to indicate
that it knows the set of all solutions.
8In this context the Kleene star operator [Rog87] denotes repetition of the search process indenitely
which in turn is taken to denote a research process; thus it is proposed that research can be seen to consist
of a not necessarily nite number of search process.
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about as a simulator, or as someone observing search as interactions between two systems?
Can one think of the elements of a search process in terms of states or are there other
forms as in traditional retrieval that are useful for expressing search concepts? These issues
are addressed in the next few sections. Given the knowable things about a search process,
the next step is to deduce what is known at some point and how it is known, these are
epistemological issues of a search process. In traditional IR, the user interest is a sub-state
of the user state9 and corresponds to a set of truth statements some of which are derived
through analysis of user interactions. The epistemology10 of user interests is embedded
in the model that interprets user interaction. The system's view of a user's interaction is
traditionally represented by a set of keywords associated with the user interactions which are
assigned numerical values to denote their importance. Keywords with high to low numerical
values form a descriptive interpretation of user interests with decreasing accuracy. Prior
9The user state denotes all knowledge about the user; this is further elaborated in Chapter 5.
10Interpreted as (1) the dynamics (how it changes) of user interests and (2) the way user interests are
known or ascertained. In general, for the purposes of this thesis, the epistemology of a search process
pertains to the way statements are known about the search. Epistemology is dened in this way due to
the premise of this chapter that all research and ways of knowing anything can be perceived as search.
Thus, the production and acquisition of knowledge (by an agent) is said to either done through search, or
speciable in terms of search.
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discussion addressed the 'statics of search' concerned with ontology; the next section
discusses how the knowables are known over time, thus addressing the epistemology and
dynamics of a search process.
3.4 The Ostensive Philosophy and State change
In the traditional search interface the user interacts with the search box and search but-
ton. A more generalized interface is that of the ostensive retrieval interface of [Cam00]
which presumes that the user's information need is dened ostensively through pointing at
information items. An ostensive denition is that which conveys the meaning of a term by
pointing out examples, further elaboration is presented in the quote from Wittgenstein:
So one might say: the ostensive denition explains the use{the meaning{of the
word when the overall role of the word in language is clear. Thus if I know that
someone means to explain a colour-word to me the ostensive denition \That
is called `sepia' " will help me to understand the word.... One has already to
know (or be able to do) something in order to be capable of asking a thing's
name. But what does one have to know? Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical
Investigations, Sect. 30 [Wit01]
Can one then represent all interfaces in a unied way since the user is just pointing or
`ostensively dening' concepts in all search interfaces? This can be addressed by noting
that a user interaction inuences and thereby indirectly causes a change of state in other
agents. The system's knowledge of the user's state is changed due to the new evidence
about the user state available through user interactions. Similarly as the system reacts,
traditionally by outputting results or more generally by simply capturing the interaction,
the user's knowledge about the system's state changes. For the researcher who usually
knows more about the system than the user and also usually knows the user better than
the system, his/her knowledge of the user and system states is also changed. On the
ostensive interface search proceeds by the user selecting documents upon which further
related documents visually branch out from the previously selected document. A similar
visual diagram is used to denote state change where possible future states branch out from
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the current state. The state change diagrams in Fig. 3.4 denote the researchers knowledge
about the system and user's states. Similarly the user's and system's knowledge for other
agents are depicted by Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 respectively. Each diagram is done from the
point of view of a hypothetical observer that knows all states an agent can change to at any
point such that it knows if a particular agent knows possible future states of another agent.
The dotted arrows represent the case where an agent does not know about a possible future
state of an agent at some point in time, for example in Fig. 3.4 the researcher hypothesises
U2 and U3 as the only possible future states for the user. The researcher will only deduce
the possibility of U1 through further observation of user interaction, that is, by acquiring
more knowledge. In the case of a researcher aiding the user during a search process, the
user would be interacting with the researcher and thus would be knowing or wanting to
know information about the researcher. A more common real-life scenario is of a librarian
or a blog aiding a user's search instead of the researcher. Similarly Fig. 3.5 also depicts the
possibility of a researcher (or other agent) aiding the system during search; in the simplest
case this could refer to live-tuning a system.
In general at a particular time during search the agents are missing information about (1)
possible future states of other agents and (2) the actual future states in which other agents
will end up. The researcher's knowledge about the system is a possible exception to this
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rule; in most cases any knowledge of changing states of an agent can only be approximately
determined by any other agent as per traditional retrieval (i.e. user modelling). The missing
information of agents or knowledge gap, a superset of the traditional semantic gap11,
11The semantic gap is a particular of a knowledge gap since it refers to a lack of knowledge about the
meaning of a data item (such as an image or video). The knowledge gap in turn is due to the social gap
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is addressed through gaining knowledge through further observation of agent behaviour
and/or internal deduction (known as internal ux in [Cam00]). Agent behaviour is observed
when actions happen thus they occur ostensively. Ostensive denition is not only what the
ostensive retrieval framework presumes about user interaction and requires of an user to
do, but it is also, on a general level, what any agent necessarily requires of other agents.
In general, due to lack of knowledge of agents full deterministic understanding of agent
behaviour is restricted instead it is required that all states that are substates of the search
state to be ostensively dened. Ostensive denition is therefore central to the epistemology
of search.
3.4.1 The Higher Ostension
The Research Oracle
The research oracle is depicted in Fig. 3.7, its perspective is presumed in Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5
and Fig. 3.6 where the agents' knowledges are denoted relative to that of the oracle's12.
The research oracle knows all possible states for other agents at any point in a search but
it does not know for certain the state the agent will take next13. Thus it also presumes
ostensive denition of states for other agents. As soon as the current state is established
the research oracle knows all the details about it and possible future states but how is the
current state chosen? Given a set of possible states the next state is chosen by an external
oracle as shown in Fig. 3.814.
(introduced in Section 1.2), thus it is assumed that that the knowledge gap is a particular case of social
gap with the idea being that if the creator of data and searcher of data knew one another then there would
hypothetically be (upon HHIR) minimal (or no) knowledge gap between them. At a more generalised level
it is said that that all these gaps are cases of an experiential gap which is taken to be the `highest level
gap' and is associated with the generalised concept of information need (see Section 3.7.4).
12To be able to refer to the complete knowledge of agents it implies that the referrer knows this
knowledge, thus the oracle is said to contain all the knowledge the agents it observes contains; therefore
the diagrams denoting the knowledge of agents imply that they are from the perspective of the oracle who
completely knows these agents.
13It is introduced here as a necessary precursor to the concept of a higher ostension; the general utility
of this concept is an open problem, however, some pointers are given in the proceeding discussion
14Recall that the research oracle knows everything about the search and agents except what the up-
coming state will be.
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System and Research Oracles as \User and System"
On a higher level, the research oracle is to the external oracle as the system is to the user
since the research oracle must wait for the external oracle to act in a way similar to the
way the system waits for the user to act. The user initiates a search and is central to
the purpose of existence of the search process. Similarly the external oracle creates state
change by selecting new states. Further, it can be presumed that in the most general sense
if one is to assign a purpose to any process it would be to change state, therefore the
external oracle is central to the purpose of the search process. The higher ostension refers
to this set-up where way the external oracle causes state change in the search.
Simulation
Could the research oracle ever be a practical device instead of an abstract concept? Con-
sider the case where instead of a user and system there are two systems then the research
oracle, that knows all possible future states of a search state including states of agents,
is a simulation program or device. If one of these systems can be said to be simulating
a user then the process is a search simulation. The perspective of a researcher observing
a simulation device as shown in Fig. 3.9 is a scenario where through interaction with the
simulation software that the researcher is able to know all possible future states for the
search. How does simulation change the way things are known by agents? For the system
and simulated user the ostensiveness15 of events is variable depending on what it known to
it through its model (program) depicting the system and search process. For the researcher
what is ostensive or unpredictable from the start is the nal result, as if the nal results
are known then a simulation is not necessary. The researcher is able to know at least
the boundaries of the simulation results as embedded in the design of the simulation. The
knowledge gap is then localised or reduced (in that it only consists of the lack of knowledge
of particulars of the modelling of a real user) to the background research one conducts to
create the simulated user as depicted in Fig. 3.10. While background user research may
15Ostensiveness here means predictability or uncertainty in any predictions it makes. However, un-
certainty or unpredictability is only an eect of an ostensive act as seen by an observer. In general,
ostensivity of an agent is a measure of the knowledge the agent has of another, thus the ostensivity of A
is OstA(B) = f(What A knows about B).
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involve complicated processes including search processes. The user models generated can
be used repeatedly in simulations. In the traditional context this is equivalent to employing
the same users between several search scenario based investigations during dierent time
periods all behaving in the same way and with little or no cost associated to all but the
rst such investigation16. Therefore, simulation aects IR research methods and it can
potentially have signicant eect on the management and administration of research.
16This depends on a marketing strategy for user models, for example, in the case the models are to be
shared.
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The Research Oracle Perspective as a Natural Research Perspective
The research oracle is also of use as an abstract concept, as it is crucial in much IR re-
search. Anytime an IR investigation mentions a user model or makes hypothetical remarks
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about a search which are not fully knowable in realtime by a researcher during a search the
research oracle perspective is being invoked. By use of abstractions of search agents and
processes in research discourse, one is indirectly creating a search simulation which is not
necessarily complete and not necessarily implementable. Thus the concept of higher osten-
sion and the oracles are a particular articulation of what is going on in terms of states and
state changes during search and research. There are statements known only through ex-
plicit simulation as opposed to `indirect simulation' through the research oracle perspective
referred to above, which would be infeasible for the traditional researcher Rtrad to know
through traditional investigative IR research; perhaps such statements can only be deduced
through a large number of computations. Taking the traditional researcher's knowledge as
the set of knowledge statements K (Rtrad)17, and similarly for the researcher using simula-
tion K (Rsim), then 9S (S 2 K (Rsim);S 62 K (Rtrad)). A complete understanding of the
relationships between K (Rtrad) and K (Rsim) would require extensive study, this is espe-
cially since the user agent contributes signicantly to K (Rtrad) yet when simulated it only
adds some simple user modelling concepts to K (Rsim)18. Further, the user researcher's
knowledge K (Ruser) maybe shared with K (Rsim) to make more realistic models, hence
the need for an involved study.
3.5 User's Self-Knowledge and Simulation
The prior sections discussed particulars about search states and their changes, this sec-
tion focuses on reasons for changes of search states. In the traditional model a system
exists to serve the user in `fullling their information need', in the ostensive model it is
assumed that every user interaction indicates something about the information need (IN)
then during the course of a search the states change due to the successive understandings
of the user and/or system about the user's IN. What then is IN? Traditionally it refers to
knowledge/statements `missing' in the user, however does the user consciously wish to ll
a set of gaps in their knowledge? Consider the following characterisations of user states:
17K (X) is further elaborated in Chapter 5, at this stage it is a function that outputs all statements
known by agent X.
18This depends on the complexity of the model as it is possible for particular types of user model to
generate unexpected and/or randomised behaviour potentially adding much more to K (Rsim).
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1. User does not know that he/she does not know (compound ignorance)
2. User does not know what he/she wants to know (contextual ignorance)
3. User knows of some things he/she does not know19
4. User wants to know something that he/she does not know
5. User does not know if he/she wants to know something that he does not know
6. User does not know what he/she wants to know out of the things he knows he does
not know
In the above cases if the user knows something and wants to refresh this knowledge then
this is equivalent to (3) since it can be said that the user does not know the experience
of this refreshing until it happens. Hence the phrase 'refreshing knowledge' indicates
that prior to the process of refreshing (each process being unique20) the process has not
been experienced by the user thus the experience is itself a gap in the user's knowledge.
Statements (3) and (4) together describe a typical internet browser whereas (6) can refer
to a researcher trying to nd a eld of investigation. Characterising the user's knowledge
and wants in such a way is invoking the research oracle perspective as one is assuming to
know statements or lack of statements in the user's mind. The problem is that the user
him/herself may not be able to tell us if any of 1-6 is true, nor can a researcher deem
any of the user's indications as true utterances of their state. The traditional researcher
cannot objectively analyse the user's mind to deduce where the knowledge gap lies but more
fundamentally what is a knowledge gap and how is it ideally alleviated, is it by providing the
user certain documents and/or experiences or giving a partial experience and a particular
amount of time to let them ll the knowledge gap by self-deduction? Any resolution to
these questions is context specic, instead these complications can be removed by simply
considering the simulation approach in which interpretations of the above characterisations
could be implemented in terms of a user model in order to facilitate testing of hypotheses
like `do users with states like (3) and (4) search longer than those meeting (6)?'. In order
19In this case the user knows how to refer to their missing knowledge without knowing the details of it.
For example, they may know that they do not know the capital of a country.
20This assumption is based on the argument that as each moment of time is uniquely occurring then
the state of mind in that time period is unique so any process of state change is necessarily contingent.
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to address any user based issue, especially that of dening information need rigorously one
is forced to adopt the research oracle's perspective (in the direct sense) of search which
assumes user simulation thereby moving the investigation out of the realms of traditional
search.
A model of user's knowledge can be a set of statements containing all except one statement
from the set of all user-knowable statements and take the search objective to be to complete
the set. A user that knows that they are missing a statement which they are trying to
obtain through search can be represented by a set U = (s1;::::;sn 1) where there would
be a sentence s1 =`:::n   jUj' is a statement referring to the size of the set in
which it exists, thus the truth value of s1 can be used to decide if the search is complete.
Modelling a user's self-knowledge is central to creating realistic user simulation21. Dealing
with simulated users is similar to dealing with traditional expert systems where the user is
the expert in himself/herself and means that many of the advantages of expert systems
also manifest themselves with search simulation. One such advantage is that simulated
users can be copied and shared among investigations leading to a level of consistency in
research that could not be traditionally achieved even if the same human users were to be
shared among dierent searches.
3.5.1 User Simulation
This section addresses the issue of making user models for simulation. First some charac-
teristics of the user's knowledge are addressed followed by a discussion of user modelling
techniques. The function of a user agent is to pick out the next state from the system
agent's set of possible future states according to the user perspective as shown in Fig. 3.6.
The user agent picks the next system state by processing two pieces of information, the
static or `pre-search' knowledge and the `dynamic knowledge' that it has gathered during
the course of the search process both of which are then re-interpreted in light of the choices
it now has for new system states. The way in which the static and dynamic knowledges
are interpreted, combined and the method of deciding the next state all depends in the
21User modelling is briey addressed in Chapter 6. As the user is a type of system it is addressed (by
symmetry) in addressing the system. The justication of user models through real user based research is
only indirectly addressed in this thesis.
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case of a real user on their character, personality or other human traits and therefore these
human traits are precisely the customizable variables for simulated users. For a real user to
pick a state it needs to know how to interact with a system, thus there is knowledge about
using the interface shared by both user and system prior to the rst user interaction. Apart
from the basic interaction knowledge the user learns implicitly about the workings of the
system. For example, when using Google search the user is able to eventually deduce that
the system is using keyword matching to return results, this evolving knowledge about the
system, or dynamic knowledge, inuences the user's further interactions. What is it in the
user's knowledge precisely that changes and how?
Given the generic conceptualisation of agents and their knowledges in this chapter, the
changing dynamic knowledge corresponds to a changing set of arrows in Fig. 3.2 and also
to renements of the statements within agents. For example, during the start of a Google
based search a statement in the user agent referring to their understanding of the system
can be `this reads what I write and gives me a list' which is an abstraction (as indicated in
Fig. 3.1) of the mental state of a real user. During the course of the search this statement
could be rened to 'this thing reads what i write and gives me a list with documents which
have my words in them'. For the purposes of creating a user model of the user referred
to in the prior example these statements must be transformed into forms that can be
operationally employed by a precise decision function which the simulated user will use to
pick the next system state. If the knowledge of a simulated user requires to be represented
by precise statements then so does that of the system, as one need not only conduct
theoretical investigations but also be able to run computer simulations to verify that which
cannot be veried by `paper-investigations'22 alone. What is then to be the language for
expressing statements about what an agent knows and what the corresponding operational
framework that shows how statements are used and how they change? This question is
addressed by the following chapters which establish such a framework.
22This refers to verications of hypotheses that require repeated processing by computational methods,
as opposed to manual deduction.
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Generating User Models through Analysis of Systems
In addition to requiring a framework one needs to address how a new user model is made
and how real users are to be employed (if at all)? First note that a new user model can be
generated from a system model. As if the user is the entity that picks new system states
then given the set of possible future states each choice for the new state corresponds
to a dierent user model. Although user models can be created in this way by low-level
exhaustive modelling using possible system states it is not feasible if it were the only
solution, as for example in the Google system, this would correspond to as many user
models as there are queries in all words and their combinations multiplied by all possible
browsing patterns beginning with a document on the search results page. Rather what is
needed is a smaller set of user models that represent a user or user group to whom the
search investigation pertains or a set of models representing an average user population if
the investigation pertains to all user types.
In a typical modelling process a set of example user models would be generated by the
system designers that are representative of the functionality of the search system. Given
a description of the type of users to be investigated the user modeller's task is to deduce
a representative set of user models. For a particular real user it could be the case that
a combination of user models employed strategically through a search leads to a more
realistic representation of the real user than any single model. Thus the structure of the
investigation as depicted in Fig. 3.11 is such that user modellers and search researchers
could work independently much of the time. The instance when serious collaboration
is expected is when the generated (from system) user models fail to capture real user
behaviour to any satisable degree as then the two parties need to decide why their system
fails with respect to real user; such collaboration would almost certainly indicate that the
system is potentially a poor one. The realism of a simulation investigation is bounded
by the realism of the user models it employs, to measure realism the statistical methods
employed in traditional IR user-studies are required. Apart from measurement of realism
real users need to be studied from the cognitive science perspective to create user models
with complex decision functions for picking future system states and in turn advanced
system models that could potentially generate such involved user models. Other than
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this the real user is outside simulated investigations which entirely become a technical,
computational discourse.
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3.6 Non-Determinism and High-Level Search
In the traditional system and researcher perspectives the state selection by the user denotes
a non-deterministic choice. The state the system will be in next is not deducible by
most users as that would require them to know both the workings of the system and
the context of documents in the collection, so from the user perspective future system
states occur by non-deterministic choice. In the traditional user perspective the user's
information need is assumed to be changing as it evolves from abstract cognitive activity
(real information need) towards conscious thought (perceived need) and nally as a user
interaction as in Fig. 3.12. Between these stages are perhaps many other steps of deduction
and/or understanding23 of the need. For the user whose need is yet to surface to his/her
consciousness, when it does surface is then a non-deterministic choice since the user (1) did
not consciously know the need and (2) perhaps did not have the potential of determining
until it just happened24? Finally, the state being picked by the external oracle is a non-
deterministic choice from the research oracle's perspective. In order to make realistic user
models, but more generally, for formal discourse into state-based models of search, it is
useful to consider such issues as the concept of non-determinism, which has been implicitly
related to ostension in prior discussion and is a key issue for computability and complexity
investigations that can potentially apply to research on simulations. The concept of
the higher ostension for traditional search is that in the perspective of the research oracle
23Internal process of interpretation, or in general, cognitive activity.
24This is a philosophical issue not directly addressed in this thesis.
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the external oracle causes the overall search state to change by picking the next state
out of a set of possible future states. In this respect the research oracle can be called
the meta-system whereas the external oracle is the meta user. The meta-user ostensively
species the next state meaning that according to the meta-system change `just happens'
almost as if the meta-user pointed at one of the states expressed by the meta-system's
perspective. On the (lower) level the user ostensively selects the next document on the
ostensive interface which corresponds to the next system state. Thus, it appears that the
interaction on the level of oracles resembles a search on the level of users and systems, this
is illustrated in Fig. 3.13.
Along with the WWOS concept from the previous chapter (Section 2.5) where a very
implicit conceptualisation of search is established, the observations in this chapter suggest
that perhaps a new denition of search, and of information need, the satisfaction of which
is the purpose of search, is required to accommodate the conclusions of prior discussions.
This is addressed in the following section.
3.7 What is Search? A Dialectic from First Principles
In the previous section the discussion started with traditional IR toward a state based
abstraction of the search process to understand the agents and their interactions during a
search. This section approaches the problem by asking fundamental questions about search
which are abstract and lead to a concrete denition of search accommodating the issues
previously discussed that the traditional conceptualisation of search is unable to address,
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thus it addresses the conceptual problem. This then acts as a precursor of Chapter 5
which attempts to build from this concrete description an operational framework for search
investigation or `re-search'. The discussion in this section is of the dialectic form25 and
is intentionally blind to that of the previous section until the end this is so that these
two methods can be shown to approach the same conclusions thereby providing a stronger
(mutual) justication for the conceptualisations provided in the following chapters. Initially
the questions address the purpose and goals of search leading to discussion on the nature
of search agents and ending with a resolution of the conceptual problem of the previous
chapter by means of an alternative denition of search.
Q. 1. [Purpose] What is the purpose of retrieval?
According to traditional IR it is to full information need but then IN needs to be de-
ned. Instead, consider a dierent approach by observing that the purpose of retrieval is
necessarily embedded in the answer to question Q. 2, as the ideal retrieval agent which
is synonymous with a system agent is only ideal as it fulls its purpose in the best way.
Hence one can say that Q. 2 ostensively answers question Q. 1. The notation is `retrieval
agent' instead of `system agent' to direct the reader away from any concrete notions of a
system and towards an abstraction26 of it.
Q. 2. [Ideal] What is the ideal retrieval agent?
The agent in question Q. 2 is the abstract retrieval agent which shall be denoted RA
and it can be the solution to a retrieval problem being of articial (physical) form such as
a computer program running on hardware like traditional search software, a human being
(such as a teacher or librarian) or an abstract form. Hence the agent is not restricted to
being something that necessarily exists and does not require to be physically realizable.
This question is addressed in two ways, the scenario and ontological approach.
25As this discussion is itself `search' then the best way to talk about it is by ostension and in written
form the question-answer method is closest to the `interact-react' or ostensive denition method of search;
hence the dialectic form seemed the clearest way to express the fundamental aspects.
26This need not necessarily be implementable.
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3.7.1 Scenario Approach
The rst technique is to describe without any formal denitions, in subjective terminology,
an ideal retrieval system. Hypothetically and in informal terms it is proposed that the
ideal retrieval agent is a type of oracle which detects a user's question with minimal eort
required by the user to express the question, and then provides an answer that maximally
satises the user. The goal would then be to dene, further investigate and implement
such an oracle or an approximation of it and create evaluation methods which would
test the eectiveness of the oracle according to devised measures of user satisfaction. A
research structure would emerge held up by the principle of least eort from the user side
and maximal satisfaction from the system side27. A problem in starting with a subjective
proposition is that one now falls into problems trying to describe these very subjective
terms, as what is meant by a question, and how is it indicated? Any research strategy
rooting from an initial subjective description of an ideal system will need to consider how
the user interacts with such a system, assuming that user and system are separate entities.
It could be the case that the distinction between an user and a system is blurred. For
example, an expert system can take the place of a librarian in suggesting directions for
investigations by user's interested in specialist topics. If the expert system uses a retrieval
system in turn, then it is a user in that context while in the perspective of a user the
expert system is itself the system agent. In the interests of theoretical research it is useful
to consider the expert system and user as one entity from the perspective of a system
agent and similarly it could be useful for analysis from a user perspective could to see
the expert system and underlying retrieval system as one. In the perspective of WWOS
(and Web 2.0) as discussed in Section 2.5, the system is potentially the operating system
and any software running on it; therefore, to accommodate these factors it is proposed
that the distinction between user and system should not necessarily be strict; separation is
addressed in Section 3.7.3.
27Least eort and satisability are both to be judged by a user in traditional search, however, it is
assumed that they are both, in the case of simulated search, well dened concepts. However, the least
eort measure directly ties to a measure of realism of the simulated user model, while satisfaction is not
seen as such, thus the latter is assumed to be \more objective" and hence a system property.
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3.7.1.1 Ontological Approach
The second technique of answering question Q. 2 is to ignore any initial vision about an
ideal system involved in a scenario, and instead try to dene rigorously the terms: ideal
and agent. In the proposed question, it is the retrieval agent that aims to be called ideal
and any denition of ideal will be required to address a notion of user satisfaction, which
means the problems of the previous approach exist here (as ideal and agent are subjective
terms). An additional problem is that there is no `big picture' (or context) in this approach
which may help to dene these terms. In the previous approach, one goal for the ideal
agent or the oracle was for it to require minimal user eort to work. There are no such
predetermined goals here, and so there is more to dene. Thus, there is a dilemma, if
one starts with the scenario approach then the the constituent parts of the description
need to be dened thereby leading to the ontological approach. Instead, if the ontological
approach is taken then a context is required so one is lead to the scenario approach. These
two approaches are expressed here as IR research can be classied as one or the other.
Scenario Approach vs Ontological Approach in Practice In traditional IR the sce-
nario approach refers to investigations assuming IN satisfaction equates to agreement with
relevance judgements and minimal user eort equates to satisfactory answers on a ques-
tionnaire. The ontological approach in IR refers to making models that formally dene rel-
evance in terms of mathematical constructs which they test by comparison with relevance
judgements thereby linking back to the scenario approach. Information seeking investi-
gations, and investigations inclining towards user analysis are scenario based approaches
whereas much of the IR research as distinguished in [IJ05] is technical and ontological in
approach. Traditional IR research does not usually make this distinction; the reason for
separating them in this way is to make the point that perhaps they should be separated
so that technical IR research is allowed to be independent from scenario based research,
however as the satisfaction of relevance judgements is assumed to be required for technical
research it is proposed that the ontological approach is unnecessarily dependent on rele-
vance judgements and hence on the scenario approach. The criticism here is toward the
assumed status of relevance judgements as the denitive criterion for deciding the quality
of technical IR models or quality of any ontologically approached research. It is the case
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that researchers do not see the status of relevance judgements as a denitive criterion for
quality but instead as the best criteria they currently have as there are not many alternative
measurements that are useful for classication of the quality of research.
Validity of Evaluation Results over Time If a set of relevant judgements are used
to test dierent systems and later found not to adequately represent the greater corpora
and user base which the judgements were approximating, then the results would not be
adequate. As the user base and corpora, for example of the internet, are changing daily
including the sub-nets like the blogsphere which admit dierent search requirements such
that a search engine eective for searching the internet on the whole may be poor for blogs
and vice versa. Thus an IR experiment done with a system model some years ago may not
be valid for the corpora of today.
Classes of Search Problems and Models Ideally, one would presume that given a new
search problem one could identify all prior search models and be able to deem its suitability
to the new problem without exhaustively testing them using new relevance judgements or
user studies. In the case of algorithms analysis [Pap94, GJ79] new problems are reduced
to prior problems by way of classication of associated algorithms into complexity and/or
computability classes. For IR, this would correspond to creating alternative measures that
are used to form a set of classes28, independent of subjective relevance judgements, that
can be used to structure IR research; such that for a future problem the main task is
to formally reduce it to a prior problem for which a system has already been designed.
If a reduction is not possible there will be insights into the reason for this which itself
would be useful. For example, a search problem involving agents, an interface and a user's
interactive behaviours could be classied according to pre-dened measures such as search
complexity29 or satisability30. As for the traditional approach that always depends on
relevance judgements, one could overlook a good quality system model whose quality is
perhaps only revealed through a future application, thus it could lay in the research archives
28In the way a measure on a set can partition it into subsets according the measured value of the items.
29A measure denoting the overall complexity of user interactions, search goals and search system, or
one could envisage a family of measures pertaining to the complexity in each of the components.
30Denoting the extent to which the search in this search problem meets its goals, or in the traditional
sense, the extent to which the user's IN is satised.
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failing to show up through current methods of `re-search' of search. Ironically this failure
is due to poor (re) search in the rst place, but it is dicult to do better search research
with dependency on relevance judgements31.
3.7.1.2 Dilemma due to Relevance Judgements
The need for relevance judgements is a dilemma for the above techniques. Instead, if a
set of alternative measures are created that are independent of the issues of subjective-
ness surrounding the relevance judgements extracted from user studies then the problem
subsides. If for example there are a set of approximate relevance judgements that can be
generated by algorithms that estimate user behaviour, then given that the nature of these
judgements and techniques of generation would be well dened one is then able to formally
classify system models. As improved relevance judgement approximating algorithms are
created for dierent types of users the previous systems can be easily compared to newer
systems as the prior approximation algorithms can be formally compared to the new ones.
The main issue then becomes one of nding good formally dened approximations to a real
user or a real group of users, so that an approximate user can be formulated that formally
expresses what it means for it to be satised as required for the scenario approach, and
thereby also suggesting what is idealness as per the ontological approach. Inherent in the
question of the ideal system, is the idea that real users or human beings must always be
the judge. It is true that judgments of real users are of great concern when answering
questions about the eectiveness of a system in satisfying them. However, it is dicult to
deduce denitive answers based just on user opinions, as users will dier in opinion or the
same user may dier at dierent times. Statistical methods are used to tame the ambiguity
over user opinions but ideally user judgments should be more denitive so one can revert
to statistical methods as a last resort. Approximate users allow research to be classied
according to alternative measures while revealing their expected level of error so that the
realism of the result is itself another way to classify research. The idea is that as research
into user approximations that runs in parallel to system modelling generates more realistic
users the quality of the prior systems are automatically re-evaluated using simulated eval-
31Thus doing good research is related to doing good search (and vice versa), and writing about search
research, due to the conceptual self-reference, is limited by that which is aimed to be improved i.e. search.
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uation now that both the user and the system can be expressed as a set of algorithms.
However for this to be anything more than conceptual thinking there requires to be an
operational framework in which approximate users can be created; there also needs to be
a way to sort out the fact that an user denition is tied to a system interface as it needs
to know how to act. However, how would a user algorithm adapt to new interfaces? This
depends on the particulars of the formalisation, and is briey addressed in Chapter 5, but
a black-box diagram of the user approximation algorithm is given in Fig. 3.14.
3.7.2 Approximate Users
In creating approximate users, in order to make any opinions from the user into denitive
ones forming part of the behaviour of the program approximating the user, it is required
to understand other factors aecting the user judgement so that the logic behind the
opinion is clear. Deducing all these other factors is non-trivial if not impossible, especially
as the user may not know or be able to express all the reasons why they are making the
judgement. A strategy for research which temporarily avoids the confusion of user opinion
is that of initially ignoring the real user and their opinions all together, and replacing them
with a general entity. This general entity known as an abstract user denoted AU, as
in the case of the retrieval system agent, is either a human, a computer program (an
approximate or simulated user) or an abstractly specied form (mathematical model, not
necessarily implementable, or a description of a cognitive form). All approximate users
are a type of abstract user whereas not all AU's are approximate users as some AU's are
constructs for theoretical investigation only. The idea is that there will be no confusion
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as to the opinions of these abstract users, as they are precisely dened; and the realism
of a particular abstraction is left to an alternative investigation32 since the quantication
of the extent to which a human user resembles a corresponding approximate user would
require statistics33. The traditional use of statistics to deal with ambiguity of relevance
judgements is still existent but it has shifted, so that it is instead to be employed in the
formulation of measures quantifying the realism (or to quantify error due to non-realism)
of an approximate user model. The advantage of this shift is that a set of denitive results
can be obtained through research about the eectiveness of retrieval agents on approximate
(and also more abstract) users while the approximation error is a separate issue which can
be tackled in a separate investigation. A further key point that requires to be made explicit
at this point is that the most general relation between the AU and the RA in addition to the
trivial relation of them being objects, is that they are engaged in a process and are separate
objects. The following discussion outlines some conditions for agents that precede their
formalization in the following chapters.
3.7.3 Separation and Association of User and System
Any AU is a separate entity from a RA with respect to some process  in which they
participate. This requires there to always be a way to distinguish between these entities
in the framework in which they are formally specied. There also exists some process
 which associates any AU with an arbitrary RA, so that one can take any abstract user
and set it to interact with a system agent even if other intermediary agents are required
for compatibility34 purposes. Association is required to indicate that one cannot make an
abstract agent that is completely unrelated to another. The process  is more rigorously
dened in Chapter 5. The notion of separation may raise the question of if it makes sense
to create a  in which the AU is dened exactly in the same way as a RA, such that it is an
interaction between two systems or a game between two players with the same strategy35.
32Unlike in traditional IR, user studies can be done by a researcher separately from search engine
evaluation, thus there is a change in research method.
33Assuming socio-psychological studies would be required to nd out about real user behaviour.
34Perhaps a user model is designed such that it is restricted to interaction in a particular way that
prevents it from knowing how to use a particular system, thus, a `middle-system' or proxy system is
required to translate in between the user and system. The realistic example is where the system is a highly
technical machine used by a librarian acting as proxy between the user and it.
35As addressed formally by game theory [Gin00].
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A particular case of this can be seen in the case AU is a real user and RA is also the same
user where the participation between the human and himself/herself is that of them talking
to the mirror, or self-analysis. To resolve this issue, there requires to be some concept of
role that needs to be clearly dened for the agents involved in the process specically to
state which agent starts the process. With regards to prior discussion question Q. 2 can
be revised for clarity in light of the notion of the abstract user to the following question.
Q. 3. [Relative Idealness] What is the ideal retrieval agent RA according to the abstract
user AU?
The revised question is now implicitly directed at the researcher who is assumed to know
AU and RA in denite terms. This revision of Q. 2 was intended to clarify that judgments
about an ideal RA comes from a researcher and not directly from a AU. A researcher can
use a human user to help them answer this question by deducing the realism of a AU
(among other factors) but they need not, and instead can conduct an investigation with
other measures for idealness. A researcher is dened as a role which investigates the above
question. Question Q. 3 is the archetypal research question for usual search investigations,
but if taken in an absolute sense it refers to a theoretical `maximum' or ultimate retrieval
system. The Memex vision of Vannevar Bush [Buc92] is conceptually one such answer
for the prior unrevised question, but it is of the form of the scenario approach, in that it
describes a set of scenes in which a human user works with a retrieval agent but does not
strictly dene the agents therein or concepts of satisfaction. There can be no absolute ideal
RA but an ideal RA with respect to one or more AU's. As concern about real human users is
separated from analysis of ideal RA's, the researcher is given more `administrative space' to
investigate a wider range of questions regarding a retrieval agent without being concerned
about the physical realisation of their results. The premise for such an attitude to research
is that there will eventually be methods to validate or invalidate the specication of an
abstract user using real human user data but the bottleneck of having to simultaneously
prove correctness according to subjective measures as well as make systems, is removed,
thereby allowing the theoretical research proceed in the meantime. This is comparable to
scientic research in the area of algorithms and complexity where theoretical investigation
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without the need for direct application to real-world problems is a necessity36. It maybe
the case that even if the abstract user denitions are found to be invalid or not physically
relevant, the research based on it is important or useful in some other way. Some example
research questions that are easy to ask in the realm of abstract users and systems, but
dicult to approach in traditional research, are presented below.
1. What is the ideal RA for an AU approximating a blind human user?
2. Which AU's will never be able to eectively use some particular set of RA's?
3. Is the eectiveness of a RA for some exhaustive (complete) set of AU's always limited
unless they learn to use a particular feature of a retrieval agent?
In research question one an absolute result is desired for modelling a blind user which
means that there requires to be an approximate user model (with the least error in realism)
augmented with limiting values denoting the lowest possible error values for any approxi-
mation of blind users. There could be a class of such user models AUB with 
(B);(B)
denoting the upper and average case approximation error of the models respectively37. In
fact, since each user model is essentially an algorithm techniques similar to those employed
in the research of complexity of algorithms, could be used as a basis for classication of
these models where instead of run-time and storage space required for an algorithm there
is an additional set of parameters one of which is, approximation error. Instead of nding
the ideal RA for each blind user it could be more convenient to nd an ideal one for the
average class (B) and since it is known to be the average, the found system (RA) could
be said to be ideal in the case of the average blind user given that AUB is representative
of the real user population38.
Problem two includes the temporal operator `will', the existential operator `never' and the
`eective use' measure. To address this problem one needs to nd all ways of associating a
36As it deals with abstract relationships between algorithms which can be applied to real-world problems,
so much of the research is potentially useful to practical applications and not necessarily of immediate
benet. Compare this to the common research method in IR following the laboratory model which requires
particular results pertaining to measures of eectiveness of a system.
37In practice these classes would be derived through experimentation with real users augmented with
statistical or other methods to generate the error in a particular user model; this is not further addressed
in this thesis.
38Which would be discerned through user-studies and statistics.
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set of user models, say AUE, to the particular set system models, say RAE, which would be
done through a set of processes E. The process along with the agents are supposed to
expose the ways of interaction between the agents and a stopping condition to say when
the process terminates. An eective use measure would observe the interactions and assign
each particular process a numerical value which if it is below a threshold would admit the
agents in that particular process into the answer set of the problem. Problem two is an
archetype of the kind of investigation that could aid in the design of systems for a particular
set of users or a particular user type (e.g. `the common user' or `the expert user').
Problem three concerns the eectiveness of a system model for all user models where the
event of a user, having learned to use a system feature, would be indicated by changing their
style of interaction between the user and the system in processes in which they associate.
A similar set of processes for all users would take place. An exhaustive set of user models
may not be possible thus one can take representatives from dierent user groups/types
and seek a probabilistic answer, for example that 0  Pr(Eectiveness of RA  e given AU
\Learned" a feature of RA)  p. Research of this type could be very useful for deciding
whether to train users to use a particular feature due to its eectiveness (if the above
probability is large enough or to remove the feature).
Being able to think of a system and its abilities by putting the real user in the background,
and only thinking of the simulator is convenient as one is not dependent on the presence of
physical users but can use them at any suitable stage in the investigation. So far it has been
identied that without a strict denition of a user, any approach taken to answer question
Q. 2 leads to problems. A revised version of question Q. 3 explicitly demands an user
denition, and thus guides research by making clear the inherent complication in addressing
the original question. Further, it was proposed that there are some very general relations
between the agents which exist since the agents participate in a process and therefore need
to know things about one another to interact. This process is a communication process,
such that there is an exchange of information during interaction between the agents. One
could assume at this point that  denotes agent communication of a very specic sort and
is not arbitrary. However, in light of the previous section and the discussion above, the
concept of search is re-dened so that  may indeed include an arbitrary communication
process. As in the case of a search process there are retrieval specic goals and measures as
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suggested in the scenario/ontological approaches, what if any, are the goals of an arbitrary
process? Is there a general goal? Can this arbitrary process be seen as a search process,
and is it of use to perceive it as a search process? The next section addresses some of
these questions.
3.7.4 Resolving the Conceptual Problem
This section directly addresses the conceptual problem in Chapter 2 by following from
the above discussion, recall that all other IR problems depend on it (as articulated in
Section 2.6). Initially some observations are made which further elaborate the conceptual
problem a resolution of the problem is then presented. First, it is important to realize that
relevance feedback can be implicit: any interaction with a search system is a relevance
feedback. This is equivalent to saying that the user ostensively picks the next system
state as elaborated earlier in Section 3.1. Second, a search interface is not necessarily
explicit, and can be dened as an interface by which an user's cognition is inuenced,
which thereby includes any interface that can be sensed assuming any sensorially inuenced
activity modies cognition in some way. As exemplied by information seeking, a user does
not require a computerized search engine to search, any interaction with another human
or agent is also search. Hence it is proposed that any communication process can be
viewed as a search39. The higher ostension principle applies to to the interaction between
the research oracle agent which is in a particular state and the external oracle that causes
these states to change. Given any process with two or more agents the research oracle
for that process would be the hypothetical entity to whom all possible future states of the
process (and hence the agents) are visible and the external oracle is that which ostensively
picks the next states thereby inducing state change.
All Processes are Search Processes Following from this it is proposed that any process
in which change occurs can be represented by the oracles interacting by higher-ostension
so every process is a `high-level' search process (as mentioned in earlier discussion). Gener-
39As search has no specic denition (that could restrict scope) it is dened with maximum scope as it
is useful to do so for modelling and for addressing the denition problem. This implies that a method of
modelling search as dened here is a type of \process modelling language".
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alising and redening further, it is said that search is this notion of the high-level search40.
This addresses the conceptual problem of `what is search'.
General, Non-communication processes It is assumed that every physically existing
process has change occurring in it, however insignicant, until it ceases to exist. It is also
assumed that an abstract process, one not directly physically existing, exists indirectly, as
it requires the existence of physical processes to express it. For example, a mathematical
description of a process is an abstract description which can only exist when expressed,
either in the mind of a mathematician by physical cognitive processes, or in physical reality.
Hence every process, physical or abstract, is a search process by this conceptualisation.
Cognitive Processes The process of one part of cognition inuencing the other as in
the case of the forming and expressing information need in Fig. 3.12 is also a search as
each part of cognition can be seen as an agent causing change in the corresponding part of
cognition (which is another `agent'). It is implied that search is synonymous with change,
but then what is a process that changes actually searching for? Calling every process
search makes the word `search' a primitive but the original meaning of the verb `search'
is to look for something. The original meaning can be accommodated by saying that any
process with change is a process `searching or looking for change' until it is terminated,
thus state change is the search goal in the most general sense.
High-Level search and Information Need If information is that which causes repre-
sentations such as state diagrams to change (as dened in [Mac69]) then every process
can potentially accept information as every process can potentially change until terminated.
The traditional supposition in IR research is that the purpose of an user interacting with
a search engine is for fullment of their information need (IN). Following on from the
discussion above, it is proposed that IN in the most general sense corresponds to a lack of
experiential knowledge resulting in an experiential gap of which the semantic, knowledge
and social gaps are specic examples in order of generality41. Assuming that all knowledge
40Thus, the generalisation does not distinguish between high and low-level (traditional) search but
instead denes a search process as a type of process that can refer to low or high-level search.
41Whether the relationship between these type of gaps can be formulated as a type/sub-type relationship,
set oriented relationship or otherwise is an open research problem and is out of the scope of this thesis.
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is experiential, in that even if some knowledge is built into an agent and denoted as a `fact'
the agent is said to be experiencing the creation of this knowledge within it, thus as every
knowledge has to exist it therefore has to be experienced.
Fullling information need means accepting changes ostensively; in the general case it
means to accept state change as change is the gaining of experiential knowledge (and the
object of search) and experience is ostensive. Given any process that associates agents,
the process is, by the above discussion, a search, as it changes state; it changes state
ostensively in the perspective of the research oracle. Further in the research oracle's
perspective the most general IN which is a lack of `experiential knowledge of the state
change', is itself fullled. In light of current discussion, an abstract user can never full
the IN they are associated as they are dened by a set of physical processes which exist
as long they do, meaning that the user is always ready to accept information, to accept
change, and therefore always has an IN. This concept of IN applies unambiguously to all
agents, with information dened as according to [Mac69] since all agents change over time.
Agents have a potential to change therefore have an IN meaning that the IR system has IN
according to the generalized denition of IN and not in the traditional sense. All processes
change over time, and are therefore search processes. Thus it is proposed that search is
not only a process but it is every process, and not only every process but the process by
which any process is known42, interpreted, discussed or expressed43. Equivalently search
is the topic under analysis but it also denotes (at some level) the method of analysis.
Dening information and search in this way directly addresses the conceptual problem.
The denition problem now has a much larger scope, instead of referring to traditional
computer based search it now refers to any process. This allows one to try any pre-existing
formalisms for dening processes whether it be QT methods (as in the next chapter) for
dening physical processes or otherwise. This does not mean that any search model has
to explicitly be able to accommodate the modelling of all processes; as by denition, all
search models address state and state change (directly or otherwise) and thus are said
to be implicitly modelling a process. Hence, it is the relationship between the high-level
concepts of search and IN, and their low-level equivalents, that allow a low-level search
42See Chapter 5 for discussing of what it means to `know' in the context of search.
43Consider that in the physical world light has a similar special function, it is not only a visible thing
but it is that by which all else is made visible to the naked eye
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model which is a type (or case) of high-level search that does not have to accommodate all
specic low-level cases. The relationship between high-level and low-level search/IN can
be perceived in the object-orientated sense in the way a class relates to its sub-class, it can
also be seen as type relationship; the representation in Chapter 5 aims to accommodate
both these perceptions.
3.7.4.1 Quantum State Collapse and the Higher-Ostension
In a QT model of a physical process, state change is represented as the change of rep-
resentation of a wave function. Using the concepts in this chapter it can be said that a
QT model of a (physical) system is a state/state change model from the QT researcher's
perspective of physical reality as illustrated in Fig. 3.15. If the QT researchers model is a
closed one that is assumed to know all possible future states of the physical system, then
its perspective is said to change to that of the research oracle dened in the context of
the principle of higher-ostension. State change occurs by ostensive denition of the next
state by the agent of reality44. The agent of reality here is the external oracle. The exter-
nal oracle dictates how the change happens while the researcher has no way of certainly
knowing the next state. The ostensive selection of the next state in the higher-ostension
principle corresponds to the quantum theoretical state change which in the wave-function
method of modelling is called a wave-function or state collapse, note that the association
between possible future states is ignored at this point45. Thus there is now a high-level
epistemological relationship between QT and our formulation of IR, and indeed between
all processes.
It is further proposed that information need is the most general ontology or `static com-
ponent' for any process meaning that it is assumed that IN can always be used to give a
partial description of the state changing in the process. Information need is also proposed
to be the most general purpose of the process such that it can be said that the purpose
of any process is to satisfy a (high-level) information need. Any other purposes, such as
to retrieve a document containing a query term is said to be a specialised instance46 of
44The agent of reality is nature.
45Whether future possible states are in physical superposition or related by statistical combination of
states and the utility of assuming either for modelling retrieval is addressed in the following chapters.
46In the way a subclass is an instance of a superclass while being dierent from it and being similar
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Figure 3.15. QT Researcher's Perspective of Reality
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Figure 3.16. An object-oriented perspective of the relationship between search and high-level search
where A :: B indicates that concept A is an `instance' of concept B
satisfying the IN. In a similar way, (high-level) search is proposed to be the most general
epistemology47 and `dynamic component' for any process, in that, all state changes in pro-
due to inheriting properties of it, and in the way the concept of polymorphism can be used to refer to
the subclass by the superclass. Thus, all purposes are subclasses of the `superclass (or global) purpose' of
satisfaction of IN and this is why all processes (which necessarily `inherit their ontology and purpose' from
the [high-level] IN superclass) can be referred to by the superclass of (high-level) IN. The representation
in Chapter 5 elaborates this relationship whereas Fig. 3.16 depicts it briey.
47This means that (high-level) search denotes the most general method or way of conducting any process
or of changing state. It is the superclass for dynamic properties of a process, for any movement, or for
anything resembling a change e.g. the function call between components in the matching sub-process of
a traditional search would by this denition be of a subclass of (high-level) search as it pertains to the
dynamics of the process (since function calling necessarily leads to state change in some component).
This is further elaborated by Chapter 5; an illustration is given in Fig. 3.16, see also Fig. 3.13.
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cesses can be described by the concept of higher-ostension (including the idea of ostensive
picking of next states in the context of observers and oracles) and therefore be regarded
as a (high-level) search. Thus, (high-level) IN is a general ontology, static component,
purpose and partial description of all states (in a process) whereas (high-level) search is a
general epistemology and dynamic component of all processes, a summary illustration is in
Fig. 3.16. In simpler terms, search is the way by which anything is known and IN refers to
that which can be known and why one may want to know it48.
3.8 Summary
This chapter showed that all search scenarios can be reduced to a scenario resembling
an ostensive search and that this ostensive scenario can itself be generalised so that it
resembles on a higher level, a state model. The concepts of researchers, oracles, knowledge
and knowables were introduced to characterise how a search process changes according to
the perspective of dierent agents. The principle of higher ostension was proposed to
address the way that a search process, which was generalised to any process, is started in
the rst place. The conceptual problem of Chapter 2 was addressed and with respect to
the denition, evaluation and user problems, it was proposed that questions about ideal
retrieval systems can only be eectively addressed assuming simulated `approximate' users.
The dichotomy of low-level and high-level IN and search allowed the conceptual problem to
be resolved, and also presented a philosophical conceptualisation of search and IN as being
a general characteristic of all processes and their purposes respectively. Finally, the principle
of higher ostension was related to wave function collapse, a particular phenomena of QT
in order to indicate one of the conceptual justications for employing QT for modelling
search. The next chapter further explores how QT could aid search process modelling.
48More simply, IN is the `what and why' of a process whereas search is the `how'.
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On Using Quantum Theory for Search4.1. INTRODUCTION
4.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the modelling of the state and state change of a search process
according to the perspective of the research oracle from the previous chapter. Initially in
Section 4.2 the representations of QT in the Hilbert space are presented with details on
how the representation is operationalised, then the suitability of these techniques for search
process modelling are addressed. Section 4.3.3 considers the conceptual and interpretative
foundations for representing physical phenomena using QT's Hilbert space formalism, it
discusses the position of observers in a QT and relate this to the concept of observers and
oracles discussed in the previous chapter. In Section 4.3.4 I show some techniques of using
the Hilbert space of QT to model retrieval concepts from the researcher perspective, in
particular the dynamics of a search. I show that the complex eld on the Hilbert space
can be employed by using the real part of a term weight in a document to represent static
information (term frequency and inverse document frequency values) and using the complex
part for dynamic information such as probabilities of relevance of the term in the collection.
This allows these two types of information to be represented separately in a convenient way.
The static and dynamic parts of the weight can then be combined according to a function
over the weights of terms and made to correspond to particular semantics1. In Section 4.3.4
two simple measures are introduced for combining weights that appear naturally from the
representation and corresponding quantitative characterisations of directional information
need change2. In Section 4.3.6, the problem of using typical QT methods to model
evolution of a search process is addressed. The complex number representation of weights
from Section 4.3.4 is used in Section 4.3.7 for designing the dynamics of a simulation
by suggesting the use of group-theoretic representations for the changes in probabilities
of relevance of terms. This adds a discrete structure for characterising changes in user
interests which is presumptive but is a necessary initial step in modelling simulated users.
The applications of QT methods for IR in this chapter indicate that if the semantics of
QT could be well understood in terms of retrieval, and retrieval in terms of QT, then
1According to how one envisages the relationship between static information about a corpus and
dynamically changing user INs as represented by changing probabilities of relevance of data items (terms
or documents).
2For further semantics for IN change refer to the next chapter which relates the semantics of energy
from physics and IN to search processes.
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both the physical insights from QT and its mathematical framework can be extremely
useful for formal search analysis. This leads on to the next chapter which introduces a
middle-language between QT, IR and CS which hopes to lay foundations for such `semantic
matching' between these disciplines.
In this chapter, QT is at most partially employed, there are not any explicit quantum eects
in information retrieval but instead IR has properties which are conveniently modelled as
if they represent quantum eects. This thesis employs QT theoretically to analyse IR in
the way a programmer employs an application programmers interface (API) for a particular
operating system to create software to run on that operating system. The equivalent of
the operating system in our case are the mathematical foundations of QT that specically
pertain to properties of the Hilbert space, and the `API' is our use of it to `code' the
analyses of IR each of which corresponds to a `program'.
4.2 Background
4.2.1 Introduction
This section introduces the required mathematics and its physical interpretation. Initially,
the notion of the wave function is presented along with its traditional representation, as a
vector in a Hilbert space H. The wave function is a description of the state of a physical
system at some point in time. There are two classes of operations performed on the
wave function. The observation operations3 are used to extract properties of the physical
system. The other type, evolution operations, change the wave function to reect the
change within the system over time, space or some other variable. In the high level sense,
wave functions, operators, their respective applications and the interpretations of these
elements are sucient for describing any physical system.
3An observation operation is one which checks if a state has a particular property. Equivalently, one can
say that (1) it checks the truth of a proposition which pertains to the particulars of a state or (2) it queries
the state with a proposition, represented by operators on the Hilbert space, getting back `answers'/results
indicating (with uncertainty) the truth of the proposition. A further understanding of this notion is found
in [Gri02].
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4.2.2 The Hilbert space and Dirac Notation
This section assumes knowledge of basic linear algebra [Axl99] and aims to only introduce
Dirac notation and some mathematical methods for using the Hilbert space H for QT. A
Hilbert space denoted by H, is a vector space with an inner product and norm such that it
is a complete metric space. In QT, the representation space is a Hilbert space on a complex
eld, so that a vector's co-ordinates are specied by complex numbers. Traditionally Dirac
notation is used to denote vectors and operations on this space, the notation is such that
it minimizes the visual complexity of expressing the intended mathematics, simplifying and
reducing eort of the overall calculation. A column vector or ket is represented as jxi
and a row vector or bra as hxj. Computing an inner product between two dierent vectors
require the rst to be a column vector and the second a row vector, this is represented, for
two vectors jxi and hyj, as hyjxi.
A required abstraction is to dene the linear functional4, a function corresponding to each
hyj in H that assigns to each input ket jxi in H a complex number. The inner product
dened previously can then be re-dened as the functional Ihyj(jxi) = hyjxi. Without loss
of consistency and with the intention of simplifying the notation, any vector hxj is taken
to be equivalent to its corresponding functional as well as being a row vector. Hence,
there are two equivalent interpretations of hyjxi, as the inner product between two vectors
and as an application of the linear functional corresponding to hyj on jxi. This is true
assuming the functional obeys the rules for complex inner product spaces. One such rule
hxjyi = hyjxi(where hyjxi is also known as the complex conjugate of hxjyi) indicates that
there is a relation between row vector hxj and column vector jxi, hxj = jxi
T
= jxi
y where
the dagger operator y denotes the combined application of the transpose and conjugation
operations5 (order of application of these operators does not change the result). An inner
product between two vectors would then require the rst to be transformed into a bra (or
functional).
As the set of functionals is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of kets obeying
4A functional is a real-valued function of functions on a vector space, see [Gri02].
5Given a matrix with elements vi;j 2 C where each element has form vi;j = ai;j + |bi;j with a;b 2 R
and | =
p
 1, the transpose vT is the map vi;j  ! vj;i whereas the conjugate is the map vi;j  ! vi;j =
ai;j   |bi;j.
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certain rules, they are said to form a linear space of their own, the dual space denoted
Hy, so that the denition is I : H 7 ! Hy. Thus, Dirac notation allows functionals to be
expressed and used quite `automatically' in this sense without requiring to directly refer to
the matrix representations (which are implied). The sections below summarise the required
mathematical concepts.
4.2.2.1 Vectors and Operators
In this section a summary is given of the mathematical concepts prerequisite for studying
QT and is adapted from [NC00]. This section also summarises the concept of vectors and
functional already introduced in the prior section.
Vectors In summary of the prior section, in Dirac notation a vector or column vector v
is written as the ket jvi whereas its conjugate transpose (jvi)y is written hvj which is a
row vector such that each entry in hvj is the complex conjugate of each entry in jvi.
Linear Operator A linear operator A is a function that maps H onto itself, its application
is denoted Ajxi. It is useful for analytical purposes to work with the notation Ajxi instead
of the vector resulting in applying the operator. A linear operator between two vector
spaces V;W H is a function A : V 7! W with linear inputs, A(
P
ai jvii) =
P
aiA(jvii)
where according to the conventions of Dirac notation A(jvii) is usually written Ajvii. The
identity operator IV is an operator dened on a vector space V ; IV : V 7! V such that
8jvi;IV jvi = jvi. The most convenient way to interpret operators is in terms of a matrix
representation such that Ajvii =
P
Ai;j jvii where Ai;j is the (i;j)th entry in the matrix
A representing the operator A.
Linear Operator Space The set Lv of linear operators on a Hilbert space is itself a
vector space as the sum of two linear operators is a linear operator. In addition, zA is a
linear operator for complex number z and there is a zero element namely the zero matrix6.
6This again indicates that the concept of an operator and that of a matrix are equivalent on the
mathematical level in the QT formalism.
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4.2.2.2 Inner Products, Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues
Inner Product An inner product takes two input vectors jaijbi and returns a complex
number as output, it is usually written (jai;jbi) but denoted in Dirac notation as hajbi and
obeys the usual rules of inner products on complex spaces. Any vector space whose vectors
satisfy the inner product relation is called an inner product space, a nite dimensional H is
a exactly an inner product space by this denition. The inner product of some jyi 2H with
the transformed ket Ajxi can be written as jyi
y Ajxi = hyjAjxi. This can be thought
of as the functional hyjA applied to jxi, hence a linear operator in H induces a linear
operator in Hy. A simple type of operator known as a dyad is dened as A = jaihbj, which
on application Ajxi = jaihbj:jxi = jaihbjxi, shows that it does indeed map H to itself,
as hbjxi is a constant. The dagger operator can be applied to get a similar result for Hy,
(Ajxi)y = hxj(jaihbj)y = hxjjbihaj = hxjbihaj where applying the dagger to the operator
is equivalent to applying it to its bra and ket components separately.
The row vector haj is also called the dual of jai and can be interpreted as a linear operator
haj : V 7! C. The inner product can be used to dene the concept of the length of a
jjjvijj =
p
hvjvi and the concept of a unit vector u, jjjuijj = 1. An orthonormal basis for
a space V is a set [jvi] of orthogonal vectors hvijvji = 0, which can be linearly combined
to represent any vector in V , in addition all vectors are of unit length jjjviijj = 1. An
inner product of two vectors is equal to the vector inner product between two matrix
representations of those vectors, provided the representations are written in the same
orthonormal basis.
Outer Product If jvi is a vector in an inner product space V and jwi a vector in inner
product space W then the outer product denoted jwihvj is a linear operator from V to W
whose action is dened by jwihvj(jv0i) = jwihvjv0i = hvjv0ijwi. Any linear combinations
of outer product operators are also outer product operators. The orthonormal basis for a
space V where 8jvi 2 V;jvi =
P
vi jii7 is denoted by jiihij such that
P
jiihij = I the
identity matrix.
7Here vi denotes the ith co-ordinate of vector v.
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Eigenvectors In Dirac notation, the eigenvector of a matrix or linear operator A is jvi
such that Ajvi = jvi where  are the eigenvalues. The diagonal representation for
an operator A on a vector space is a representation A =
P
ijiihij where jiihij are an
orthonormal set of eigenvectors for A with i being the corresponding eigenvalue. Diagonal
representations are also known as orthonormal decompositions.
4.2.2.3 Hermitian Operators, Projectors
Hermitian Operators If A is a linear operator on V H there exists an unique linear
operator Ay on V such that for all vectors jvi;jwi in V (jvi;Ajwi) = (Ay jvi;jwi).
This linear operator is known as the adjoint or Hermitian conjugate of the operator A. An
operator A whose adjoint (its conjugate transpose) is also A (thus Ay = A), is known as
a Hermitian or self-adjoint operator.
Projectors If W is a k-dimensional vector subspace of the d-dimensional vector space
V , and one constructs8 the basis j1i;j2i;:::;jdi9 for V such that j1i;j2i;:::;jki is an
orthonormal basis for W then P =
Pk
i=1 jiihij is the projector onto the subspace W 10. It
can be shown that jvihvj is Hermitian for any vector jvi so P is Hermitian, P = P y. The
orthogonal complement of P is the operator Q = I   P, further, Q is the projector onto
the vector space spanned by jk + 1i;:::;jdi.
Spectral Decomposition An operator is normal if AAy = AyA which implies that a
Hermitian operator is normal. The spectral decomposition theorem says that any normal
operator M on a space V is diagonal with respect to some orthonormal basis for V , and
conversely, any diagonalizable operator is normal. In terms of an outer product represen-
tation this means that M can be written as M =
P
ijiihij where i are the eigenvalues
of M, jii is an orthonormal basis of V each of which is an eigenvector of M with eigen-
value i. In terms of projectors, M =
P
iPi where i are eigenvalues of M and Pi is
the projector onto the eigenspace of M corresponding to i, these projectors satisfy the
8Using the Gram-Schmidt process for example [Axl99].
9Note that these kets are labelled by a number instead of a letter; this is a standard enumerative way
to label bases. Thus, instead of jxii one simply writes jii.
10This is independent of the basis chosen for W.
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completeness relation
P
Pi = I and orthonormality condition PiPj = i;jPi
11. A normal
matrix is Hermitian if and only if it has real eigenvalues.
Positive and Positive Denite A positive operator A is one where (jvi;Ajvi) is a real
non-negative number, if it is strictly above zero for non-zero jvi
0 s then A is said to be
positive denite.
Unitary Operators A matrix or operator U is said to be unitary if UyU = I which
implies that an operator is unitary if and only if each of its matrix representations is
unitary. An unitary operator U satised UUy = I and therefore U is normal and has a
spectral decomposition.
Geometrically, unitary operators are important as they preserve inner products between
vectors since for any jvi;jwi;(U jvi;U jwi) =


v
 UyU
 w

= hvjIjwi = hvjwi which
suggests that for an orthonormal basis [jvii], jwii = U jvii is also an orthonormal basis as
U's preserve inner products. For any two orthonormal basis [jvii];[jwii] the outer product
sum
P
i jwiihvij, is an unitary operator.
4.2.2.4 Operator Functions
Given a function f : C 7! C it is possible to dene a corresponding matrix function on
normal matrices (or a subclass such as Hermitian matrices) by the following construction.
Let A =
P
a ajaihaj be a spectral decomposition for a normal operator A, dene f(A) =
P
a f(a)jaihaj12. This process can be used to dene the square root of a positive operator,
the logarithm of a positive-denite operator and the exponential of a normal operator.
Trace The trace tr(A) is a function over operators that returns the sum of the diagonal
entries of the matrix representation of A
P
i Ai;i, the trace is a cyclic linear function which
means that it is invariant under the unitary similarity transform such that tr(UAUy) =
tr(UyUA) = (A). The trace tr(Aj ih j) is deduced by nding a basis jii for j i such
that the trace can be written tr(Aj ih j) =
P
hijAj ih jii = h jAj i
11Where i;j is the Kronecker delta function of two parameters (i;j) = 0 if i 6= j or 1 otherwise.
12This is uniquely dened.
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Operator Trace The Hilbert-Schmidt inner product on two operators A,B (also known
as the trace inner product) is (A;B) = tr(AyB) and is the inner product function on the
operator inner product space or operator Hilbert space LV.
4.2.3 Representing State and Evolution
4.2.3.1 QT Postulates pertaining to State and State Evolution
Associated with any isolated physical system is a complex vector space with inner product,
that is, a Hilbert space known as the state space of the system. According to the rst
postulate of QT, a system is completely described by its state vector j i, which is a unit
vector in this state space. QT does not require one to specify for a physical system what
its state space is, nor does it say what the state vector of the system is. The second
postulate of QT states that the state of a closed13 system changes or evolves and this can
be described by unitary transformations. That is, the state j i of the system at time t1 is
related to the state j i at time t2 by a unitary operator U which depends only on the times
t1 and t2, thus j i = U j i. QT also does not specify which U's describe changes in real
physical systems, it only suggests that unitary evolution is one way to represent changes.
4.2.3.2 Superposition
A state is said to be in superposition of substates if it can be expressed as j i =
j 1i + j 2i + j 3i14. Given such a system represented by state  , it is said that the
state experiences `collapse' when it interacts with its environment (and thereby changes),
or any complex external system15. In the context of this thesis collapse corresponds to
an ostensive interaction from an external oracle as elaborated in Chapter 3 in terms of
13Meaning the system is not aected except as described by the explicit specication of changes in a
known QT.
14Note that the complex coecients of each summand is such that the resultant state vector is nor-
malised.
15Quantum state collapse is taken here to imply that dierent elements in the prior quantum superpo-
sition are no longer super-posed. The physics or nature of this collapse is not addressed, as in general,
the physics of QT do not immediately correspond to IR phenomena, and certainly not applicable in an
obvious way. Instead it is said that the higher-ostensive principle corresponds (in QT) to a state collapse,
and IN to energy, some other semantical links are explored in Chapter 5.
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the principle of higher ostension. The mathematical formalism used to describe the time
evolution16 proposes two dierent kinds of transformations. Firstly, reversible transfor-
mations described by unitary operators on the state space. These transformations are
determined by solutions to the Schr odinger equation [Gri02], and since this equation rep-
resents the particulars of physical reality the method is said to depend on physical laws
of nature. Secondly, non-reversible and unpredictable transformations described by more
complex mathematical transformations, examples of these transformations are those that
are undergone by a system as a result of measurement and are outlined below.
4.2.3.3 Convex Combinations and the Generation of Probabilities for Events
A state j i is said to be a mixture state or convex sum of states if j i =
P
wi j ii such
that
P
wi = 1. A mixture state is used to represent a system in terms of a statistical
combination of other systems17. This type of relationship is not central to this thesis but
is key to other applications of QT to IR such as in [MW07b] to model retrieval context
which is briey addressed in Section 4.3.5.4. Whereas convex combinations are not directly
employed in this thesis, the idea of generating probabilities for (search) events is present
in many applications within this chapter. Where convex combinations are used in this
thesis, it is due to their (intrinsic) mathematical convenience rather than their ability to
model physical phenomena. This section shows how QT can be used to create models of
(observation) events and assign them probabilities, a way which typically employs convex
combinations. The QT inspired methods of modelling events with probabilities expressed
later in this chapter do not take the typical QT route of using convex combinations and
their related theory (and mathematical methods), however, they aid in clarifying the use (in
the proceeding) of density operator methods. The following outlines the density operator
approach of modelling events (search events) that is used for modelling later in the chapter,
but is not part of the key modelling approach in this thesis.
During the period of a search session in the traditional perspective, it is the user inter-
ests as depicted by a relevance concept, that is evolving. Relevance is then a changing
16This refers to time evolution of a non-relativistic system [Gri02].
17There are further conditions that apply to the use of convex combinations for modelling systems which
are are out of scope, a detailed discussion can be found in [BC81]
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non-pure state (assuming that more than one document could be relevant) which could be
represented as a convex sum of pure states, a convex sum consisting of some pure states
and some superposition states, or a superposition of pure states. Consider the rst case,
with each pure state corresponding to a document represented by the projector onto the
1-dimensional subspace of the document vector. If document vectors jdii are normalized
on term space with real co-ordinates then their corresponding projectors jdiihdij are idem-
potent and Hermitian. The state of the system is described by a density operator  which
is a convex sum of pure-state projectors:
 =
X
i
wiPi where Pi = jdiihdij, wi  0;
X
i
wi = 1 and tr() = 1
Let an observable be described by a Hermitian operator M on H exhibiting a spectral de-
composition consisting of projectors which are pure state projectors or their superpositions
(degenerate eigenvalues): M =
P
i ijqiihqij =
P
i iQi; i 6= j;   0 where each
jqiihqij denotes a query18. The Qi are pairwise orthogonal projectors dening a rene-
ment19 of the identity,
P
i Qi = I. A projector jqiihqij projects onto the ith eigenspace
QEi of M where jqii is an orthogonal basis for that eigenspace. If the eigenvalues are
degenerate and the corresponding eigenspace QEi has dimension > 2 then any set of pair-
wise orthogonal vectors spanning QEi can be chosen as its basis. As a result, a Hermitian
operator has innite decompositions when its eigenvalues repeat. The set of eigenvalues
i are all the possible values this observable can take. The trace function can then be
used where the quantity tr(Qi) is the probability that the observable M takes value i
in state 20, thus tr(Qi) = P(Qij)21, i.e. the probability of the query i given a docu-
18The `denoting' here can be symbolic (without explicit matrix representation) for the purpose of
designing models. A matrix representation is required for generating numerical results of observations, a
simple matrix representation would be to take jqii to be the query vector from the vector space model in
IR such that jqiihqij is the corresponding query subspace in matrix form. M would then denote a sum of
weighted orthogonal queries.
19See [Gri02] for further discussion on using the method of rening operators including the identity
operator to build models of systems.
20Note that the a probability is created through a particular setup of geometrical spaces and quan-
tied by the inner product functionals of these spaces. Further, the value tr(Qi) can be written
tr(
P
j wj jdjihdjjjqiihqij) = tr(
P
j wj hdjjqiihqijdji) employing the cyclic property of the trace function.
This can be simplied to
P
j wj hdjjqii

hdjjqii

as the parameter of the trace is no longer a matrix but
a single value. The trace can be further simplied to tr(Qi) =
P
j wjjhdjjqiij2 since the product of a
complex number and its conjugate is a real number.
21This way of calculating probabilities (see previous footnote) is said to follow the Born Rule, see Ch.
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ment collection represented by  is calculated by a function that proceeds by multiplying
their respective matrix representations. Restricting to simple (non-superposed) pure state
query observables, consider a retrieval scenario which may have been given some queries
by the user but there is a is a potential query M0 = Qi yet to be given to the system.
The probability value Pr(M0j) denoting the likeliness of the user posing query M0 (i.e.
making the observation M0) is signicant in deciding the probability of relevance of the
terms represented by M0.
State can also be represented as a wave function (a unit vector in H), which for the state
previously described by  would be represented as a normalised superposition of document
wave functions j i =
P
j jdji, the superposition based representation is the main method
employed in this chapter for retrieval modelling and is rst addressed in Section 4.3.4.
4.3 Ways of Using QT
4.3.1 Introduction
The QT formalism in particular oers the technique of representing observables in terms of
objects in the Hilbert space where operations between these objects can be used to denote
physical observations, interactions between subsystems, value measurements and logical
relationships [vR04]. This thesis does not address the suitability of using these aspects
of H for designing IR models but instead this section discusses representation issues for
documents and relevance values that change over time which it sees as a precursor to
deducing how and when an algebra of observables could be eectively used to model search.
Further investigations with representing traditional search concepts in vector spaces in the
way QT represents and operates on observables can be found in [MW07b, MW07a, Mel07].
9. of [Gri02]. A detailed study of doing probabilistic and statistical analysis on the Hilbert space can be
found in [BC81].
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4.3.2 Using QT vs. Using the Mathematics of QT
4.3.2.1 Use of QT Axioms
The rst and second postulates of QT correspond directly to the high-level IN and high-level
search from Chapter 3 since the former refers to statics and the latter to the dynamics
of a process. Postulates of QT pertaining to measurement and composite systems are
not directly addressed by the conceptualisation of search in Chapter 3, however concepts
related to these postulates are employed as part of the modelling apparatus in Chapter 5
which also uses the concept of entanglement in Section 5.4.7.1, see [NC00]22. Other than
this, it is the mathematical aspects of QT, particularly the Hilbert space formalism that is
employed and in a way that is (in general) detached from the holistic way that QT uses
it to model physical phenomena. For example, much of the QT inspired modelling in this
chapter is based on using the representation of vectors, subspaces on the complex eld,
that comes with the H-space theory of QT. Other approaches, upon representing search
concepts in QT's mathematical paradigm, exploit a group-theoretic modelling apparatus,
which is one of the many related mathematical disciplines that are commonly used within
this paradigm (see Section 4.3.7). The use of the mathematics of QT are also further
restricted as it is mainly the mathematics pertaining to the rst and second postulates
that are directly used; for example, product spaces pertaining to composite systems and
statistical mixtures (convex combinations) are used only indirectly and in a simplistic way
(as indicated in Section 4.2.3.3 for the latter).
4.3.2.2 Using Mathematical formalism of QT in a Specic Way
Much of the mathematical formalism that is employed from QT is also present in other
areas. The modelling of state change over time can be taken from Markov models and
the modelling of documents and measures between the superposition of documents from
basic Hilbert space theory without requiring quantum theory. However, QT provides a
particular way to use this, so that one can personify/characterize QT as a researcher
agent that uses the abstract device of the Hilbert space and it's own `quantum-thinking'
22As the use of these ideas in Chapter 5 is from a simple conceptual perspective their theory is not
further elaborated in this chapter but only briey alluded to in the next.
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to characterise physical processes. In the context of Chapter 3, the research oracle
is the observer using the abstract device of QT to observe a process, thus, in
applying QT to IR the process observed is a search process but using the perspective of
QT. Therefore one is learning how to use these abstract devices by `ostensively' observing
the representation of physical processes and operational use of the Hilbert space formalism
by QT to derive propositions about these processes. This is similar to saying that the
probabilistic models from traditional IR research existed under the name of probability
theory prior to IR employing it, but IR employs it in a particular way to model a particular
phenomenon and this application is a novel use of probability theory. In this thesis when
it is said that QT is being employed what is meant is that, a method of using Hilbert
spaces (and related mathematics) is being employed to use Hilbert spaces for something
other than what the QT-method uses it for. Clearly if the QT-method of using the Hilbert
space and corresponding mathematics were used to represent something close to what QT
is representing, that is physical reality, then one can directly import QT-methods. The
closer the concept of our abstract search process can be brought to the QT abstraction
of a physical process the more of the QT that can be used. This comparison indirectly
refers to the conceptual problem in IR, the next chapter addresses this issue more directly
whereas the following section addresses dierent ways of using QT.
4.3.3 Discussion of Conceptual Approaches
4.3.3.1 Introduction
Initially two ways of conceptualising the observation of physical phenomena is presented.
These ways are then applied to observing search phenomena followed by a discussion of
the properties of search that require to be modelled. In particular, relevance, the user, the
system, the evaluation process and measures for evaluating the search process.
4.3.3.2 Discussion of Conceptual Approaches to modelling from QT
Where is the `quantum character' of IR? The answer is that it is in the assumption that
one cannot know the user, and therefore cannot fully understand a search process, in the
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way one cannot completely know physical reality. Interpreting IR as a `quantum physical
process' upon it being mapped into the QT domain provides insight into the search process.
For the insight to work, the physical interpretation in the QT domain must be conveyable
in the IR domain. The IR domain consists of the user, the interface, the interaction
language, the system's model of information and the data to be retrieved. In [vR04] there
is a reference to [Jau73] who demonstrates an `interaction protocol' using polarising lters
for light. Each lter corresponds to an observable such as the traditional observations of
relevance and aboutness. One approach is to address the eects of a lter by modelling a
change of phase which corresponds to an event such as user interaction, system decision
making and updating relevance values. For IR, this means modelling eects and not
phenomena itself. The phenomena in classical IR terms are user interests in the view of
the researcher observing a search process, in the view of the system it is a set of interactions
out of which it approximates user interests in terms of relevance concepts, and in the point
of view of the user it is system behaviour that includes returning of results.
According to the conceptual model (or semantics) of QT, modelling an eect of a phe-
nomenon or measuring an eect of a phenomenon is equivalent to modelling a measuring
device that observes the phenomenon. In IR, modelling of measurement of search eects
(which refers to an evaluation) is done by the interpretation of user interactions. It is also
said that these two methods themselves interact. These two models in the language
of the concept of higher ostension in Section 3.7 can be conceptually understood as two
dierent abstract devices for interpreting a scenario. Further, from the perspective of an
external researcher (studying these methods) they denote two researchers. These can be
conceptually related by letting Rw denote the wave or phenomena modelling method and
Rm denote the method of making observations and measurements23. A search activity cor-
responds to a measurement, the measuring equipment or IR evaluatory measures act as a
lter or observer for the search phenomena that corresponds to the `characteristic wave'24
in QT. The search activity itself can be said to be an observable entity with relevance,
and aboutness as observables (as in [vR04]) that together form the search observable,
hence there is the notion of a compound (or summed) observable. User interaction (exter-
23Rm and Rw are abstract devices and also researchers in the conceptualisation of Chapter 3.
24In accordance with physical semantics this is more commonly termed as the characteristic electromag-
netic wave.
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Phenomena / "Wave"
Measurements/ Observations / "Filters"
Rm
Rw
Figure 4.1. The Wave method Rw and Observation/Measurement method Rm for modelling phenomena
nal to system) and system decisions (internal events) correspond to observing something
about the `phenomena' or search activity (or search sub-activities25). Measuring about-
ness/relevance correspond to observables as do the performance or observation of an user
interaction or any other activity. Applying these observables corresponds to measurement
of the wave using lters, Fig. 4.1 illustrates this.
A metaphor of these two researchers or modelling techniques Rw and Rm is that of the
interaction between two people as viewed by an external observer26. Rm is travelling for
a period of the time that denotes the period of a search process or of a process in which
the phenomena to be measured exists. Rm holds properties that are said to exist prior
to measurement since it corresponds to a complete model27 of the phenomena28. Rm
then interacts (or is inuenced) by Rw causing it to form a direct `opinion' (observation)
about Rw and an indirect opinion about the phenomena corresponding to the model. Rm
does not know the specic details of Rm, thus the person Rm knows that it `experienced
something'29 and can describe this in its own terms but not in terms of the model or in
the conceptualisation of person Rw. Following this interaction, Rw is also aected and
25Such as clicking a button on an interface.
26Which in this case is the IR researcher or reader of research.
27Thereby possessing complete knowledge of it.
28This pre-existing design or knowledge of measurements is a QT semantic.
29In accordance with the concept of experiential gap introduced in Section 3.7 let this event be known
as an information experience, this is elaborated through an application in Section 6.5.
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makes opinions about the interaction, this corresponds to phase change for a QT model
(of Rw). Rw also has no knowledge about Rm in an objective language30 but only in
terms of its concepts, such as phase change. Apart from this `meeting' (interaction) each
person/researcher/model has no knowledge of one another.
QT is an Abstract Device of a Researcher in High-Level Search The model given
in Section 4.3.4 is directly modelling the phenomena in a system that itself measures the
phenomena of user interests. Hence it is a direct model of system's relevance phenomena so
Rw thesis models the phenomenon Rm system which it perceives as Rw system, and
Rm system models Rw user. In this way, both approaches are related on a conceptual
level31 as exemplied by Section 4.3.4. According to the general researcher (who sees
the overall interaction), IR research corresponds to both these two approaches. The two
approaches in turn correspond to two dierent types researchers and observers.
The observation scenario where Rm and Rw relate can be represented by Fig. 4.2 where Rw
is a 1-dimensional line representing phenomena that is in a 2-dimensional world according
to Rm, Rm is represented by a 2-dimensional plane in a 2-dimensional world (according to
it). The observer Robserver is in a 3-dimensional world represented by the cube in which Rm
and Rw are subspaces Robserver is able to clearly tell how the lesser dimensioned entities
interact. Another entity Rexternal is said to occupy an N-dimensional world (N > 3) in
which Robserver;Rm;Rw are subspaces.
Rw and Rm move past one another in Robserver's world such that they both occupy32 and
aect each other, but Rw has no idea of Rm as it is out of its scope, and similarly for Rm
and Robserver. To the external observer Rexternal, Robserver is an abstract device or way of
looking at Rm and Rw. In classical IR there is the user, system, search session, researcher
(who designs/creates/theorizes). In our formulation of IR, according to the principle of
higher ostension, a search session characterizes the user and system as one compound
observable, and there are two methods: phenomena modelling and measurement, by which
30In a form that can be understood by a third party that did not observe their interaction.
31And therefore it appears to avoid the debate resulting from the statement \No elementary Phenomenon
is a Phenomenon until its observed" [Whe80] (as mentioned in [vR04]) as it can be said that we do not
have an elementary phenomenon and instead QT is `custom-used' in a way that ignores much of the
semantics pertaining to physics and physical reality).
32Like `2D Cartesian planes' \ying around intersecting with each other".
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Rw
Rm
Robserver
Rexternal
Figure 4.2. Geometric Metaphor for relationship between phenomena, measurement and observation
approaches
to model search. Generalising in terms of Fig. 4.2, Robserver corresponds to QT as it is the
abstract device being employed. In this way the search process is the phenomena or wave
that is travelling (changing state). The conceptualisation of search in Chapter 3 states
that the search process is not only a process but a process by which all other processes are
known. Interpreting this concept using the physical semantics of QT, it can be said that the
search process is a phenomenon that is itself a measurement of other phenomena. Following
from this, in terms of phenomena, one can say that the search process moves around (and
is therefore like Rw) where its `position' corresponds to a set of search observables in the
space Rm2 which is a `parallel' of Rm
33.
Corresponding to Rw and Rm there are two representation paradigms, the wave function
method and the measurement method, the former implies modelling phenomena di-
rectly thereby corresponding to Rw. It is similar to the method of depicting the anomalous
33Note the peculiar concept here, a search process, search phenomenon or search `wave' (all conceptually
equivalent and corresponding to Rw) has a `position' which does not indicate its locality in space but
indicates the nature of what it measures/observes of other phenomena (such as user interaction in the
case of low-level/traditional search).
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state of knowledge from [BOB82b] and corresponds to direct modelling. The measure-
ment method pertaining to density operators and measuring phenomena or eects thereby
corresponding to Rm, it also corresponds to the traditional ostensive retrieval approach
of `capturing information need', and was explained in Section 4.2.3.3, this method is not
employed for modelling (except indirectly) in this thesis.
4.3.4 A Technique for Modelling Simple Searches
4.3.4.1 Introduction
This section presents formal constructs borrowed from QT to represent a cognitive model
of an ostensive agent (see Section 2.3 and Section 2.4). This is approached by treating
the paths in the ostensive model (OM) as a direct representation of `its cognition' (see
Section 2.4.5). The QT based representation in this chapter of ostensive search paths
suggests novel ways of analysis of the user interactions (denoted by the paths). These
ways of analysis correspond to the single concept properties of `association strength',
`uncertainty of association' and `association reasoning' (Section 2.4.2), that is, ostensive
search paths can be analysed by comparison with one another in the context of these
concepts. In particular, the discussion in this section results in the utility measure which
can be used to measure the `strength of association' between search paths.
The utility measure is presented in Section 4.3.4.6 and is further discussed towards the
end of the chapter in Section 4.3.4.8 in terms of its relation to correlation measures. The
discussions of these measures aim to provide a comparative interpretation of utility and
show that it is an informative measure and corresponds to a useful semantic for retrieval.
Discussion in Section 6.4 shows how this measure can be used to generate new retrieval
models. This thesis does not create a model for complex cognitive changes occurring in the
user during search but instead it approaches the simpler problem of modelling the simple
`cognitive agent': the system. A framework is developed with the Consistent Histories
interpretation34 of QT [Gri02].
34The suitability of a particular QT interpretation over another for modelling IR is not addressed, and
the thesis does not actually address quantum histories except briey in Appendix C, instead it presumes
the interpretation of QT in [Gri02].
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4.3.4.2 Relevance States
This section presents a model for search in the QT framework by modelling the change of
relevance from the perspective of traditional search. Firstly, following from Section 2.4.3
two states are dened, the system is represented by a description of the users information
need which is inscribed in a state j
i, and there is the equivalent system state, the relevance
state j i. j
i represents the user's cognition and j i the `cognition' of the ostensive agent
(or system). j
i varies over the retrieval process and j i varies according to observations
made about j
i. The information need state j
i is a very general property of the user's
cognitive state and cannot be represented with certainty.
The aim of a retrieval system is to full the users information need, requiring minimal eort
on the part of the user [Zip49]. Eort in the ostensive retrieval sense is proportional to
the weighted number of interactions between the user and the retrieval system. Without
a representation for the users IN state j
i one is restricted to the system's view of this
state as inscribed in the ostensive agent's cognitive state j i which will also be referred to
as the relevance state35. This means that the framework is recording the search process
by modelling how it changes the system, or relevance state j i.
At each stage the retrieval system progresses by updating j i and visually by changing its
interface to reect its new state. Additionally it is required that this visual change be in
anticipation of further interactions so as to reduce eort. This is a high level description
of the correspondence between j i and j
i in terms of user interaction, relevance, IN
and change in IN36. This is a low level retrieval strategy, an abstraction of what already
happens in the ostensive model (OM).
4.3.4.3 Representation of Search paths
Formally the path model in OM representing an ostensive search process can be formulated
as a single source directed graph
  !
OG where each vertex denotes an object with which the
user can interact. Let
  !
OG = (V;E), there is an edge (vi;vj) 2 E if and only if user
35In terms of researchers (Section 4.3.3) this scenario is from the perspective of Rw thesis (doing a
high-level search) observing Rm system which appears as phenomena as denoted by Rw system.
36This is in line with the discussion of the purpose of a retrieval agent (Section 2.4).
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D0
D1
D2
D3
D11
D12
D13
D21
D22
D23
D31
D32
D33
Step 1
Step 2
Step 0
Figure 4.3. The ostensive browsing process represented by a graph
interaction with vi caused the system to recommend vj, these correspond to the candidate
next steps illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The ostensive graph OG dened above can be visualised
from Fig. 4.3 which has a constant number of recommendations at each stage that is
denoted by the degree of the graph  (the degree is three in the diagram).
The framework models search according to the OM quite closely at this stage, assuming
an initial document and corresponding candidate next steps. Let jt i;t  0 denote the
relevance state of the system at time/step t, then step 1 is a passive step corresponding the
assumption of an initial document, and assume that a set of relevance judgements from the
retrieval system in terms of probabilities as is the case in [Cam00, CvR96, URJ03] where
the binary voting model is used. In further discussions a discrete time scale is assumed
which increments with user interactions or steps in the retrieval process allowing the time
to be interpreted in terms of steps. Proceeding with the document representation, the
representation of relevance states are dened, initially giving two examples as expressed in
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Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 xing the degree of the graph or number of candidate next
steps to  (without loss of generality). Such a document representation is exactly that of
the vector space model as although a nite dimensional Hilbert space H is being used only
real numbers are being employed to represent term weights thus the mapping back to the
traditional vector space is trivial. In the quantum formalism each document vector whose
lengths are normalised to unity are known are state vectors. They are represented using the
elementary bases corresponding to terms in T dimensions, see Equation 4.1. At this stage
real weights such as those generated by the tf-idf methods are assumed, they will from
now on be referred to static weights. The only dierence at this stage to a vector space
retrieval model is the use a Hilbert space that allows for complex values which are yet to
employed. This dierence is an important one as QT systems are modelled in such a space
but at this stage the use of H is intentionally limited. A discussion of a representation
technique dierent from the one used in this section that uses complex numbers can be
found in Appendix B.
jdii =
X
j
wi;j jwji; where wi;j 2 R (4.1)
j1 i =
 X
i=1
1pi jdii
tpi 2 C
(4.2)
j2 i =
 X
i=1
2p 1i jd1ii +
 X
i=1
2p 2i jd2ii +
 X
i=1
2p 3i jd3ii + j1 
0i (4.3)
In the above equations all possible user interactions are represented with objects by a
superposition of object/document states (the (jdii's)) with which the user can interact.
Such a representation was inspired by the idea of a state of superposition for cognitive
concepts in [AG02] and discussed in the previous chapter. The probabilities of relevance
for each document with consideration for anticipated relevance in the next step are encoded
in the tp i's so that the probability of the user interacting with jdii
0 s at time t given t 1
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interaction activities can be extracted from the tp i's. At step one (see Fig. 4.3) the user
has the choice of interacting with only  documents (three in the gure) each with the
probability inscribed in 1pi, and in step two in where the user has interacted with one of
these, the result is a further branching the states increase in Equation 4.2.
Each summand in Equation 4.2 is to be interpreted as a possible path that can be taken in
the ostensive graph if the respective item from j1 i was interacted with in the preceding
step. j1 0i denotes the objects on screen as observed during time/step 1 that are still
considered potential interaction points in step 2, thus this is just j1 i with the probabilities
updated to reect the change in IN and the corresponding change in the relevance state
is denoted by j1 i ! j2 i. According to Fig. 4.3 if the user clicked on d1, a new set
of recommendations would be generated so that in step 2 one can interact with any of
d11;d12;d13 represented as states jd11i;jd12i;jd13i or any of jd2i;jd3i which are accounted
for in j 2i by the j1 0i term. In summary, the representation of the relevance state is a
weighted superposition of all documents with which the user can interact. Let jt i =
P
i2 t  V tp i jdii where t is the set of all items with which the user can interact at
time t, these are the set of possible future states as in Section 3.437. In the traditional
case t  V where V is a subspace of the document space. The relevance state can
also be expressed with a complex numbered phase in which the probability of relevance
of a document is embedded jt i =
P
i2 t  V te|i jdii where i = f(pi), i.e. i is a
function (or encoding) of the probability of item i. As a document can be expressed
in terms of words and jt i is a sum of documents that can be represented in terms of
words jt i =
P
i;j (wi;j) te|i jwji38 or without loss of generality if the relevance state is
represented in matrix form then t  =
P
i;j (wi;j) te|ijwjihwjj39. Let Pr(Reljx) denote
the probability of relevance of the object x which can be a document, a term or some
other construct. The form Prx(Rel) denotes either the probability of relevance of an item
x or an item with index x (in a set of items) depending on the context . The next section
explains how the relevance state is manipulated to indicate the change in the probabilities
37Assuming the modeller knows the future possibilities.
38This representation assumes do not change over time but that only the user's interest in them changes;
otherwise, each term could be written with a time parameter twi;j, changing documents are not considered
in this thesis.
39Symbols of weights have been kept the same but the weights are not necessarily the same in both
representations.
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of relevance of documents.
4.3.4.4 Evolution of relevance states
In quantum physics the evolution of a system from one state to the next, or the dynamics
of the system, can be represented by an unitary operator U in H. Unitary operators are
required for representing dynamics that are reversible. In general, dynamics of a system
are not necessarily reversible meaning that once a physical system changes from one state
into another it is presumptive to think that it can change back to a previous state and if so
that one know how this happens in terms of operators on H . In general, for t+1  = T t ,
T may not be known or if it is known and is deducible by matrix operations it may not
correspond to a physical semantic thus may not correspond to reality. Also T  1 may not
exist which on the mathematical level means that there are no simple operations to get back
to the original state40. In general if a state changes by operations T1T2, it is not necessarily
the case that the result state is equivalent to changes by operation T2T1, thus operator
application is not generally commutative T1T2 (t ) 6= T2T1 (t ). In IR, a real user's search
experience is not commutative as interaction with documents in a particular order could
lead them to interact/behave dierently in the future than if the initial interaction was
with documents in a dierent order. Commutativity in search is at most a special case
of symmetry in the eects of sub-processes41 that are part of the greater search process.
The non-commutativity of real search processes was also one of the reasons for proposing
abstract (and simulated) users AU as being necessary (as in Section 3.7) for addressing the
denition problem and conceptual problems. This is since real (non-commutative) users
would be dicult to analyse whereas (simulated) commutative exhibit more regularity,
are (in general) easier to model and can approximate real users. One of the results of
such a conceptual proposal is exemplied in Section 4.3.7 where symmetry induced by
commutativity conditions are used to suggest particular simulation designs.
In order to capture changing information need in the relevance state the unitary operator
40If in reality (semantically) there exists an operator that reverses a state transition then it not necessarily
true that this can immediately be represented in the Hilbert space in a consistent way. For example, if a
user can `un-think' their interests then it is not the case that this `un-thinking' can be represented by a
the model describing user interests.
41A simple case is when a checkbox is clicked (checked) and then clicked again (unchecked).
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is applied to a state vector (such as jt i) at time t resulting in the succeeding state
vector. The jt i vectors evolve from one time to another, going from jt i to jt+1 i by
the mathematical means of jt i getting multiplied by a matrix t+1U(t  1)42. In order to
represent the logical evolution of our relevance state the unitary matrix of Equation 4.4,
a diagonal matrix43 with dimensions N  N is required where N denotes the number of
unique terms in the collection.
t+1U =
0
B
B B B B B B
B B
@
t+1!1 0 :::::::::::::::::::::
0 t+1!2 0 ::::::::::::::
0 ::: t+1!3 0 0 :::::::
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 ::: 0 ::: 0 t+1!N
1
C
C C C C C C
C C
A
Unitarity Conditions:
U
y = U
 1;U
yU = UU
y = U
 1U = UU
 1 = I
t+1!i = (t+1ai)  |
q
1   t+1a2
i | =
p
 1
(4.4)
The matrix t+1U is represented on a term basis such that w
t+1U =
P
j (t+1!j)jwjihwjj
where !j are the eigenvalues of U that lay on the complex unit circle, t+1!j = t+1e|j 2 C.
Inner products and therefore lengths of vectors are invariant under unitary evolution. This
means that the geometrical eect of applying U to an operator (state, or matrix) is a
projection onto the eigenspaces of the operator followed by a rotation within the respective
eigenspace. In IR terms this means that one enters into the space of a particular term then
changes its value, which due to the value being a complex number, has a geometric eect
is visualisable as a rotation in C by .
States can also be modelled such that the basis are not terms but documents represented
as an orthogonal basis. The assumption here would be that each document is an unique
object, and thus d
t+1U =
P
i t+1!ijdiihdij where each !j denotes the change in relevance
of document j in time t + 1. In order for t+1U to work as an operator that shifts the
probabilities of the objects of its basis (be it terms, documents or other items) it has
42The time index of U starts at one as U represents a state change which implies that a state exists at
t = 0 for U to change and therefore the rst change has to be at t > 0.
43A square matrix in which all values outside the diagonal are zero.
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to initially (at t = 1) be set such that the elements of 1U are 1!i = 1e|i where i =
f (Pr(Reljdi or wi or :::))44, i.e. the elements must hold the probability of relevance of
the items in the basis or a `encoding'/function thereof45. This is so that the state being
changed by U can be assigned its initial dynamic weight on rst application of an evolution
operator.
Change of Basis Each jdiihdij can also be represented in terms of jwjihwjj such that
the unitary change operator can be written46:
d!w
t+1 U =
X
i
t+1!i
 
X
j
wi;jjwjihwjj
!
=
X
i;j
wi;j (t+1!i)jwjihwjj (4.5)
The operator w
t+1U can similarly be represented in a document basis by setting:
w!d
t+1 U =
X
i
 
X
j
wi;j (t+1!j)
!
jdiihdij, assuming normalisation (4.6)
where each ui;i (the ith diagonal of U) denotes the average extent (over all terms) to which
document i is relevant to the current information need that is specied by probabilities of
relevance of terms embedded in !j. The complex numbered entries t+1!i of U together
satisfy unitary conditions and each t+1ai in Equation 4.4 is a real number indicative of
the change of the probability of relevance Pr(Reljtdi) of jdii based on observation of
user interaction at step t. The t+1!i's are bounded by the half circle of radius one in
the complex plane, and their argument is  
2  t+1i = arg(t+1!i)  
2 radians47. The
rotations they induce on the coecients in jt i can be interpreted as increase or decrease of
relevance of the corresponding document with the overall change in all documents summing
to zero. Representing changes in this way means that the system interprets relevance in
the documents shown between steps as just `changing hands' over visible48 documents as
44The unit of information can be a term, document, sentence, paragraph or otherwise.
45An example encoding of probabilities of relevance can be found in Section A.1. One use for employing
a function instead of actual probabilities is to force the `shifting of probabilities' on multiple applications
of the unitary operator to resemble movement in the complex plan that has some visual (geometrical)
signicance, see Section 4.3.4.5.
46It is assumed here that all the necessary normalisations are done such that
qP
i;j wi;j (!i!i)
2 = 1.
47For a discussion of several ways to use unitary operators (albeit not in the QT framework) to represent
documents see [Hoe03].
48Refers to visibility on the ostensive graph.
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opposed to `disappearing'. This is equivalent to saying that the probabilities of relevance
of all the items forming the basis sum to one.
Upon arbitrary step evolution of the relevance state, given the diagonal form of the unitary
matrix one gets jt i =
P
i2 t  V e| (ti) jdii as derived in Appendix A which is the rele-
vance state in terms of the relevance judgements t+1!i at successive times; ti encodes
the resultant dynamic weight at t. A further representation for the relevance judgements is
introduced next, which helps to illustrate evolution of the relevance state in a geometrically
intuitive way.
Unitary Evolution does not Predict Relevance state evolution49 has the geometric
eect of a successive number of rotations in the complex plane for each item jdii with the
rate of change of magnitude of each rotation (t+1   t) reecting the rate of change of
relevance of that item. An important point here is that the dynamics of the system change
per interaction so one cannot necessarily deduce w>tU and z>tU from tU by performing
operations (corresponding to some interactions) on previous evolution matrices since the
prior dynamics (generally) no longer apply50. This re-iterates the particulars of the deni-
tion of state of a quantum system by the second postulate of QT51, as to nd an equation
for evolution one would need a model for relevance evolution, which corresponds to mod-
elling dynamics and to theories about the nature of physical reality in the QT framework;
Appendix C provides some commentary about using QT's physical semantics to model
relevance. However, Section 4.3.7 presents some initial (simpler) alternatives to modelling
the change pattern of relevance over time52.
The jdii are represented as real valued vectors in T dimensional term space but when each
jdii in jt i is expanded to represent it in term space, jt i becomes a complex valued vector
in the space. Hence the relevance state transitions can be seen geometrically on the term
49The encoding of which is detailed in Appendix A.
50In physics the continuity of properties or the representation of change of a property by equations is
possible, however, in this case there is (in general) no such continuous pattern since one is dealing with
cognition.
51That unitary matrices can be used to represent change but QT does not give us a way to predict or
deduce this change, for which additional theories are required.
52For conceptual completeness, note that this also corresponds to the changing dynamics of the system
view of users IN as discussed in Section 2.3.
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space as scaled rotations at each stage, this is a reversible operation53. In this section, it
was shown that information need can be symbolised and recorded in a QT framework, in
a way such that it can be said that the the framework `takes notes' about the search.
Static and Dynamic Components of a State Interpreting a change characterised in
terms of words in the form of documents (in a document basis) and applying w!d
t+1 U to a
relevance state expressed in terms of documents which corresponds to changing the basis
of the representation of relevance states from a word basis to a document basis, would
result in updating both the states' static part corresponding to the length of complex
coecient (in polar co-ordinates) and dynamic part, corresponding to the argument of the
complex coecient (angle of complex coecient in polar co-ordinates). The eect of this
is that the prior relevance value of the document, the i in jt i =
P
i (wi) te|i jdii54 is
modied to represent the average (over all terms in that document) change of relevance
of words in each di. The new length part wi of each document matrix coecient (deriving
from
P
j wi;j) can be interpreted as the average extent55 to which collection terms are
represented in the document.
d!w
t+1 U is applied to a relevance state expressed in word basis then the angle part of the
coecient of each word matrix jwjihwjj is the average change of probability of relevance
of the word at a particular time over all documents and this is zero. The static weight or
length denotes the average representation of that word in all documents, this is implied
due to probabilities needing to add to 156. In this chapter, probabilities of relevance as
taken are assumed to represent IN, this is challenged and generalised in the next chapter
where various alternative quantities are presented.
53This means that the operation of rotation, say by , has an inverse that rotates by  .
54The representation of relevance state in terms of documents only where wi = 1.
55Or more formally, a function of the average of tf-idf values in a document.
56This can also be used to support the semantic (partially expressed in Chapter 3) that IN should be
perceived qualitatively and quantitatively as that which does not `increase or decrease' over the set of all
components of a search, however, it can increase/decrease relative to a sub-component, as addressed in
the conceptualisation of Chapter 5. Therefore, it is similar to the physical concept of energy. It is said
that the components or sub-components (as formalised in the next chapter) of a search correspond to the
physical systems and sub-systems where the overall change in energy of a closed system is zero whereas
for its sub-systems it is not.
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4.3.4.5 Visualising in Polar Co-ordinates
Given a representation
P
i;j wi;je|jjwjihwjj let ( a; b) denote the inner product between
states:
t( a; b) = h aj bi =
X
i;j
awi;j
bw
0
i;je
|(aj bj) see Fig. 4.4. (4.7)
The angle between the subspaces in the above inner product is:
f(arg(
w( a; b))) =
X
j
Pra(wj)   Prb(wj) (4.8)
which denotes average change of relevance over all terms and this should be zero as:
X
j
Pra(wj) =
X
j
Prb(wj) = 1 (4.9)
If change was not represented at the term level then the argument of this inner product
would denote the average dierence in relevance of a term57. Fig. 4.4 visually represents58
the process of summation of complex coecients of relevance states (or components of
relevance states) where each arrow represents the eect of adding a summand to a cu-
mulative sum in the calculation of h 1j 2i59. The shape of the path from (0;0) to (1;)
could present a useful visual summary of the inner product operation between states if
there was a meaningful order on the set of components of states; thus, the path can show
what set of changes are required for one state to transform into another.
Ordering of Bases Thus if jdiihdij or jwjihwjj corresponded to a semantic order ([di];)
or ([wj];)60 respectively then the visualising of summands of calculations between states
in bases jdii or jwji respectively could be used. For example, a document set can be ordered
according to a ranking corresponding to prior investigations of relevance to some set of
57When the relevance state is represented in terms of documents and then re-represented in terms of
words then the angle part of the coecient of word matrices are sums of the probabilities of relevance of
all the documents the word was in, and since a word may not be in a particular document the sum of this
sum of angles that would be present in an inner product between states would not necessarily be zero.
58This is simply a sum of complex number on an Argand diagram.
59Note that  i refers to an arbitrary state labelled i, t  refers to a state at time t and the pair a 1; b 2
refer to two dierent states at dierent times.
60Recall that (A;) denotes a binary order relation on the set A (see [Ros99]).
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Figure 4.4. A graphical representation of the result of adding a set of complex numbers in polar-co-
ordinate form that represents the result of operations of the relevance state
queries, in which case the `change-path' in Fig. 4.4 can be used to immediately generate
statements such as \..as we get more into a search process the relevance of documents
from d30 to d37 increase", indicating that a particular IN that was not very prevalent in
prior searches seem to be rising in rank in this one. For a term basis, an order can denote
a linguistic semantic such as the word-frequency over a particular collection thus allowing
propositions of the form \..user interests are increasing for words of a particular popularity
level [popularity according to some other collection] as search goes on, so it looks like
this user would/would not benet from using this other collection based on his search
behaviour on this collection..". This visualisation technique and visual symmetry on the
Argand diagram is useful for representing symmetrical relationships between term weights,
especially between the tf and idf values of terms, this is further elaborated in Appendix B.
The above visualisation technique is perhaps even more useful in interpreting state evolu-
tion which corresponds to the polar-rotation of each coecient and can be equivalently
represented in the form of Fig. 4.4, and if an order on the bases existed, statements about
patterns of IN change can be suggested61. Using the same notation one could analyse the
change of a weight over a search session that involved multiple interactions characterised
by changes of relevance embedded in U's, and this can be represented as a moving object
in the complex number space (as depicted by the arrows in Fig. 4.4), this would be useful
for designing simulated changes for searcher simulation which is covered in Section 4.3.7.
61As the visualisation in polar co-ordinates can correspond to changes in IN if the basis are ordered one
can compare it to semantical diagrams of IN change in [Cam00].
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4.3.4.6 Comparing search paths
This section shows that the inner product between two states dened on H can be in-
terpreted as state similarity in the way the dot product between document vectors refers
to document similarity. In order to reach this interpretation one requires to modify the
intuitive encoding of the probability of relevance in the above section to one that gives a
more reasonable result to our calculations (see Appendix A). At this stage it should be
elucidated that the two states involved in the inner product can represent search paths
during the same session, a state with an anticipated search path that is being evaluated, or
two general search states62. Dene 0 as the Utility function on a pair of states/searches,
it is dened as follows:
Let (di;dj) = (Pr(tdi)   Pr(tdj))htdijtdji
Let 0 = f
D
t 

  b
t 
E
=
P
i2t;j2t0
(di;dj)
P
i2t;j2t0
htdijtdji
 1  ij  1
0 :
8
> > <
> > :
= 1
P
i2t;j2t0
htdijtdji = 0 (This is a special case see the proceeding).
2 [ 1;1] otherwise
(4.10)
The information need of an user associated with one state need not be the same as the
other state; since t  is normalized the real part of the similarity value can be interpreted
as the average distance between documents in each state, while the imaginary part is a
weighted average. Hence two states are distinguished according to a combination of the
similarity between their documents and the relevances of these documents. The utility
function captures this distinction in Equation 4.10 and presents itself as a measure for
quantitatively comparing states based on dynamic and static search information63.
62Even more generally it could correspond to knowledge states, since a search state corresponds to the
knowledge of an abstract device or researcher according to Chapter 3
63The prior probabilities in classical probabilistic models account for the static information represented
here. The utility function is otherwise quite dierent from the classical models, rstly in the way it
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4.3.4.7 Interpretation of 0
In the prior section a general measure by which to compare two search paths was given,
and is derived from the argument of the inner product as shown in Equation 4.10. In
order to interpret 0 one must rst understand its constitutes. Each summand i;j is
the cosine similarity (as document lengths are normalized to one) between documents i
and j multiplied by the dierences in their probabilities of relevance. Although the dot
product is a stronger measure of similarity on a semantic space like in latent semantic
indexing [DCC+03], one can interpret its value as an indication of how well the documents
represent each others concepts (terms). The subtraction of probabilities indicates how
dierent the documents are according to their perceived importances/relevances.
The value i;j tells us in which document the concepts common to both documents are
more needed64 and by how much. If in i;j, tdi and tdj are about the same concepts while
tdj is more relevant then the value of ji;jj, according to only these two documents, gives
a weight to the truth of the proposition: the second document fulls the IN of its time
than the rst does of its time tdi". Conversely if in i;j, tdi and tdj are about the same
concepts while tdi is more relevant then the value of ji;jj, according to only these two
document, gives a weight to the truth of the proposition:the rst document better fulls
the IN of the its time than the second does of its time. Therefore i;j is a way to decide
between documents. The case where there are no concepts in common between the two
state sets, 0 is set to 1 indicating that the two paths are incomparable65.
Applying this interpretation over all i;j on the numerator of 0 in Equation 4.10 gives
rise to the next proposition, if
P
i2t;j2t0
i;j is positive it gives a weight to the truth of the
(naturally) combines the dynamic and static information which pertain to diering semantics the static
corresponds to the concept of similarity from the vector space model where the dynamic is a probability,
the combination of which indicates an interesting semantic (as addressed in Section 4.3.4.7). Secondly,
in the way it keeps the two types of information separate in its representation (in a natural way) thereby
facilitating a type of modelling (using the utility function) that preserves the categorical dierence in
the meanings of the information as the static corresponds to a collection property whereas the dynamic
corresponds to a user property.
64If a document has higher relevance value then it is more needed, and it is said that the concepts in
that document are more needed in that document than in another document with the same concepts but
lower relevance value.
65This indicates the case when the documents in either of the path do not have any words in common,
such that the inner product between any document in one path with any document in the other path is
zero.
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following proposition the rst state better fulls the IN of its time than the second does
in its time, and if it is negative it gives a weight to the proposition the second state better
fulls the IN of its time than the rst does in its time.
In a way it is as if each i;j voted for a certain state with the numerator of 0 thereby
indicating the overall winner and margin of win. Interpretation is aided by analogising the
above with the idea of potential dierence in electronic circuits. Potential dierence (PD)
is usually used to describe the dierence between a initial and nal point of an electrostatic
potential. Between two points a PD gives rise to a `force' called an electromotive force or
EMF that tends to push electrons or other charge-carriers from one point to the other. The
PD between two charges is a product of the electric eld between them and their distance.
One can regard each i;j as a PD as shown in Fig. 4.5. The value of the numerator
of 0 can be interpreted as the resultant potential dierence between two sets of points
on an electric circuit. Realising that the denominator of 0 is dividing up the EMF, it
could be interpreted as electrical resistance, making 0 the current: the rate of ow of
electrons between the two sets of points. Interpreting 0 as ow of electrons is analogous
to looking at the summands of 0 in Equation 4.10 as a ow of votes, each vote indicating
the superiority of the respective document or term, in fullling the information need of its
time.
Special Cases Discussion in the previous section corresponds to the overwhelming ma-
jority of search paths that could be generated by a retrieval systems following the OM.
There are however two families of special cases, both referring to patterns in the dierences
in relevance, where Equation 4.10 does not apply. The rst is the case where all the rele-
vances of documents in both states are equal giving 0 = 0 which cannot be interpreted in
the way discussed previously. In this case, the relevances cannot be used to discern between
the states and the best one can do is use the information about the similarity between doc-
uments from the inner product in Equation 4.10 which collectively provide a measure for
the average cosine similarity between documents in these states, Equation 4.11. In the
following equations j jd is the number of document terms in  , recall that this represents
the number of documents with which the user can interact at time t.
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d1 d2
Distance corresponds to P(Rel|d1)   P(Rel|d2)
Curved Lines: Electric Field between charges corresponding to 
the similarity of two documents sim(d1,d2)
d1: Some document in the ﬁrst state of the inner product
d2: Some document in the second state of the inner product
Figure 4.5. Inner product as Potential Dierence: An analogy to aid interpretation of inner product
between states
If (Pr(tdi)) = (Pr(tdj))
and j(Pr(tdi))j = j(Pr(tdj))j = 1
Dene measure for comparing states as:
1(t ; ^
t ) = Re
D
t 
   b
t 
E
=
P
i2t;j2t0
htdijtdji
jt jd
   b
t 
  
d
;
0  1  1
(4.11)
The other case is when the relevances in the rst search/state are all equal and equivalently
for the second state but unlike the above case the two relevances are unequal. This means
that all the dierences between the probabilities of relevance of documents in Equation 4.10
are equal, say , thus 0 =  as the term
P
i2t;j2t0
htdijtdji vanishes. The remaining
dierence has no relation to information contained in the corresponding document thus
Equation 4.12 is proposed, which is simply the common dierence multiplied by average
cosine similarity.
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If (Pr(tdi)) 6= (Pr(tdj))
and j(Pr(tdi))j = j(Pr(tdj))j = 1
Dene measure for comparing states as:
2(t ; ^
t ) = Re(
D
t 
   b
t 
E
) = 
P
i2t;j2t0
htdijtdji
jt jd

  b
t 

 
d
;
 1  2  1
(4.12)
The 2 measure can also be interpreted in the way 0 was in preceding discussion.
4.3.4.8 Discussion of Utility Measures
The prior section gives a physical interpretation of the inner product between states as a
potential dierence. As the utility function is related to correlation measures, in particular,
measures that correlate rankings of documents or of a set of words with another set of
words such as topic correlation in [WJ04], utility can be interpreted as a correlation measure
between states, search paths and/or documents. In this respect it is more similar to the
utility function from Prospect Theory [KT79] than the measures in [WJ04]. However, as
the utility measure is a signed measure it is not comparable except semantically with such
measures as in [WJ04], further it is not testable with the traditional collection data unless
individual retrieval scores are provided for the documents resulting from a query.
State change can be interpreted as an uncertain inference which AU uses to decide if and
how to change state. In a cognitive sense, the method used to calculate the uncertainty
in a proposition  1
evolve       !  2 corresponds to ones personality. For example, for a real user,
potential future states are considered and valued, and whether the user wants to change
state to  2 in the future depends on the value system. One important point here is that in
analysing the utility measure it is apparent that the dynamic search information recorded
by probabilities which contain information about user interests is naturally combined with
information about the corpus (tf-idf weights). The `personality' of the utility function is
characterised by the fact that it knows by the probabilities of relevance, what the user
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interests are, and then it inclines towards the topics which better pertain to this interest,
normalising this inclination according to similarity between the topics (as in Equation 4.10).
Document Level Utility Function States represented as superposition of documents
in an orthonormal document basis only possess dynamic weights and the utility (or inner
product) between two states represented in this way (without re-representing in term basis)
is zero as:
d( a; b) =
X
d2 a;d02 b
Pr(Reljd)   Pr(Reljd
0)
=
 
X
d2 a
Pr(Reljd)
!
 
 
X
d02 b
Pr(Reljd
0)
!
As the probabilities of relevance for documents in each state sum to 1:
d( a; b) = 1   1 = 0 (4.13)
The document level utility function is thus named to indicate that the states it takes
as parameters can be symbolically written as a superposition of documents; it assumes
that there is enough information about documents to allow them to be represented in a
term basis. The utility at the document level between states, meaning that the state is
represented with a bases consisting of documents, denoted d( 1; 2) which is calculated
following the re-representation of documents in term basis combines static term weight
with dynamic document weights (probabilities)66. The utility in this case indicates if the
rst state or the second is better and facilitates the denition of the information need
uncertainty principle in the proceeding that is semantically related to the logical uncertainty
principle [vR00]67.
Information Need Uncertainty Principle The direction of energy ow between two
information items (which include states) is ascertained according to the68 Information
66Therefore document-level utility is dierent from term-level utility as the former contains both term-
level static and dynamic weights where as the former has one of either type.
67It should be emphasised that the relation here is semantic at this point and requires further study in
a logical framework to determine if the link is beyond the conceptual level.
68Note that as described in Chapter 3, IN exists between any two states where a state could be that as
dened in this chapter or the state of a search component, further details of state are given in the next
chapter.
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Need Uncertainty Principle: If both t 1 and t 2 are possible future states for the same
point in time and  1 < d(t 1; t 2) < 0 then t 1
`energy ow'
            ! t 2 which means that t 2
contains more relevant knowledge relative to the system's concept of user interests at that
time. In summary, one could say that given any two states t 1 and t 2, a measure of
the uncertainty of t 1
`energy ow'
            ! t 2 related to a given document space H, containing
static (term) weights and dynamic weights (current probabilities relevance), is determined
by  (t 1; t 2). The document-level utility applies to this uncertainty principle on the
assumption that only document-level dynamic information (probabilities of relevance) are
available, if instead term level dynamic information is also available then the term-level
utility function can be used. Hence, in addition to being a measure of uncertainty, the
utility measure can be interpreted as a measure for the (potential) information ow between
states which indicates the potential to change to another state and the usefulness (in terms
of static and dynamic weights) of this change between two states of search. Further, it can
be used as rank correlation measure69, except, due to including dynamic information instead
of purely static information as in usual correlation measures (see [WJ04] and [CMZ05]),
it would be dicult to test; Section 6.6 comments further in this regard. The utility is
of more use when employed in exhaustive fashion for analysis of collections in the way
elaborated by Section 6.4.
4.3.5 Measures over States
A simpler representation of state is to set the argument of the complex coecient of term
weights to the probability of relevance such that successive applications of change operators
to a state represented in term basis gives the document representation at time  + 1 of
the form:
 > 1; +1Di = (wi;j) e
|[Pr0(Reljwj)+
P 1
t=1 Prt(Reljwj)]jwjihwjj (4.14)
where Prt(Reljwj) is the change in probability of relevance of term j at time t and
0  Pr0(Reljwj) +
P 1
t=1 Prt(Reljwj)]  1. Measures over documents that employ
static information have forms such as fstat = fstat (jdij), difstat = f ([wi;j]), or difstat =
69Since it compares two sets of documents (states) including their dynamics/probabilities of relevance,
thereby using more information than a simple rank.
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f ([wi;j];jdij) or more generally70:
fstat = fstat
 
[fstati (wi;j)];fstatj (jdij)

(4.15)
4.3.5.1 Mixed Static/Dynamic Measures
Measures that consider the dynamic information would be would then be functions of the
type71:
fdyn = f (arg(di)) or fdyn = f
 
arg
 
wi;je
|j
(4.16)
or more generally:
fdyn = f
 
arg
 
wi;je
|j
;arg(di)

(4.17)
In the case that both dynamic and static information is to be used the measures are
functions of form fmix = f(fstat;fdyn) or fmix = f
 
[wi;j];jdij;

arg
 
wi;je|j
;arg(di)

, a
simple sub-form is fmix = f (j  wi;j) and example of which is fmix = 1
jTj
P
j wi;jj
72. A
quantitative example of term-level utility is given below:
Example 1. [Term-level Utility] Let the relevance values for a 4 term collection be [0:2,
0:1, 0:3, 0:4] then if 0D = w1jt1iht1j + w2jt2iht2j + w3jt3iht3j + w4jt4iht4j and 1U is the
operator that sets up the document with a probabilities of relevance for terms. The utility of
this document would be (1D) = w1(0:2)+w2(0:1)+w3(0:3)+w4(0:4) where each weight
wj quantitatively species the extent to which term j is represented by this document and
the probability denotes to what extent this matters to the current interpretation of IN.
4.3.5.2 Measures as Functions of Other Measures
Measures (static or dynamic types) over a state can be functions of measures over docu-
ments f
 
mixfi

or functions of term coecients f([wi;j];j) when states are represented
in term basis, for example   =
P
i di =
P
j [w1;j + w2;j + :::wjdj;j]e|j. The utility mea-
70Recall that square brackets denote a list, thus this function is a function of a list of functions of
term weights, paired with a list of functions of document-level weights, these weights are attributed to
documents as a whole and not terms.
71In the case a document contains all terms its argument is the sum of the probabilities of relevance for
all terms which in a term basis is a sum to 1.
72The sum here is normalized by jTj, the number of terms.
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sures of the prior sections are mixed dynamic and static measures over two states and are
of the form f1 ; 2  = f
 
mix
t1 fi

;

mix
t2 fi

. At a higher level, the measures is over multiple
states, which can be used to represent states of the system at a set of dierent times, or
more generally multiple sets of states which represent groups of states of search at dier-
ent time periods, f[ ] = f ([[1 ];[2 ];:::]). The natural form of functions on the vector
space is through inner products. If documents are represented in term basis, the inner
product between documents means document similarity, between states it means average
document similarity (upon normalisation) in the collection, it is therefore a static measure
as the complex parts vanish on multiplication of document vectors. If instead one uses
a document basis and projects onto a term basis (as in previous section) then the inner
product can be used to create mixed static and dynamic measures. It is the vector space
structure of Hilbert space that allows such measures.
4.3.5.3 Trace Measures
Consider the matrix 0D = (0D)
 1 = (j0dih0dj) 1 where j0dih0dj is the initial diagonal
matrix in term basis holding static weights of terms with respect to the document, where
it is assumed that the dynamic weights are only added in t = 1 thus each weight (at t = 0)
is a real value73. The matrix (j0dih0dj) 1 consists of diagonal entries 0Dj;j = 1
(j0dih0dj)j;j.
The operation D
 
0D

cancels the static weights of the arbitrary time document matrix
jDihDj, and the operation:
dyn(D) = |ln
 
DD

=
X
j
ln
 
e
|j
jwjihwjj =
X
j
Pr(Reljwj)jwjihwjj (4.18)
leaves the document matrix with dynamic weights (probabilities) on its diagonal such that
tr(dyn(D)) = 174.
73This means that 1D = U1 (0D) where U1's diagonal entries are probability of relevances of terms.
74This resultant matrix is (in QT terminology) is a density operator. The density operator of a system are
usually used to generate probabilities, whether this formulation can be used to create a quantum-operator
based probabilistic framework is an open problem and is not further addressed in this thesis.
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Term-level Utility The term-level utility measure of the prior section for a single docu-
ment can then be expressed as:
w (di) = tr(0D dyn(di)) = tr(dyn(D)D) (4.19)
where each entry in the resultant matrix inside the trace has (mixed) diagonal entries
wi;jPr(Reljwj). Other utility functions can be envisaged in the form tr(T1 D T2 dyn(D))
where T1 and T2 can be used to denote a particular method of combining the static and
dynamic weights.
The term-level utility over a single document w(D) is dened as:
w(D) = tr(0Ddyn(D))
= tr
 
X
j
wjPr(Reljwj)jwjihwjj
!
=
X
j
wjPr(Reljwj) (4.20)
whereas the term-level utility measure over a single state w( ) is dened as follows
(assuming normalisation of weights):
w( ) =
X
i
tr(0didyn(di))
= tr
 
X
i
0didyn(di)
!
= tr
 
X
i
wi;jPr(Reljwj)jwjihwjj
!
=
X
j
X
i
wi;jPr(Reljwj) (4.21)
where75 the ith summand gives a measure indicating the usefulness of that document in a
search where term weights are dynamically modied (due to the probability of relevance
changing) and take into consideration the extent to which relevant terms are represented
in that document (the wi;j).
75Note that the trace operator in Equation 4.21 applies to a matrix in term basis.
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Mixed-Level Utility If one takes the document-level utility function for a state d(t 1; d 2)
with the parameter states in dierent bases but without being re-represented into the same
basis. Thus, the requirement of re-representing states from document to term basis for
one of the states (in its parameter pair) before it is sent to the function, is removed. Such
a function, denote by m(w a; d b), is said to be a mixed-level utility and is dened as
follows76:
m(
w a;
d b) =
X
ia;ib
tr
 w basisDiaTd!wdyn
 d basisDib

(4.22)
where Td!w is the projection (re-representation) that denotes the change of basis from
the document space (in document basis) to term space (where term vectors form an
orthonormal basis).
The document basis in
 
D basisDi

of Equation 4.22 is useful when document-level dy-
namic information is present in one state but term level dynamic information is not. Re-
representing this in term basis introduces term-level static information to appear and allows
document level dynamic and term level static information to be combined77. In this way,
one can do (D1;D2) or ( 1; 2) which is similar to the term level utility as it is a function
of term level utilities of documents.
The value of j(D1)   (D2)j or j( 1)   ( 2)j (i.e. regardless of basis) refers to the
eectiveness of the document and states respectively in representing the information need
of the time; whereas, the sign of the dierence indicates which document/state is better
at representing the IN of the time. The utility measure between two states or documents
can also be seen as a linguistic measure, as, if there was an `optimal' state or document
 o or Do respectively such that 8i;(Do) > (Di) or 8i;( o) > ( i) then it is said
that the document Do or state  o is such that the IN's at the times associated with D or
 , as represented by the probabilities of relevance at the time, are most representative of
the information in the documents (corpus) or states respectively.
76As in the denitions of other utility functions, assume that the static weights are normalized.
77A suitable representation (not addressed in thesis) would be required for combining document level
static and dynamic information onto term level static and dynamic information, as the dynamic information
stored would require to be suitably combined.
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4.3.5.4 Incorporating Context into Measures
The wave function approach gives rise to utility functions due to separate representation
of dynamic and static information. The observation technique of using QT (Rm) in Sec-
tion 4.3.3 gives experimental results78 which are denoted by probabilities, this is as expected
due to semantics of measurement. The wave function is a representation of phenomena,
it has to refer to79 all that is known, which for IR means the information about the corpus
to start with and the interpretation of relevance over time. Whereas, for the observation
technique one can store whatever is needed and one is not required to store all information
in the representation. Clearly the wave-function style representation presented so far is in-
complete as there are many other types of information pertaining to contextual factors that
require to be stored. Thus, the prior models are limited due to this, but the observation
method, which is required to `ask questions' to a representation and formulate arbitrary
contextual information (that needs to be stored for search), allows arbitrary information
to be `stored by phenomena' as it does not store all this or require to model phenomena
that stores it. Instead, it simply `records' the eects of phenomena pertaining to these
contextual factors. Initial work addressing the modelling of contextual factors by modelling
them as observables, referred to as the measuring method in Section 4.2.3.3, can be found
in [MW07b] and [MW07a].
4.3.6 Change of State and Dynamics
As demonstrated in prior sections QT allows structuring of state change which corresponds
to structuring of relevance feedback. A relevance feedback structure needs to consider user
interactions and context, QT formalism provides several theoretical devices with which to
represent this. The problem in IR is that there is little ability to structure feedbacks,
this is not only a problem of not having a unied model for feedback and relevance value
updating80, but also due to the fact that the user and system are not treated as separate in
78Recall that Rm makes observations through measurement experiments.
79The need to store or refer to all known quantities is a semantic requirement that is at most a weak
one due to our customised use of QT, the following chapter elaborates further.
80Vector space model requires whatever feedback to be mapped onto vector rotations, thus a lot of
information has to be diluted into one vector.
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the feedback structure as the user is not modelled, it their interactions which are `recorded'.
The perspective here is that of a third entity's view of `relevance', it is a confusing point
of view81. One way to separate this, and do structured user modelling is to presume what
relevance and relevance feedback is, and how it changes. The next section presents an
initial approach to adding structure to relevance feedback, and in turn presents a method for
simulating searches with dynamically changing information need represented by changing
probabilities of relevance.
4.3.7 Simulation Design
In the vector space model over C the corpus can be represented by a superposition of
document vectors each of which is further represented Di =
PT
j wi;je|j jtji where the
argument of the complex numbered weight i;j = j denoting that this part of the weight
applies to the jth term in all documents. The wi;j is a static relation between the (seman-
tically) lower level terms and the higher level documents, in terms of language modelling
the terms wi;j = f(tfi;j;idfi;j). Dynamic search information such as probabilities of rele-
vance, would be encoded in j as done in the prior sections. Thus the complex eld in the
Hilbert space allows one to store these two (i.e. static and dynamic) important types of
information about the state of a term. If the eld had even more parameters then more
information related to the context of the term and specically linguistic characteristics
could be stored. Currently, these other properties would require to be stored by alternate
representations of the term space by means of the measurement method (see Section 4.3.3
and Section 4.3.5.4)82. Modifying the real part of the term weight would require that the
document vector is multiplied by a vector v 2 Rn1;arg(vi) = .
It is convenient to place dynamic search information as the argument of the complex weight,
as change in the search process can then be recorded in terms of word states and upon
interaction or change to the corpus the arguments of all complex term weights could be
changed independently of the static part of the weight83. This would be done by multiplying
81Is it the system's, user's or researcher's point of view of relevance that is being modelled when in a
particular state of search?.
82Thus a context state would need to be specied as a superposition (or other association) of term
spaces, or a term state would require to be specied in terms of lower-level sub-states.
83The static and dynamic information could have been represented as one number but then one would
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the diagonal document matrix Di = wi;je|j by a unitary matrix tU = 
jTj
i=0e|Pri(Reljwj)
where Pri represents the individual change of dynamic value (of relevance in this case)
in term i.
4.3.7.1 Exploiting Symmetry
Assuming that the initial probabilities of relevance of the terms Pr(Reljwj), and also
changes in relevance at each time during a search Pr(Reljwj), one can dene a set
[tU];0  t < T which is the change matrix representing the changes in relevant at time t.
If only one term's weight is to be changed then tU is dened such that the arguments of
all weights arg(tUi;i) are nil except one. The dynamics of a search in terms of higher-level
semantics can be denoted by representing a document by a set of these semantics, such as
latent semantics through performing linguistic analysis in terms of matrix operations, and
in this case each change matrix would be dened in a basis of semantics as opposed to a
term or document basis. Assuming that one has the probability of relevance updates (from
t1 to t2), dene groups such that for time periods t1  t < t2;[Ui]  ! G([I;[Ui]];nxn)
with identity I where the group operation is matrix multiplication and n is the dimension
of the semantic. The n denotes the number of terms, if change analysis is in terms of
words, or it is the number of semantic dimensions if modelling latent semantic analysis.
Commutativity The group is Abelian if (1U)(2U) = (2U)(1U) as this corresponds to
the commutativity of addition since applying tU to terms implies addition/subtraction
of the arguments of the complex numbered entries. The binary operation on G is an
associative operation, it also contains an identity thus if it contains inverses (inverse changes
of relevance) then it is a closed group. Thus it can be said that a search operation whose
dynamic behaviour in terms of changes of probabilities of relevance, that can be denoted
by a closed group, is a neutral or `conserved' search as the system's concept of the user
interests at the end of the search is equal to that at the beginning. As if each change has
an inverse within the search then this implies the interest in that particular term is `taken
back' or `reset', if this is true for all terms over the course of a search then user interests
stay invariant over a search, as seen by this system design. More realistically, it could be
require to store details about how to separate the weights for independent static/dynamic change analysis.
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said that a subgroup t1;t2X  U84 of changes from t1 to t2 were such that the user interests
were invariant over this time, that the user made some decisions but later made opposing
decisions and their interests changed back to what they were at t1. Alternatively one could
dene a set of change matrices and corresponding groups: tUa;b;c = [[tUa];[tUb];[tUc]] that
denote the changes in term number ab, and c respectively over the course of the search,
and more generally one could let [[t1;t4];[t5;t8];:::[t10;t11]]Ua;b;c denote changes over sets of terms
or sets of semantics in three or more periods during a search.
In general tU is not a closed group as not all of its elements may have inverses. However,
when a subgroup is closed there are interesting implications for user interaction which can
be related to the conservation of information need relative to a set of terms over a period
of time as the IN or user interest, for those terms has changed then changed back to what
it originally was at the start of the time period. One can also discuss changes in terms
of a cyclic group t _ U where all changes in the group are in terms of one particulars group
tU = [I;U;U2;U3;:::Un], and since each U has complex values each with an encoded
probability the group elements represent the probabilities 0;k;2k:::(n   1)k;nk where
0  k  1;nk  185. A cyclic group design for changes for arbitrary k values would
denote a structured dynamics of changes for term relevance, semantic/concept relevance
or document relevance (once the static is combined with the dynamic part of the complex
weight).
A simulation design requires specication of how the user interests would change over
time. Representing changes of relevance in terms of groups seems an organised way to
develop these dynamics. The simplest simulation designs are closed subgroups which allow
us to map the concepts like `..user is initially interested in topic X until he sees topic Y
by which time he is no longer interested in X but in Z' to a group that includes inverses
of all its elements86. Thus simulation specications be compared on a conceptual and
mathematical level. On the other end real-life user experiments that provide a set of
84This subgroup could denote a set of changes that follow a semantic, for example it could denote a set
of changes in relevance that resulted from a particular type of user behaviour as recorded by the interface.
85As the maximum change in a probability has magnitude 1.
86Note that the idea of a user no longer interested in a topic should be taken to mean an inverse as if
they were not interested in the topic in the rst place. Although this is an unrealistic depiction of change
of user interests it is of initial use until one can model a type of `uncertain' or probabilistic, inverse or
disinterest, in a topic.
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Pr(Reljd) over time can be approximated by predened groups denoting dynamics and
partially constituting user models87. Complex user behaviours albeit all based around the
variable of probability of relevance88 can be developed for simulation and for modelling
complex real-life user behaviours.
4.3.7.2 Morphisms
A morphism between two groups or subgroups of changes would denote the user changing
strategy, if  : tX  tU :7! tY  tU and X = Y then this  is an automorphism, a
trivial example is a permutation on the group tU that can be taken to denote an alter-
native ordering of user interactions which can be used to suggest future behaviours and
subsequent changes to relevance values89. For a particular simulation design, one can in-
vestigate the eect of the order of user interactions by considering all or some permutation
based automorphisms of that group, a randomised order of user interactions would also
be represented by the permutation of a group of pre-dened possible actions, this is one
way to address random user behaviour90 and a way to pick possible future states for a
search. If X 6= Y then  is a homeomorphism, a map between two groups that preserves
the groups properties. This can be used to denote a change of strategy and therefore can
be used to semantically classify sets of simulated user strategies. For example, the homeo-
morphism t _ Uk= 0:1  ! t _ Uk=0:2 denotes an decelerated decrease in the IN change for a set
of terms whereas in general one can have a set of homeomorphisms or strategy changes
like t _ Uk  ! t _ Uf(k). Ageing models from ostensive retrieval [Cam00] can be represented by
letting arg(tUi;j) = f(t)Pr(Reljwj)91 or more generally by functions  : (t;U) 7! U that
modify the probability accordingly. It is proposed that such discrete structuring methods
are important for modelling the user's information need change.
87This is where approximate groups would help to add uncertainty thus allowing us to say that the user
behaves approximately like G1 in a period of time and like G2 at a later period, where each of group
corresponds to a particular behavioural semantic.
88See next two chapters for discussion pertaining to introducing other variables.
89Can also randomly permute interactions for the purpose of a randomised analysis of search behaviour.
90This is semantically similar to latin square design for statistical experiments in traditional IR evaluation.
91f(t) is an ageing function.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter suggested techniques for representing search phenomena, and discussed es-
pecially the representation of the dynamics of search. The next chapter extends these
techniques by introducing a more general representation that need not conform to the
mathematical rules of a geometrical space, by which it proposes to simplify the modelling
of search phenomena and accommodates a format for semiformal discussion that is more
suited to addressing the denition problem in IR research than a purely QT language.
The QT framework shows that one can have a high-level operator theory which can be
represented by a `lower level' theory such as matrix theory, and itself be at a `lower level'
relative to physics semantics like energy. The framework shows that these dierent levels
of representation can work together. Also a level higher than that of operators are the
concept of groups of operators as in Section 4.3.7. Thus group theory can be used to dis-
cuss physical events in terms of their `group' properties and then nd a theory, like matrix
theory, where one can represent it so as to be able to derive quantitative understandings
of geometrically, probabilistically and/or logically92 orientated concepts.
Using H and corresponding ways of using H from QT is useful for modelling specic
search phenomena yet there is much to use from QT93. The rst and second postulates of
quantum mechanics say that the QT provides a representation for states and their change
but cannot tell us what they ought to be as that would require concepts related to physical
reality to be adapted for an abstract process like search. In this chapter only the rst two
postulates of QT were used for modelling search (Section 4.3.4) whereas measurement
observables (third postulate) and composite systems (fourth postulate) were not. The
semiformal language in the next chapter is such that it includes the third postulate on a
semantic level, in that, the system changes with measurement, and it also includes the
fourth postulate such that composite systems are represented as a `semantic union' of
states (which when represented in QT correspond to composition and product spaces94).
This chapter showed that using QT as a symbolic language can provide a useful notation for
92Logical aspects were not covered in this chapter, see [vR04], [Gri02] and [BC81] respectively for
expositions of logic in QT in increasing detail.
93And possibly its related disciplines.
94Tensor products of Hilbert spaces.
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representing IR concepts. The physics semantics in imported by use of the QT framework
are also useful. For example, represented in QT form, the state of the system represented
as a superposition of sub-states corresponds to the representation of some part of the user
as a potentiality or concepts [AG02]. The similarity in the representations of user and
system components, state of mind and search path respectively suggests that perhaps it is
useful from an IR modelling point of view to perceive them as similar, as suggested by the
assumption that HHIR is the optimal IR. In this way, QT representation allows new insights
about the similarities between user and system modelling, in particular those similarities
revealed by symmetry in representation. The next chapter elaborates on this modelling of
the system and user, and discusses the symmetry in such modelling.
One diculty with modelling as highlighted by our example state representation in terms
of superpositions pertains to the question: which observers view should be modelled?
Should it be that of a researcher looking at search, if so should it be for a particular search
process or for all search processes? As explained in the previous chapter, the observer is
the researcher and it is their view that should be modelled, the next chapter claries this
further in terms of new notation.
142|Actions dier because the inspirations of the states of being di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On Search as a Communication Process5.1. INTRODUCTION
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, a very general epistemology and ontology of a search process was given. The
concepts of a search state, statements associated with states, agents participating in a
search (including the researchers) were discussed. In the previous chapter quantum theory
was introduced to show how these same notions are employed in a science to articulate the
physical world, a science which has had empirical success and is very useful for theoretical
analysis, perhaps more so than any other modern theory.
This chapter builds a framework for describing and analysing search processes borrowing
from the techniques that QT employs to build its own theoretical framework to abstract the
physical world for analysis. The framework developed is not a quantum theory for search
but a pre-quantum theory in the sense that it abstracts the search process simplifying the
process of mapping some aspect of a search, if benecial, to a formal theory like QT. The
framework is also one which is a pre-computational nature in that it abstracts the search
process simplifying the process of mapping search concepts to algorithms for implemen-
tation in software or for computational analysis. It is therefore a middle language or a
middle framework that, as shall be argued, is a necessary medium to join the requirements
of having a formal framework where search can be theoretically analysed and the ndings
implemented in search models. Several variables make this task dicult, including the four
key problems in Section 2.6, the framework presented does not aim to be an end in itself
to all these issues but a foundation that breaks down these problems into hopefully easier
tasks that can be approached independently.
This chapter starts with discussion of a search state and its particulars. It should be
noted that the representation of search states which hold static information about the
search, and ows that hold the dynamics of search, by which I mean the notation used
to refer to these elements and the way in which the notations are associated to one
another, denote in themselves the majority of our framework. In the same way grammar
and logic of a language is embedded into the use of the language and therefore can be
extracted from these texts, the notation and application of notation to describe search
phenomena1 indicate the novel `grammar for IR research' that is being proposed. Initially
1This is addressed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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I elaborate on the visualisation of states as introduced in Chapter 3. Visualisation is an
important aspect as if the middle language proposed accommodates derivation of software
algorithms, formal models (of a QT nature), and also cognitive models, then ideally it
should also accommodate diagramming techniques that are usually employed in each of
these areas so that, at least initially, one is presented with familiar techniques for using our
framework.
5.2 Visualisation in terms of stacks
There are paradigmatic dierences between QT and IR in their operational methods and
semantics (as briefed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). It is clear that the mapping to QT has
mathematical benets, with features like complex numbers and algebraic structures on the
Hilbert space but it is unclear as to how one can generally use the QT formalism, what
QT concepts cannot be used and more importantly what some QT concepts corresponding
to the formalism (such as algebraic structure) mean in IR terms. A bottom-up approach
would be to assess the benets of each feature of the QT framework individually, however
it is dicult to deduce IR meanings for IR models created in a QT formalism. Instead, as
shown in the ostensive chapter, a `top-down' approach is attempted with the premise that
the apparent paradigmatic dierences between IR and QT can be reduced if one no longer
thinks of a search process in the traditional sense, according to the laboratory model, but
instead in the way QT would perceive a process, as a physical process. In light of the
previous chapter it is clear that the search process was abstracted in the ostensive chapter
as a physical process in which there are a set of interactions between at least two physical
systems. The diagrams Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.2 in Chapter 3 illustrating statements within
agents are stacks, if further generalised so that each set of statements associated to a state
are collectively labelled according to their use then one gets a diagram like the stack in
Fig. 5.1. This visualisation, inspired by a computational perspective, is visually equivalent
to a traditional network architecture diagram illustrating the design of the protocol of
communication between two agents. It corresponds to a design method for visualising
arbitrary search scenario designs. Stacks are labelled according to their purpose in a search
scenario.
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An investigation focusing on document/matching models which is at the memory/reasoning
level may not need to discern between the gestures and physical layers, combining them
instead. Visualisation in stacks implies a method of design unlike the laboratory model,
since it freely includes (by design) other aspects of the user and system, including as in
Fig. 5.1, the interface (gestures layer), hardware (physical layer), search strategy (session
layer) and the corresponding `components' of an user model. In terms of the stack in
Fig. 5.1 one can say that a user interacting with a system involves a reasoning sub-
process instigated by the memory layer, which then inuences a search strategy (session
layer) and activates corresponding gestures expressed by the physical layer representing
their physical expression tools. The system in Fig. 5.1 is setup with the same design; it
observes the user's physical action, interpreting a gesture in the context of other factors
(such as prior user feedback) and updating its notion of user interests (memory) according
to a user-interest update policy (reasoning). Memory and reasoning layers in the stack
correspond respectively to the document and document model in the laboratory model.
A search process consists of a set of sub-processes of dierent types, an observational
process involving two or more separate agents, an expression and interpretation processes
that happen within agents involving components; these are common principles for a stack
based model of a search process. The sub-process of type interpretation denotes a general
set of activities directed towards2 the memory level, it corresponds to one set of changes
that are internal to an agent upon another agent interacting with it. The other set of
changes internal to an agent are those that lead it to react to the prior interaction, these
changes are of the expression type and generally originate in the memory layer eventually
inuencing the agent's expressive faculty, the interface, denoted by the physical layer.
The stack design visually represents the shift in the traditional conceptualisation of IR
toward the state-based conceptualisation as introduced in the ostensive chapter and detailed
for physical systems in QT in the previous chapter. It was inspired by the QT way of
abstracting physical sub-systems and their relationships. In terms of the physical semantics
of QT, each layer is a physical sub-system and can only directly inuence adjacent sub-
systems which preserve the order inherent in search systems. The stack model does not
presume any specication language for any layers. A clearer relationship between the user,
2This refers to the direction of inuence and activity, thus for the interpretation sub-process necessitates
that activity in lower layers precedes that in higher layers.
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Figure 5.1. A Stack Model
denition and evaluation problems can be observed when these problems are visualised by
stacks. First, as the research in [vR04] shows, the mathematical formalism of QT can be
used as a language for modelling document and matching models, corresponding to the
memory layer and reasoning layers. However, a QT specication of the reasoning in a
search engine is theoretically limited as one cannot predict the relevance feedback, which
would require models of cognitive behaviour in a way similar to why QT still requires physics
and physical semantics (i.e. physical laws) in order to predict the behaviour of systems3.
Second, as per the denition problem, retrieval research provides no general frameworks
for modelling useful interfaces and interactions, thus the gestures and session (containing
search strategies) layers have no general4 modelling language. Similarly, on the user side,
there are no general modelling languages for any of the layers in the stacks. Instead
the literature of IR and related disciplines provide several models specied in dierent
languages for each layer of each agent and no analytical way to compare between them. The
methodology required for modelling corresponding to the visual stack diagram, a formalism
for specifying each layer, inter-layer communication and between agent communication
is presented in this chapter which aims to address the denition problem now that the
conceptual problem has been resolved in Chapter 3.
3See Appendix C for a brief further discussion.
4There are no general accepted languages or techniques for describing user actions in an arbitrary
interface. A specic example is in [Xie02].
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5.2.1 Modelling of Diverse Information Seeking Scenarios
The stack diagram is also used to depict the evaluating agent that could be a researcher5,
or if the search scenario is a simulation the evaluating agent denotes some part of the
simulation software, and hence the evaluation process can be illustrated as a three entity
process as in Fig. 5.2. The practice of modelling the measurement device in QT inspired
this way of using stacks. An information seeking process, one which considers the broader
experience of the user in the real life search process can involve several more agents some
of which could be human agents. An example would be the case of a user interacting with
librarians, automated search systems and other agents in a library. The information seeking
process is visualised by adding more stacks to the design of the typical information retrieval
model of two stacks. A distributed search scenario such as in peer-to-peer searching or
searching through multiple indexes representing an intranet, can also be visually depicted
in the same way by a set of stacks.
5.2.2 Topology of visualisation
States are structured where each substate corresponds to a sub-part or sub-system. Sub-
states are related to one another according to whether they inuence each other in a
search. There are no intrinsic lowest elements in the set of all substates so a state has
substates that may decompose into boundless number of further substates. There are ex-
trinsic limits to substates of states such as that of the document state which is composed
of term states that have no further substates6, thus limits of the structure for states are
5As per the conceptualisation of agents and ostension in Chapter 3.
6Usually one does not model the constituents of a word, as the word is taken to be the lowest element
in the modelling process. It is assumed here that the meanings associated with a word are held in a
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dened by the particular search model and not the conceptualisation presented here. A
state has associated with it a set of statements whose truth values are not necessarily easily
deducible if deducible at all. For example, if the statement 'this search scenario will end
in 30 steps' is associated with the general search state, that includes a particular agent
whose interactions may not terminate, then whether it takes 30 steps or any nite number
of steps is uncertain prior to the scenario. The stack diagram aids in visualising state and
substates where if a state represented by a rectangular region inuences another then it is
drawn adjacent to it.
The visual approach taken is to presume in the style of modular programming, linear
computation and network communication that the most general substates are such that
they can usually only inuence two other states which are drawn above and below it in the
diagram as in Fig. 5.3; any other inuences the state may be depicted using directed arrows
that denote the ows. Flows are static links that indicate the potential of one component
to inuence another7 whereas a path8 is a set of ows with a sequential relationship.
Visual adjacency between states implies that they will potentially inuence one another, or
in other words that there are ows between them.
Following sections of this chapter treat the dynamics of search more precisely. It may seem
that there is a strong assumption inherent in the stack if one assumes the arrows must
all stay inside the rectangular shape. The stack representation seems to force an order
on the set of ows by putting the components in order and implying that changes/ows
in one component must precede changes in the adjacent or prior component. In order to
accommodate this it is said that the arrows may be drawn around the components, skipping
them, and not always going through them, these cases are illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Even
though the apparent forced order may be compatible with many search processes there
should not be such a restriction in reasoning about general cases. For example, if the ow
in some component is not clear but it is for all other components, then it is convenient to
skip detailing that component while addressing and reasoning about others about which
information is known.
separate entity and do not `constitute' the word, and thus the sub-state structure here corresponds to that
of traditional retrieval modelling.
7It may indicate an inuence that can potentially occur in a search process without relating to a
particular time or a general association that is explicitly time and search process independent.
8This refers to ordered paths; there is also an unordered path that is a set of ows without any order.
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Figure 5.3. Two dierent visualisations of the same agent, showing components and two types of internal
ows. The general representation on the left and stack on the right
The stack diagram in the general case could be any complex 2-D (or higher dimensional)
shape where the substate structure could be of a complex type where the inuence between
substates requires them to be drawn with a non-trivial and non-rectangular topology. We
could require that the rectangular regions be adjacent to more than two others, introduce
polygons resembling a Voronoi diagram [AOC00], or more generally by also allowing curved
(Fig. 5.4) and not-necessarily continuous regions9. The point here is that the visualisation
techniques suggested in conceptual spaces in [G 00] and others are not excluded from our
framework as we want to accommodate several methods of modelling cognition; specif-
ically, the `anomalous state of knowledge' in [BOB82a], `state of potentiality' in [AG02]
and conceptual spaces approaches, so that concepts depicted by those techniques can be
represented in our framework without going `outside our framework'. The state based
framework borrowed from QT accommodates the visual techniques for designing software,
specifying cognitive functionality, and the diagramming of physical models. As the agents
involved are the user, system and researcher, and with simulation requiring the us to imple-
ment models (if possible) in software, it was thus necessary to elaborate that the framework
and notation to follow are not unfamiliar to the modelling approaches associated to each
of these techniques. The following section elaborates the concept of a state showing its
structure, notation, with small examples of applying the notation to describe the static
aspect of traditional scenarios. The dynamics of a search process are addressed next with
the concept of ows, upon which there is a discussion of techniques for approaching the
9Where the discontinuity could mean that the researcher knows about two dierent parts of a state
and how they inuence other states but does not know about other parts.
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Figure 5.4. A non-linear stack of six components each with three or ve adjacent components
multitudes of pre-existing languages partly due to which the denition problem exists. The
aim for the proceeding is to go from these simple box drawings of stacks to a rened
representation (and notation). The notation introduced is then used to address some ap-
plications in Section 6.1, particularly for describing structured document retrieval and user
modelling. Finally Section 6.8 argues about the position of the framework in terms of its
uses and particularly about the concept of modelling research.
5.3 Search Scenario Statics, States and Ontology
5.3.1 Researcher Types
This section follows on from the discussion of states and substates in the ostensive chapter.
Recall that a research oracle is an agent that knows all possible future states of a particular
search. The optimal researcher R is a hypothetical entity that knows all statements and
their truth values for any search. R denotes an abstract device, a perception of search
by which it is meant not only a particular search scenario but any search scenario. If
the perception10 of R is applied11 to a particular search scenario then truth values of all
statements pertaining to that scenario would be known. R is the largest element in the
set of researchers R that is partially ordered according to the knowledge of an element so if
some R1  R2, R1()  R2() then it is said that R2 knows at least as much as R1 which
10The words `perception' and `framework' are from here on assumed to be synonymous and the word
researcher taken to be an entity that generates or refers to a perception or framework.
11Application of a perception means using a particular conceptualisations and models attributed to the
perception, such as vector spaces for the geometric perception of a data corpus.
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will be expressed by the relation of knowledge potentials K(R1)  K(R2). The knowledge
potential12 is the map K : r 2 R 7! (s 2 ST;[0;1]) that outputs a set of statements with
truth values from the hypothetical set of all possible statements. If applied to a particular
search process  the statement (R1()  R2())  ! (K(R1())  K(R2())) denotes
that the second researcher has the potential to know more statements (and their truth
values) about the search process than the rst over the course of the entire process .
Note that at some particular time t the relation may not hold so that it is not the case
that (R1()  R2())  ! 8(t)(R1(t))  R2())13. Whether this potential is met and
R2 does indeed know more about  than R2 upon the search process terminating depends
on how the process and researchers method of perceiving it are dened14, thus the order
of researcher is a purely theoretical one and may not be realisable due to practical factors.
The meaning of R1  R2 is then that the second researcher has the potential to know more
than the rst for any search process so that R1  R2  ! 8 2 ;R1()  R2() but
the converse is false as a researcher knowing more in one search process does not imply
the same for all processes in . All search processes  are necessarily known to R,
which is the end element in the order of researchers such that 8R;R  R, the research
oracle of the ostensive chapter is one such R as is the external oracle. This includes the
case where the search scenario includes humans, thus R is clearly not physically realisable
as one cannot fully know all concepts in human cognition.
Let R
sim denote the the optimal researcher for simulated search scenarios so that the
potential K(R
sim()) holds all knowledge deducible for simulation of ; the `research
oracle' from Chapter 3 that knows all possible states at some point in a process without
knowing which state will be picked next is the weaker perception Rres:orac  R
sim. As
for the self-referential question about articulating who then knows the knowledge potential
and further elaboration about the set of all statements, these are discussed in Section 5.5,
the rest of the chapter takes these theoretical elements as primitives.
12Knowledge potential will also be referred to as knowledge in this chapter and the context should be
used to deduce if it is meant as current knowledge or potential knowledge.
13This applies when one can know what can be known by perceptions on the outset, for example the
(QT inspired) perception in [vR04] can know all that can be known by the canonical vector space model
since the vector space model is included in the Hilbert space.
14The tools for perception need to be created to model and express the perception in terms that can
be formally analysed. For example association between documents having geometric properties, such as
the similarity metric is expressed by a vector space representation.
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The researchers Rvect, Rlog, Rprob, and RKV R QT refer to frameworks using the traditional
vector space, logical, probabilistic, and QT inspired (as in [vR04]) perceptions of a search
process. The abstract device15 presented by RKV R QT includes these views so that
[Rvect;Rlog;Rprob]  RKV R QT (5.1)
Each of these perceptions refers only to the matching and data representation elements,
it leaves other elements such as the interface undened as if they are blind to those
elements. In fact, RKV R QT refers to an independent representation of the search scenario
that is deduced upon analysis of the three canonical models of retrieval as well as QT
models of physics. The representation was arrived at upon observations of these other
models, these observations are search processes, specically re-search processes. Let the
binary relation RabRb denote the search where Ra is observing (searching, re-searching)
a process  in which Rb participates. For a researcher to observe a search it must be
able to perceive true statements in it, and for it to perceive an agent in that search
there must be common knowledge between the observer and the agents being observed
thus RabRb  ! 9t;K(Ra(t)) \ K(Rb(t)) 6= ; and specically the knowledge exists
prior to the start of the process K(Ra(t=0)) \ K(Rb(t=0)) 6= ;. For example, in the
traditional IR evaluation experiment the researcher knows what agents are to be involved
in the experiment. For all other cases it can be stated generally that any observation of
a process involves observing behaviours of some agent, thus some knowledge of what an
agent is and what to look for is precluded in the observer. Let RabRb denote the notion16
that whenever Rb is involved in a search process that Ra has the potential to be able to
observe it, thus one can say RabRb  ! K(Ra)\K(Rb) 6= ;. In the perception of the QT
inspired generalisation of the canonical retrieval models one can say that due to the Hilbert
space of QT containing the canonical vector space of IR, any search process represented
in the traditional vector space model can be modelled in QT's Hilbert space17, similarly for
the logical and probabilistic models. If Rtrad is taken to denote the research approach that
15Abstract device, framework, researcher, and perception are all taken to be similar concepts in this
chapter.
16Note the usage of the 'observes' symbol without a process subscript to denote observations of all
processes.
17This is from the purely mathematical point of view, as opposed to conforming to additional criteria
of using the Hilbert space according to how QT uses the Hilbert space, as elaborated in Chapter 4.
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is the highest in the partially ordered set of all traditional approaches to IR with respect
to the matching and data representation components, then whether Rtrad  RKV R QT is
the crucial research question for [vR04]. It is known that RKV R QTb[Rlog;Rprob;Rvect],
that the canonical perceptions can be understood in terms of the QT inspired perception,
but the extent of this is unclear. Let Rthesis denote the composite of all the perceptions,
models, understandings and theoretical devices presented by this thesis, the rest of this
chapter builds onto Rthesis  R further notation to elaborate on how one can perceive
the search process so that [(Rlab
18 Rtrad);RKV R QT]  Rthesis
19 which is necessary for
a formal framework for analysis of IR concepts from where practical systems can be built.
5.3.2 States, substates and statements
5.3.2.1 The Structure of the General Search State S
For each researcher observing a process  the symbol tS refers to all knowledge the
researcher has of the process at time t, thus tS is a representation of the statements
K(R(t)) = [(si 2 ;v 2 [0;1])] for i 2 1:::jj where  is the set of all statements
pertaining to the search process. Given a particular perception Ri one does not immediately
know what this researcher can know or not, thus the complete knowledge potential K(Ri)
is not fully known, neither is it fully known for some arbitrary search process RiS, instead
one may require to do the investigation specied by RbRi in order to understand the
knowledge potential of perception Ri
20. A state S can exhibit a representation and the
terms of this representation elaborate the perception of the researcher whose knowledge is
referred to by that state. The general search state will be denoted S and should be taken
to mean RthesisS, i.e. the state S according to the perception or conceptual framework
of this thesis. For example, if using RKV R QT then RKV R QTSt means RKV R QT (as it
stands), thus it refers only to the weights of documents (according to their relevance) at
some point in the search and is written in terms of a convex combination of document
18The laboratory model as it is called in [IJ05]
19 Where Rlab is the typical IR experimental setup as referred to in [IJ05] that also implies particular
software architecture and is referred to here to indicate that our framework must be able to generate
practical insights.
20The investigation RibRi, which pertains to `self-analysis' (by the researcher), can also be done.
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elements (as this is one of the key models in [vR04]). Ideally a state representation is
complete, meaning that whatever is observed in search can be associated in some way with
the terms of the representation. As it stands, RKV R QT is not complete, and nor does it
aim to be, yet to address the denition problem completeness is desired. For Rthesis it is
assumed instead that our state does hold all knowledge about the process but that this must
be extracted in some way, so instead of an incomplete state it is said that there is initially
an incomplete representation of the state. Let L : S  S 7! L  K(S) be a function
that takes a state S and returns statements about its representation language which are
also naturally part of the knowledge of the state. A complete representation would be one
from which it would be possible to deduce all possible statements about the search process
(at that time) as if one knew the translation map T : L(tS) 7! K (R(t)). Complete
representations are not expected to exist unless one can categorically know K(R(t)) in
which case the trivial complete representation would be K(R(t)) even though it may not
be of much use in that form for the purposes of formal analysis or software implementation.
Languages for representation are discussed in Section 5.5. In these new terms it can be
said that investigations or researches of search with respect to a particular search process
(i.e. that involving a particular system), or research evolution, is equivalent to the process
of rening the representation of state and trying to understand K(R(t)) and nding the
representation which is of optimal use for formal theoretical analysis of the search process
(paper-based), analysis by simulation through software or for implementation for a search
system itself.
Dening states as entities in which are `inscribed' all possible research ndings within
the framework is a notion inspired by QT where the state of a system is represented
by a wave function which is a theoretical device (incompletely) representing any and all
knowledge about the system to which it refers. In order to obtain this knowledge there
require to be techniques of extracting (or querying21) which in QT takes place in the
Hilbert space representation in terms of projections of spaces onto other spaces. In the
vector space model information about relationships between documents can be extracted
by performing a vector operation between the subject documents; this is since the subjects
have representation and a measure (the vector operation) exists in the representation to
21Asking a question about a physical system amounts to making a measurements which in turn amounts
to geometrical operations on the Hilbert space. Asking a query is a `re-search' (see Section 3.3).
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assign empirical values to relationships. Several ways to extract relationship information
between states and processes are suggested in Rthesis (see Section 5.4.4) but these are
only guidelines for creating increasingly specic representations of states to produce more
useful measures.
In an IR evaluation process with real users, the researcher can learn statements from users
that no simulation could predict (in general). However, what knowledge can user simula-
tion bring that is not available through traditional user evaluations? Rephrasing in terms
of knowledge potentials, consider the set K(Rsimulated)4K(Rtrad)22, what statements are
in this set? Rephrasing in such terms is an informative way to pose these questions about
IR. The usefulness of simulation experiments as referred to by the second question denotes
a crucial re-search investigation due to it rising in literature as a signicant alternative
evaluation route. More generally, one major research goal is to deduce the power and limi-
tations of a particular research approach which begins initially with deducing 4(R2R)K(R)
for some known R 2 R; this is further addressed in Section 6.8.
5.3.2.2 State structure
The search state is a union23 of other sub-states where complex relationships between states
are addressed by using ows and thus no complex combination functions are required so
one can initially ignore the product space technique of combining systems in QT24. A ow
or `change' (semantically speaking) is a directed association between two states25 to denote
the inuence between them. The given denition is sucient for the references to ows in
this section while a more specic denition is given in Section 5.4.
The general search state of search process  is tS = tSsystem [ tSuser [ ::: where
tSuser and tSsystem are also complete states (with initially incomplete representations).
The substate structure can be of arbitrary complexity in terms of inuences (ows) among
states which detail all relationships between states, otherwise in terms of states only, it
22Recall that symmetric dierence 4 of two sets is the set of elements which are in one of the sets, but
not in both, i.e. A 4 B = (A [ B)   (A \ B) (see [Ros99]).
23As this is a weak association between objects, that of being a part of the same larger entity.
24This refers to the use of the tensor product of H spaces as employed by the fourth postulate of QT
[NC00].
25A ow can also denote inuence between statements by extension since a statement is always corre-
sponds to some state.
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is said that, any state is a simple union of substates as opposed to some other complex
combination function. This is inspired from QT since sub-states of a state are taken to be
in superposition (i.e. in the central modelling method of Chapter 4), everything is always in
a `state of potentiality' (to use the terminology of [AG02]). These states hold all knowledge
about a particular entity from where one can extract all that is knowable about an abstract
user of type AU and an abstract system of type RA respectively within this particular search
process at time t. Let ST denote the incomplete representation of a search process that
particularly addresses members of 8K(R(t)) that refer to time-invariant statements and
general facts about the search which do not refer to time. If one omits the reference to
time and writes S, then this denotes, for the sake of generality, the search state of some
process and this could imply either St or ST.
Recalling the generalisation of the ostensive chapter that resolved the conceptual problem
by re-dening all processes as search processes, take RQT to mean a QT perception of the
physical world and take RQT() to mean a framework for interpreting a general process
. In the QT framework RQT and the QT inspired framework RKV R QT [vR04], the
internal structure of states corresponds in some way to the structure of sub-spaces of
a Hilbert space, and of course, it is an incomplete representation and it is not capable
of representing all the information from a search process26. The sub-state structure is
according to traditional retrieval for several common elements that are usually modelled
and/or retrieved and it is Sword  Sdoc  Scorpus  Ssystem  S. A simple interface
structured according to an object oriented implementation language would be represented
Sbutton  Swindow  Sinterface  Ssystem  S, a user model with `conceptual spaces'
Sdescriptor  Sdimension  Sconcept  Suser  S, and a user model which considers interactive
behaviour as Shand  Sphysical  Sinteractive behaviour  Suser  S. For completeness,
in accordance with choosing to associate a state with a researcher, it is said that each
substate of a state also corresponds a perception, framework or researcher (equivalently),
thus the dimension substate Sdimension  Sconcept  Suser  S is said to hold knowledge in
the perception or framework of conceptual spaces (as elaborated in [G 00]).
The denition of S as an entity holding all knowledge about the subject (in this case )
applies to all substates so it is said that all knowledge (knowable by this framework) about
26Meaning that it cannot completely represent all the information contained in S.
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a word is contained within the state Sword that is a substate of a document, and similarly
for other substates. In the traditional sense this means that all the meanings of the word
including whatever linguistic analysis can reveal is held by the state27. Only R knows the
complete representation of Sword, otherwise for each R that includes the word state in its
perception and in S, their incomplete representations are not all of equal usefulness28.
Whether a word is semantically linked to another is something one can only `know' about
by comparing the representations of the words. Each state can be represented trivially as
a set of statements [s 2 ], or with a higher level functional grouping of statements
[model;semantics;:::] where model = [s 2 model  ]. What is the representation
of statements? In traditional IR, a corpora is a set of documents so each document is
represented by statements like sa = `i am a graphic' (which is an implicit pointer to a
binary data type29), sb = [swi] (a bag of words) or sc = [(swi;)] (a bag of ordered
sets corresponding to structured topics) where the statement sz=[`i am a vector space for
[a;b]']30 is the representation in terms of a vector space for the preceding statements.
For each state type there are a set of associated statements, in some arbitrary language,
so for the above one can have for state representation language L(S) a QT and technical
English for IR, technical English for Computer Science in addition to pseudocode and/or
programmatic language. This would also similarly be the case for each substate of the
general search state which need not be in the same language. The way dierent languages
t together for one to dene a full state may not be easily speciable as it is in the
researchers mind or inscribed in the researcher's state. Let T be a translation T :   ! 
then 9T(K(ST)  Sresearcher) such that T1(RQT) ! T2(RIR) meaning that the researcher
has gured out a way [T1;T2] (translations) to associate a QT phenomena and search
elements but this association is in his/her mind and is necessarily ready to be developed
into an operational theory, this is part of the denition problem. In QT, to test whether
a statement is true for a physical system31, a representation for the statement in terms of
27This refers to word meanings and natural language analysis.
28For example, the representations of Sword for a language modelling frameworks exhibits more knowl-
edge for a particular process than the three canonical models usually do.
29This statement implicitly refers to another statement that elaborates on the content of the graphic,
perhaps describing it in binary form.
30The English description of a vector space here is taken to mean the complete mathematical description
of the vector space for preceding statements.
31Which is synonymous with a search process in our generalisation of the search concept.
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the representation of the system would be devised then compared through mathematical
functions that are geometrically equivalent to projections of one space onto another32. In
Rthesis, this is done through discussion and derivation33 until there is a way to translate
the representations concerned into a mathematical framework where function application
would replace the discussion in technical English language, translations are addressed in
Section 5.5. In order to relate back to HHIR in academic research, one can denote by
S the collective knowledge of a research group over the process  which runs until the
group no longer exists and each substate S  S is then the knowledge of a researcher
or subgroup of researchers, inuence between researchers over  corresponds to process
dynamics as addressed in the following section.
5.4 Dynamics, Flows and Epistemology
5.4.1 Introduction
The last section dealt with the state of a search at some point in time, this section
introduces the notation of ows and paths for denoting how the search state changes over
time. A ow is a directed association34 between two not necessarily distinct states, it is a
static relationship35 that indicates which state can potentially inuence some other state
and is dened as the pair (S1 <: S;S2 <: S) where <: is the subtype relationship36. Since
the information need of an agent is a potential for change in that agent, according to the
higher-ostensive principle, a ow also indicates a potential for change of a state, specically,
by inuence or interaction from another state (that corresponds to some agent). If two
states interact in some way then it is said that the information need of these states change.
As rst explained in the ostensive chapter the external oracle causes an initial change of
32This geometrical equivalency is in reality only true for a subset of the representations of a system.
33As opposed to geometric projections and similar techniques.
34The direction, as is explained later, allows the model to distinguish between a change in a system and
the doer of the change which would be another agent. Directed associations are therefore implicit in the
concepts pertaining to interaction of agents in Chapter 3.
35This means that the relationship exists before the system changes; the ows denote potential changes,
which by denition must exist before the changes actually happen.
36Thus the objects that a ow joins as states and the ow in this example originates in the rst element
S1 ending at S2.
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state in the search process that starts the process. This initial change of state is described
as an external37 ow init, an interaction from the external oracle that directs into the
general search state thereby initiating it. Simulation is the assumed physical setup in all
our references to search scenarios unless otherwise stated38, and in this type of search
scenario init denotes the researcher clicking the start button in simulation software. This
section initially addresses a physical semantics for changes of state or ows borrowed from
the concept of energy in physics going on to discuss the equivalence between a ow, energy
transfer, information need, information experience, mathematical function application and
a programmatic function call.
States that inuence only two other unique states are those that can be naturally indicated
by a stack model, where for each layer the state for that layer is the combination of all sub-
states of that layer: SL1 =
S L1Si
39. If the components of a state are [ASi; BSi; CSi] 
Si  S as indicated in Fig. 5.5 and the future state for top component is A
1Si 6= A
0Si,
if it is said that a state change in component A occurred. Usually a change in a substate
implies a change in the superstate but it depends on the perception of the observer, if the
observer is the user Ruser (in a search) then component B may not know about change
A
0Si  ! A
1Si; if agent X (from Fig. 5.5) is a system it only knows the interface C
0Si.
If the user is simulated with state Rsim userS then the researcher agent is assumed to
know it completely. Thus, sometimes the system can tell that the general state of search
has changed but not how it changed, so it can detect changes in statements (or changed
statements) from the set [A;B;C] without knowing about the identity of the particular
changed component.
For any base state (at t = 0) each possible future state is caused by a set of pre-future-state
changes or ows, dierent future states are distinguished by dierences in pre-future-state
ows. An agent may never know an absolute set of all pre-state change ows except in a
complete simulation when one should, hypothetically, be able to know all of them (given
time).
37External relative to the system being modelled.
38Especially since many of the scenarios discussed are of a hypothetical nature and dicult to concep-
tualise in the traditional sense but not so in the context of simulation or abstraction.
39The union of states here should be interpreted as union of sets of states where each set pertains to
a component; each components truth statement is a substate (or equivalently, a subset) as introduced in
Section 3.1.
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ASi A
B
C
BSi
CSi
Si SX
Figure 5.5. Substates corresponding to components of a system displayed as a stack
5.4.2 Semantics
Change Energy is a virtual substance residing on the AU and RA. Its eect is to cause
changes within any agent in which it resides, and thus within any substate of the search
state S. This denition of change energy is compatible with that for information as
dened in [Mac69] as `that which causes representations to change'. Although the change
energy dened here and information dened in [Mac69] are conceptually equivalent, the
notation is kept distinct to show the relation between QT semantics and the IR semantic
of information need as discussed in the ostensive chapter. During , change energy ows
between agents (external ow  E) and within agents (internal ow  I). Each process
thus has a set of ows associated with it   =  E [  I
40 and each agent has a set
of interpretation ows and a set of expression ows denoted by  INT   Agent and
 EXP  Agent respectively. Flow of change energy has a directional component which
species the origin (source) of the change and the last place of eect (sink)41. Within an
agent or component42 (where X :: Y indicates that X is an instance of [or is of type] Y )
are internal ows to denote changes at ner levels. So it is said that change energy ows
between and within agents and components43. A ow of change energy is a semantic for
the changes incurred by agents at some point in a communication process . As S holds
all knowledge about a search process including that of changes, for a knowledge potential
that also applies to states and any set of objects, K : S 2 S 7! (s 2 ST;[0;1]), it is said
40The initial change caused by the external oracle init 2  E, even though knowledge of its source is
62 K(S).
41Directed ows are a way to interpret change except in cases where thinking of energy ow as undirected
maybe more suited. The peculiar cases where change cannot be organised as directed ows are not
considered here but are seen as ows of an otherwise undenable nature.
42Recall that an agent is represented by some state (SAgent :: S) <: S (where X :: Y indicates that
X is an instance of [or is of type] Y ) and similarly a component AgentScomp :: S.
43That is, the source and sinks can be located within the same agent.
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that K( )  K(S) such that 9S   S, i.e. that there exists a corresponding state
that holds all knowledge about ows for a particular process.
A path is a set of ows, used to describe on a low level any sequence of eects of change
energy or change events. If P is the set of all possible paths as `stored' in S  in a process
 then in the largest case this is the set of all subsets of  . However it may be the case
that some combinations of ows would not occur in any search process so realistically the
total number of paths would be far less than j}
 
 

j44. Therefore P  }
 
 

paths
can be used to describe (on a higher level than ows) the observations that can be made
about communication between the agents.
A set of paths are all that is needed to completely describe thus far, any communication
process . The change events included in a path are not necessarily order independent. It
is useful to discuss changes in a process in a general sense without considering orders but
when analysing cause and eect the concept of an ordered set of paths becomes necessary.
Let an ordered path be a sequence of ows of change energy. Let e P be the set of all
possible ordered paths in a process , then in the largest case this is smaller than the
set of all subsets of  45. However, it may be the case that some sequences of ows are
not valid46 so that there maybe a lesser number of reasonable paths than can be inferred
from the power set of ows therefore e P  }
 
 

and an ordered path e p =
 
p 2 P;

which is the binary order on the set of unordered paths.
A semantic pertaining related to a general path and an ordered path is that for every
ordered path there is a corresponding un-ordered path, namely the same path without any
ordering. If there is a valid47 order of ows then to this corresponds an ordered path and
a valid unordered path therefore je Pj  jPj as perhaps not every path can be ordered
in valid way, by some denition of valid. An ordered path gives an idea of the sequence of
change events in a process, it thereby also introduces the concept of time. The aim is to
be able to express and discuss events that occurred in a period of time relative to some
44Recall that }(X) is the power set (set of all subsets) of set X which in this case means the set of all
subsets of ows for a process .
45Although it is unlikely to resemble a realistic scenario.
46For example, it may not agree with search semantics with respect to the description of search implied
by the sequence.
47A path is valid if the events on that path can potentially occur. An ordered path is valid if the events
on it can potentially occur in the given order. Whether a set of events can potentially occur together
depends on the agents and particulars of the process being modelled.
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other period of time, i.e. a set of paths relative to another set of paths. For example, if
p1 = [a;b;c;d] and p2 = [x;y;z] it could be that x can never occur after d unless d is
preceded by c, b and a, in which case p1 e s p2 (e s is a set order on ordered subsets) and
thus there in an order on the set of ordered paths. There is also an order on the set of
unordered paths s which implies that certain combinations of ows precede some other
set of ows regardless of the order of the ows within a path. Measures on the sets of
ordered/un-ordered paths can be used to add a quantitative dimension to compare, for
example, the rates of change of groups of events to indicate notions of process speed. An
ordered path set  f PS =

PS  }

e P

;e s

or  f PS =
 
PS  }
 
P

;s

is a
partially ordered subset of the power set of ordered or unordered paths for some process
. The symbol s denotes an order in which the set elements are sets as well, whereas
e s indicates an order where the elements of the ordered set are themselves ordered sets.
It may indeed be useful to work with sets of sets of paths and thereby think about rates of
change of process speed and other semantics that correspond to measures on such complex
sets. Path sets are a sucient level of grouping of change events (ows) for the purposes
of this thesis.
5.4.2.1 Interaction
An interaction between agents can be dened as corresponding to a set of ows containing
at least one external ow. Therefore, an interaction is part of a process , and corresponds
to a path p 2 P, it is also true that
  E \ p
   148. The representation of what is
traditionally understood as interaction or user interaction, is in terms of ows, with the
semantics being that of change of an agent by inuence, in the form of change energy orig-
inating from the other agent. Paths and change energy at this stage give a general syntax
and semantics for the concept of interaction. This generic method of characterisation is
intended as the most initial language of analysis, from which renement takes place.
Reversibility A ow S1

  ! S2 is reversible if there is also an opposite ow S2

  !
S1. A reversible ow corresponds to an undoable change in a system. In Rthesis, the
unitary transformations for simulation designs in Section 4.3.7 correspond to ows which
48Meaning that there is at least one inuence/interaction between agents.
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are reversible due to the mathematical properties of U, whether a U 1 is realistic for a
particular search scenario depends on the particular design.
5.4.2.2 The Non-Realism of the AU's
Two agents are distinct if during some process  in which they participate there exists an
external ow f 2  E which has a source in one agent and a sink in the other. This is
a specication of the concept of separation from Section 3.7.3 in terms of paths. There
may be instances where it is convenient for research to dene an abstract user exactly the
way RA is dened. Such instances would be realised in our approach by considering two
agents whose internal makeup would be the same or similar but they would be separated
due to their roles (see next section). This is as opposed to looking at these agents as the
same agent and using some peculiar specication of internal ow to show their dierences.
This choice is made at the moment as it seems to be simpler to separate agents in this
way, this may not be the case for some unforeseen cases for which the ideas here will have
to be revised. An important point to note at this stage is the idea of an interaction: an
interaction is not an event which suddenly occurs in some time but a path (of one or more
ows) which exists in the set of all paths, as if pre-set or an `inherent yet invisible until
observed' property of the process. This way of thinking is to enforce the articiality in the
thinking of this entire theorisation as is especially true due to the AU, as it refers to an
abstract and/or simulated49 scenario. Now it is required to answer what one means by a
retrieval agent and an abstract user. It is made clear below that it is impossible to dene
the user or system independently, that each pair of agents that interact have common
knowledge prior to interaction.
5.4.3 Shared Knowledge
Each agent has exposed properties as any complete denition of an RA or AU exhibits
methods by which an external agent can cause ow from it and to it (external), and/or
49Meaning that the scenario is not necessarily physically realisable but an abstraction of it can be
simulated.
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within it (internal)50. Thus one agent is perceptible to some extent to another agent and
they can cause ows within each other. The meaning of perceptible in this context is that
one agent knows of the presence of another agent if they are are engaged in a process.
Two agents cannot communicate unless they share knowledge about some particulars of
the communication. First, they should know that they are in a state of communication
and are in some kind of process; secondly, that there is at least another agent in the
process; and nally that communication means ow of change energy. It is proposed that
these three pieces of knowledge are necessary for any communication and only sucient for
simple processes, with the last condition indicating (by denition of ow) that the agents
will know that they have the potential to cause changes in each other. Recall that the
communication process is being perceived as the researcher, and everything is known about
the AU and RA since they are being designed from foundations, and also, the agents will
know limited amounts about each other. Therefore, inherent in the nature of the agents
is an understanding of their purpose for existence on a general level: to communicate by
engaging in a process of inuencing the other agent(s); and at least a simple belief about
the standard form (or schema) of any other agent51.
In the path set for any process , there will be at least one external ow. Recall that
every process therefore exhibits at least one interaction52. The interaction in this case
is a more general type, as indicated in above discussion. The weak law of dependence
is that there are no complete denitions of RA which are independent of references to
some AU denition. Since the properties exposed by any complete denition of an RA
indicate how an AU could aect that property, each method of altering an RA property is
at least a partial AU denition, namely that of an AU which at the least simply attempts to
inuence change of that property. Thus any simulated user model will necessarily imply a
corresponding system interface that corresponds to the user model's interaction capabilities
and any system interface similarly implies a user model that corresponds to the interactions
permissible on the interface. The strong law of dependence is that there are no complete
50The agent causing ows directly within another agent is a simulator which has knowledge of the
internal structure and is required to pick states at the internal level, as elaborated towards the end of this
chapter.
51Dening agents and processes in this way is inspired by HHIR, see Section 2.4.
52Note this interaction is not be confused with the meaning of interaction as understood in traditional
retrieval research.
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denitions of a AU which are independent of references to some RA denition. Since the
properties exposed by any complete denition of an AU indicate how an RA could aect that
property each method of altering an AU property is at least a partial RA denition, namely
that of an RA which at the least simply attempts to inuence change of that property.
The dependence laws do not prohibit incremental design of agents which in some point in
its design have no alterable properties dened. Instead it means that a denition cannot
be complete with regards to fullling the purpose of communication, until it species how
its own properties can be changed. The strong law of dependence is thus named since
requiring user models to be tied to interfaces is further from realism (and therefore a
stronger non-realism) in the traditional sense than the dependence of interfaces to user
models.
5.4.4 Measures on Sets
At this current level of abstraction of a search process which still requires renement to be
fully eective in addressing practical search phenomena, there are some general techniques
that can be used to analyse changes within search which have been characterised as ows,
and higher structures like paths. The semantic of the ow and the path correspond to
their meaning in natural-language, at the least it is a more (mathematically) precise way of
talking about the same thing. However, it is likely that ideas from the mathematical theory
of information and other disciplines can be used to reason53, at least on a structural level,
about these representations. For example, given a set of ows for a process, according to
the probability that they will occur, the information content of a path denoting a set of
events is I
 
P1

54=  fi2Plog(Pr(fijS))55 that would indicate peculiarity of the path
and functions f(I(P1);I(P2)) would be used to compare between paths. As the proba-
bility is formulated by considering the state of the process, an ordered path or path set can
also be hypothetically assigned useful values for the purposes of quantitatively comparing
53Meaning that the mathematical theory of information could perhaps be applied to distinguish between
representations.
54Note the overloading of the function I which was used in Chapter 4 to refer to the dual space of a
bra vector
55where Pr(fijS) would require to be deduced according to some R  Rthesis for a process .
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and classifying scenario designs56. Thus, the approach is quite simple in that it records
changes, however vaguely they can otherwise be dened. One important philosophical
point to note is the assumption that inherent in agents is an idea of their purpose and a
perception of the basic properties of other agents (purpose for HHIR agents was discussed
in Section 2.4). This is the minimum default shared knowledge between the entities57.
Measures of the complexity of a path corresponding to the semantics of the level of de-
tail/richness of a qualitative description can be formulated, by initially observing the number
of ows in a path. However, as ows are of two types, one needs to consider the relative
similarities between an internal ow and an external ow in making judgements about the
power of the description. If the source of a ow is seen as a cause with the sink being the
eect then it is possible that a system of logic can be employed to formally argue about
changes in a , for example, the ow  = (S1 :: S;S2 :: S) whose semantic is that S1
inuences S2 can be taken to mean the logical implication S1 ! S2 which supports the
semantic. There are several such routes of analysis which can be employed including the
combination of information theoretic measures and of logic58 to give quantitative measures
of logical uncertainty59. The meaning or usefulness of any such analysis depends on further
specication of the presented concepts.
The main idea is to use this rather basic approach to dene in more detail the relationships
between ows/changes within agents, thereby incrementally attaching deeper meanings
(and subsequent representation) to each change. If a change can be described in more
detail such as this example from traditional IR: \the system's interface changed to reect
user interaction" then it is required to deduce how to introduce concepts like `interface
change'. In any process, as the agents are composed of components, the ows will require
to be subdivided into other types to distinguish between the changes that happen in
one component with the changes attributed to another component and any relationships
56There are clearly a multitude of techniques for enumeration of ows, paths and ordered paths, assign-
ment of values to them and subsequent measures on these enumerations using the values.
57It is unclear if these default characteristics are representable within the same language or if there is a
meta-language to specify them.
58Not making any assumptions about the type of this logic except it is not restricted to classical logic
due to the denition of all physical processes, including QT ones, as search processes thus implying that
they should be denable in our framework and any logic of ows describing them would not be classical
in the way the logic on the QT Hilbert space is non-classical.
59In this regard one could have logical uncertainty principles for each S to characterise the ows within
that could be useful for user modelling to denote dierent modes of behaviour.
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between them. So far the only relationships between ows are that of belonging to the
same path or ordered path, but it is likely that further formalisation can take place in
terms of ow types which may aid in theoretical comparisons between agent designs.
Given the structure and semantics of ows and paths, there are many avenues for further
theoretical development, one set of avenues point towards domain theory [DP02, GHK+03]
and similar formal theories for theorem proving while another set of avenues point towards
measurements and information theory60.
5.4.5 Flow Types
Without loss of generality let the internal ows in AU and RA be denoted  AU and  RA
respectively then for , FI=  AU [  RA. If an agent contains two components labelled
a and b then let it be indicated by the expression  AU =  AU;(a;a)[ AU;(b;b)[ AU;(a;b)[
 AU;(b;a). In the preceding, ows were limited to be within an agent or between agents, it is
now said that if an agent is a composite, the internal ows can be between its components:
f 2 [::;::](a;b)[[::;::](b;a)   AU and within components: f 2  AU;(a;a) = [::;::](a;a) where
[::;::](a;b) and [::;::](a;a) denote a set of ows from the source to the sink, as specied.
Each partition of the internal ows set corresponds to ows between one component and
another or within a component, therefore the number of possible partitions is the square of
number of components and each partition corresponds to a ow type as summarised below.
In general, one identies every part of an agent that is to be reasoned with and decides
if the overall functionality of one of these agents is separate in some way to another, if
it is then they are separate components otherwise they are the same. Further, there are
no unambiguous rules in general but heuristics, for example, interface and data layers can
be two dierent components or part of one, depending on the purpose of the analysis.
Whatever the design of an agent, the benet of casting it in this form is that it makes it
clear and allows structural analysis to be done.
In the above representation,  AU;(a;a) = [::;::](a;a) can be expressed as a set expansion
of the form [1;2;3;::;k] in which each i, apart from diering in subscript, have
60One of the aims in formalising using the notions of types and such is to inspire a view of the commu-
nication process as a series of computations. Thereby presenting a door to formal theorists to apply their
tools to the analysis of IR, and specically to the dynamics of IR.
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equivalent meaning at this point. This ambiguity is useful when little is known or assumed
about changes in an agent. If more details are known about a ow then it requires to
correspond to further specication, which will be explained in the next section.
External and Internal ows are the two most general type of ows represented by FT =
FT I [ FT E where FT is the set of all ow types within all agents for , following
this the two types of internal ows FT I = FT EXP [ FT INT. Then to each com-
ponent expressed as AUSi for AU corresponds a ow type FT AU;(i;i) 2 FT I. Finally, for
any two dierent component combinations there are ow types FT AU;(i;j) 2 FT I and
FT AU;(j;i) 2 FT I. Hence there are jAUSij
261 ow types for agent AU; moreover FT has
size
P
k=1::jAgentsj
 SAgentk
 2. This size is valid until each ow type is broken down again
into further sub-types as each internal ow type is not necessarily atomic.
 :: Flow A search process can itself be interpreted as a ow between two states which
the observer of the search can have. If the observation is Rb then analysis of the researcher
corresponds to RobsbRb such that Robs interprets R as S1;S2 2 RobsK(RK());S1
   !
S2. The states S1 and S2 simply correspond to the knowledge of a researcher prior to and
upon the completion of search process  respectively.
The semantic of the ow is a change regardless of its type and it can be made more specic
by drawing a correspondence between each ow type and the energy that is transferred
in the ow. On the highest level, each agent contains change energy. The semantic of
`change' in change energy is the most general semantic description of the purpose and
function of the energy. When this energy is transferred by means of an external ow it
changes type and its source type diers from its destination type. The energy changes
type again as it ows between components and also within components, see Section 5.4.6.
Although the ow is seen as a syntax and its meaning as the semantic, this is not certain and
is only an initial setting. The idea is to rene the syntax and also rene the semantics. For
example, using traditional IR ideas in a crude way, a ow can be rened to a representation
of a vector rotation, with an IR semantic of relevance feedback. This semantics can be
balanced with the notion of energy by interpreting dierent states of relevance as dierent
types of energy and a change of relevance as a change of energy type; relationship between
61The set size is only of the component level and not also of substates.
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syntax and semantics are depicted in Fig. 5.6.
5.4.6 Structure of Semantics
The most general energy type of a process is a super-type of the energy types of the agents
engaged in the process and this is represented by ET = [k=1::jAgentsj
ET Agentk. Further,
an agent energy type is a super-type of the component energy types of the components
within an agent, represented as: ET Agentk = [i=1::jSAgentkj
ET Agentk;ci. Finally, each
component's energy type may itself be a super-type such that it's subtypes correspond to
sub-components, and this is the structure of semantics. This simple typed view of energies
is also a structured view of the semantics of changes. A clarication to note at this stage
is that the concept of syntax and semantics are relative and are structured in their own
respect. Energy is a semantics for changes in the communication process, but has itself
further semantics and syntax. For example, the use of types for energy is a syntax for
representing energy. A semantics for it would be a further renement of the meaning of
energy which could be specied in natural or formal language. A formal specication of
the semantics of energy could then itself exhibit further syntax and semantics.
Energy conversion is described in two ways, the most general is the structural way, it
is specied by a type conversion, and is a syntactical description of energy conversion.
The second way is to attach more meaning for each type of energy and show how that
description changes in a conversion, this is the semantics orientated description. This
rening of syntax, semantics and the drawing of relations between them is a functional
view of the research process62. A depiction of this process is in Fig. 5.6 which is a map
showing where our discussion stands so far and where it needs to go as is indicated by the
relevance feedback semantic.
What is the dierence between ow type and energy type? Flow types are for structural
classication whereas energy types denotes semantics, so for the ow 1 2 FT 1 <: FT ,
H : FT 1  ! ET denotes all ows of a certain (sub) type that have the same meaning.
Flow types and simple semantics could apply to words like `internal', `external', `system
decision',`user (cognitive) decision' and so on. Therefore the syntax of changes are sets
62Rthesis encourages a particular type of research and therefore a particular type of search process.
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Figure 5.6. A diagram of the research & renement process showing the initial concepts and the goal
concepts, which are yet to be tackled
of ows whose semantics are the denoted by ow type labels. In addition, it is said that
the semantics of changes are energy types which in turn act as a syntax for semantical
meanings. For example, the semantics denoted by `relevance judgement has been given'
can be associated with an energy type; this is discussed further in Section 5.5.
5.4.6.1 Constant properties for semantics
Each component contains energy of type ET Agentk;ci. A ow is a movement of change
energy during which there is a energy of type ET Agentk;ci which is moved to a component
where it changes its type to ET Agentk;ci and is part of the combined energy of that
component. A ow can be internal to a component in which case the energy type need
not change.
Consider some process  in which an energy type e 2 ET ;e <: ET 63 is either never
converted throughout the life of the process (in any path) or the proportion of it converted
is equal to that which is converted to it (in any path). Thus this energy does not decrease
63Note that the energy type here also corresponds to a set which without loss of generality is also referred
to with the same symbol, as are its subtypes. Thus, the structure of the associated set (in general) follows
the structure of the types in the case that the element corresponding to the subtype also belongs in the
set of the supertype which would indicate that the semantic corresponding to the subtype is feature of
the process rather than a hypothetical relationship. The correspondence between a set and a type used
here is used without further elaboration for the ow supertype (and its subtypes).
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or increase in any path which is part of the process . In such a case, it is said that the
energy type e 2 ET is conserved relative to the process. Similarly consider a path p 2
P[ e P in which energy type e 2 ET ;e <: ET is either never converted throughout
the life of the process or the proportion of it converted is equal to that which is converted to
it. This energy does not decrease or increase in any path which is part of the process . In
such a case it is said that the energy type e 2 ET is conserved relative to the path p. This
denition highlights a special case property of energy in which energy is conserved. The
semantics of energy conservation are very generally stated here without any elaboration
of a measure for energy. The conservation principle as a semantic is made use of in the
proceeding in discussing the retrieval concept of information need, it is proposed that the
need is preserved throughout a search process. This energy conservation is the highest
level semantic pertaining to a search process and is in agreement with the principle of
higher ostension.
5.4.6.2 State and Energy
In the prior discussion, each component and therefore each agent has a corresponding
energy. Energy is a property of a component which is dened to be inherent to all com-
ponents and agents so that there exists a way, albeit a general way, to assign meaning to
changes. The energy is therefore a partial representation of state, such that all knowledge
about energy (and the semantics that accompany it) is held by SE  S where a  b
means that a is either a subset of b or in a subset whose eventual superset is b64. A state
description contains both syntax and the corresponding semantics.
The state, like ows and energy has a type which can be a supertype which implies that
there can be a general representation of a state with the most general type being S; note
that the symbol for a state is also being used to denote the type of that state. Types are
again used to put a structure to the dierent ways of expressing a state description. The
type structure of states is a copy of the set structure of states with additions, so it is said
64The notions of change, energy and state have similarities to notions with the same name in physics.
These notions are used to express particular components in [vR04] where QT mathematics are used to
represent retrieval models and some QT semantics relative to IR are also discussed. In using these notions
to talk about communication in general, the enquiry about if QT syntax and semantics are suited to
completely model IR is automatically addressed.
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that SAgenti in addition to being state, denotes a super-type of the component state types
SAgentk = [i=1::jSAgentkj
Si;Agentk where AgentkS is the set of component states (stacks)
in the k-th agent. The additions referred to here are semantic relationships of types, a
set of substates of an agent could be of the same type as a set of substates of another
agent, an example would be two IR systems in a search scenario using the same corpus
so Sc3;Agent2; <: Sc2;Agent4
65. The state supertype ST :> SAgenti contains the agent
states types along with any additional types thus part of its structure directly resembles
the substate structure of S. A state changes over the course of a process but its type
will not necessarily change. Energy conversion always corresponds to a state change and
state change always corresponds to energy conversion of some type, this means that there
is always a semantic for any state change albeit a general one.
5.4.7 Using Flows in a Scenario
5.4.7.1 Picking States
At the start of a search process the external oracle is the rst mover that starts the
process , at each following point in time the next search state66 is picked from a set
of possible future states of search. A state changes if any of its substates change, thus
8^ S(^ S  S)(t ^ S  ! t+1 ^ S)  ! (tS  ! t+1S). As the state picking is also hierarchical,
at each level of the hierarchy it is said that a ow between substates causes this change
to happen thus Y

  ! X denotes that agent or component Y causes change in agent X
as a ow between them takes place. The ow that takes place at a sub-level causes state
change on that level as well as on all higher levels of the hierarchy. For a visual change
to take place like that in a traditional IR interface a set of 's would be required (unless
it's a very basic model) to represent visible state change. Visual state change with respect
to user modelling would be if an icon in the system's interface changing from blue to red
caused `some changes' in the user's cognition but it was really the changing from blue
back to green that caused the user to interact in a particular way and cause visual state
change. In general sense, there is the state change diagram in Fig. 5.7 where the potential
65Enumeration of components is not dealt with in this thesis, however for structured simulation studies
with multiples types of components it could be useful to create a way to consistently number scenarios.
66This refers to the most general state.
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t+1Dn
tDn
Ostensive Retrieval Interface State Diagram for an agent stack
Figure 5.7. Visual similarities between ostensive retrieval interface and general state change
next states t+1Si are each caused by a path Pi but in the traditional ostensive model of
[Cam00] the visual state change is denoted by a set of documents where the interface
indicates indirectly that the documents presented t+1Di are at the top of the relevance list
as indicated by the rst diagram in Fig. 5.7 where Pi denotes (without loss of generality)
the suggested documents for the next step.
As state picking is done by ows where the next states are given if it is said that the
current, most general system state is Ssystem (also referred to as 0Ssystem), then potential
future system states can be denoted tSsystem. It could be that in each of these future states
or a subset of them there is but one dierence, such that if the state is decomposed into
substates tSsystemi = tSsystem1 ::: tSsystemk then it is some variation in a state tSsystem3
67
that has caused future states while all others are the same such that if this substate were
not present in the system then the current system state does not change except trivially
(due to time parameter incrementing). An example of a high-level method for state picking
is to use the utility measure ( ; t+1 ), as introduced in Section 4.3.468, over the current
state and potential future states to identify the highest scoring future state.
The stack diagram is a static visualisation of the states of a search, whereas the state
graph in Fig. 5.7 is the dynamic view. The dynamic view of potential future states is
represented by the sum of their possibilities, or in QT terms by a superposition, and a ow
67Some ordering is assumed on the set of substates of potential future states so that the third substate
always refers always to the same state type.
68Where the   corresponds to a state S and   to possible future states.
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then picks a state implying the superposition of potentials then collapses into the picked
state, thereby creating a new superposition of future states stemming from the newly
chosen state. In the perspective of the researcher employing a random method for picking
future states in a user model, this superposition is the anomalous state of knowledge from
[BOB82a]. It also corresponds to the potentiality of concepts in [AG02]. This is the way
the concept of superposition from QT is used, and it can be expressed in our notation by
overloading the semantics of [ to be a union of states, i.e. t+1Sfuture states = t+1S1[S2[:::.
Therefore all unions of states can be interpreted conceptually, depending on the context,
as a superposition of states69.
A further relationship concept from QT could also be used here; the key idea of a (quan-
tum) entanglement between two or more objects is that these objects have to be described
with reference to each other, even though they may be dierent (i.e. in physically dif-
ferent locations), see [NC00, Gri02]. The use of entanglement would apply when states
or substates change together or there is always some consistent inuence in one from the
other as one changes state. One could say with this simplistic denition that the interface
state is entangled with the user's expression state as user's physical actions on the system
is always captured. However, a more conservative denition preserving some of the QT
intended meaning would be that two states are entangled when they not only inuence
each other consistently but that there is missing knowledge as to why this happens, and/or
that they inuence each other in a way not fully determined, determinable or deterministic.
In terms of knowledge potentials for two entangled states S1 and S2 there is a ow ,
that is S1

  ! S2 but current knowledge about this as denoted by the potential K(S) is
minimal, if one deduces (K(S)\K(S1)\K(S2)) then the states are no longer entangled
but instead correlated according to the new found knowledge.
An example would be where a user model generates a user's (simulated) interactive be-
haviour on (simulating the) observation of certain documents but the researcher does not
69This has a wide range of implications which are not addressed here. However, note that this overload-
ing is seen as a nature one. In a search system which consists of sub-components the [ can used to express
the system in terms of its components and it can also be interpreted as a superposition of sub-components.
The latter could be taken to indicate that in a particular future state the components of the search would
change (`collapse') into another set of components. It is an open problem as to the breadth of applications
of this overloading for IR, one possible example is the modelling of highly-adaptive systems which change
their components, such as their query-document matching method or indexing method, according to user
behaviour.
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yet know the topic common to the documents interacted with thus due to this lack of
knowledge the researcher could view these documents as entangled until their precise cor-
relation (i.e. by formulating a common topic) can be determined. Thus the entanglement
concept can be employed in this simplistic sense as a modelling tool to represent a lack of
knowledge about the precise correlation between documents (or other items).
Relative to the system view an oracle picks a ow to choose a state, at the level of the
interface stack the oracle is the user. On other levels of the stack, if the scenario is
simulated, the simulation software picks states within the system and user models, and in
general for each level the picking is done in one of two ways:
1. Automatically: When deterministic, for example, when there is only one way for the
change to go, as with most IR systems
2. Randomly or with a random model which would apply more to a user model to
simulate realistic behaviours
In case one above there is some function call which would inevitably have parameter passing,
let a parameter passing ow of subtype p <:  be depicted by Fig. 5.8 as a ow with
explicit parameters. Function application is thus represented as one or more ows that
change a set of `value sub-states'. All ows have parameters that are implicit unless made
explicit and are represented by a state associated to the parameter of the ow such that
!<:S, within ! is embedded all the details of the ow70.
In case two above it is also an implicit parameter. In fact, even the general ow type has
an implicit parameter, as there needs to be something to indicate details about how or
what is going to be changed, in this case it is a parameter with the state name (or number)
according to an enumeration scheme such as that employed by program compilers. If for
modelling purposes the details of ows are required then their parameters would require to
be explicitly specied.
Flow Parameter as a State Each parameter in a ow is also a state as it contains
knowledge, so one could say that it is an agent in itself. This thesis does not consider
70Implicit parameters are those about which one has knowledge except they contain their sources, i.e.
K(!) includes statements about the origin of the ow in which ! is a parameter.
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 p(p1,p2,...,pn)
Figure 5.8. Flow with explicit parameters
the concept of ows internal to the parameter state, which would be a ow within the
parameter of a ow, except for the most general ow. The most general ow is that of
the search process itself  which has parameter S that is passed between two states of
the observer of search. A state of the parameter of a ow is said to have the semantic of
a sub-energy, this keeps the semantic relationship between a ow (and its energy) and its
parameter consistent, so that the energy of a ow is a some combination of the energies
of its parameters.
5.4.7.2 Relation to Higher Ostension
State changes caused by ows in the higher levels of the stack are more subtly dened, for
example, in Rtrad it can be said that the ow x denotes the output of a matching function
that causes the `corpus to experience a call (a programmatic function call)'. Equivalently
change energy ows from the matching component to the corpus and this ow is the
interpretation type thus x <: FT INT
71. Also applying to this ow and denoting the
traditional function call that matches query with corpus is the concept of higher-ostension
as it is said that the information need of the corpus has changed and that information
has owed to the corpus from the matching component; thus all these dierent ways of
describing matching are made synonymous. The advantage of several description with
ows/stacks being a middle language is that it makes it easier to map to QT (or other
frameworks) for formal analysis and to a programming language for implementation. A
further advantage of several description of ow and especially that of introducing types
is that since a ow denotes a potential event, one could characterise search processes
according to ows, for example, one can dene a  as one in which 2x; 3x occur and
4x does not, or more signicantly that ows of that type happen (or not) and use this
as a point of analysis to discuss the process with the aid of the various semantics. The
71The process superscript is omitted without loss of generality.
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semantic of the `movement of change energy' associated to a ow can be translated as
`function call' or `programmatic link' or \function pointing' if CS-semantics are adopted
(i.e. if translate to CS takes place). An example of a ow type is ix denoting the 'match
word to some document..' function, or m denoting a function that changes statements
associated with the corpus therefore modifying K(Rcorpus()) where Rcorpus denotes the
perception naturally associated with the corpus substate of the search state Scorpus  S.
In summary, each ix denotes at once, a potential interaction synonymous with inuence,
change energy ow/movements, information ow and function call. Further, the ow will
not be an active interaction except in a process where there is a path of events that includes
it. This way of specifying the place of ows implies deterministic behaviour. However, it
is not restricted to deterministic change - as non-deterministic change is a key ingredient
to model the lack of knowledge researchers/perceptions posess especially when the user is
modelled where `changes happen' but the internal reasoning for it are at the least uncertain
if not unknown, this is addressed by example in Section 6.1.
5.4.8 Convergence
In the above sections low-level conceptualisation of state changes were developed through
specication of ows and paths. In order to understand higher-level changes in a search
the concept of convergence is introduced in this section to classify particular semantic
stages in a search. The low-level ows and paths are what can be called the `quantum
changes' whereas convergence is akin to `classical changes' both in the sense of ad-hoc IR
and classical physics. Convergence is a concept that is used to model a measuring device.
As in QT, a `measuring device' is an agent that has state as well as observing other agents
and their states, thus it corresponds to a researcher Reval. An example of a measuring
device from traditional retrieval is the human evaluator who is also an agent. In order to
observe other agents the evaluation agent must share knowledge about other agents prior
to observing them. In the way an user knows the system interface, the agent or component
(or stack) which causes change to another stack also knows something about it.
Convergence or state convergence is when one state knows a certain amount about another
in a dierent agent or stack, through knowledge having been shared over time, either
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dynamically or statically. If the convergence was static it is said that the states `converged
on start'.
In the non-deterministic selection of future states that is required for simulation of user
models for example, a random function in72 the simulator picks the next states. A random
function is inscribed in a substate of the agent that picks and needs to know some infor-
mation about what choices there are to randomly pick even if this is simple information
about the number of items. For a state in a stack (or the general state of the stack or the
general search state), the possible future states can be picked by a random function which
is represented itself as an implicit agent whose details are inscribed (along with details of
randomness) in the state from which a ow originates to pick73. The way it calculates what
to pick is denoted by Sr which is the internal state of a stack layer from which the ow for
picking originates. The statements of a state a researcher may know could be substates
themselves, an example from [Cam00] is a list of documents for ostensive interaction, and
thus is the way to classify user models for that type of system/interface.
Convergence is when for agents AU and RA, 9S1  SAU and 9S2  SRA such that 9C =
C : (S;S) 7! S74 a function embedded in an implicit agent outside of RA and AU, which
could be inside researcher or more practically inside an evaluator representing evaluation
metrics in a simulation. Such an evaluator would check the value of this function in order
to monitor the progress of the search. In the language of QT if L(S1)  LRQT and
L(S2)  L(RQT) then convergence (sub-type of the convergence dened above) could
be a map between spaces (d : (H1;H2) 7! H) <: C. Thus according to Rthesis, any
measure between two states regardless of the representation of state, in a language whose
corresponding perception precedes L(Rthesis), is necessarily a subtype of the convergence
function. The knowledge potential is the subject that is changed or converges from one
potential to another, thus it is the parameter of the convergence function X <: K such
that C : X 7! X. Also there are other operations that are in fact of the same type as
a convergence function as listed below, notice that therefore several seemingly dierent
things can be checked by functions of supertype convergence, and therefore it is said that
72The random function is in the knowledge of the evaluator.
73Usually the simulator simulating the scenario, i.e. Rsim.
74The convergence function takes two states and returns a state whose knowledge includes details of
relationships between the input states.
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they are problems pertaining to convergence:
1. System understanding problem (SUP), denoted C : (SAgent;SAgent) 7! S
2. Simulation knowledge (the gain and change of it), denoted C : (RthesisSsim; RS) 7! S
3. Research knowledge (gaining and change of it) denoted C : (RS; RS) 7! S
4. Query formulation problem (QFP) as each layer of mind must know about previous
layer in its own language, i.e. bottom layer must know in interaction language
form the state of the perceptual layer (see IN transfer diagram, this can be denoted
C : (userScog; userSphysical) 7! S)
5. A simulation design using groups of unitary operators (as in Section 4.3.7) where
user behaviour changes from following a pattern [Ui], to a pattern [Uj]75, is said to
be converging to stable behaviour [Uj]. This change therefore corresponds to the
function C : ([Ui];[Uj]) 7! S
The SUP and QFP mentioned in the initial chapters being the key problems in IR are there-
fore an issue of convergence, and in addition any problems pertaining to search scenarios
(employing the generic denition of the higher ostensive) involving change of knowledge
(and hence statements) are also issues of convergence. The SUP corresponds to a simulated
subprocess of  that can be represented as a set of ows in the user agent [ 2 User INT]
with K(S SUP) denoting the user's knowledge about the system and trying to mimic the
learning of a real user corresponding to RtradSuser.
For a simulated user with cognitive model that represents Scog as concept combinations
(i.e. by techniques in [AG02]), the query formulation problem is to measure the extent to
which a query represents the corresponding concepts in Scog. In general, the convergence
function is necessary in Rthesis to relate two states that are not equal, typically (taking
from Rtrad) these two states are the user's and system's knowledge. Relative to the
perception of the user and system the convergence function (in their views: RsystembRuser
or RuserbRsystem) of one state's knowledge with what they know of the other state is
related to the uncertainty of one's knowledge about the other.
75Recall from Section 4.3.7 that a set of evolution operators [Ui] corresponds to a set of ways of changing
the probabilities of relevance of items thereby simulating a relevance feedback.
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If the knowledge about SUP, K(S SUP), is gained by [ 2 User INT] and K(S QFP) by
[ 2 User EXP] then what can be said about the same type of ows in the system?
The concept of user understanding problem (UUP) and visual information representation
problem (VIRP)7677 where the knowledge K(S UUP) is gained by [ 2 System INT] and
K(S V IRP) by [ 2 System EXP] corresponds to the problems with structures equivalent
to SUP and QFP respectively. The VIRP is an HCI and software design issue already
common to IR investigations as is UUP through use of user studies and information seeking
investigations; Rthesis shows that their structures can be equated to that of SUP/QFP on a
general level and that perhaps knowledge about UUP/VIRP can aid modelling of SUP/QFP
for user simulation purposes78. From RthesisbRQT, it is understood that commutative
operators in the Hilbert space can be used to model conservation properties (like energy
conservation in Section 5.4.6.1). If one now considers the practical RCS translation of this
concept of conservation then it is proposed that this refers to comparing algorithm designs
for the similar ow-semantics SUP/UUP and VIRP/QFP. Do particular operations in SUP
for a search scenario require that UUP also behave in a similar way? In general, to what
extent does SUP relate to UUP and VIEP to QFP? These research questions indicate a
potential use of the conservation semantic of Section 5.4.6.1.
How does the oracle, which can be a simulator or in Rtrad the user, or some component
know the possible future states in order to pick from amongst them? For the ows between
matching and corpus components ix of Rtrad the documents of the corpus need to be
represented as statements in some language, or proxy information is used, for example,
`there exists 20 clusters 5 of which have dog and cat in common and 15 of which are
about engineering'. This proxy description can also be taken to be a query to the system
with informal translation `..fetch me documents with the words dog and cat in them..';
the following is the elaboration of the search process in our notation assuming a simple
high-level stack structure as depicted in the example below.
76The UUP problem pertains to the equivalent of a semantic gap problem for systems as the system
does not usually know many details of what user-known semantics are denoted by particular interactions,
and the VIRP problem to human-computer interaction issues in RCS  Rthesis.
77RCS refers to the computer science perspective. This can be regarded as a highly programmatic
perspective for the purposes of this thesis in the sense that the observation RCSb[x;:::] can be taken
to mean a computer program of scenario [x;:::] so that L(RCS) would be a programming language (or
pseudocode).
78Further, this suggests a way to introduce user/system modelling issues from user studies by information
seeking investigations into system modelling in Rthesis. These issues are suggested as open investigations.
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Example 2. [Simple Search] The process starts with  ! initSint upon which the user
types the query  typing   INT
79 that is then passed to the matching layer Sint
query       !
Smatch where the query is `dog', the matching layer then interprets this as an interest by an
internal ow Smatch
record         ! Smatch where TEnglish(L(Srecord)) =`..the word is a relevant
word..'. Then from the matching layer there are a set of ows Smatch
[i]
    ! [clusterSi] where
TEnglish(L([Si])) =`..i am a cluster with documents that have the word: dog, and my
relevance score is...'. Corresponding to each ow from [i] there would be internal ows
from each cluster to subclusters and then nally to the documents (if that is what is to be
retrieved) clusterSi

  ! :::

  ! RelDocSD
80. On the return there is [RelDocSD]
[]
  ! :::
[relDocs]
          !
Smatch
resultInfo             ! Sint
show       ! where TEnglish(L(SrelDocs)) =`..score for document 1 is ..,
score for document 2 is ..., ...', TEnglish(L(SresultInfo)) =`..rst document in ranked list
is .., second document in ranked list is..' and TEnglish(L(Sshow)) =`..put header of top
document in bold on top left,..,place image from document on right in box, .....'.
The diculty in readability in this description of a simple search scenario is due to the fact
that our observations are that of:
[REnglish [ RPseudoCode]bRtrad (5.2)
and although
[REnglish;RPseudoCode]  Rthesis (5.3)
and it shows change of state, clearly a translation is required so the perception Rformal 
Rthesis can be used for analysis. All traditional scenario setups are roughly equivalent
to the structure presented above, whether there is a complex interface that incorporates
interactive intentions in [Xie02] or otherwise81.
79Recall int INT denotes the internal ows of interface state Sint.
80There would also be internal ows in the document itself or in the index Sindex  Scorpus from
the practical point of view of a Rsim, or also from the abstract view that sees a ow coming into a
document as an instigator to multiple internal ows that aect word states that then send their response
(communicate) to the higher states, this abstract view is useful for structured document retrieval as
elaborated in Section 6.1.
81This is true also if the scenario takes into consideration other factors including an entire operating sys-
tem like Apple's OS X, or a meta-ling system like Microsoft's WinFS where search notions are embedded
in a stack, and this stack also contains functions of the general operating system that are not traditionally
associated with search. Thus one can label the entire operational system stack (in the software engineering
sense) as the search stack.
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Scorp
Smatch
Sint
Corpus
Matching
Interface
Simple Search Engine Stack
L(Scorp)   L(Rvect)
L(Smatch)   L(Rvect)
L(Sint)   L(RJava)
T(L(Sint)) =
Program compilation
Figure 5.9. A simple search stack
This is also the case with WWOS (see Section 2.5) if it is seen as equivalent to an operating
system stack. For the sake of completeness, it can also be said that for several agents,
representing dierent machines/components/users dierent machines (as is familiar to the
concept of a WWOS and to Web 2.0), that they could all be represented as one stack
depending on how the model is to be employed. Accommodating these diverse search
scenarios into the scope of Rthesis means that there is a potential in integrating all this
for formal analysis but at the moment our notation of states, ows and their semantics
are too general except for rudimentary classication (some examples and guidelines can be
found in Section 6.1) as the scope allows.
5.4.8.1 Simulation and Convergence
Proceeding to the the lower level with regard to simulation, in the view of Rtrad, functions
over documents f(D1;D2;::;Dn) are required for the system agent to be adequately simu-
lated. Simulation according to Rthesis similarly requires functions over states, Fig. 5.7 shows
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the simulation trees82, what is relation between the Rtrad tree tDi and state graph tSi?
For each tSi = tSD [S [SI where SD is a document state and SI is a interface, hence
the relation between traditional documents and new document state is tD = f(SD), thus
all functions on documents in traditional perception correspond to functions on substates
of S in Rthesis. In terms of Rthesis, one can ask whether or not there will ever be a search
goal that can be dened in terms of non-document states such as states of components
(from the stack) or even a combination of component and document states f(SI;SD) so
that the interface state is also considered. These are examples of new questions that arise
naturally through our conceptualisation of search. Functions over states are essential to
simulation but it is not the case that all possible next states for each component require to
be modelled unless one is doing an exhaustive analysis. Therefore a component may not
always know83 all possible future states of another component with which it shares a ow,
so there is uncertainty with regard to future states, and in terms of modelling one must
work with approximations or samples of future states. Section 6.1 discusses the modelling
of corpus and matching components and how the model of a matching stack knows what
documents to get next.
5.4.9 Higher-level Semantics
During a search process the overall search state S is changed traditionally change happens
ostensively in the view of researcher, system and user agents. In the simulated case,
the researcher has much more knowledge about the simulation that they have designed.
However, as the simulation has to take place for results to be known, the researcher may
not be able to guess the nal state of the search or states prior to it. Therefore, (state)
change still occurs `ostensively' in the researchers perspective, except perhaps it is `less
ostensive'84 in the simulated case. From the researchers point of view the changes of state
can be described algorithmically by considering possible future states given current and
past states by means of a state picking function. This function represents the generator
82They can be graphs but assume for simplicity that the states do not repeat, and that repeating
documents are dierent than the original occurrence due to them showing up at another time.
83A simulation agent may know all future states but in general an agent would not be modelled as one
knowing all future states as it is not realistic.
84It is less so as the researcher has more knowledge about what's going on in user models in a simulation.
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of a state in a search simulation, the denition of this function depends on the denition
of stack entities in the agents involved.
What analysis can one do that is useful? For simulation of search scenarios, what are the
primitive concepts for a simulation? Initially one can view both user and system as black
boxes and reason about properties changing (by simulation) over time that may involve
these agents in a general way; a simulation would end when a search goal is reached. In
the visual ostensive model the user and system are referred to by the relatively ostensive
change of state. For some ostensive tree T, which is essentially a state graph, the tree
grows according to the following algorithm:
1. Check goal status, If search goal has not been reached Pick the next state of search
from among available next states, otherwise stop
2. Deduce new tree T 0, where the change is T
a0
k   ! T 085.
Labels are a set of semantics (represented as simple English) for a process that include
energy types and the Pick subprocess type. Hence the translation is changes       !
syntax Paths
          !
semantics
labels. It is also true that changes           !
semantics
labels. Further, the Pick is the function
f([Sprev];Snew;SCurrent), Pick ;Pick = Paths. A system deduces T 0 from T by the
following the pick function schema f ([Sp];De;Dc) where [Sp] are the prior states, De are
the set of new exposed documents each corresponding to a ow (and a potential path), and
Dc is the document that has been interacted with, thus user interaction is representable
by ow and/or path types. A translation is an operation that changes statements thus it
is also one or more ows and the word `translation' or a label `T' is also a semantics for
ows. In particular, a translation between frameworks as observed by a researcher would
refer to a set of ows in the cognition of the researcher and similarly for any function on
the set of states, statements or frameworks.
A simple search goal would be to require the user agent to have interacted with a set
of documents thereby denoting a type of user experience, or in traditional IR terms, a
traversal of a set of relevant documents. An alternative goal, referred to as a stable
85a0
k in the traditional ostensive graph denotes the document that was selected at time k that takes T
to T0. In the general ostensive graph (of states) it denotes the event or change that causes the overall
state change.
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state goal, given a simulated scenario with ows, is dened by a particular substate in the
user that stops changing (except trivially86) or becomes stable even though the user is
experiencing ows from the system. A stable state goal can be specied in our notation as
8;

  ! S( Scog) = S. A stable state goal is useful for representing several search related
concepts, for example it can be used to represent that the user cognition is no longer
interested in continuing the process87. In general, a goal is a function over the totality of
knowledge at some point which is inscribed in the state of search at that point, but when
all knowledge is not known then it is the knowledge known at that time, i.e. K(t), that
is used. There are 2jDj functions of type f([Di]) ! [T;F];i  jDj88 denoting the set
of goals pertaining to a traditional document-orientated understanding of the purpose of
a search. A richer set of goals is similarly dened over a subset of all possible states of
search f(S1;S2;:::;Sk) ! [T;F];k  jDj. Inherent in the above simulation algorithm
is the view of search as a game89 between the user and system as a tree evolves once
the user picks their state followed by a pick in reply by the system, both combining to
form the new overall search state. This state picking by each agent occurs at the top-
regions of the stack, the regions representing cognitive functions. The utility function from
Section 4.3.4.1, over one or more states (or documents), can be used as a search goal as
shown in Section 6.4. In addition, one can use the several types of functions, as elaborated
in Section 4.3.4, to form decisions about if a search goal has been reached, the particulars
of this are not addressed here.
The language of ows and stacks are a `middle language', mid-way between both RQT and
RCS with the idea being that one can `port' to QT for formal analysis and back to CS for
implementation upon considering the ndings of formal analysis. When a set of ows are
grouped by a path then this indicates a set of not necessarily sequential (depending on if
it is an ordered or unordered path) events and this is where dynamics are important. Also,
86A trivial change denotes a change where only the time parameter is incremented.
87This type of goal denition implies that after some interactions the user agent is stable, that it does
not change, this appeals to formal mathematical analysis of the search process to deduce the nature
of stability both empirically by statistical methods, such as the average steps required for stability, or
existentially in arguing whether a particular set of interactions will ever cause stability.
88The documents here could also be just the top few of a ranked list as would be represented by a
substate representation of S.
89This could be a formal mathematical game or more generally a process between mutually interacting
entities that stops upon satisfaction of some constraint.
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x ::: nx <: x that denote information passed between the general state Smatch
90 and
the general state Scorpus, similarly for x the ows going in the opposite direction from
corpus to matching states. So this simple model (Scorpus;Smatch;x; x) translates well
into computational languages like Java as objects and operations on objects.
Reversibility More generally, for tScorp

  ! t+1Scorp, if 9K() 2 K(S) then this indi-
cates that the change  is potentially reversible and can happen in the way a ow  can
potentially occur in a path. A path that is reversible contains all inverse ows for each
ow, and can be taken to correspond to the reversing of a search decision, or of a Pick
process which in turn corresponds to the semantic of opposite user behaviour, as if the
user is undoing the eects of their interactions. In order to quantitatively model reversible
sub-processes in search, the quantities, such as those pertaining to relevance of documents,
require to be represented in a way such that there is a concept of inverse operations in
the respective quantitative framework. An example of such a framework was given in
Section 4.3.7. On a semantic level,  would indicate that there is now a particular user
behaviour that encouraged a reverse of a prior interaction and that there was a change in
direction in the IN of the user (the utility measure of Section 4.3.4.7 quanties this). In
terms of energy it could be said that E(t1;t3Scorp) is conserved if the IN is invariant over
all terms in this period of time, for it to be conserved there requires to be a  for every 
among the interactions in which the corpus participates.
5.5 Languages and Translation
5.5.1 Introduction
In the prior sections notation was introduced by which one can describe all search scenarios.
In a general way, this section addresses the issues pertaining to re-representing these general
descriptions in dierent languages or in terms of other frameworks. Specically, this section
elaborates the translation function employed in prior sections, the language function L()
90Which is represented as the matching component of the system in the laboratory view of IR and as a
rectangle on a stack in our method.
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and ordered sets Ri  R of frameworks that denote all perceptions of a certain type
such as Rvect  R that represents all vector space approaches for search modelling where
R
vect 2 Rvect represents the optimal vector space based approach.
Recall that the function L : X 7! L that returns L the representation language of X,
where X is a state, statement or framework. L is not one particular representation but
refers to all known representations. As all statements about a framework are held by its
state, all statements about representation of that state are also held in the state thus it is
said that S = SL(S) [::: without further detailing the specics of this equality, but give
the example SKV R QT = SL(H) [ SL(English) [ ::: meaning that the representation uses
aspects of Hilbert space representation as in QT but discusses them in natural language.
The representation of L itself or of SL(S) with respect to theories of linguistics is not
addressed, for most cases, references to L can be taken to mean TEnglish(L) where TEnglish
is an English language descriptor for L such as `vector space model'.
5.5.2 Language and Cognition
This section presents some requirements of a formal language to describe the cognition of
the user agents for the purpose of user modelling. The aim here is not to suggest a particular
representation of cognition but to discuss the general properties of such representations.
Recall from the background that a CIR system would ideally be like a human agent from a
HHIR scenario91. In terms of Rthesis this means that the research should be conducted with
realistic user models and that systems should be built to satisfy these user models so that
SUP and QFP are adequately addressed. The following analysis is mainly based around
the reasoning of [AG02] for describing any AU where it is suggested that the mathematics
of Hilbert space theory augmented with QT concepts form an adequate set of tools for
describing cognitive phenomena.
Consider that the memory layer in a stack for a real user in the physical context on the
chemical level is dened at least in part by neurons and signals where physical relations
or communications between neurons can have more than one meaning. Usually cognition
91In fact, our modelling of both user and system using the same techniques is due to identifying HHIR
as the goal, in this sense it can be said that the perception of Rthesis inherently tries to personify the
system and make the user more system-like (i.e. by modelling it for simulation).
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refers to a kind of functional abstraction of the physical space where a set of neurons and
their relations are given a description that indicates their function or a concept they dene.
It is assumed that this abstraction is suciently general for describing AUS at this stage.
Hence, descriptions of memory are assumed to be in terms of concepts. With regard to
this conceptual view of cognition one would presume that RAS would be quite dierent, as
there is no direct physical baseline from which to abstract. However, abstraction in terms
of cognitive concepts can be used here without formally dening concepts. The proceeding
discussion addresses some representation issues for AUS, and Scog in particular where it is
assumed that one should be able to represent RAS in the same way as AUS92, the more
realistic the AUS the more restriction in its similarity with albeit with some restriction.
Given that an abstract system RA is very restricted relative to a real user, its cognition by
which it is meant (according to Rtrad) its data, data representation (index or otherwise)
and matching (corresponding to the 'reasoning' layer in AU ) layers, cannot have a `richer'
description/representation than some description of a real cognition93. There are reasoning
components in the human cognitive stack which work with and aect the memory where
Suser  Scog = Smemory [ Sreasoning :::. As memory changes it is assumed that the
way reasoning aects memory also changes over . This changing eect of reasoning
on memory and representations are addressed in [AG02] which suggests a R[AG02]  RQT
perception for modelling cognition, thus due to generality of Rthesis it is said that R[AG02] 
Rthesis such that 9T1;T2 such that T1(L(R[AG02]))  T2(L(Rthesis))94
5.5.2.1 Structure of Scog  Suser  S
In human cognition concepts exhibit association with one another and this `association
structure' is used for reasoning. Association in its simplest form is itself a concept which
when specied in a language requires at least another concept to be stated with it that
details the association or species that it has no further specication (thus is a general
association). An example would be the rst diagram of Fig. 5.10 which shows the reasoning
between the existing associations, and can be described as the On A relation. Conversely,
92Keeping in line with the idea that HHIR with two human agents is optimal IR.
93This is suggesting that human cognition can never be completely represented in an abstract form.
94This is trivial as it was said that Scog is a state that holds all knowledge and thus there are no
restrictions to its representations so it can be L(Scog)  L
 
R[AG02]

.
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if a description was the proposition `Person is on a bus' then it implies association between
concepts person and bus, where these relations are concepts themselves. In the conceptual
structure of a Scog representation for a real user, associations also have a concept of strength
denoted by the line length in the second and third diagrams of Fig. 5.10, this indicates
the `closeness' (also a concept) of the friendship. In general, if there is a statement, one
can extract arbitrary concepts and relations from it. Thus concepts are abstract entities
which can be dened by arbitrary length natural language statements/propositions. Usually
cognition modelling is addressed by considering the processing of language which can be
natural language, or as for a real AU, in perceptual language: LP. The latter refers to
language that can describe anything experienced by a human through any senses creating
perceptions95.
The most powerful language would be a `hypothetical absolute description of mind' that is
richer than the perceptual L1 and could refer to descriptions that are about non-perceptual
or abstract things96. It is assumed that perceptual language is richer than natural language,
which in turn is richer than the gesture language, that is 8L [L(Lgesture)  LN  LP]
where LN and LP denote natural and perceptual language respectively.
The assumed languages in this chapter are from the ordered set: (L; ) which has a
partially ordered subset Lcog sim  LN  LP  L1 where Lcog denotes the cognition
description language or conceptual language that can be used to formally describe cognition
whether it is the anomalous state of knowledge in [BOB82a] or potentiality of concepts in
[AG02] (as indicated in Fig. 5.11); LP is a hypothetical language within human cognition
and the thesis does not address here how perceptions are made into concepts/relations
in our minds instead it works with the particulars of a less richer and simpler set LN to
infer a formal conceptual language; L1 is the maximal element in the set. Missing out the
perceptual language means that any derived concept formalisation that is found is relatively
very ignorant of the nature of cognition as it is not derived from perceptual phenomena.
Any further analysis will thus result in an inevitably weaker denition of cognition than one
obtainable on considering perceptual properties. It is possible to opt for a slightly richer
95This is the cognitive science meaning of perception rather than the meaning it has held so far in the
thesis as being synonymous with framework or researcher.
96This language could be infra-linguistic w.r.t. natural language, whether it is speciable or realisable
in some other way is a philosophical debate, and is out of scope.
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Figure 5.10. Association of Concepts
language which also includes the visual language adequate for describing images, however
this thesis restricts to only analysing processing of natural language.
An information need as traditionally understood stems from the perceptual in cognition,
the memory layer in the stack design, and heads towards a query, the gestural layer in stack,
Fig. 5.11 illustrates this in terms of languages. In terms of our denition of information
need, the IN of Rtrad is a higher-level semantic that constitutes a combination of the IN's
in some process according to Rthesis. The proposed framework suggests ways to exactly
dene this need in terms of ows and energy semantics, and measures on sets of ows can
be used to quantitatively model the loss of 'information' w.r.t. Rtrad as it is translated
(w.r.t Rthesis) from perceptual (w.r.t Rtrad) to the physical layer (w.r.t Rthesis).
5.5.2.2 Limit of Languages
Anything which can be interpreted by any of the senses forms part of language, where
language is dened as that which is transmitted between two agents whether it is braille
felt by touch, words recognised by vision or indeed something spoken. A language is not
specic to one sense, but could require more than one sense to interpret, such as a written
symbol followed by a sound emitted from the vocal apparatus. Languages may not be
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Figure 5.11. Observing traditional information need transformation in terms of languages
expressible or interpretable, for example, a particular concept in one language may not be
fully expressible in another language. A mathematical equation may not be interpretable
only in terms of `taste'. When we speak of translation or other language processing
occurring in an agent it is from the point of view of the creator of the agent who has a
detailed view of it97. When the agent is human assume that a third observing entity is
noting down the language processes.
Interpretation of a language corresponds to translation of it into some other form. Recall
97This view is R1bR2bT(sIN1) 2 K(Scog)  ! sIN2 2 K(Sphysical) where R2 is a specic theory about
translation of the need and R2 is the observer using this theory.
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that translation is just a higher-level semantic for a set of ows that cause statements to
change in the perception that observes the translation. For example, interpretation of a
mathematical equation requires a person or agent in general to read the equation upon
which if a verifying agent exists then the reading agent must re-express the equation in
another form to the verier; otherwise interpretation is personal. In the rst case, there
are two translations from source language to thought language to re-expression language,
and in the second case there is only one, the translation to thought language. As the
third agent we can detail exactly what type of translations are occurring. Consider now
a fourth agent who is similarly observing and fully understanding the third agent who is
observing the second agent, i.e. R4bR3bR2. If the R4 indeed has control over R2
98 and
starts mirroring the happenings of R2 in R3 then R3 is essentially thinking about itself
knowing that it is doing so. This is unlike the human case when the human cannot see
his mind working exactly in some detailed way. Then the question becomes, what is the
nature of the processes which are self-referential in which R3 thinks about the linguistic
processes happening within it. This question may not be answerable for realistic agents
when the realism is suciently high as then one may need to consider deep cognitive
issues, as if the ideal description of a user agent is equivalent to a complete description of
a human cognitive system then there are limits to the agent's description. The existence
of this limit is especially suggested in the case where one attempts to create a realistic
AU encompassing some properties of the researcher doing the modelling99. In an extreme
version of this case where the researcher is attempting to create an agent that completely
resembles himself/herself there maybe certain elements of himself/herself that they are
unable to describe due to the inevitably non-objective way one perceives oneself. Out with
this extreme case, any user model will be limited due to the non-objectivity of the creator
of the model whether the model is depicting the creator or another human.
It is additionally assumed that the healthy human cognition does not enter a state of innite
recursion due to self-referential thinking, thus there is some sort of internal mechanism that
stops one from thinking self-referentially. Similarly agents should be designed to reect
98This is a realistic scenario if we consider R2 to be a system, R4 an evaluator/researcher and R3 a
simulated user. In fact the observation R4bR3bR2  ! R5bR4bR3bR2 as R5 is the perception discussing
the realistic scenario, but it is a passive observer.
99A crude equivalent would be a automatic theorem proving system.
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this assumption so that in any search scenario the agent's continuous knowledge of the
inner workings of each other and subsequent duplication is limited. An even stronger
assumption is made here, that a human cannot know the level of recursion/self-reference
of which he/she is capable, thus one cannot ever fully know how any AU is limited in an
objective sense. If a human cannot know their limit then that is a limit in itself. Thus,
there is some condence for any AU model in the sense that the best AU model can be
severely decient according to some absolute source but it is, relative to limited human
cognition, something that `just works'. Real humans do not think by self-reference at such
a level100 so it is not required for modelling, this can be said to be a natural or inevitable
weakness in the model, or equivalently, it can be seen as strength as it aims to mimic
reality.
5.5.2.3 Derivation of Languages
Any description language for cognition derived on the basis of considering perceptual phe-
nomena can be richer than that derived considering only natural language phenomena. The
richest of these is assumed to be inferior to the hypothetically richest description language
for cognition. Given any mapping D : (L;) ! (L;), which translates a language
ordering to another language ordering preserving the order, that outputs a derived con-
ceptual language, the following is proposed (LG = D(LN))  D(LP)  L1 where LG
is a model of cognition. Hence there are no mappings that can improve a language to a
`higher class'.
5.5.2.4 Cognition Modelling issues
The strength or degree of association can be seen as a property of the association or
concepts themselves and be used to generate or classify further associations as depicted
in the fourth diagram of Fig. 5.10. There is also the notion of uncertainty attributed to
associations that diers from strength as it is an indication of certainty with respect to
both the association and its strength. Uncertainty can be seen as a property of association
or an association itself, attaching a value to it would allow us to talk about the degree
100Except perhaps in extreme cases.
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of uncertainty, this in turn can be used to classify concepts so that all those concepts
involved in associations of the same degree form a class. Classication with respect to
uncertainty of some degree is a newly generated concept, as shown in the fth diagram
of Fig. 5.10. Indeed there are many concepts similar to simple (weak) association and
association augmented with strength or uncertainty. One of these concepts can be in turn
used to classify others in the same way the proposition `people taller than 6ft' can classify a
general set of people or generate a new set of concepts that satisfy the proposition. These
associations between concepts can therefore form classes each of which can be represented
by some real number denoting the degree of association.
An initial description language structure tting these conditions can be dened as
LG  [(Concepts;[Associations]);:::] (5.4)
where an example model for associations is:
Association =
 
 
X
Concepts
;y  Concepts;k 2 R
!
(5.5)
which is a triple consisting of a set of concepts that describe the meaning of the associ-
ation, the associated concepts, in the class and nally a real value to indicate degree of
membership to the . This formalisation however seems too general and is unclear as to
how exactly the concepts are associated. For example it is not obvious how to represent the
proposition `very strong people and very tall people' where the `very' would correspond to a
real number, the strong/tall to a class descriptor type a 2
P
Concepts and `people' referring
to class members. In a retrieval sense, the user's IN could be represented by the phrase
`really interested beaches and slightly interested in cars'. Any natural language statement
can be expressed in such a language, whether a particular model is more appropriate than
another for some  is not addressed in this thesis.
Using Rthesis to model Scog A Rthesis orientated model is LG  [(Scog = (S2  
S )[Sconcepts [:::);:::] where S  denotes the ows whose general semantic of potential
to change corresponds to the concept of association and S2  would hold the mean-
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Beach Car P(x)?
Figure 5.12. Uncertain logic from associations
ing of the association in terms of a concept such that S2   S <: Sconcepts. Hence,
Rthesis can accommodate potentially rich cognitive models, such that it can be said that
RthesisbR[AG02]bScog
101.
5.5.3 Translating between Frameworks
5.5.3.1 Introduction
This section discusses translation of frameworks, in particular translation between the
traditional models and into QT and associated problems, aiming to show why it could be
more eective to build from scratch while keeping within the conceptualisation of Rthesis.
Analysis of state change of a search is isomorphic to analysis of change of statements
in that search. The problem with IR is that for some si and sj, L(si)  L(Rvect) and
L(sj)  L(Rlogic) and also 9T(si  ! sj) but this T is not generally known, also it
could be that according to some logical perception T(si) ! T(sj) or T(si) , T(sj) or
T(si) ` T(sj) but due to dierent languages used to specify these statements one is unable
to easily nd the translations that exposes these relationships102.
5.5.3.2 Observation (b) and translation
If a researcher is observing a scenario with a system where sa is a statement pertaining to
system and tsR is one pertaining to the researcher, that is b[sa;Rthesisbsa], then if at a fu-
ture time the statement is transformed to >tsR = [sR1;sR2;sR3] such that sR1 =`:::si :::'
101Whatever cognitive model is representable by QT representations can be understood in terms of
Rthesis.
102Statements in the language of the logical, probabilistic or vector space approaches may not be known
by a researcher due to them being unfamiliar with these models, instead they may just know search facts.
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then it is said that observer/researcher has rephrased or translated sa into three dierent
statements according to three not necessarily diering perceptions. Thus, over time state-
ments are transformed or translated within a framework with respect to the researcher and
also between frameworks with respect to researcher knowing multiple frameworks, all in the
eyes of the observing researcher. A framework aims to `rephrase' or `translate' si perhaps
in terms of a theory inscribed in framework R2, that is if R1 = f(TR2(si))103 where f is a
map, then sL 2 K(Rlogical), L(sV 2 K(Rvect), sP 2 K(Rprob), and sQ 2 K(RQT). Such
that
RKV R QTb[Rlogical;Rvect;Rprob]bsA (5.6)
thus RQTb[RKV R QT;bsA]104.
In order to do devise completely quantum models one must be able to approach search
phenomena logically, geometrically and probabilistically all at once, so one must know
QR1 = f(TR2(si)) where L(R2)="QT" and T is a full translation into QT methods
instead of the partial translation in Rthesis
105 or RKV R QT. So if researcher knows sv and
some others, it could be the case that given sv and others that ` sL i.e. a logical statement
could be derivable from a vector space framework, but how is this done? This dicult
problem can be approached by the translation TQT(sv [ :::) where TQT : sL;sV;sP then
Ta(:::) ` TQT(sL) and this could be easy to show. Problem is that each sV contains
several references, for example sV0 =`these documents are clustered106 with threshold
0.7' where `document' could refer to sV1`cluster=space, doc=vectors, :::', and threshold
could refer to sV2 =`threshold is the value of v1 and v2 dot producted' which itself refers to
sVi =`dot product is :::'. The value 0.7 could refer to sV3 =`0.7 means...'. A researcher
does not necessarily know all of these statements or know it consciously, the majority of
this is found by investigation.
An important implication of the above discussion is that one must build from particulars,
so that everything known about a process is expressed in terms of ows/stacks. Matching
103The translation function Tx is one where x indicates in English the descriptor of the destination
language.
104It could be useful to determine if observations can be reduced, for example when is it the case that
bbb$ bb?
105Note that the modelling in Chapter 4 was also only a partial translation due to the `custom use' of
the QT framework.
106Assuming a cluster representation in terms of spaces/subspaces and other geometric structures.
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statements from diering frameworks by usual research is dicult, due to ambiguities, the
reason for which the denition problem exists, and why search is not science. It is proposed
that Rthesis can be taken as base language such that one can build search models from
the primitives of Rthesis.
Let the user need be represented by the statement su =`car and cats', as documents
are set of words how can su be associated with statements about user interaction st?
First one needs to translate such that T(su) 2 L(Rvect) and T(sv) 2 L(Rvect). Then,
one needs to translate the concept of user satisfaction to say what satised means in
adequate terms: RQT  !T :::  !T Rthesis  ! :::  !T RQT
107. Translation of
statements to stacks and ows is done by human research, which is not covered in this
thesis except briey in Section 6.1, instead actual models are addressed. If s1 =`user has
need of car documents', s2 =`D1 =hello, dog, D2 =john, smith' and s3 =`is document D1
mentioned in s2 adequate for the user in s1?', these statements represent a research problem
which itself is a search scenario denoted Rb[s1;s2;s3] where the researcher R is observing
through the abstract device of their cognitive system. A higher level view is Rhb:::bRib[sj]
where some unknown statements [sx] 2 K(Rh);Rhb[:::] are in fact the answer to s3
above. A researcher's function is therefore to translate, or depending on the research
ontology108, to nd the translation of s1;s2;s3 such that si  ! TRvect(si) (a vector space
translation)109. A research problem can be expressed by statements at a point in time
for example [s3;s4] 2 K(R) meaning the researcher will know these research statements.
Over time research changes the statements into new ones or nds new statements, if
K(R(0)) = [si];K(R(1)) = 0[0si[1si] then 9sx 2 K(R(0));sx 2 1sx;9syK(R(1))
such that sx
  !
T11sy or sy
  !
T21sx, where T1;T2 are ways to make new statements from old ones
and relate newly appearing statements with old ones respectively. These ways must also be
part of the researchers knowledge so it is said that (K(f1(T1));K(f2(T2)))  K(R())110,
thus if T  [0si [ 1si] then the three entity relation (sy;T;sx) that links two statements
107Mapping to quantum theory has the additional advantage that the translation L(RQT)  !T
L(RQT computer) is easier and thus hypothetically one could benet from increased computation power,
useful especially for simulating complex models i.e. of cognition, interaction possibilities and corpora.
108The ontology includes a purpose, but recall that as re-search is search and search ontology has been
discussed in prior sections and chapters, as therefore has research ontology.
109This is a very crude way to indicate a computational philosophy of science.
110So either T1 or T2 or some function of these maps (some alternative form) is in the researcher's
knowledge.
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by a third set of statements holds111.
If the translation is not known by the researcher, or the researcher or observer observing
the researcher does not know if the researcher knows (as perhaps the researcher decided to
associate sy to sx intuitively without explicit knowledge of the translation), then it could
be that the higher level researcher or research oracle RoracbR112 knows, and eventually at
the nal time t=finalsi when the research process  has terminated there could be state-
ments [si]  K(Rorac) due to observation Roracleb[[user;sys;:::];[Rb[user;sys;:::]]]
that indicate that the particular translation has taken place113. This means that the ob-
server deduced that the researcher performed the translation to relate statements within
the particular search process.
5.5.3.3 Diculties with RKV R QT
What is hard to do with traditional research in terms of RKV R QTbRtradb::: is that it is
unclear how QT semantics can be used for IR and in turn when and how to use formal
structures from QT in a consistent way. Any vector space perception refers to other
perceptions such that (Rvect \ [Rtrad n Rvect]) 6= . This is also the case for the other
classical models Rprob and Rlogic. In order to make a comparison between them, that is
to deduce by the perception of Rthesis which approach is best for a particular process,
one needs to be able to express them all in some form by observing RthesisbRvect so that
one can express them in terms of our conceptualisation, Thus one needs to nd the maps
such that Rvecti = fi(Rthesis);Rprobj = fj(Rthesis);Rlogic = fk(Rthesis) and if enough
of these [fi;fj;fk] can be deduced then one can attempt to characterise the optimals
R
vect;R
logic;R
prob. Note that L(Rthesis) is semantically similar to L(RDirac  RQT) as it
oers high-level view of search which is represented in such a way as to embed the concepts
discussed in Chapter 3 in an `automatic way' as Dirac notation does for the mathematics
of H.
Non-simulated research can be denoted by RAb[user;sys] where if RA denotes the informa-
111This is equivalent to the concept of association in Section 5.5.2.4. It is an open question whether
for a triple (a <: s 2 ;b <: T <: FT ;c <: s 2 ) a = b or c = b, that is, whether theory b (or T in
example) relating a and c can generate itself.
112That is the modeller of the research scenario.
113Such that [si]  K(ST).
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tion seeking perception then [0intended
0;0 not intended
0;:::]  K(RA) and to amalgamate
the research together one requires RA  !T R which is dicult. For RB = RQThypothetical,
RC = RKV R QT one needs RC  ! RB or R  ! RB which is hard and clearly one cannot
translate arbitrary statements to RB, this dicult as QT representation is a totally dier-
ent medium need syntactic and semantic maps. The translation of Ri to RA (arbitrary
perception to a information seeking perception) is indirectly happening in researchers mind
but this is a map of that to clarify things. Instead, one requires to start from scratch with
a unied language so that [R1;:::;Rn]  ! RT  ! [ R1;:::; Rn] where the middle
researcher is a middle language that can be easily translated to and from.
What conditions should RT full? It should be able to encompass any and all search as
dened in previous chapter (i.e. all processes), traditional search should map on easily as
should user modelling and in general it should be a complete and comfortable language.
Like Hilbert space theory for QT, Rthesis needs a particular usage technique. If one opts
for this higher ostension or state picking then level of granularity, using Rthesis in the way
of state picking, let [u1;u2;u3];[s1;s2] denote possible future states for simulated user and
system respectively. Pick s1 or s2 then pick one of [u1;u2;u3] then perform analysis and
see if search goal is met114.
5.5.3.4 Simulation Techniques
There are three increasingly detailed ways of looking at agents for simulating a search
involving them. At the initial level is the black-box perception of agents which denotes
how agents communicate with each other at the external level (i.e. in terms of external
ows). The `white-box' method adds more detail to the agents by including the details
of components (their internal details), and nally one can add a nal dimension of detail
by elaborating the search goals which dictate how and when the simulation process would
halt. The rst two levels are interpretable as a visual system in terms of the ostensive
graph as the graph either denotes the pre-interaction and post interaction states of the
system, or it is more detailed and shows the internal states for each component. Given a
tree of possible future states gure out which one to:
114Discussion about translation of this into a practical scenario is out of scope.
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1. Pick (a new document), if search goal has not been reached (check 4)
2. Deduce new tree which results from the picking
3. Go to 1
4. Check goal115
(a) HaveSeen(D1;:::;Dk)116
(b) f1(D1;:::;Dk)=True, and how many such functions 2jDj?117
(c) f2(S1;:::;Sk)=True, is a more general function such that Sf1 <: Sf2
118
(d) f3(current state)  f(S1;:::;SN) i.e. does some fact about this state agree
with some calculation done on other states that have passed (or expected future
states)
The above algorithm is viewing the user and system as two players in a state picking
game119. In the rst step of the above algorithm note that
Pick = [t1<t[Sprev];[New Exposed States];St] (5.7)
is a subprocess, thus Pick  . Pick is also a higher-level semantic for a set of
ows/paths, so Pick = [Paths]. The word Pick is a label2 [labels]  L(Rthesis).
Labels are a set of semantics for a process in terms of Fig. 5.6. [changes]       !
syntax [P]           !
semantics
[labels], also [changes]           !
semantics
[labels]. The energy type system is a labelling of paths as
it denotes semantics of change. The nature of these f's are such that
f([k]) = [[Sprev];[New Exposed States];Scurrent] (5.8)
where k denotes user interactions (and/or other changes), but in the rst case, f is
related to search goal, if one lets the goal = f([Sprev]) and TEnglish(f) =`to experience
115It is proposed that most search goals can be expressed in the form of these four functions.
116The k here could be top the k documents or some other subset.
117Any heuristics about this goal would be inscribed in a state Sf1.
118Finding out whether Sf1  Sf2 or Sf1  Sf2 would be useful.
119Here it is noted that it is state picking and not document picking. So this is a generalised notion that
includes Rtrad approaches to modelling interaction.
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certain states' then a goal can be described a set of states [Sg] <: S. For example
Sg1 2 [Sg];Sg1 = [cats   ! movie] with TEnglish(Sg1) = `after seeing the document on cats
I want to see movie information', similarly TEnglish(Sg2) =`reading a document on physics'
and TEnglish(Sg3) =`dragging relevant documents into a box'. The user clicking a topic
title then dragging the topic icon into a box corresponds to augmenting the knowledge of
that topic title state onto all future states of search. In summary it is said that Rthesis is
closer to R than RKV R QT in terms of order on R but also in the sense that it is easier
to derive search frameworks from Rthesis than it is from RKV R QT (or RQT).
5.6 Summary
This chapter develops the conceptualisation of search from Chapter 3 according to the state
based modelling techniques of QT as elaborated in Chapter 4. A researcher's perception of
search was dened as a set of statements, and relationships between perceptions pertain
to relations between the sets of statements that are knowable to these perceptions.
The static information about a search is completely embedded in the search states that is
composed of a hierarchy of sub-states representing the dierent agents and components in
a search. Flows between states were introduced for specifying arbitrary static relationships
between agents and components in a search. Flows also denote potential dynamic rela-
tionships between objects, that become actual dynamic relations with respect to a path
which is a sub-process of a search process. This chapter introduced methods for assigning
semantics to ows, paths, and states, some of which were borrowed from physics such as
energy and related to corresponding retrieval semantics such as information need. This
chapter briey discussed representing cognitive modelling in the proposed notation, issues
regarding translating the notation to corresponding notation in QT and CS; and discussed
relationships with [vR04]. Further, it discussed the diculty of translating Rtrad and also
showed how the concepts of search and re-search, as related in Chapter 3 can be related
by the methods and in terms of the notation presented in this chapter.
This chapter presented a general method for generating simulations of searches by the
technique of (ostensively) picking future states according to the higher ostensive principle
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of Chapter 3. It related simulation goals to the idea of convergence, shared-knowledge of
agents, and the SUP and QFP problems as elaborated in Chapter 2.
203|The only true wisdom is in knowing you know nothing
Socrates (470-399)
6
Applications and Discussion6.1. INTRODUCTION
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter I apply the concepts of the prior chapter to discuss some retrieval issues
pertaining to structured document retrieval, user modelling and evaluation methods to
show the ability of our notation to uently represent ideas which are dicult to eectively
express in Rtrad. The idea is to show that due to the structure of Rthesis, agents with
structure are easily represented, thus at the least, one can dene them, and then to
elaborate on the methods of creating usable models from these descriptions of which only
a few are specied since many of these techniques are clear from the outset.
6.2 Structured Document modelling and retrieval
A substate structure for documents following a rigid hierarchy could take the form Sword 
Ssections    Sdoc  Scorpus  Ssystem  S, or the form Sword  :::  Stopics 
  Ssystem  S or a combination of forms Ssystem = (Sword  Stopics   
Ssystema) [ (Sword  Ssentences    Ssystemb. The relation K(Ssec1)  K(Ssec2)
implies that the content of section one refers to the content of section two, that there is
a semantic relationship between them, or it could be said that the content in one section
knows about that in the other section. In document states, ows would be used to tackle
complex relations1. Intra-document relations are depicted using ows in Fig. 6.1 where
the document state is represented by three substructures. Consider the six element path
P 2 Paths:P = (Sword1;Swordk 4;:::;Swordk)2 which denotes a change scenario that can
be used to represent the eect of change in some statement relsi that is known by each word
state Swordi, thus [sj]  K([Sword[1;k 4;:::k]]) and there are translations ^ si = Tupdate(i)(relsi)
where Tupdate(i) corresponds to P. An example of P from Rtrad can be illustrated if one
does a translation into technical English such that Ttechnical(^ si) =`Relevance Value=0.6'
and then 8Tupdate(i)Ttechnical(Tupdate(i)(relsi) = Ttechnical(^ si) = `Rel value = previous value
+ increment :::' denotes that the eect of P was to update relevance values. The path
P is then a static set of changes, that can be given the semantic of a `change rule' to be
1There is no need for substates to reect this
2Thus the rst word causes change in the (k-4)th word from which changes are adjacent up to k.
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And thou, O matron of immortal fame, 
Here dying, to the shore hast left thy name; 
Cajeta still the place is call'd from thee, 
The nurse of great Aeneas' infancy. 
Here rest thy bones in rich Hesperia's plains; 
Thy name ('t is all a ghost can have) remains. 
Now, when the prince her fun'ral rites had paid, 
He plow'd the Tyrrhene seas with sails display'd. 
From land a gentle breeze arose by night, 
Serenely shone the stars, the moon was bright, 
And the sea trembled with her silver light. 
Now near the shelves of Circe's shores they run, 
(Circe the rich, the daughter of the Sun,) 
Ssentence4
Sword4   Ssentence4 Sword8   Stopic2
Ssection1   Sdocument
Sdocument = (
 
Stopici)   (
 
Ssectioni)   (
 
Ssentencei)
  = (Sword4,Ssection1)
  = (Ssentence4,Sword8   Stopic2)
Figure 6.1. A document structured in three ways, by sentences, sections and topics, with ows between
items
initiated upon a particular user interaction.
The translation Tupdate(i) or an equivalent one that operates on a particular representation
of relevance values in relsi for words can be represented by a mathematical framework and
this can be used for deterministic mathematical analysis. State structure can directly reect
document structure, for example, Sdocument  Ssection = Stitle [ Stext where the structure
of states could directly follow the document structure Stext = Ssec1 [ Ssec2 [ Ssec3 ::: all
the way down to the word or letter states. It is useful to talk about ows between states at
dierent levels, for example, if the user views a particular section in one document it could
mean that particular topics or sentences in other documents could be important, thus if
one includes the ow Sword    Sdoc2

  ! Ssec1  Sdoc5 in our design of the system as
depicted in Fig. 6.2, evaluatory measures [Smeasurei]  Seval  S or simulation software
TJava (L(Salgorithm  Ssim  S)) would require to include it in their states in order to
take account of the way change should be `distributed'. A traditional retrieval in Rthesis is
a pair of paths   r = (Puser;Psystem) one belonging to a AU and the other to RA ; in
the context of Rthesis, it is not a document that is `retrieved' but a state which could hold
details about documents. This implies that the distribution of change, updating relevance
values and such, are all retrieval processes.
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Sw   ···   SDoc2 Ssec1   ···   SDoc5
Figure 6.2. A ow between elements at dierent semantic levels, a word and a section in a document in
this case
Modelling of intra-document (and also inter document) relations is dicult in Rtrad es-
pecially within the canonical models. The Rthesis framework allows modelling of complex
inter/intra-document relations in the same way as it models relations between higher struc-
tures like agents, this allows comparison between the structures of agents in a search and
documents (and other components). One expected advantage is that this way of modelling
can give insights into semantics in the way the RKV R QT conceptualisation gave retrieval
insights. If one particular component in a system stack, namely the one representing Scorp
can exhibit rich structure for modelling structured documents then what about the other
components? What would it mean for Sint to exhibit similar structure? One application
where Sint would exhibit rich structure is when the system is a question answering system
that returns structured answers or narratives in natural language, that are deduced by a
narrative processing component3 Snarrative processor  [Smatching;Sint] instead of ranked
output of simple graphics like that on the ostensive interface4. This application and specif-
ically Snarrative processor would require to address the UUP and VIRP for the narratives to
be useful to the users.
The discussion below considers issues pertaining to translating the structured document
model state structure given above into RQT for formal analysis. For simulation, one
needs to know how to translate this into a simulation language. A simulation language
is a language that allows specication of algorithms that can hypothetically be run on a
machine, this machine is then said to be a `speed oracle', meaning that it can through
processing of algorithms obtain knowledge that would take the pen/paper method much
longer, thus the machine knows before the pen-paper method relative to which it is an
3Such a component would intelligently structure data from result documents into a journalistic form.
4On a more general level if the research in academic HHIR is said to be addressed by Rthesis, then a
structured answer/interface can be used to denote a research paper where the agent is a human researcher
and the query is a research problem.
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oracle with respect to time5.
6.3 Translating to QT and Conforming to RQT
The structures available to the QT framework seem to warrant an attempt at modelling
structured document retrieval in H and translating into QT would add useful tools for
analysis. There can be representational benets by simply mapping document substates
to subspaces in H, but in order for the representation to be of use it must conform to the
way QT uses H. What is required is to translate the structured document states of the
previous section into a language of QT so that it conforms with QT semantics6. How
does one then model conformance? This is approached by a meta-model7 of all structured
document retrieval using the stack design in Fig. 6.3 where the system consists of an
interface Sint, a corpus Scorp, and matching layer Smatch,. The user consists of his/her
interactions also referred to as the interface state/layer Su:int, and a cognitive layer Scog,
which decides particulars precluding an interaction. First the user decides something Scog
then the ow Scog
j   ! :::  ! Su:int happens containing the results of the user's decision
as a parameter. This causes changes in the system Su:int
e   ! :::  ! Sint which leads
to retrieval of documents Sint
1   ! Smatch
2   ! Scorp
3   ! Smatch that in turn changes a set
of substates of the system's interface by way of internal ows [i]   Sint that cause the
changes [jS1  j
Sint] according to 0S1
1   ! 1S1
2   ! 2S1 :::
j[i]j
      ! S1 for j[i]j, these
internal changes could refer to re-organisation of icons such as on the ostensive interface
in [Cam00].
Once user interactions are captured the ow Sint
1   ! Smatch causes statements to change
in Smatch that must include a mapping between interface changes and documents, in Rtrad
this mapping is between documents (represented in interface) or terms and index items
that represent the corpus, one can represent this by Smatch = [Swordi][[Swordj][[Siconk][
 word;icon [  document;icon ::: where the internal ows specify a static mapping between
5Similarly in complexity theory the theoretical agent Alice is an oracle according to Rthesis to the
theoretical agent Bob as Alice is able to obtain answers that Bob may only be able to attain at some later
time.
6Recall the issue of modelling state change in QT in the quantum chapter.
7That is, a generic method or modelling schemata from which specic models of document can be
made.
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interface elements, words and documents. Note that a state in Rthesis would correspond
to a state vector and corresponding state-space in RQT and the unions of states could
correspond to several ways to combine `sub-systems' in RQT. One such way is by using
tensor products of H spaces to indicate the dierent types of the states8, this would employ
the fourth postulate of quantum mechanics pertaining to combining multiple systems9.
Possible languages for further specication of the layers can be an object-orientated lan-
guage for the display: L(Sint) =Java, a set of mapping functions for Smatch which in
CS-language would be a data structure, or in QT's mathematical language L(Smatch)
is Mathematics and a Hilbert space of vectors representing documents for the corpus:
L(Scorp)  L(RQT). More importantly, what is required is for the way (details) of
Sa  ! Sb i.e. that of a state aecting another, to be evaluated according to if a user
favours it or not.
Recalling the denition that re-search is search, and taking the event of looking at research
paper in order to extract assumptions (of the approach described in the paper); how
can one model this? It depends on the representation of Sdoc, if one assumes Sdoc =
SAssumption[:::, that the assumptions are identied, then this is the trivial case, otherwise
a set of ows would require to be devised that exploit internal document ows that indicate
semantical relationships indicating when a sentence is a possible assumption. When the
ow Sdoc  ! Scorp comes, some internal set of ows [AssumptionExtract] work on Sdoc to
extract assumptions so that if one translates THL(Sdoc) then the translated ows are such
that L([AssumptionExtract)] could be represented by projectors10.
In representing document structure using QT formalism one has to represent Scorp and the
map Smatch = [Swordi] [ [Swordj] [ [Siconk] [  word;icon [  document;icon :::. The former is
shown in RKV R QT, for the latter, transformations are needed on H . In general, nding
sets of transformations to represent ows between words/icons or documents/icons (all
represented as subspaces) is a non-trivial problem11, especially if one wants to then use
8Where a particular type of state such as the interface would be considered to be a completely dierent
system to another search component like a matching component.
9This would be an opportunity to employ the theoretical tools of quantum histories [Gri02] to model
change over several interacting physical systems corresponding to sub-components of search.
10The projector would have information about what an assumption is so that when it is applied to a
subspace representing a document or part of document it can extract, through matrix multiplication, the
subspace of the document representing the assumption.
11This is due to the mathematical rules that must be obeyed to which the map in Smatch does not
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Scorp
Smatch
Sint
Scog
Su.int
 e
Corpus State
Interface State
Cognitive State
Interface State
Match State
Figure 6.3. A simple stack design
the representation to model change over time perhaps by operational methods from QT,
as then, more conditions are required to be met by the transformations12. Recall that
the most general language in all our analyses is technical English such that SL(Rthesis) =
SL(REnglish) [ :::.
Conformance can be discussed by our notation, for example, document representation
in RKV R QT is represented by a vector in H whose bases are term vectors, a convex
combination of document states represent the collection in the way a statistical mixture of
states is used in RQTb[Physical Reality]. Thus for RKV R QT, SL(Scorp) = SL(Sdoc) [ :::,
meaning that there is a relationship in the representation of Rtrad elements `document' and
`corpus' in RKV R QT as they conform to states and statistical mixture of states in RQT.
Conformance also applies within documents which can be represented as a convex collection
of term states thus SL(Sdoc) = SL(Sword) [:::, hence it can be said that L(Sdoc) conforms
L(Scorp) with respect to RKV R QT and therefore also with respect to RQT. Thus, there
is a statement in Scorp that has english translation `language of RKV R QT can be used to
model structures like me...', if this statement is true then it can be said that the language
of Scorp `conforms' to the conditions for representation in the framework RKV R QT.
In a QT framework required for modelling of structured document retrieval, one would
require representation of structure in the Hilbert spce, for example by using subspaces of a
space to represent the smaller elements of a document, to conform to the representation of
necessarily conform thus one requires `tricks'; however, this it is still a crucial pursuit to deduce ways to
represent arbitrary Smatch in the QT Hilbert space formulation.
12Recall that a L are statements about the language of statements of a state, perception or function, and
are embedded in states themselves, thus Scorp = SL(Scorp) [ ::: and maybe SL(Scorp) = [SL(doci)] [ :::.
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a corpus thus L(RQTSdoc) conforms L(RQTScorp), which means that operations tradition-
ally done in the space by QT to both the corpus and document elements (as represented)
would need to be consistent and correspond to a parallel meaning in RQT. This is where the
physics semantics are relevant, and with requiring conformance in terms of the represen-
tation languages and on the operational level for QT, a necessary implication is that there
requires to be conformance at the semantic level. Recall that semantics are represented
by english language statements and that the parameter (usually explicit) in each ow is a
state itself holding among other information statements about the semantics of the ows.
So one can dene a set of statements about semantics for ows in structured document
retrieval in RthesisbRtradb[Sstruct:system [:::], map their representation to vector or matrix
operations in RQT and then check if the semantics corresponding to these operations in
RQT match with the semantics of ows in RthesisbRtradb[Sstruct:system [ :::]13.
6.3.0.5 Strategy for using Rthesis
If one examines the general model of structured documents (above), the relevant math-
ematical structures for representation, and adopts parts of the QT framework for each
concept (in the structured document models), then it is easier to perform the following
observation:
RQTbRthesisbRtradb[Sstruct:system [ :::] (6.1)
than it is to do RQTbRtradb[Sstruct:system [ :::]. Thus, the research strategy for fully
applying Rthesis is to start at the lowest level of state in the hierarchy, to represent inter-
document relationships in terms of subspaces of H, and then to check at each level if
8k 2 [1:::n];TQTi
 
L([Sx] k Ssystem)

conforms TQTj
 
L([Sy] k 1 Sx)

where Sx k
Ssystem denotes the kth level substates and `n' is the total number of levels. If these
all conform then one can say that the translations [[TQTi];[TQTj]] are confomorphic, so
RKV R QT is confomorphic for (static) document and terms states but does not suggest
how to represent ows and thus is not confomorphic to RQT for dynamics.
13Thus the concept of conformation refers to both representational conformance in the context of
mathematics and to conformance of semantics in the context of physical reality in for RQT.
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6.4 Use of RQT in light of Rthesis
6.4.1 Utility Measures, Convergence and Exhaustive Analysis
The term level, document level and general level utility measures are at a higher level than
path based measures as they address application specic semantics of utility of documents
and other objects/states, instead of working on the level of paths and ows. Thus, there
are jTj ows for each state t 14 as there are that many comparisons required to perform
the utility functions15, thus each j[]j(i.e utility measure over ows)= jTj. The utility
is a ow between two states which correspond to sub-ows between component of these
states. The energy type for term level utility is simply the label `utility' or `information
need ow' and can be designated a value equal to the result of the utility function itself.
For document level utility, one can assign the energy type to be `potential dierence' (see
Section 4.3.4.7). The utility calculation is such that each ow that it consists of contains
the value of intermediate calculations between sub-components of states such as documents
or terms. Also  : (a;b) :: C(a;b), i.e. all utility functions with two parameters are also
convergence functions. Further, it is known that the maximum convergence for a collection
Scorp k S is Sopt = [Sdoc]. So given probabilities, one can do mixed dynamic and static
analysis to see if the current IN is optimal for a collection, thus it can be said that there is
maximum shared knowledge between a user and a system (or its corpus) when the user's
IN as judged by the method of assigning probabilities of relevance, is best represented by a
current state (see Chapter 4 for a representation). There is a symmetry in that the system
also has IN and it has IN potential; meaning that there is certain information which it can
represent well16, and this is where its expertise lay17. Therefore for two future possible
states, the utility (1 ; 2 ) employs two sets of probabilities18 corresponding to the two
states, and if the the second state has more utility then it is to be perceived as a more
favourable future state than the rst. Combining the interpretation of the values of the
utility function (1 ; 2 ) in Chapter 4 with the interpretation of search in Chapter 3, if
14Recall that jTj is the number of terms).
15This also refers to computation complexity upon translation to CS.
16Relative to other systems.
17This refers to the domain of the data.
18It can also be some other measure over states or documents which need not be a probability, see
Chapter 4.
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every process is a search then it can be said that the system (agent) knows more about
that which pertains to the second state than to the rst state.
6.4.2 Developing Quantitative Models in RQT
In light of the previous section, it is established that there relationship between the concepts
of convergence, human-human information retrieval (HHIR) and shared knowledge19. How
does one vary the shared knowledge in search agents so that it includes non-corpus informa-
tion on a modelling level? It is easier to perform this modelling with Rthesis (upon the elab-
oration of the framework of the prior chapter) than using pure QT as in Chapter 4. Consider
that thus far there is the design tS = tS  = [tSdoci] = [[tStj]i] and the required design is
tSc  = [tSdoci][[Scontext]. Firstly, one cannot assume that 9T;L(tSc )   !
T
L(RQT), instead
consider tSc = tS [tScontext which in RQT can be represented as a superposition between
two wave functions, this is a design through observation RbtS b[user, system;:::]20 where
RS  is an independent measuring device and thus the observable modelling technique of
QT is being employed. If semantic measures are required, not only referring to counting
of ows but measurements based on the content held by ow parameters, and further,
the desire is to map to QT, then there must be conformance for the parameters of ows.
Let S denote the collective set of ow parameters, then it is required that for S = [Si],
Si   !
T
v 2H , i.e. that each ow parameter have a mapping onto an object on H, and that
they collectively conform to semantics21. The space or vector being mapped onto does not
have to be the same basis as the basis documents are represented on, unless one wants to
compare between documents and whatever Si represents, so for comparisons it is required
that Si

  ! Sdoci such that j[]j = j[Sdoci]j. As there are measures over the state tS  this
implies that there are measures over [Si].
19Recall from the introduction about the concept of a social gap and search as inducing a sociological
imagination. Convergence can be interpreted as sub-function of search, it is the quintessential function
for sharing the knowledge (acquired through search) that leads to a sociological imagination. A social gap
can be dened in relative terms with our framework by quantifying the convergence over some between
two agents and showing that it is higher than between two other agents in another process thus indicating
that the social gap is larger in the former process.
20So S  holds all information about the search. In Chapter 4 the relevance state representation   also
corresponds to this particular observation scheme as it modelled the entire search scenario in terms of
system's view of user interests in terms of probabilities of relevance of words or documents.
21In general partial conformance is adequate, depending on the modelling that requires to be done.
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6.4.3 Deducing Probabilities of Relevance
So far in the thesis it was assumed that the probabilities of relevance are deduced by
classical means and then supplied to the Hilbert space representation for analysis, how
would they be calculated in the same space? In order to illustrate how consider that an
alternative observation scheme is required, instead of RbtS b[user, system;:::] one needs
Rb[user, system;:::] with search state representation S = Ssys[::: then Ssys = Sdoc[Sint
and Sint = [Sitem] (i.e. interface items). To do QT-like operations, one investigates how
Sitem changes, deduces the corresponding 's, and then decides whether these changes are
reversible or not, corresponding to whether one can use unitary operators or not. Assuming
Uint  Sint and [Udoc]  Sdoc are substates holding all information about the change of
documents and interface items over the course of the search process then Pick(jUdoci) is a
way for document i to change. One can describe paths such that given a particular interface
change a path of system changes on documents occur jUint  ! [1Udoc3; 5Udoc4 :::] which
denotes that the change numbered 1 happens to document 3 and 5 to document 4. Thus
one requires only to pick jUint (perhaps randomly) and this would result in a path of
corresponding changes (randomly or otherwise) chosen from a pre-dened set of possible
changes (see Section 4.3.7 for designing this in RQT in terms of unitary matrices). This is
general way change occurs on a high-level and it corresponds to an application of change
operators in RQT.
In general, algorithms for making U's are [] such that Uint

  ! Udoc. A specic model
would be one that denes Uint exactly, let Uint = [Uitems] and nd translations such that
TEng(Uitems) =`interactive intentions'[Xie02] which correspond particular interactions that
a user can do on the interface Sint and dene a set of orthogonal (in RQT) intentions such
that each intention implies a change in a document. If Sdoci = [iSstatic [ iSdynamic [ :::]
then can it be represented in QT? The wave-function technique of Section 4.3.4 is unable
to deal with more than just the static and dynamic weights as it stands. The next section
addresses the use of observables and traditional QT ways of modelling observables, this
was referred to as the measurement method in Section 4.3.3.
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6.4.4 Possible uses of the Measurement Method
If one knows all possible changes in the system, as represented by S = [Spossi] then one
needs to create a structure. Thus, if the context refers to time periods, click/interaction
frequency, interaction count and information about other users (with whom collaboration
has taken place for example), then for the rst part of the context there are two operators
E2 ? E1 with respect to RQT and Teng(L(SE2 [ SE2))=`Before 6pm or After 6pm' to
represent in binary value what time a particular interaction took place. For the second,
F3 ? F2 ? F1 with respect to RQT is such that Teng(L(SF3 [ SF2 [ SF1)) =`clicks above
20, clicks=20 or clicks below 20' could represent the number of interactions. Finally for
the third, G2 ? G1 with respect to RQT;Teng(L(SG2 [ SG1))=`three other people have
interacted with a particular document today or more than three people have interacted
with it today'. Including these variations in context the state of search would entail the
representation S = [[SE];[SF];[SG]] [ :::. Each bit of information about a document is
extractable (by the borrowed QT semantics) by dening appropriate operators that inscribe
the pattern being sought in the document. In this way, the application of a matrix to
another matrix representing the state of a system can be interpreted as pattern matching.
For each design of the search state LQT+eng(S) = `itemi : [jEi];::: itemn : [jEn]'.
Whether each E is compatible or not depends on the semantics, upon the establishment
of compatibility one can represent them accordingly by vectors.
6.4.5 Formulating new search models
Traditional style search models can be devised either by considering the measures over
states such as (1 ; 2 ) and ranking states or documents accordingly, or the measures
over documents and states from Chapter 4 can be employed for ranking documents and
states respectively, thus suggesting a family of models for retrieval. As can be seen from
the following example, ranks change when both static and dynamic information is used
to calculate the relevance score of a document according to the technique for combining
these weights of the utility function (d1;d2).
Example 3. [Ranking using Dynamic and Static weights] Let the probabilities of relevance
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for terms [dog, cat, rain, car] be [0.2,0.2,0.3,0.3]. And let the documents in static repre-
sentation be d1 = 0:1jw1ihw1j + 0:9jw3ihw3j
d2 = 0:8jw1ihw1j + 0:2jw2ihw2j
d3 = 0:1jw3ihw3j + 0:5jw4ihw4j + 0:4jw1ihw1j
d4 = 0:9jw2ihw2j + 0:1jw4ihw4j
Now using just dynamic information the score of documents would be
Score(d1) = (0:2 + 0:3)=2 = 0:25
Score(d2) = (0:2 + 0:2)=2 = 0:2
Score(d3) = (0:3 + 0:3 + 0:2)=3 = 0:267
Score(d4) = (0:2 + 0:3)=2 = 0:25
with rank (d3;[d1;d4];d2). However with dynamic static mix:
Scored(d1) = (0:2  0:1 + 0:9  0:3) = 0:29
Scored(d2) = (0:8  0:2 + 0:2  0:2) = 0:2
Scored(d3) = (0:1  0:3 + 0:5  0:3 + 0:4  0:2) = 0:26
Scored(d4) = (0:9  0:2 + 0:1  0:3) = 0:21
with rank (d1;d3;d4;d2). Thus there is a dierence in rank.
The following method illustrates the way to deduce rankings for the example above and
test models based on the utility measure and other measures over states/documents:
1. Obtain a probabilistic model (such as the binary voting model (see Section 2.2 for
discussion)
2. Using (1), create probabilities of relevances Pr(Reljd) for each document for a given
time
3. Calculate the utility values for each document then rank
4. Compare ranks based on the previous relevance judgements. Rankings of (3) and
the pure probabilistic method in (2) (without utility)22
This way of characterising dynamics corresponds to a ow of type Pick as the ow is
used to indicate selection of future states. It is also related to representation/design
22Note that the Pr(Rel) may already (semantically) include mixed static-dynamic related values, so
there maybe semantic overlap. For example, the probabilistic model could include static (tf-idf) information
but this does not change the usefulness of this method.
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of the ows, i.e. as e| or e|[a+b] which denotes the dynamic part of a state (that is
separate from the static). By relations from Section 6.2, for example wi;j jwji where
wi;j jwji = f([])  Sdoc, this is statics as it is a measure of potential ows. Thus, it has
been shown how one can make search models by considering the picking of states and by the
way in which they are represented. For example, as complex numbers with static/dynamic
combined representation or as arbitrary pieces of information f(S[term;doc])e|::: which is
using RQT and directly denotes the structure of S. Note that it is easier to analyse all
this in Rthesis than RQT if only due to not having to think within the constraints of RQT
temporarily and instead in a type of `unied modelling language' for RQT, i.e. Rthesis. The
thesis so far, has shown algorithms, new (simulation) models and corresponding metrics
(such as those employing the utility measures). It must be noted that rank comparison is
not seen as a signicant accomplishment, as even if the subjectiveness of it is excused, one
must acknowledge the limitation in such methods as one is not considering the dynamic
change of information needs. There are ways to augment ranking methods to include
factors pertaining to changing IN's (see [WJ04]), however, these ways to do not scale
easily to account for arbitrary S designs23.
6.5 User Modelling
For user modelling, with respect to computer simulation of users, note that the notation
presented in the prior chapter closely resembles computational/programmatic languages.
It is assumed that the user's purpose is inscribed in a search goal24, for example to want
to see ve specic documents. This goal can be represented as a function G = G([Sdoci])
(a function of documents), or if it is not to have seen documents but perhaps to have
seen some words on documents then this can be further abstracted by saying that a user's
goal is to satisfy some statements which could itself depend upon the truth value of
multiple functions (and corresponding statements). For example, HaveSeen(D1;D3;D5)^
HaveSeen(`cat', `dog', `boat')^HaveSeenInOrder(D4;D7;D9). In order to address the
23As then using Rtrad methods for modelling arbitrary scenarios can be understood as mapping detailed
scenarios, which would be specied in Rthesis in terms of measures over sizes of potential paths and ow
sets, onto traditional ranking models, thereby articially `over-tting' them.
24Thus addressing the purpose in HHIR by representing it as the search goal.
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issue of testing user models in search scenarios the general user type is as follows: A
user sees the user interface therefore Ssystem  !view Sint  Suser
25 then Sint  !
:::  ! Scog where the cognitive state Scog = Smemory[Sreasoning, then Scog  ! :::  !
Sint  ! Ssystem.
Interfaces can be modelled by the interactive intentions in [Xie02] (mapped trivially to
our notation) so that there are interface elements whose purpose or interactive intention
is `to locate' and other elements which are `to check out' information, and others `to
see'. In Rthesis, these intentions are semantics for a particular ow type, this can be
extended to model not only interactive intentions but deeper cognitive phenomena such
as emotion and socio-psychological factors (see Fig. 6.4) . Thus, it can be said that a
user wants to locate a document on `cars' on the internet, then secondly to `check out'
the document linked to the `cars' document; therefore there is a time element here. This
time element is represented by a path with semantic labels instead of ow symbols, P=
(locate(cars), check out(linked)). For the purpose of shared knowledge or convergence
the user needs to know something about the interactive intentions model in [Xie02] so
it is assumed that the user is trained. This is comparable to going to a librarian and
knowing what services they oer, for example, they can walk around the library to nd
a book, suggest information and suggest sources of information. Further, it is necessary
to know what they will not do such as driving the user to another library to look there.
Thus, it can be said that given such a user who has structure (checkout X, locate Y )
with X = [items for checking out];jXj = n and Y = [items to locate]jY j = m, there are
n:m combinations and a goal i.e. `search ends if P = (check out,..,..)=true'. For each
(x 2 X;y 2 Y ), one can measure the number of steps before the path P is tread (ow in
P occur); one could also randomly select dierent (x;y) and take an average by using the
evaluator. Randomness functions which are a type of ow, are important on two levels in
Rthesis; rst, to represent uncertainty in user models (and their subsequent simulations26)
and secondly, for combinatorial analyses of search scenarios by considering average case
behaviour of a simulation.
What does the evaluator look like? Recall from the ostensive chapter that the information
25which denotes the image of the interface reaching the user's senses.
26Given a set of possible future states randomness can be used to select a future state.
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Figure 6.4. A stack design that considers high-level semantics for user modelling
need can in general be referred to as a need for experience, the user's search goal is therefore
to gain an `information experience'. In terms of traditional IR this means `information
experience' corresponds to document browsing. Each user model exhibits an information
experience and this is represented by a state SIE  Scog. If some statement of SIE is true
then it is said that the experience has happened; a set of such statements being true would
mean that the experience had taken place, while there maybe some uncertainty in this in
the absolute sense it is not the case for a well-dened user model. Convergence of the
schema of an experience which in Rtrad would correspond to a set of relevant documents,
and actual search experience is a sucient condition to halt a simulation and check what
changed in the process.
The idea of an information experience state comes from QT where one extracts something
about a physical system by giving a prescription for measurement, this prescription is then
applied to a state27. However, as in QT, one cannot directly observe the state of the
system. All classical measures like energy, position and velocity are not directly available
27The prescription is like a query to nature (the system, by analogy) which returns the result of the
measurement (it therefore matches the measuring apparatus to a physical reality) that corresponds to
`search results'; this analogy is accommodated by the broad denition of search given in Chapter 3.
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to observation and instead are replaced by the `all knowing' state vector28. The world of
IR is also similarly hidden. Classical physics can be perceived a a special case of QT, as
an approximation of reality. In IR, relevance or the `click' that represents ones information
need is similarly an approximation of the reality of the cognitive states of a user, or in
terms of the concepts in this chapter, it can be said that ows and states at higher-levels
are `approximations' or generalisations, or the semantical interpretations, of those at lower
levels.
What is SIE? Either (1) it is a set of statements requiring to be true which can be
complex and hierarchical as in Fig. 6.7; or (2) SIE is a nal state such that one keeps
applying Ti to Scurrent until Ti(Scurrent) = SIE, the traditional vector space relevance
feedback where a vector is rotated until it suciently represents user interests is a specic
example of this transformation; or (3) SIE could be a set of paths that require to have
happened as would be observed by the evaluator agent meaning that the user agent has
gone through certain changes. An evaluation agent knows about user and system so it
is said that K(Suser)  K(Seval) therefore convergence measurements are going held by
and performed by Seval
29 where R is doing the experiment. This assumes that the `user
is not conscious of themself' in the search, thus K(SK(Suser)) 6 K(Suser) in the views of
the external observers which include the simulation software Rsim, the human investigator
Rexp and Rthesis. The user therefore cannot perform the function of the evaluator, this is
why the evaluator is conceptually justied as an individual entity, see Fig. 6.5. User's self-
knowledge can be modelled as depicted by Fig. 6.6 where it is as if user had two roles, being
of a self-evaluatory nature30. It is just an approach like (1) above where ows only occur
upon conditions being met (see Fig. 6.7). Approach (2) is a way to discuss search goals
that immediately gives the representational insight in translating it by TL(Rvect)(L(Rthesis))
thereby giving the impression of a `vector moving through space' by rotation (or other
transformation).
28Recall that the state of a system refers to all that is known about the system.
29Meaning that `measuring for evaluation' denotes a ow type that denotes ows originating in the
evaluation agent's general state (or a substate within it) as observed according to RthesisbRb[Seval [:::].
30This model can also be used to model the notion of internal ux in [Cam00] where the user's internal
state changes due to self-analysis, which is similar to needing to consider the change in measuring devices
as they measure in RQT which in turn relates back to this model since the evaluator component depicted
in Fig. 6.6 is a measuring device in Rthesis.
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Figure 6.5. User's Self-knowledge denoted by a state observing itself through an evaluatory second role
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Seval   Seval
  Seval <: Seval   Suser
  Seval Suser
Figure 6.6. Evaluator as a separate agent that is an oracle relative to both simulated user and system
6.6 Evaluation Methods
In order to represent a user set and obtain relevance judgements consider that one user
type is P = (Pint!cog;Pcog!int). More specically let Pti = Sint  ! Scog, going from
interface to cognition but ignoring internal ows that detail changes in interface elements
(thus it is a high-level view), and Pt2 = Scog  ! Sint but clicking `non-optimal31 icons'.
Similarly dene internal ows that represent deduction of if satisfaction of the need or SIE
31Meaning that the interface elements which were not interacted with would have been more represen-
tative of the IN.
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Figure 6.7. A possible substate structure in simple descriptive representation for the information experi-
ence that is sought SIE
is adequately attempted32, and a variation of topics SIE = [Scars;Shouses;S:::;:::]. Given
such a setup, what measures alternative to the traditional precision/recall, can be devised
to indicate the extent to which a search has met its goal? In general, measurements are
associated with measuring states SM  Seval (which are substates of the evaluator) and
a general measuring state is SM gen  SM that has statements like \..`z' steps or jPj
or f (jPj).." that allude to the structural or design properties of that being measured33.
These are conceptually similar to quantum measuring devices except that they do not
necessarily change on measurement or aect measurement (if that is not desired). Such a
generalisation is an advantage of the abstraction being dened here over RQT and therefore,
is easier to work with, as there are lesser conditions. The state SM and its substates contain
highly linked statements, for example, `how much' of `what' (i.e. document) is `what else'
(i.e. `read', `relevant', `interacted with'), as they relate objects with quantities and with
other objects all of which are within the substates of the general search states; thus it
requires to know precisely how the states being measured are structured. The English
statements in SM are akin to opinions that can be backed by mathematically write-able
sub-parts such as the system only understood the following user interaction at the level of
32The state SIE denoting information experience holds knowledge about if the user is satised or not
thus K(Rsatis)  K(SIE) where Rsatis is the perception containing a state that holds all traditional
understandings of satisfaction of user need.
33This pertains to the number of ows, paths, path types, substates and substate types, and other
conceptual categories by which a search is dened.
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added to ..only 25 percent due to.. f : (P;Ssys;Suser :::) 7! C34. Traditional evaluation is
as follows, there are N users from whom relevance judgements are collected who are ideally
experts or librarians who know the domain35. There is the system and results evaluator
where the system is minimally represented as a set of documents and queries. There is
also a result state Suser  SR = [qi;[Di]] for each user providing relevance judgements.
The results are then fed to an evaluator in a new experiment, usually there is only minimal
knowledge about user1;:::userN.
A new class of measures are generated by considering fm : P 7! R, specically by consid-
ering subsets of paths. For example, the number of user interactions denoted by ows of
type FT EXP in the user compared to the number of ows between matching and corpus
layers in the system, one can also formulate information theoretic measures to charac-
terise the communication between user and system (see Section 5.4). The utility measure
hcurrent jfuturei i for comparing current states to future states that are represented in a
QT language is also a ow since   <: S and a change from the current state to a potential
future state is a ow, thus hcurrentjfuturei i <: fm and utility <: ET . As elaborated in
Section 4.3.4, there are similarities between the semantics attributed to the utility function
and the concept of potential dierence which is a semantic in L(Rclass:phys) according to
the observation RthesisbRclass:phys and since there is a relation in Rclassical:phys between po-
tential dierence and energy, one can say that utility <: ET is an appropriate relationship
that gives insight into what the utility measure is doing. There is also a relation between the
utility measure and convergence it compares all document in one state with all documents
in a potential future state, and since this comparison is given the semantic of `similarity'
as adopted from Rtrad, it can be said that this is comparison of knowledge shared between
current and possible future states thus is a function that should be explicitly36 said to be
of type convergence.
The utility measure can be used by the system model as a decision function and also by
34Usually the measures would output real numbers but if particular representations are used especially
in RQT then as shown in the previous chapter complex values can result.
35They could also be users taken from a population of expected users of the system depending on the
aims of our experimental design
36Implicitly all measures on states or ows can be convergence functions as each state corresponds to a
knowledge potential. Thus there is implicit comparison between the knowledges of these states; however,
explicit convergence is the case where the knowledge being compared is known in totality. For example,
in the utility function, it corresponds to nite sets of documents in each state with relevance values.
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the user model. It is expected that for realistic user modelling the non-linear nature of
human decision making, especially `random behaviour', should be accommodated; due to
its generality, complex decision functions can be represented and discussed in terms of ows
and ow-semantics. For example, if Prospect Theory [KT79] is to be employed to model a
simulated user's decisions for picking future states then its utility function that refers to a set
of prospects37 and their value, considering behavioural heuristics and their probabilities, can
be represented by the state Sprospect decision = Sprospects[Svalues[Suncertainty
38 and a ow (with
corresponding ow type) that denotes the decision output. Each substate can be arbitrarily
complex according to the detail of behavioural heuristics to be represented. The uncertainty
and values for prospects can be calculated by comparing the information experience state to
user's understanding of the system's state (SUP) by convergence measures. For example,
if SIE is represented as a set of words then the value of a prospective interaction with a
system can be dened as a function of these set of words and words the user associates with
interface items on systemSint. Approximate users in this case can be characterised upon
their peculiar prospect choosing behaviour as held in Svalues and quantitatively classied
by a function fm : (Svalues;RU) 7! R that checks how adequately Svalues models real life
behavioural heuristics39 .
Combinatorial analysis of the number of possible paths in user and/or system models
through analysing these fm's would aid in investigations of agent behaviour which would
be especially useful from a user modelling perspective40. These measures would also help
in performing exhaustive analysis of simulated scenario designs. Other classes of measures
include fm2(jpi  Pj), fm3(jx 2 Pj) that are measures on the lengths of paths and
subpaths, and similarly there are measures to deduce the depth of a path design (to get an
idea of design detail). Another other group of classes of measures are those that consider
semantics, for example, if values for energy are given to ows like it is for ows/sinks on
a discrete graph then there are measures fm4(Energy(x 2 P)). Thus there are natu-
rally many variables to evaluate in a search scenario in Rthesis so that a scenario can be
37Note the overloading of the concept of the word `utility', as the utility function of prospect theory is
not the same as the one developed in this thesis.
38These substates are not necessarily mutually exclusive
39As Svalues can also be represented through internal ows the measure of realism here would follow
the design of evaluation measures specied at the start of this section
40As certain paths from the set of all paths in the user, denoting all the decisions they can make, may
not be realistic, thus measures of realism or approximation error (see Section 3.7.3).
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understood more deeply than with the usual evaluation metrics in Rtrad.
In order to create of realistic search simulations there require to be experiments judg-
ing the level of realism of user models, given real users [RU1;RU2;::;RUn] one has to
decide on ([(RUi;UMj)];) (a set with order) where (RUi;UMj) if UMj is the clos-
est match of RUi. The human researchers of technical orientation are required to sug-
gest [UM1;::UMn] based on their system models41 and use them for investigations into
search (i.e. without real users); then the user researchers' deduce which UM's are re-
alistic by Ruser:resb[SRUi [ SUMj]42. If UM's are not found to be realistic enough then
[Ruser:res;RtechbRthesis]b[SRUi[SUMj] is necessary where the technical and user researchers
require to discuss the reasons for ineective models, other than this their interactions would
be minimal due to the nature of simulation investigations. In this type of (non-classical)
search investigation, one needs to create a search engine along with corresponding UM's
and the UM's are to be represented so that they know what states exist within a search
state in order to pick them as part of their information experience. Given that Ssys can be
in the immediately next stage of one of [Sa;Sb;Sc], the user model needs to know details
about these possible future states unless it is a random user in which case it minimally
needs to know the number of possible future states. However, each of these future states
represent specics about the search system; therefore user models need to know search
engine specics. What about the fact that real users do not know too many details about
future states [Sa;Sb;Sc]? Real users may not initially know future states but they (can)
learn. It is not suggested that they can learn everything about future states but that their
knowledge about them improves/increases. This process of learning is of type convergence
(see Section 5.4.8) which is something that is central to modelling dynamic behaviour in
our abstraction. Thus realistic user models need to consider the learning process in real
users to be good simulations.
41Recall from Section 5.4 the laws of association and separation.
42This experiment refers to the usual user-based experiments in Rtrad and information seeking studies.
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6.7 Structural Comparison of Models
The formalisation of Rthesis allows models represented in terms of states and ows to be
compared on a structural level. For example, if the corpus of a vector space model is

tSvect:corp = Sideal [ (
S
SDi) where Sideal corresponds to the learning vector that repre-
sents the current IN, then it can be said that at each  > t, the ows  <: FT INT,
due to user interaction, (traditionally) only cause Sideal to change43. In a probabilistic
model 
tSprob:corp =
S
SDi, upon each user interaction, the probability of relevance of
(potentially) all terms and documents change, thus each  <: FT INT causes
   ! SDi,
   ! Sti;j  SDi and if term co-occurence information exists then it potentially causes
S1ti;j
   ! S2ti;j i.e. the relevance of a term causes that of another term to change.
Such a probabilistic model can be said to have more ows, and a more detailed rela-
tionship structure relative to the vector space model in which only Sideal is modied per
interaction. It also has potentially more types of ow, including ows between terms,
documents and between groups of documents (i.e. in the case calculations such as
Pr(Rel of D1 _ D2jD3;D4;D5) are required). Measures on the sets of dierent types
of ows (as introduced in Section 5.4.4) are a way to characterise the relationships be-
tween data items in a model44. Statements that can be made from these characterisations
can pertain to static relationships, such as the granularity of a state, i.e. the depth of
the substate structure; or, it could refer to the dynamic relationships as indicated in the
prior example, from which one may (simplistically) propose that the probabilistic model
`better interprets' the IN change at each time since `more items change'. Whether such a
statement is reasonable depends on a context specic analysis, that studies the particular
need, e.g. through the corresponding SIE, to deduce if changing all the data items per
interaction is an eective way to interpret the corresponding IN or information experience.
It may not be a good way if a particular interaction was not adequately representative of
the user's IN but instead more of a careless interaction45.
43Thus, the other states corresponding to document vectors do not change only the ideal vector changes.
Note that this is only a simplistic characterisation of the traditional retrieval model that aims to illustrate
how structural analysis can be done.
44For example, in the probabilistic case, due to the many ows and ow types it can be said that the
model has more (traditional) information content than the vector space model.
45As it is reasonable to assume that not every interaction from a user is intended to be as representative
of their IN as another.
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Models can also be structurally compared by considering how they react to reversible ows,
thus for each  <: FT INT that change the probabilities of terms and documents, or of
the ideal vector, in the probabilistic and vector space models respectively, what does the
inverse change  <: FT INT do? Does  undo the eect of ? For example, if a
change in the relevance of a term causes the relevance of another term to change, i.e.
Scat
   ! Sdog, then should it be that Sdog
   ! Scat? That is, should the update in the
probability of relevance of the term cat change the relevance of dog in the same way to
how a change of relevance of term dog causes the relevance of cat to be updated46? The
existence of reversible ows in a model indicate symmetric behaviour, and a quantication
of this behaviour between terms could similarly be used to characterise the way a model
depicts the relationship between data items. Reversible ows are less applicable in the
structural comparison of traditional models which seldom make such relationships explicit
47 than they are in creating new models, for which it is proposed that they provide an
important semantic for representing a crucial relationship between data items48.
6.8 Discussion
It was proposed in the previous chapter that Rthesis depicts, on a general level, research in
physics and computer science49, but search is research and research is search, so if one is
modelling search one is also modelling something about research except this is modelling
automated or `simulated' research50. This is summarised by Table 6.1 where one perception
being inside another implies that the outer one is able to observe the inner in useful terms,
for example, the observation RtradbRthesis would be dicult as traditional IR does not
46This pertains to commutativity of change (see Section 4.3.7) applied to the (traditional) concept of
updating term co-occurence information.
47Although methods of `distributing' probabilities in the use inference networks [TC97] are a potential
application of structural analysis.
48And also, between components and sub-components as illustrated in the previous chapter.
49This thesis did not explicitly explore Rtrad 7! RHHIR but it is proposed that it is easier doing
Rtrad 7! Rthesis 7! RHHIR to nd out how to better imitate HHIR. However, as studies of HHIR
require the social sciences, the structured abstraction of a search process given by Rthesis is unlikely to
complement Rsoc:sci insights as it stands, unless there is a good language for Rsoc:scib[Rthesisb[:::]];[:::]]
so it is clear how one can use our perception within Rsoc:sci.
50This is since the process of modelling by RbRthesisb::: or otherwise is the same as thinking about
modelling which is implicit simulation of a research and hence of a search scenario in the researcher's
cognition.
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RHHIR...
RHHIR...   Rthesis [RQT,RKV R QT Rtrad Rlab]
Rtrad
Rlab
Rthesis
RKV R QT
RPhilosophical, Psychological, Social Scientiﬁc, Cognitive ... = RHHIR...
RQT RCS
Figure 6.8. The perceptions explored in this chapter related with respect to observation operators b or e b
contain the research vocabulary to address concepts in Rthesis whereas the converse has
been shown in this thesis, also the frameworks corresponding to RHHIR are dened as
the most general observers but this is tentative at this time since it is unclear if the
structured representation of Rthesis can be of much use for Rsoc:sci or other HHIR related
perceptions, and until that is more clear the following (tentative) observation relations are
proposed: Rthesise bRHHIR;:::
51 and RHHIR;:::e bRthesis
52. In summary, to get to RQT from
Rtrad it is said that if S1  K(RKV R QT) and S1  K(Rvect) and S1  K(RQT) then
9sa 2 K(S1) [ K(ST1) such that T1(sa) = f(S2) and 9sb  K(S1) [ K(ST2) such that
51Recall that Rost addresses some general HHIR issues, and can observe both traditional IR and HHIR
scenarios albeit from a high-level point of view.
52Clearly Rthesis is useful for some HHIR related phenomena related to cognition and such, however it
is unclear if this applies in general and it is useful on the whole as it is for IR.
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T2(sb) = f(S3), but note that T1(sa) = f(S2) implies that T(sA) is derivable from S2
but `deriving' corresponds to a research process. Therefore if one lets f(S2) = T(:::)
then this represents the idea that `deriving' is search and the function f(S2) implies that
one has to search for the map f where the search query is the state Sf and the state
T(:::) = search(f2) is the result of the search53. The above pertains to the agents on the
system side, what about on the user side/stack? What does it know? Due to symmetry,
the answer is that it is the same, as one can perceive the user, and especially the simulated
user, as a system; additionally, one can also see the user as a researcher.
Rthesis as a Pre-Formalisation Rthesis is a pre-formalisation, a notation set with usage
instructions, a meta-model and discursive framework. In particular, it is a discursive frame-
work that employs the QT way of analysing processes. It represents a researcher in the
sense that the writer's mental/intuitionistic language (referring to the researcher deducing
models) that cannot be fully expressed only `projected'54. Rthesis is then the representation
of a `general researcher' who is able to `by-pass' the self-referential issues at some abstract
level55 and is only possible due to its adoption of ideas from QT.
The notation presented in this thesis constitutes a language L(Rthesis) to model (re)search
and it allows one to specify the problem in the rst place, thereby suggesting a solution
to the generic denition problem. Rthesis oers resolutions on multiple levels for the con-
ceptual problem by relating information need to energy, and ows to function applications,
translations, and change, and the user problem to the problem of creating and applying ap-
proximate simulated users. The evaluation problem is still dependent on the user problem
but Rthesis allows this dependence to be specied in a precise way, for example by us-
ing evaluatory measures on approximate user representations, and there are multiple ways
through Rthesis to create evaluatory measures of diering types in the aim of measuring
the information experience state SIE which is a generalised form of the user satisfaction
concept from Rtrad.
53Thinking traditionally what is then the corpus in this case? It could be the set of all the known
functions that can potentially denote the required translations.
54This is a subtle point saying that a researcher's understanding of the complex area of search is itself
research knowledge that Rthesis is supposed to express except that this expression is approximate in
the way a projection in QT is an approximation of the physical reality which is being projected into a
perception.
55Perhaps by `ignoring' it.
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This chapter and Chapter 5 have drawn a similarity between state change, search, research,
and knowledge (K(:::)) change. Moreover, the knowledge of one state can be known
by another, and thus it is said that one state is seen to know another according to a
convergence function that is in the knowledge of an evaluator, and that the evaluator is
also a researcher in this context. What is the use of all the notation introduced thus far, and
how is it going to help us? In order to solve retrieval problems, one must be able to describe
them relate them, be able to make new statements, and also dene what it means to 'solve'
them, this is precisely the denition problem. Also in order to use machines or people, one
must be able to express problems in a language they will understand. The notation and
ideas of Rthesis show how one gets (on a conceptual level and written form) from one
idea to another, and provides some initial tools to represent IR research. Further, several
concepts across these approaches were discussed relative to each other, a summary of these
concepts with corresponding concepts in alternate perceptions are given in Table 6.1.
Representation in a particular form could allow some researcher in observation Rb::: to
derive new statements about a scenario whose deduction would otherwise be dicult and
upon translation back to the source language can be said to 'solve' a problem or at least
add new insight, thus representation of a problem could be crucial to nding a solution.
As if one represents a problem in particular a form then:
1. A computer can be used to nd new statements which may not be deducible oth-
erwise. To use a conceptualisation similar to that of Chapter 3, a computer can be
termed a speed oracle as it can be used to verify hypothesis and thus can know the
truth of a hypothesis when a human using other methods does not yet know the
truth of a statement.
2. A quantum computer can be used to nd the truth of statements that are not
tractable to nd with a classical computer56.
3. A human researcher with particular expertise can be used through associating state-
ments by human intellect or intuition, that cannot be deduced by machines57.
56Thus a quantum computer in terms of the concepts introduced in Chapter 3 would be a higher-level
oracle such that RQuantum ComputerbRClassical Computer.
57A human would be an oracle relative to the perspective of a computer accepting human interaction.
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Recall from Chapter 2 that HHIR, specically the HHIR in academic research, exhibits
the optimal IR, thus it can be said that research is the best search; it is hoped that
Chapter 5 and this chapter has alluded that Rthesis can model research. Modelling a group
of researchers is itself a search scenario with multiple agents. It can denote researchers
reading papers which involve in terms of Rtrad, relevance feedback operations between the
agents, or if looking at paper then if the paper has `structure' or static knowledge then
Rthesis provides notation to discuss how the researchers' knowledges converges towards the
knowledge in the paper. This is similar to conventional search where the search engine
or `tool' takes over from `hands', `drawer', `paper' and `pen' that a researcher without
a computer would use. In all these cases it is not talking about the live scenario but
a simulated model of it, in fact any `thinking of something' is a simulation of it58. All
research involves simulation as all research involves thinking. Rthesis is a form in which
research problems can be dened for research problems that can be seen to exhibit a process
orientated avour.
By addressing the general denition problem which is that of being able to dene research
problems in IR in an organised way and assuming simulation as the standard evaluation
method, Rthesis thereby suggests a transformation of the user and evaluation problems
into user research investigations. Further, the simple, typed set structure with ows
of Rthesis oers new ways to understand IR in terms of physical semantics (of `com-
munication' and ows/changes) and through geometrical/mathematical semantics pro-
viding useful insights. Some examples of using Rthesis to create models were presented
and their practical realisation is dependent on if one can translate that particular model
K(Rthesis)  K(Rmodel) into RCS. In general, Rthesis seems a good middle language be-
tween RCS;RQT;RKV R QT;RObject Programming Language  RCS;RState description approach and
RProcess description approach. It is a teaching and research tool, a conceptualisation for search
and schema for search scenario design.
Due to the generality of the framework proposed in this thesis, it accommodates modelling
of arbitrary conceptualisations of a search system, structured data representation, and
(hence) structured interaction and structured result representation59.
58Therefore the deduction of Rthesis which induced thinking induced in turn a simulation of research.
59Structured interaction representation pertains to complex interactions, as in HHIR. It is further pro-
posed that Rthesis supports modelling of complex ling strategies for Ssystem for aiding UUP and VIRP.
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6.9 Summary
This chapter presented ways to model structured documents and the change of proper-
ties of structured documents in the course of a retrieval. It showed that the information
experience concept of Chapter 3 can be represented in the states/ows notation and sug-
gested techniques for generating user models in terms of information experiences. Several
types of evaluation measures for the design of a search scenario in terms of states/ows
were presented, some of which were related to the measures over states represented in
QT formalism derived in Chapter 4. Methods for deriving probabilities of relevance, and
hence creating traditional retrieval models were also briey discussed. The discussion part
of this chapter summarised the relationships between concepts from QT, CS, IR and the
framework presented in this thesis, and showed the relationship between the presented
framework and HHIR. It also re-addressed the practical, theoretical and conceptual ben-
ets of translating search concepts between these frameworks which as hoped, is made
easier by the formalisations presented in this thesis.
According to the framework introduced in this chapter, in order to use QT to model IR,
one needs to deduce the translation:
T : ([[Syntax];[Semantics]]  K(Rtrad)) 7! (6.2)
([[Physics `Syntax'];[Physics `Semantics']]  K(RQT))
Mapping the syntax here means that one can use the geometry, corresponding logics
and measures in H , but as discussed the physics semantics are also useful for mod-
elling search. The main argument in this chapter and Chapter 5 was that it is eas-
ier doing K(Rtrad) 7! K(Rthesis) 7! K(RQT) than K(Rtrad) 7! K(RQT) or doing
K(Rtrad) 7! K(RKV R QT) 7! K(RQT) 60. Also we hope to have shown that it is easier
doing K(Rtrad) 7! K(Rthesis) 7! K(RCS) than K(Rtrad) 7! K(RKV R QT) 7! K(RCS)
or K(Rtrad) 7! K(RCS).
60Note that the discussion of Chapter 3, denoted by Rost is precluded in Rthesis, thus the physical
semantics used in discussing Rost is also part of Rthesis.
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7.1 Conclusions
In this section I list the contributions made by this thesis and outline the main conclusions.
This thesis investigated the principles underlying the foundations of information retrieval.
I outlined the four key problems in the area, the conceptual problem, denition problem,
user problem and evaluation problem in Chapter 2. I then addressed each problem by
analysing it from the perspective of the scientic framework underlying Quantum Theory.
In the following paragraphs I list the contributions this work has made.
7.1.1 Ostensive search represents any search
This thesis argued that all information retrieval processes can be reduced to a generic osten-
sive retrieval process, and specically the dynamics of a search process can be described as
according to principle of higher ostension in Chapter 3. I introduced the concept of oracles
and discussed the relative nature of observations about search, specically distinguishing
system and researcher points of view. I proposed that all processes are search processes and
addressed the conceptual problem in this way. In particular, search is not only a process
but also the process by which all other processes are known, interpreted and expressed.
In IR, search is both the object of study and the method of study. The most external
agents of a process always act ostensively relative to some observers viewpoint. An agent
is relatively ostensive to an agent if the agent is unsure about the future interactions of
the agent.
I argued that questions of idealness of a retrieval agent are not denable or addressable
unless user's are simulated, suggesting the concept of approximate users. This work implies
that it is inevitable that simulation be a normative evaluation strategy if extensive formal
research is to be accommodated with respect to the IR research methodology presented
in this thesis. I proposed that the user and systems have to be modelled to indicate that
they share knowledge prior to a search, which suggests a symmetry in how a (simulated)
user and a system ought to be modelled.
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7.1.2 Techniques of Analysis from Quantum Theory
Using modelling techniques from QT, I argued that there are two main ways to model a
search, rst by its eects and the second by modelling a particular search phenomena such
as relevance. These are not unrelated but separating them in this way provides insight that
aid in the creation of models.
I developed models that characterise relevance by encoding static and dynamic search
information. From this, I introduced measures of eectiveness (utility measures) that
employ this encoding. I proposed that the QT formalism does not provide a way to predict
how a search state will change, instead, one needs the equivalent of physical equations or
laws to model1 the dynamics of a search.
I showed that mathematical semantics such as commutativity that equate to conservation
of a physical quantity, are useful for modelling search behaviour, specically invariance in
search process such as that pertaining to information need. I suggested that traditional
IR is like classical physics whereas Rthesis accommodates a broader range of phenomena
so corresponds more to quantum physics. A relation between physical semantics and IR
semantics in the example of relating document-level utility measure to potential dierence
was given (see Section 4.3.4.7). A technique for using groups of unitary matrices to
represent information need change was presented in Section 4.3.7 for designing simulations.
I showed that QT alone cannot address the denition problem of IR even though it provides
a useful formal framework for modelling search phenomena.
7.1.3 General Representation Techniques
In Chapter 5, I propsed a notation and semi-formal representation technique incorporating
QT semantics (from all QT postulates) for expressing search concepts that pertain to the
general denition of search given in Chapter 3. The notation corresponds to a set-theoretic
structure for specifying static details of a search, augmented with a graph structure for
specifying the dynamics of a search.
1Thus one needs the IR equivalent of a Schr odinger equation and/or a eld theory [Sak94] representing
the semantics of the dynamics of a search.
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Using this notation I dened the concept of shared-knowledge between agents, and intro-
duced the concept of convergence by which a search can be generally characterised as a
process by which knowledge of agents are modied. I gave several techniques for quanti-
fying convergence between agents and between states of a search. In addition, I showed
that the query formulation problem and system understanding problem can be specied as
problems of convergence.
The presented representation oers insights from physics and computer science for mod-
elling search. Therefore it allows concepts represented in its form to be translated into
frameworks in these elds. Further, the representation accommodates complex models of
cognition for modelling the user.
The representation language I proposed is an initial step to comprehensively tackling the
denition problem of IR. Further, as it accommodates modelling of users (as discussed in
Section 6.1), it is also an initial step to resolving the user and evaluation problems (as
introduced in Section 2.6). The evaluation problem is additionally addressed by several
types of measures presented in Chapter 5, Section 6.1, which suggest families of dier-
ent measures (and corresponding semantics) to complement the traditional measures of
eectiveness in IR.
From the perspective of traditional IR, I proposed techniques for formulating new search
models for matching queries to documents using measures over documents, sets of doc-
uments, states of components or states of agents or searches over arbitrary time periods.
These techniques make use of the utility measure developed in Chapter 4 where I suggested
that this measure (which in general has several forms) is semantically related to measures
of uncertain inference, and decision theoretic measures.
In Chapter 6, I suggested that user modelling relates to designing an interaction protocol for
a system and that HHIR is the optimal interaction protocol. Further, I provided methods
for modelling of structured document retrieval, analysis of requirements for translating a
search scenario description to QT for formal analysis.
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7.2 Future Work
As this thesis is a study into foundations, there are a signicant number of possible future
projects directly related to this work that are worthy of further investigation, or that stem
as a consequence of the ndings of this thesis. In the following a number of areas are
outlined for possible future work.
A Philosophical Study The thesis proposed that search is intimately connected to re-
search, and research to search. Search was also proposed to be the primitive tool for the
individual computer user's development of a social perspective. Further, the higher osten-
sive principle proposed that all processes are search processes, and yet search is the process
by which any process can be interpreted. Further work in the form of a comprehensive
philosophical investigation of search, from a philosophy of science, philosophy of physics
and philosophy of computer science perspective, would be necessary to denitively address
the conceptual problem in IR. Philosophical development of the principle of higher ostension
can be approached by considering its relation to methods of conceptualising participating
observers in the QT context as suggested in [Sta07].
A Simulation Framework Given the various techniques for user, and system modelling,
and corresponding evaluation measures, the next natural step would be to use these devel-
oped modelling tools to create a general (modelling and software) framework for simulating
search. Techniques have been presented for analysing the design complexity of simulations,
the realism of approximate users, and the complexity of a simulation, all of which are func-
tions of measures on the sets of state changes in a search. These techniques can be
employed to quantitatively classify simulation models.
Formal analysis of the Representation Language The semi-formal language pre-
sented is an intuitive one in which to represent search ideas, it is also a `middle-language'
between programmatic representation and a quantum theoretic state representation; it is
necessarily ambiguous. A formal study of this language for the purposes of relating to for-
mal computational languages, would be a useful investigation as it would directly address
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the practical side of the denition problem in IR.
Investigation of Utility Measures The measures developed in Chapter 4 are exible
in that they allow encoding of several types of details about a search, and the algebraic
structure of H in QT allows these details to be combined is several useful ways. One
avenue for further work is to investigate the formal relationships between these measures
and decision theoretic measures such as the utility function from Prospect Theory [KT79],
to nd out if the utility function can be used to quantify a `logical uncertainty principle'
between states of search. A useful study would be to construct new models from the deci-
sion making techniques suggested by the utility measures, and to compare this according
to the traditional retrieval evaluation strategies.
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Encoding
A.1 Probabilities into Angles
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Which can also be written subsuming 1p i into a complex representation:
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A.2 Document-Level Utility
In the following probabilities of relevance are mapped to a section of a sine curve that is
approximately linear, the parameter () is set according to the desired number of decimalA.2. DOCUMENT-LEVEL UTILITY
places one requires to store a probability value thus it corresponds to the level of detail in
the probabilities of relevance.
Let: c Pr(tdi) = Pr(tdi);  = 1  10
  () Pr(tdi) t
1

sin

c Pr(tdi)

(A.3)
ti in Equation A.2 is set to c Pr(tdi), by Pr(tdi) it is meant Pr(Reljtdi) .
Given jtd1i;jtd2i 2 t; jtd3i;jtd4i 2 t0 where t  =
 
w1;1 e|(t1) + w1;2 e|(t2)
jw1i; and
t b   =
 
w1;3 e|(t3) + w1;4 e|(t4)
jw1i where
D
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Taking one such summand one gets:
1;3;1 = w1;1 w1;3e
|(t1 t3) = w1;1 w3;1 [cos(t1   t3) + |sin(t1   t3)] (A.5)
The i;j;k in Equation A.5 for a xed term k = 1 and in the case of two documents in
each of t0 and t is given inEquation A.5 which shows the results of the inner product
between t  and t b   where wi;j is the static weight of term i in document j. Generalising
over all terms:
1;3;1 u w1;1w3;1 + |(w1;1w3;1)(Pr(td1)   Pr(td3)) (A.6)
which are traditional dot products between documents as in the vector space model for
retrieval Equation A.7:
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The taylor approximations are:
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By Equation A.3 and taylor approximations we get:
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2
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Ignoring relatively negligible, 
2 terms we get:
1;3;1 u w1;1w3;1 + |(w1;1w3;1)(Pr(td1)   Pr(td3))
(A.9)
The utility function captures this distinction Equation A.10 and presents itself as a measure
for quantitatively comparing states based on dynamic and static search information:
Let ij = (Pr(tdi)   Pr(tdj))htdijtdji
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Taking account of special cases we say that utility is a generalisation of all three measures
(which are further discussed in Section 4.3.4.6):
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Representing terms as Signals
B.1 Introduction
A document can be interpreted as a collection of concepts, and can then also be represented
as a function of concepts. Initially assume that every word in a processed1 document is a
relatively reducible concept. Dene relatively reducible as meaning that there exists other
items in the document `about' the same concept, hence all these terms have the potential
to be grouped relative to either all terms in a document or the corpus. Retrieval theory
states that one can represent all documents of a corpus in a matrix where the (i;j)th entry
is a binary membership value of the jth term in the ith document. Each row is then a
document vector in a concept space spanned by all concepts in the corpus. Given the
properties of synonymy and polysemy as a characteristic of the language in which the doc-
uments are represented, it makes more sense in grouping the dimensions of the space due
to conceptual correlations between spanning vectors. Dimensional reduction algorithms
generally work by identifying clusters dierentiated on the initial high-dimensional space
by a measure, then forming a set of reduced dimensions (assuming there clusters  ini-
tial dimensions) from information derived from these clusters. This is the general idea
behind spectral decomposition2/eigenvector decomposition/singular value-decomposition
and is also a simple logical idea, in that, given a set of objects each possessing several
1Processed means: removed of stop-words.
2As introduced in Chapter 4.B.2. ENCODING TERMS
dierent types of characteristics one can suggest the characteristic using which there will
be an acceptable3 partitioning of the items, the nature of acceptability being the variable.
Latent semantic indexing [DCC+03] percieves the dimensions of the dimensionally reduced
concept space of documents as pertaining to some hidden structure about the represen-
tation language, termed semantics. The idea correlates to signal processing in which any
electric signal can be modelled, according to a calculus as consisting of base wavelets4.
B.2 Encoding Terms
In signal analysis a wave has two basic properties, amplitude and frequency, that is, a
signal is thought of as an entity that can be described by how often its observed and its
strength on observation. At a rst attempt one can say that in a corpus each term is
a signal, with the frequency being a function of the number of documents in which it
occurs and the amplitude being dened as a function of the intra and document frequency
for each document. This separation of intra-document and inter-document frequencies
correspond to the tf-idf weights based on the resolving power, specicity, exhaustivity and
similar concepts in traditional retrieval. Representation of a term given some ordering on
all terms and documents is detailed below.
First, given a document set D with kDk = N and nt as the number of documents in
which term t occurs, the corpus frequency of a term is dened as:
f(t) = f (idf(t)) =
1 + log

N
nt

1 + log(N)
, setting f(t) = 0 if nt = 0 (B.1)
The value of the function has the following range:
1
1 + log(N)
 f(t)  1 (B.2)
3This refers to being conceptually acceptable corresponding to being a quality dimension in some
conceptual space [G 00].
4Like a basis where each basis vector corresponds to a wave pattern. This also corresponds to harmonic
analysis, which would perhaps be useful in studying linguistic patterns in text that are at a higher-
level (semantically) than information theoretic conceptualisations that are based purely on frequency of
occurrence.
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Secondly in document Dp the qth term is given a normalised intra-document frequency by
any function:
tf(p;q) : N  N 7! f0;1g (B.3)
Finally the qth term in document Dp is assigned a complex value:
Tp ;q = tf(p;q)e
|q; where q = 2f(q) (B.4)
One can replace the tf and idf (Equation B.1) measuring functions with alternative suitable
functions as long as they are independent in that the tf measure should not be related to
idf; keeping with the idea of the phase/amplitude of a wave being two separate properties.
In Equation B.1, a rarer term gets a larger value for f(t) which when substituted in
Equation B.4 gives a larger angle . Intuitively,  is the period of a term/signal generated
by a term where the unit is a corpus, until a meaningful ordering can be concieved of
the underlying collection, further parallels with signal theory is not possible as `periodicity'
would be an undened concept.
A document can be represented as a sum/superposition5 of its weighted term assignments
or as a vector given bases "q:
Dp =
X
q
Tp ;q or
X
q
"qTp ;q (B.5)
Dening a term/document matrix with its pth column being the vector Dp, the similarity
of documents need to be re-dened on such a space as the dot product between any two
documents p1;p2 gives
P
q tf(p1;q)tf(p2;q) thus excluding the idf. Before dening such
a measure note that the complex conjugate of the idf part of Tp ;q, say a rare term, gives
a value with a period for a common term according to a symmetry that is characteristic
of the complex roots of unity. There exists many other such correspondences in such a
representation. Given techniques, such as sampling and fourier analysis, it is proposed that
more information can be gathered about the relations between terms and documents of a
corpus.
Using dimensional reduction techniques one can represent documents in a complex semantic
5This refers to the superposition of signals as opposed to that of quantum states.
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space, it would be interesting to see if there are any parallels between this and dimensional
reduction techniques in signal analysis such as Fourier Decomposition6. Retrieval research
has given documents a richer representation by considering relations between words, sen-
tences and acknowledging document structure. The equivalents of these properties of a
document in terms of signal representation would be denoted by a collection of functions7
to dene these richer properties in the representation of a document.
6An initial work on using dimensional reduction techniques from continuous spectra on data collections
can be found in [Hoe03].
7Note that the notation of Chapter 5 accommodates document properties (as shown in Chapter 6)
and can be used as a middle language for translating to a signal representation framework in the way it is
used to translate to a quantum theory framework.
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Notes on Evolution
C.1 Hamiltonians, Super-selection and Ostension
As introduced in Section 4.3.4, relevance feedback is accomplished by changing the state  
upon observing feedback. Feedback is traditionally a query whose eect is logically deduced
from information that includes P(Qij) (see Chapter 4). Any non-trivial operator can now
be used to update the state upon feedback. Unitary operators U are one such class of
operators with the useful property U = U 1 allowing the undoing of a feedback and a
diagonal form U =
P
j jjujihujj with eigenvalues lying in the unit circle, j = e| 2 C.
Inner products and hence lengths of vectors are invariant under unitary evolution. Thus
the geometrical eect of applying U to some vector is a projection onto the eigenspaces
of the operator followed by a rotation within the respective eigenspace.
The change of states over time due to relevance feedback is analogous to the dynamics
of a physical system which can be given some structure. If there is some determinism in
the evolution process then the set of unitary operators used in the evolution process form
at least a one parameter semi-group [tU], if not a group. This is true if tUTU = t+TU
(semi-group property) which means that the feedback at time t followed by a feedback at
time T is equal to the feedback at a time t + T. Interpreting this more clearly requires
that one dene a parametric form for the unitary operators. According to [vF91] all such
operators can be expressed tU = e |Ht for some Hermitian operator H. More generally,C.1. HAMILTONIANS, SUPER-SELECTION AND OSTENSION
on solving the Schr odinger equation for a time dependent Hamiltonian, H is given a
parameter [Gri02]: tU = e |
R b
a H(t)dt where a and b denote the time at the start and end
of the evolution period. It is required for H(t) to be properly dened so that the semi-
group property is met. If one chooses the Hamiltonian so that it has time independent
eigenspaces which are those spanned by the term bases of H then an useful form for
the unitary operator is tU =
Pdim(H)
j e |
R b
a j(t)dtjtjihtjj where the time dependence has
moved to the eigenvalues.
Lets take the simple case of a document wave function represented as a superposition of the
orthogonal term basis jdki =
Pdim(H)
j wkj jtiji. Then tU jdki =
Pdim(H)
j wkje
 |j(t;b;a)jtkji
where j(t;b;a) =
R b
a j(t)dt, which is simply a rotation of each co-ordinate of the docu-
ment vector. Chapter 4 uses a parameter free unitary operator using a time-independent
Hamiltonian with j(t;b;a) = tj where the time variable is used only as a label. In this
case I just put in new values for tj each time I get relevance feedback. Instead of using a
density operator for decision purposes I used a function of the inner product between two
state wave functions f(ht jT i) or a utility function  where t  is a state before feedback
and t  after feedback. In this representation, the tj which hold probabilities of relevance
for each term were coded in a specic way to get a reasonable output for the inner prod-
uct between states. The rotations of the individual terms upon each feedback point are
linearly proportional to the change in relevance of the respective term. The probability of
relevance or its change is not deduced by the inner product but some other method (e.g.
pure retrieval method).
In the density operator method, by contrast, the decision function is the trace which is used
to generate a probability (Pr(Mj)). The density operator is evolved by applying in the
following way b = UaU 1. The setting of the tj in the unitary evolution of the density
operator needs to correspond with some previous judgement: Pr(Mja). For this to mimic
the updating in some traditional relevance model one can run the traditional model to get
the updated probability distribution for terms and/or documents, then create the new
density b by solving equations tr(bQi) = hQii where hQii for single term queries is the
probability of relevance of a term. However, in the general case when b may have complex
entries, there are, for N terms N2 entries [Blu81] to nd, this means N2 probabilities must
be available for a complete representation.
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The new density operator b will have the same diagonal entries as a if one assumes
unitary evolution has taken place. If the system is in its initial state with a=1 then all
entries in a are real, and if one assumes real entries for Qi then only the real components
of U's matrix entries will play a part in the calculations (the imaginary parts cancel). The
unitary operator's components can be found by solving equations b = UaU 1, from
which the tj can be deduced. However, just nding U's to transform from two given
density states is of no consequence, instead a particular relevance feedback method, such
as the traditional Rocchio method [Roc71] or the method of the binary independence
model, must be generalised in terms of a set of unitary operators with some parameters.
The aim is to try to encapsulate any type of relevance feedback as a unitary operation, and
if it fails then to investigate what it is about IR that makes it deviate from this particular
character of QT evolution. There are other evolution types from QT to try, each with a
rich set of properties and structure, some of which have deep physical interpretations. For
IR purposes, one does not expect to have any structure on the space of unitary operators
except in rare deterministic cases, thus it seems adequate to have parameter free evolution
in the general case. However, then the idea of invariance/conservation of quantities (with
respect to a group of unitary operators, see Section 4.3.7) as in [vF91] seems unclear
without the context of parameters. Conservation of quantities is related to super-selection
operators which seems like the tool for nely dening what dynamics are allowed or not,
and it maybe of importance (but there is a diculty in interpreting this in the sense of
parameter free evolution). The external oracle of Chapter 3 can be said to `super-select'
states (ostensively) in that when the next state is not known in advance but a potentiality
of states exist, the external observer breaks the superposition as per the concept of higher-
ostension. This also corresponds to state collapse (see Chapter 4). In the case that the
relative external observer, as the user is to the system, requires to be modelled as needs to
be the case for search simulation then the semantic of super-selection or state-collapose is
an useful association to the semantic of state-picking by an oracle as it indicates that an
external inuence was experienced, this was addressed in Chapter 3.
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C.2 Using Histories
For modelling dynamics with the full force of QT one needs to consider all operations to
measure things as observables thereby requiring that they correspond to operators with
particular properties. Over time, state of a physical system changes as well as that of the
observers of that state. State change can be modelled by the Born rule (see Chapter 4
and [Gri02]) for a few events but for > 3 events the concept of quantum histories are
required, and these need to conform to conditions of consistency, thus particular search
paths may not be consistent with others on a semantic level as inscribed in the properties
of observation operators. In Chapter 5, IR is treated in a semi-formal manner such that it
is easier to deduce what search paths there are in a search, their nature, the components
in the path and the eect a search event has on them, semantic consistency is deduced
through such analysis and is required knowledge if one is to map general search events to
histories.
Quantum Histories can be used symbolically employing the random-walk model to quanti-
tatively suggest the probability of possible future search paths. By using the QT formalism
one could also model events logically so that a current document da to which is related
document db and dc can be denoted da  ! db _ dc. This approach allows a logic to be
applied to the ostensive graph and would also be useful for general interface modelling and
specically to modelling search gestures. In terms of histories, the work in [Cam00] can
be said to have employed two time histories, a particular state of aairs where a docu-
ment selected is shown with other branching documents on the ostensive interface can be
represented in terms of quantum histories as Y2 = [Y1]  [dnext
1 ] 1 and Y3 = [Y2]  [dnext
2 ].
The representation suggests considering longer than two item histories, and perhaps not
necessarily constant length histories such that complex past behaviours can be modelled.
1Where  is a type of tensor product.
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